The Statement of Need and Reasonableness
for
Minnesota Environmental Quality Board
Proposed Environmental Review Program Rules
This Statement of Need and Reasonableness will utilize the
following format for a paragraph-by-paragraph discussion of the proposed
rules:
I.

Authority

II.

History of Environmental Review in Minnesota

III. 1980 Amendments to the Minnesota Environmental Policy Act
IV.

Rule Drafting Process in Preparation of these Proposed Rules

V.

Substantive Discussion of the Proposed Rules
A.

Introduction to the Rules
1.

Introduction to Chapter
a.

Introduction to Section
(1)
(2)

Statement of Rule as proposed
Discussion of Proposed Rule including:
(a)

An explanation of the origin of the

provision;
·from the

ex~sting

(b) Explanation of how the provision differs
rule, if applicable;
(c)

Statement of the need for this provision;

(d) Statement relating to reasonableness of the
provision, including a discussion of alternative methods of addressing
the need;
{e) Brief discussion of any public comment or
controversy relating to the provision, if applicable.
VI.
NOTE:

Information on Procedures for Providing Comment
Definitions arid abbreviations used in the proposed rules are
incorporated in this Statement of Need and Reasonableness.
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I.

~UTHORITY

These rules are proposed to implement the 19!:30. amendments to
the Minnesota Enyir9nmental Policy Act, Minn. St~t· ~h. 1190~ EXisting
rules 6 M(:A~ § 3.Q21 throu_gh_ 3.032 are delet~d in_ their entirety and are
replaced by proposed rules 6 MC..l\R §~ 3.021 thro\Jgh_ 3.041. ~xi~ting
rules 6 MCAR §§ 3.033 through 3.047 are amended to be~ome 6 MCAR §§
3.042 through -3.054. These ~ections contain minpr revisic;:ms as
indicated. Rules 6 MCAR §§ 3.055 and 3.056 replace the existing rule 6
MCAR § 3.025 G.

Sp.ecific authority to promulgate rules relating to the
Environmental ReView Program is granted under Minn. Stat. § 1160.04,
subd. 5 (a) and Minn. Stat. § 1160.045. General rule-making aUthority
is given the Environmental Quality'Boa'rd in Minn. Stat.§ 116C.04 an_d
Minn. Stat. Chap. 1160.
II. HISTORY OF

ENVIRONMENT~L

REVIEW IN MINNESOTA

The q>nGept of et;'lyironmental review wa$ $pawned in the

l~t~

1960s wi t:h the deve 1op.i ng !'!nvi ron111_e~ta 1 con sci enp:~ ._ Its; pyrpos;e was t:o
iiTiplement ~nyironmental prot.e~tian as a matter af p~blic policy ~nd ~a_
l!tilize the Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) as a pl9-nnil"\9 tool in_
the decision-mal< i ng prq9ess. En vi ronmenta 1 revi e~ do_es n,ot of itself
m&ke decisions: rather it pro¥ides n.ecessary information t() go.vernmental units which they can l!tilize to make environment~lly s_ens;itive decisions in the best interests of the p.ublic._ It has a furtller purp.9:~e in
allowing the public tp p_a_rti~ipate in deci!":>ions that a,ffe<;:t th_em~ Th~
intent is to prevent enl{i ron111enta: 1 degradati pn b_y wise and i nforme4
decisions;.
Minn~sota's Environmental Review Program was establis~ed by the
Mi nn_esota En vi ronmenta 1 Po 1 i <;:Y Ac~ (MEPA) of 1973._ Cqmpani o.n
legislatio.n, found at Minn. Stat. ch. 116C, establis;hed the Minnesota
Environmental Quality Board (EQB). Rules implemen~ing t_he pr9<;:ess were
proml,!lgated in 1974 and remained in effect until 197-7~ Under the initi a1 process a11 deci S: ion-making authority was centra_lized in the EQB ~
The EQB decided on a caSe-by-case basis Which projects were majo_r
actions with the potential for significant environmental effects.

In 1977 the Environmental Review Program Rules were. amended to
incorporate recommendations b.ased on the history of the first three
years of the Program. The most signiftcant Change was the decentralization of the process by allowing loc~l_ and sta;te '~gen~ies to clssum~ more
authority in decisions on the need for EISs for pY.oposed projects un.dertheir jurisdiction. The agency that had the most approval authority
over a project was required to prepare an Environmental ·Asse$smen_t
Worksheet (EAW) to determine whether the prqj_ect ~arrant~d ~rl EIS.
Decisions made by the responsible agencies were subject to revi.e\i_ and
reversal by the EQB. -These ru_les are currently in effect for the
Eitvi rorlmental' Review Program and are referred to throughout this
Statement ll;S the "curren~ rules.".
During the 1979-80 legislative session, the EQB, a business
group, and an environmental group submitted proposals to the legislature
for revi.sions to MEPA. Tt'le EQB st:aff was given these three proposals
and told to wprk out a_ compromise. The staff drew e-lements from each qf
the three propos_als, the new Council on Environmental Quality
·
regulations, and existing processes in other states, a_nd developed
compromise l~gislation. This dra,ft legislation was submitted to the
legislatu.re and served as the basis for amendments to MEPA which becamelaw on Aprt1_ 3,-19_80.
,
'
III. 1980 AMENDMENTS TO THE MINNESOTA

ENVIRONMENTA~

POLICY ACT

The main elements of- the amended MEPA inclu.de:
1.
Further decentralization of decisio.n-making authority to
allow_ local units of government and permitting sta.te agencies to ma.ke
final admjnistrative decisions regard_ing the need for and adequa_cy oJ
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environmental review. The EQB retains the authority to make rules
governing the environmental review process, however, the EQB may intervene only at specified times during the process. Local and state agency
administrative qecisions may no longer be appealed to the EQB. Appeals
must be filed directly in district court.
2.
Establishment of specific thresholds for projects and
impacts that will automatically require preparation of an EAW or EIS to
assure greater predictability in the process. C-ategories of projects
which are exempt from environmental review were also requ-ired.
3. Establishment of strict time limits for the preparation
and review of environmental documents.
4.
Encouragement of citizen participation early in the process of environmental review to promote a non-adversarial process. The
agency respOnsible for preparing the EAW must submit the EAW for a
30 _day public review and comment period. The final decision on the need
for an EIS is not made until after public comment has been received.
5.
Establishment of a relaxed process of citizen initiation
of .environmental review to enable citizen involvement early in the process to pr.omote non-adversarial interaction on controversial projects.
6.
Provision for flexible content requirements for EISs~ An
early and open seeping process is established as the first step in EIS
preparation. Through this process, only the relevant issues are analyzed in the EIS. This provides for a shorter, more timely and less
expensive document that is more relevant and useable for decision
·
makers.
7.
Provision for alternative forms of environmental review.
The intent is to allow environmental review to proceed in the ·most
timely, cost effective manner as long as the alternative process meets
base criteria.
·

IV. RULE DRAFTING PROCESS IN PREPARATION OF THESE PROPOSED RULES
On April 7, 1980, a Notice of Intent to Solicit Outside Opinion
and Information concerning the revisions to the rules relating to the
Environmental Review Program was published in the State Register. EQB
staff began soliciting comments from the public and from governmental
units and prepared a working draft of the proposed rules to implement
the new legis-lation. This draft was submitted to a task force for
review and comment. The task force consisted of representatives from
industry, state government, local units of government, environmental
groups, and persons knowledgeable with the history and purpose of the
environmental review in Minnesota. Task force meetings were held
throughout the summer and fall of 1980. The product of the task force
was released as a public draft on December 19, 1980.
Throughout the drafting process, from April 1980 through July
1981, numerous meetings and discussions were held with individuals,
state agency personnel, and interest groups. It should be noted that
not all comments were incorporated. The rules as proposed represent a
balance of comments and recommendations received.
The December 19 draft was mailed to all cities and counties in
the state, as well as persons on the State Planning_Agency interested.
persons list. A series of public meetings were held across the state in
January 1981 to obtain comments on the December 19 draft. These comments were incorporated into a second public draft which was released on
March 19, 1981.
At its April 1981 board meeting, the EQB established a special
committee of board members to conduct further public meetings for comment on the March draft. A series of three public meetings were held in
May and June to receive comments on the mandatory categories, the review
process and the fiscal impacts of the proposed rules. Comments received
as a result of these meetings were incorporated into a third public
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\1:17ii,H wp,ich, l>'a> appro~ed for neari,n.g, a,t th,e July 19.81 ~O,B, !J!~etin.g.,
CQpJ~s o,~ ~l:l <;:omment;.s. rE;!~E;:J\!.ed, pu,rs.u~ant to, th,e_ PJ,I.bli.c r,~ .'(i:eW; P:.t;Q~~_s:s,e.s,-

a:t

a.re

a.\(aJla~J~-

y,.

S,U~STA~TriVE DI,SCUSSIO~

1iO_r revieW.

In;tr,Q.<l!l;ct_iqn, to,

t~_e.

t~.e

EQ_B. O.ffi:ce.

··

·

Of '(HE PROPDS[D. RULES

R,u,les:

Thes_e tu.l:es 'l(e.re w_rt~ten ~nd_ o.rgan,i~~ed. tn. a,n ey,~~_emp.t: t~. IJ)~~~

th_e_m_ a,s, re~,d.a,b,le- an_(! u_seabJe a.s p.ossib.le for th.~. g~.r,~.e:r:-a,l pu_b:l:ic._ T;h.i1s_
effort is_ es_p_eci;all,x i!Tip.orta_n,t w;ith t~e d,~.cen;t;ra,l_i;~a,ti.q_n_ ~f ~!l.e_·
dgci s,i.9nt~mii;ki:ng p.r,o,cess. ~nd- th,e i-mp.ort_a~:rt; roJe of c5-ti,-zf%TI; i:n.I~:O_l;'<-~nJen:t·_
T<;}, fur-~he.r: facHi:ta_te. p_ub.ld.c u.n.de,rstandci ~19, o-f t.~ . ~- ruJe.s, '«~-~-~- q.dpp.t~.d,,

EQB sta,H will p,repare a, "G,u,ide to the Rules," ~,h5:ch, w,i,l:], exp,1a,in, thg,
tn:l)._enlt ol- ·t~_e. r~_;l,es_ and. pr,oyjAe: i.ns_t~ru;c_ti;OO;S, ~IJ.d: S_l,I.9;9,E;!S,t_i\9Tt.S, ~€;!.1·q:,t">,i~~;~g.~ ~o:
th.~.i-Y?- i:mp.l:em~ntati_on,.

In ad.d.i-ti.on.• EQB. sta:ff

b.a,s,i.s.

o.f

'1.it1l-~_Q.n,9.~,c~

p.u,b,l:i:c. itn.for;-

m~-ti-cgt a_n.d tr.atn_i n.g_ ses,s_i.~.Tl.s. a,f~e_r,. the- ru,l.es_ a~e. foJ'l1la.llY. pro.lJI!J,lg~te.d.- · ·
a_~;~.q: \'f,i.l,l, ~.e a~aJlab,le tQ pro.~:td~ t~chn,tcet.l: a.s.s.i.s;~a.n.c~. t;~.n an: "as, r.i_~e.de(;l;"

This,

s.~i:l,t~me-ot

N.~~d. ~t;J.d, Re~s_onablen_~~:s

sta.n4~pd_ ~q.r; ir;~t~.r:pr~~i,ng~

\hg

Ir;t,~ro,du,~·tio,o. to Chapter- 11:
R.esp,on_s_i;b.t l t ti.es..

w,i.ll be_

u,sr~_.d:

i,ls

t~,e

r;t,~,l<.es_._

Au.t~~ri.ty,

Purpos.e., Oefto,iti:o.ns_,

A.n a,t:temp.t w.a.s II)aA~ to, 'f!_r-i.te. t~.es_e. ru.l~.S: a,s, a, s_eJ,f- ycm,t~i;r;t,~,d:
u,ntt to_ e_naQ,le mo,re. effe.cti. v,~. u.s.e by the pu,blic. Th. ~- 'fn;t~.nt o.f: thJ,s,
~h.ap.tex· i,s to p.ro.vi de. a_ bas,k fr"a.m,e.w:otk o,f fefe.r,~.o,~,:e f:or· ~~~ l,~J~/r m_o,~;.~,
sul),sta,~ti:v!;!. po,rti_on~ of th.e r,u}e.s_.
~ar,li.e-r dra:fts o,f: t.h.i.:s. ch#_p.t~r ~t;);r;J,--:
t~.,in.ed. add-i_t_i,onal language o:f.an i.n.fo.rmati~e o_r a:.ctx.i,soxy. l),a-,tu,.r;E;!." Th.i:$.
lB;n.g.u._a_g.e w.as de.l,eted, from tb.e final draft and wil;l: be_ i_.n.clu.de.di i_:n th.e
'.',G_y,t'de to ~h. e Rui~s._" Th,e. p_ri-mary re.~ion_s 'tor ·d_el~ti.n.g. t~i~s,~, m.~.-~~r,.i\ils.
fr;Qm, ~h~-- ru),e_s w,ere to: cu.r-t.a,.tl the len.g,th of t.h-e r;u.le.s_ an,d t(), n:ri:n5:Tldi~-~
a,mb.i<Q~.i.ti·es,_ resulti.ng fro.m. p.aten,ti.al misi-n.te_rp.re.ta_ti:D.JJ.- o.f a.d_.x.-is.o.ry
i:n,fo.ri:n~ti~()n. A.fter readi-ng_· thts ~hapter,_ th,e rea,d_e.r sb_<;).u.l.d, ga;in t\ baste
fa_Q1Ui:~.r.-i,ty. '1J~h t:h~- g_<;>&ls o:~ ~n,vir.onl)l~.n.tal re.v:i:~w; a.,n4_ tti_e, r.~~~p.Qn· ·
si,:Qili-.t.i.es. Q._f ~ari,ous. p.ar-ties that ma,x. be interested it:~,~ given,
4,C~t;i;y_ity.
.
.
ln.tro,du.ctio.tl to 6

~CAR§

3.02<:

Authority, purpo,se, and objectiv,es.

Th,is rule is. ba_si.cal.ly. in.tro_ducto.ry i.n n_atu.re.._

I.~ i~s, pro.~id~e.d

ttv~ p.u.rp,os,e. o,f s.E;!tttn.g. the. s.tage (lnd to.ne fc;>.r ~h,e -re,s.-~ Q.f th.e_ ru_,l~s..
Com.~~n.ts_· rel;ati.ng to J)lisfn,te_rpre.tB:tio."' o.r miS;a,pp,licatiq_ri_ o;f le,gJs.l.ati:v,e.
i.n~~r:t.t, ~n.d_ glt.e.~nati:xe i.n.terpretatio.T_l.s. of the 'i'O,le. o:f ~n,~ci.TO.r:t.m.e:n~al ·

fqr

r,~l{i.ew ~r~

televant to. th.is,

r:u_l~-·

Th,e ~:~.eed- fo.r a. rule o.f this n~tu_re w_a,~ d.em_9.n~t.ra,te_c;i ~_h.~o. ug_ h ~he
ew. proces.s.. Al th.oug_ h_ erw.i ronmeo.tal re.'l(i e.\1 r~.le:s, ~;q_~.e b.e.e:o. i.n
~ffect for e-ight ye.a_rs, m!l_ch o_f the pub.l i c is una:~arE! o.f th_.etr exis,~~.nc~
ox m,is.,info._rf!l.~d as to. th~ir P\J.rp_o.se.. The '-'G_u,id,~. to. t~.e. RuJ.es." 'iJ.ill gp ·~_u,bs.t~.O.ti.~lly furthe·r in. exp,l a.in.i ng t~.e pu,rpose o.f ~-!lY-i_ronJller:t.ta_l re.v,-i e~·-·
pJ,i,b,l i c

r~vi

6 MCAR § 3.021 A.

DIS(;U!>SIO~:

Th.i>

Authority.

par~graph

A. of the ~urrent rules.
b.e

is an abbreyiated version qf 6 MCAR § 3.. 021
Non~ub.s.tantiv:.e lang_uage ~as_ dele.t,ed.
· ··

It is not essenti~l that the authority for promulg~ting rules
in tt'le rule.s_, howev~r, i.t i.~ included. in th.is ·rule_ ·to.r the
qf directing the. re.~Qer. to. 1;-:he P,f<;Jper stgtu~~·

~antain~d

~urp.o.s.e:

6 MCAR § 3.021 B.

Application.

These rules apply to a.ll governmental actio.nS;. These rule.s shall
apply_ to actions for wh1ch env.Honmental rev.lew has not been 1'01
4

tiated prior to the effective date of these rules. For any action
for wh1ch environmental review has been 1n1t1ated by submlSSlon.of a
c1t1zens pet1t1on, env1ronmental assessment worksheet, env1ronmental
1mpact statement preparat1on not1ce, or env1ronmental 1mpact statement to the Environmental Quality Board prior to the effective date
of these rules, all governmental approvals that may be requ1red for
that act1on shal I be acted upon 1n accord w1th the pr1or rules.
DISCUSSION: This paragraph is new. It was added for the purpose of
clarifying to the public what types of projects may be subjected to
environmental review procedures. The need for a definitive statement
relating to the proper application of current or proposed rules for
potential projects was voiced via the public participation process in
drafting these rules.
The definition of governmental action is statutory. To
understand the application of this paragraph, one should refer to the
definition of governmental action as well as the definition of activity.
Putting the two definitiqns. together, these rules apply to all forms of
projects for which some form of government approval is required. This
could include projects that are proposed by government agencies; projects for which a .government permit is required; projects which are in
part financed by the government; or projects that are in some way regulated or approved by a unit of government. The activity subject to
environmental review is any phase of the project still subject to a
governmental action.
In understanding the applicability of these rules to governmental actions one should refer to the basic purpose of environmental
review. Environmental review does not in and of itself approve or deny
proposed projects. The purpose of environmental review is to provide
necessary information to enable governmental units to make informed
decisions regarding environmentally sensitive projects. The purpose of
the environmental documents used in environmental review is to present
the information in a clear, concise manner as an aid in making informed
governmenta 1 decisions and for pub 1 i c review of those decisions. If
there are no governmental decisions to be made, these rules do not
apply.

The remainder of the paragraph is an attempt to clarify the
situation regarding projects for which governmental consideration and
approval may overlap the effective dates of the current· rules and the
proposed rules. This provision is needed because the rules as proposed
are significantly different from the current rules and definitive phasein language is needed to minimize confusion. This provision states that
the current rules will apply for any activity for which ·environmental
review has been initiated prior to the effective date of the proposed
rules. This allows proposers or citizens to file environmental documents prior to the effective date of the proposed rules should they wi s.h
a project be reviewed under the procedures set forth in the current
rules. If proposers desire their project to be reviewed under the proposed rules, they should wait until the effective date of these rules
before filing environmental review documents.
Potential problems that may be incurred in specific.cases are
offset by the need for a definitive phase-in date for the proposed
rules. It is anticipated that phase-in problems can be minimized by
advising potential proposers of the differences between the current
rules and the proposed rules prior to the effective date of the
phase-in.
The principle area of controversy of this application is for
projects scheduled to receive governmental approvals near· the effective
date of these rules. This is especially of concern if the project does
not fall within a mandatory category of the existing rules, but does
fall within a mandatory category of the proposed rules. For such
actions, it may be in the best interests of the proposer to initiate
environmental review under the current rules.· Proposers should
take note that:
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1.

The projected effective date of the proposed rules~ assuming no
major problems, would be approximately April 1, 1982.

2.

The preparation and review of an EAW pursuant to a mandatory
EAW category could result in a 30-45 day time delay.

3.

The preparation and review of an EIS pursuant to a mandatory
EIS category could result in a six to nine month delay.

4.

The procedures for considering citizen petitions are substantially expedited in the proposed rules.

·Earlier drafts of the proposed rules included examples of
situations in which these rules do not apply. That information· was
duplicative of language in the exemption section of the rules. The
information was deleted from this paragraph but is retained at 6 MCAR §
3.041 A.
6 MCAR § 3.031 C.

Purpose.

The Minnesota Environmental Policy Act recognizes that the restoratlon and ma1ntenance of env1ronmental qual1ty 1s cr1t1cally lmportant to our welfare. The act also recogn1zes that human act1v1ty
has a profound and often adverse 1mpact on the env1ronment.

DISCUSSION: This paragraph is an elaboration of 6 MCAR § 3.021 B. of
the current rules. It represents an attempt to concisely summarize the
purpose clause of Minn. Stat. ch. 1160 and to briefly outline the function of environmental documents in fulfilling that purpose.
This paragraph is of an introductory nature. It is included to
provide an overall context of the rules for the reader. This paragraph
is needed to make the rules a self-contained unit. Further advisory
language will be included in the "Guide to thE;! Rules."
6 MCAR § 3.021 D.

3.

Objectives.

Delegate authority and responsibility for environmental review
to the governmental umt most closely 1nvolved 1n the actTon.
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4.

Reduce delay and uncertainty in the environmental review
process.

5.

Eliminate duplication.

DISCUSSION: This paragraph is new. This paragraph was added for the
purpose of offering to the public an overview of the intent of the
1980 amendments to the Environmental Policy Act. This section summarizes the considerations of the legislature in deciding to amend the
act. A more complete discussion of the main elements of the new
legislation is provided in Section III, "1980 Amendments to the
Minnesota Environmental Policy Act", of this Statement of Need and
Reasonableness.
This paragraph is included to provide a base standard for the
reader to evaluate the effectiveness and intent of the rules in meeting
the legislative directive.
Introduction to 6 MCAR § 3.022.

Abbreviations and Definitions.

This rule corresponds to 6 MCAR § 3.022 of the current rules.
A paragraph containing the meanings for acronyms used in the .rules has
been added to assist the reader. The current rules define the meaning
of the acronym at the point of first usage.
The list of definitions has been expanded from the list of
definitions in the current rules. The purpose of a more comprehensive
list is to assist the reader in the proper interpretation of the rules.
Accepted definitions in common usage were used whenever possible.
Definitions are provided in full if the definition does not appear
elsewhere in state or federal statutes or regulations. For those terms
defined in existing state or federal statutes-or regulations, the citation to the -definition is provided. In those cases the complete definition is not repeated in an effort to minimize the length of the rules
and avoid duplicative printing costs. Complete definitions are provided
in this Statement of Need and Reasonableness and will be incorporated in
the "Guide to the Rules."
Abbreviations and definitions are not numbered or lettered but
rather arranged alphabetically. This was done to minimize the number of
printing changes that would be necessitated in the event of the addition
or deletion of an acronym or term.
The discussion relating to definitions is subdivided and presented as a phrase-by-phrase discussion. This is done to facilitate
reading of this statement. The discussion provides only a justification
of the abbreviation or definition used. The justification of the concept and substantive use of the term is included in the discussion at
the point of use in the rules.
6 MCAR § 3.022 A.

Abbreviations.

"CFR" means Code of Federal Regulations.
"DNR" means Department of Natural Resources.
"DOT" means Department of Transportation.
"EAW" means environmental assessment worksheet.
"EIS" means environmental impact statement.
"EQB" means Environmental Quality Board.
11

HVTL" means high voltage transmission line.

"LEPGP 11 means large electric power generating plant.
"MCAR" means Minnesota Code of Agency Rules.
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"MEA" means Minnesota Energy

Ag~n.::y.

"MI-lD" me;:tns Minnesota Department of
"PCA~'

He;:tlth~

means Poll uti on (:pntrol Agency,

"RGU'' means responsible governmental unit.
"usc~·

means United

St~tes

Code.

DISCUSSION: This paragraph contains the complete spelling for aQpreviations of terms Used repeatedly throughout the rules. Abbrev·i(ltiqns

are provided. forth~ purpose of shortening the written text of the
r~les.
Abbrevia~ions used are standard abbreviations used ?Y stat~ anQ
f~dE!ral

agencies

exc~pt

for the abbreviation "RGU".

This

i~

nym meaning "responsible governmental unit," it replaces the
"responsibl~ agency" as used in the current rules.
6 MCAR § 3,022 B,

g new C!Cr.o":"

term

Definitions,

"Action" means governmental action.
DISCUSSION: This definition is a part of a threecway definition tn•t
includes the terms: action, activity, and governmental action. TheSe
three definitions should be read in reference to each otner. This defi~
ni ti on repres~nts a· ch.;tnge in the use of the term as ~offipar_ed to th~··
current rules. This change was necessitated by th~ legis]~tiy~ ct:l.a.~g~~~
A complete di"scussion of the reasons for making these definitt9nq.J
~hang~s is· fpund in the discussipns relating to activity iUJd 99'!--~r.nmen~
tal action. The term "action" is JJSed in these rules a·s ~n ab~r~vi.q.ted
means of referring to governmental action.

o ISCU~~IO~: This defi niti oo is i denti ca 1 to the defi ni ti on of acti .on in
the current rules ·With one .exception. I.e •• the later .P.ar:t .of th.e .c:lefi~
ni ti on in the current rules 1i sts examp 1es of acti .on~ th.at ~re ngt
included within the intent of th~ c;iefinition. This p9rti9.n of tne .d~f.i
nitipn wa!i) de]ete.d from the d?finitjon of ~·a.ctivity" an(,! pl9-~~~ 9t .!5 .M.CAR
§ 3~041 Y..as "Governmental Action" cate.9oric~L~x.t?rnpt-i.on~ ·t9 "t;;h~ .r..~l~s.

The change i.n terrninol9gy fr.om "action .. to "acth·ity'·' js
ne.cessitat.ed by chang.es in the legislation. Pri.or l.egislc;ttfo.t;l ~id r:a.9t
i ncl ud.e .a defi ni ti .on of governme.nta 1 action. The 1980. ~.me.ndme-.rr!;:s adAe:d
the definition of governmental action that is incorp.or.ate. c;t j.nto th.e.~e
r1,1les. This legislative definition us.es the term "aq.ivi~y·~' i.i;l -th~ ~-~IIl~
c~:mtext that the term "action" i·S used i.n tt:te .current .r,ule·$.•
The esse.nce of tl:te definiti.on is that the whole proJect i~
included. If any part of a project results in the pt:tysical .ma.nipuJation
of the .environment, th.e·wnole pr.oject is subject to en.viron.men.t~l ·
review. T:\:li-s interpr.etati.on is necessary to prev.e,nt piec.errwali.og 9.f
p rpj ects and poten.ti.a 1 approva 1 of proje.cts based on _prj o.r jeopardy .~s
opposed to t~~ ·me.rits of ·th.e proJect.
·
Ttle definition reguires the physic.al mantp.ulg.tts:m .of ;th,~
e:nvironmer:at .either dire.ct·ly or i-ndirectly. Thi$ is a .y.e_ry .b.r9.9-.d .cp.m::ep~
in that virtua1_1y all proJects .will r.est:Jlt· i,n P~Y.$ic.a1 fll.iir;ti.pula;tio,n iJl
some manner. The intent of this constraint, howeve.r, is to ,pre.v:ent
abi,Js.e of th.e er:wironwental revi~.w process by. usi.ng it ~s a s.h~m for
o_bje.cti,ons .bas.~d solely .upo.n .s.octo]ogical or eco.no,mic co_n.ce.r.ns.
Although thes.e concern.s .a;r:e vali_d and 11,lU·St b.e addr.~-ss.~.9 .; r:a · ~n:vi t9n~ef.lt?·.1
documents, i-n and of tnemselv:e:s they .are not suffi.cien:t to tr:igger the
environmental ·re.vi.ew pr:9ces.s.
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This definition must be
governmental action. I.e., even
definition of activity, it would
unless some form of governmental

read in concert with the definition of
though a proposed project meets the
not be subject to environmental review
approval is required.

An alternative definition of activity was considered~ but
rejected as a result of meetings with state agencies. In the alternative definition, plans~ policies and programs were included. The
alternative definition is more in line with the definition of activity
as used by other states and as used in the National Environmental Policy
Act. According to the alternative definition, once plans, policies and
programs have reached the stage of a concrete proposal they_ would be
subject to environmental review. The alternative definition follows the
rationale that environmental review should be done when decisions are
being made rather than at the level of actual project implementation.
Thfs definition was rejected because of comment by governmental units
indicating that if this· definition were to be followed they would be
forced to engage in environmental review in the preliminary stages of
development of plans and policies, programs, thus incurring significant
increases in costs and tiine delays.

DISCUSSION: This definition is patterned after the definition found in
the Minnesota Agricultural Property Tax Law, Minn. Stat. § 273.111,
subd. 6, Part 22. This definition was selected at the request of the
Department of Agriculture for the purpose of promoting greater uniformity in definition of existing state legislation. This definition is
needed because of the. addition of mandatory categories relating to the
permanent conversion of agricultural lands.
Marginal lands frequently are used for agricultural purposes in
exceptional years. Such use creates ambiguity as to whether the land
should be classified as natural or agricultural. This definition clarifies that ambiguity by placing a five year limit on classifying land as
agricultural. The definition is intended to be broad because of the
broad spectrum of agricultural interests in the state. Wetlands,
naturally vegetated lands and woodlands that serve as a part of the
total farm management are included in the definition because they may
have the potential for becoming agricultural lands in the future and
because such lands serve a function in the management of the total farm
property.
The following alternative definition was considered:
"Agricultural land means land which has been cropped for agricultural
purposes within the las1: five years." This alternative language was
rejected at the request of the Department of Agriculture in favor of the
proposed language. The proposed language was considered to have greater
clarity, to be more consistent with other statutory language and to be ·
more protective. of the state's agricultural land resources.
"Animal units" has the meaning given in 6 MCAR § 4.8051 B. 4.
DISCUSSION: Animal confinement facilities are regulated by the
Pollution Control Agency pursuant to 6 MCAR § 4.8051. The definition
used in those regulations is utilized in these rules to promote
uniformity. The current rules do not have a mandatory category relating
to animal confinement facilities. The proposed rules contain a mandatory EAW category at 6 MCAR § 3.038 BB. The term is also used in an
exemption category at 6 MCAR § 3.041 R. This definition was added to
refer the reader to the proper source if the reader is not familiar with
the PCA regulations relating to animal confinement facilities.

The complete definition is not reprinted in these rules in an
effort to save space and printing costs. The complete definition will

be included in the "Guide to the Rules."
B.

As defined at 6 MCAR § 4.8051

4., an animal unit is:
"A unit of measure used to compare differences in
tion of animal manures that employs as a standard
manure produced on a regular basis by a slaughter
heifer. For purposes of this rule, the following

the producthe amount of
steer or
equivalents

shall. apply:
ANIMAL

UNIT

one mature dairy cow
one slaughter steer or heifer
one horse
one swine over 55 pounds

1.4
1.0
1.0
.4

one
one
one
one
one

duck
sheep
swine under 55 pounds
turkey
chicken

animal unit
animal unit
animal unit
animal unit
.2 animal unit
.1 animal unit
.05 animal unit
.018 animal unit
.01 animal unit

For animals not listed above, the number of animal units shall
be defined as the average weight of the anima 1 _divided by 1, 000
1bs."

DISCUSSION:

This definition was developed by EQ8 staff and modified

through the public meeting process. The term "approval" is lised, as
oppos·ed to permit or authorize-, in -an effort to have a si ng1 e word to
i ndi'cate that government action which waul d allow the commenceme-nt ·of a
proposed activity.
The definition differs from the definition in the current
rules. The proposed definition specifically refers to that point at
which the decision is made. The current definition allows vagueness in
interpretation by referring to the review of a proposed action an·d the
issuance of a p_ermit. Review occurs p·rior to approval and issuance o_f ·a
permit occurs after the actual approval. The ter;m as used -in the p·roposed rules refers to that point in the consideration ·of the project at
which the governmental unit decision becomes finalized. _Thi's definition
is proposed as a means of more accurately defining a critical po·int of
governmental action.

DISCUSSION:

This definition was developed by the EQB staff as a result

of discussions at public meetings in regard to the ·residential categories _of these rules. This term is used in the mandatory categor'ies at

6 MCAR §§ 3.038 R. 1. and 2. and 6 MCAR §§ 3.039 M. 1.

and 2.

The

current rules did not distinguish between attached and unattached units
in the residential development categories.
Justification for the inclusion of an attached vs. unattached
differentia 1 is incorporated in the justi fi cation for the categOry.
This definition is included because there is no standard definition
relating to attached housing units and the rules will require clarity
for implementation.
Four or more ·units was selected as the threshold for
"attachment" because it was regarded as being a common minimal threshold
for most multi p1e re·si dence deve 1opments. Dup 1exes and triplexes were
excluded because the impacts are more closely aligned to single family
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residences and because single family residences are commonly converted
to duplexes or triplexes upon change of ownership or family situation.
The common wall criteria was selected as being evidence of attachment.
Common wall is to be interpreted as including above and below units.
Residential developments frequently include both attached unit
housi.ng and unattached unit housing. An infinite number of combination
of attached and unattached units is possible. The alternative of developing a "formula" approach for assessing a percentage of units attached
vs. unattached was considered and rejected because it would be speculative and would unnecessarily complicate the rules. The proposed
approach, i.e., treating all developments with a combination of attached
and unattached units as unattached units, allows the RGU greater flexibility in project-by-project analysis of the impacts.
"Biomass sources" means animal waste and all forms of vegetation,
natural and cult1vated.
DISCUSSION:

This definition was developed by EQB staff and modified

through the public meeting process.

The term is used in the mandatory

categories at 6 MCAR § 3.038 D. 1. and 6 MCAR § 3.039 D. 1.

The current

rules do not contain mandatory categories relating to fuel conversion
facilities and therefore, do not contain this definition.
The definition is intended to be broad in scope. Technology
for fuel conversion facilities is at an early stage of development and
many possible forms of plant life and animal waste could potentially be
used for the production of fuel. The alternative of developing a specific category for each potential type of fuel conversion facility was
considered and rejected. It was considered to be a more simple and
comprehensive approach to have a single category with a broad scope and
allow the RGU to determine the scope of the analysis on a case-by-case
basis.
"Class I dam" has the meaning given in 6 MCAR § 1. 5031.
DISCUSSION: Dams are regulated by the Department of Natural Resources
pursuant to 6 MCAR § 1.5030 et.seq. The definition used in those regulations is utilized in the proposed rules to promote uniformity. The
current rules do not have a mandatory category relating to dam
construction. The proposed rules contain a mandatory EIS category for
the construction of Class I dams at 6 MCAR § 3.039 Q. This definition
was added to refer the reader to the proper source if the reader is not
. familiar with DNR regulations relating to dam construction.
The complete definition is not reprinted in these rules in an
effort to save space and printing costs. The complete definition will
be included in the "Guide to the Rules."

As stated in 6 MCAR § 1.5031,

Class I dams are "those dams where failure, misoperation, or other
occurences or conditions would probably result in a loss of life or
serious hazard, or damage to: health, main highways, high-value
industrial or commercial properties, major public utilities or serious
direct, or indirect, economic loss to the public."
11

Class II dam" has the meaning given in 6 MCAR § 1.5031.

DISCUSSION: Dams are regulated by the Department of Natural Resources
pursuant to 6 MCAR § 1.5030 et.seq. The definition used in those regulations is utilized in the proposed rules to promote uniformity. The
currerit rules do not have a mandatory category relating to dam
construction. The proposed rules contain a mandatory EAW category for
the construction of Class II dams at 6 MCAR § 3.038 W. 3. This definition was added to refer the reader to the proper source if the reader is
not familiar with DNR regulations relating to dam construction.
The complete definition is not reprinted in these rules in an
effort to save space and printing costs. The complete definition will
be included in the "Guide to the Rules."

As stated in 6 MCAR § 1.5031,

. Class II dams are "those dams where failure, misoperation, or other
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occurrences or conditions would probably result in possible health h~zar-d
or probable loss of high-value property, damage to secondary highW!iYS,
railroads or other public utilities or limited direct, or indirect, eCo~
nomic loss to the public."
"Collector roadway" means a road that provides access to minor
arterial roadways from local streets and adjacent land ~ses~
DISCUSSION: This definition was recommended by the Department of
Transportation as a means of consolidating the numerous definitions of
collector roadway in use across the state. The term is used in the man....,
datory categories at 6 MCAR § 3.038 U. 1. The term is not used in the
current ru1es 1 mandatory categories relating to highways.
It is the intent of this definition to ~pply to roadw~ys of a
size between arterial capacity and local streets. Collector roadways
are typically four lanes in width and serve as a means of access to
major areas of development.
"Construction" means any activity that directly alters the
env1ronment. It 1ncludes preparat1on of land or fabricat1on of
fac1l1t1es. It does not 1nclude survey1ng or mapp1ng,
DISCUSSION: This definition was derived from the definition of
construction used in the environmental review regulations of the State
of California, The term is used in the current rules bUt is not defined
therein. This definition was added as an attempt tQ clarify the sc;op~
of the term as used in the proposed rules. The need for such definition
was indicated by questions from the public in the implementation of the
current rules.
The term as used in the proposed rules refers to thos~ facets
of the proposed activity that physically alter or affect the environment
including processes prior to the main stages of construction. This
d~finition is needed because all phases of a dev~lopment whi~h ~lter th~
environment have the potential to affect the environment. It does n9t
include meas~rements or analyses needed to properly develop the
construction plan if they do not physically alter th~ t";!nvironmen_t.

D~SCUSSION:
This definition is an adaptation of the Council on
Environmental Quality definition found at 40 CFR § 1508.7. Th~ term is
used in t_he current rules but is not defined therein. This definition
was added to help explain the concept to persons not famili~r with
environmental review processes.

The term is used with regard to those cases where environmental
review is more properly based on the summation of the impacts of individual projects as opposed to the impact of projects each taken
i ndi vi dually.
Daysu means that in computing any period of time prescribed or
allowed in these rules, the day of the event from which the
des1gn~ted per1od of t1me beg1ns shal I not be 1ncluded.
The last
Qay of the period so computed sha 11 be i ncl udt;d, unless 1 t, 1 s a·
Saturday, Sunday, or a legal hol1day, 1n wh1ch event the per1od runs
unt1l the end of the next day that 1s not a Saturday, a Sunday, or a
legal hol1day. When the per1od of t1me prescr1bed or allowed is 15
days or less, intermedH!.te Saturdays, Sundays, and legal hohdays
shall be excluded 1n the computat1on.
11

DISCUSSION: This definition was taken from the current rules.
A clear definition of the term is needed because of the emphasis on
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establishing definitive time guidelines for environmental review
processes. This definition is consistent with the Office of Hearing
Examiner 1 s definition.
0isposal
subd. 10.
11

facility~~

has the meaning given in Minn. Stat. § 115A.03,

DISCUSSION: Hazardous waste disposal facilities are regulated by the
Pollution Control Agency pursuant to 6 MCAR § 4.9001 et. seq. Solid
waste disposal facilities are regulated by the PCA pursuant to 6 MCAR SW
1 et. seq. The statutory definition is utilized to promote uniformity.
The-current rules do not have a mandatory category relating to hazardous
waste disposal facilities. The current rules refer to disposal facilities for solid waste as sanitary landfills. Regulation of these categories of projects have undergone major legislative changes since the
promulgation of the current rules. The proposed rules use the term in
mandatory categories at 6 MCAR §§ 3.038 0. 1. and P. 1., 2., and 5. and
6 MCAR §§ 3.039 K. 1. and 2. and L. l., 2. and 4. This definition was
added to refer the reader. ~o the proper source if the reader is not
familiar with hazardous Wci'ste and solid waste legislation.
The complete definition is not reprinted in these rules in an
effort to save space and printing costs. The complete definition will
be included in the 11 Guide to the Rules." As defined at Minn. Stat.§
ll5A.03, subd. 10, a disposal facility means 11 a waste facility permitted by the agency (PCA) that is designed or operated for the purpose
of dispos-ing of waste on or in the land. 11
11
EIS actual costu means the total of all allowable expenditures
1ncurred by the RGU and the proposer 1n prepar1ng and d1str1buting
e

DISCUSSION: This definition was taken from the current rules. The term
is used in the same context as the current rules and the rules in which
the term is used have not been substantively changed. The 1980 amendments to MEPA did not alter the statutory language relating to the
assessment of EIS preparation costs. This definition has been accepted
as workable in the implementation of the current rules.
11
EIS assessed cost 11 means that portion of the EIS estimated cost
pa1d by the proposer 1n the form of a cash payment to the EQB or to
the RGU for the collect1on and analysis of technical data incor
porated 1n the EIS.

DISCUSSION: This definition was taken from the current rules. The term
is used in the same context as the current rules and the rules in which
the term is used have not been substantively changed. The 1980 amendments to MEPA did not alter the statutory language relating to the
assessment of EIS preparation costs. This definition has been accepted
as workable in the implementation of the current rules.
"EIS estimated cost 11 means the total of all expenditures of the RGU
and the proposer anticipated to be necessary for the preparation and
d1str1but1on of the EIS.
DISCUSSION: This definition was taken from the current rules. The term
is used in the same context as the current rules and the rules· in which
the term is·used have not been substantively changed. The 1980 amendments to MEPA did not alter the statutory language relating to the
assessment of EIS preparation costs. This definition has been accepted
as workable in the implementation of the current rules.
Emergency" means a sudden, unexpected occurrence, natural or
manmade, involving a clear and imminent danger, demanding immediate
act1on to prevent or m1t1gateloss of, or damage to, l1fe, health,
property, or essent1 a I pub l1 c serv1 ces. "Emergency" 1nc Iudes f1 re,
flood, w1ndstorms, r1ot, acc1dent, or sabotage.
11
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DISCUSSION: This definition was derived from the definition of
emergency used in the environmental review regulations of the State of
California. The term emergency is used in the current rules but is not
defined. The proposed rules establish two processes that may be used
for excluding proposed activities from the prohibition on final actions
and decisions till completion of environmental review. These processes
are the variance procedure at 6 MCAR § 3.032 D. and the emergency proce·dure at 6 MCAR § 3.032 E. This definition is provided to delineate
those circumstances for which emergency action is justified~
This is intended as a restrictive definition to be useP only in
cases of imminent danger to health or property. The restrictive context
for use fs necessitated by the lack of public notice requirement prior
to implementation of the emergency ruling.
"Environment" means the physical conditions existing in the area
wh1ch may be affected by a proposed act1on. It 1ncludes land, air,
water, m1nerals, flora, fauna, amb1ent no1se, energy resources, and
manmade obJects or natural features of h1stor1c, geolog1c or
aesthetic s1gn1ficance.
DISCUSSION: This definition was taken from the current rules. The term
is used in the same context as the current rules. This definition has
been accepted as workable in the implementation of the current rules .
This definition is intended to distinquish between the physical
components of the environment and the sociological aspects of the
environment. These rules apply only to those actions which entail
direct or indirect physical manipulation of the environment.
"Environmental assessment worksheet" or EAW means a br"ief document
which is designed to set out the basic facts necessary to determine
whether an EIS is required for a proposed act1on or to 1n1tiate the
scop1ng process for an EIS."
DISCUSSION: This definition is taken from the Minnesota Environmental
Policy Act at Minn. Stat. § 1160.04 subd. 1a (b). The term is used frequently in its abbreviated form in the rules. The definition is provided as an aid for readers not familiar with environmental review.
"Environmental document" means EAW, draft EIS, final EIS, alternate
rev1ew document, and other env1ronmental analys1s documents.
DISCUSSION: This definition is taken from the rules currently in
effect. This term is used in the same context as the current rules.
This definition has been accepted as workable in the implementation of
the current rules.
This term is used as a generic term to refer to all forms of
documents used for environmental analysis and review. The generic term
is used in the rules when the context of the reference caul d be to any
of several forms of informational documents produced for purposes of
environmental review. Use of the generic term saves space and improves
readability of the rules.
11
Environmental impact statement" or EIS means a detailed written
statement as required by ~1inn. Stat. § 116D.04, subd. 2 (a).

DISCUSSION: This term is defined by use in the Environmental Policy Act
at Minn. Stat. § 116D.04 subd. 2b. The term was used but not defined in
the current rules. The term is used frequently in its ..abbreviated form
in the proposed rules. It is used in the same context as in the current
rules. This definition is provided as an aid for readers not familiar
with en vi ronmenta 1 revi e~-J.
Minn. Stat. § 116.0.04, subd. 2a states: "Where there is
potential for significant environmental effects resulting from any major
governmental action, the action shall be preceded by a detailed environmental impact statement prepared by the responsible governmental unit.
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The environmental impact statement shall be an analytical rather than an
encyclopedic document which describes the proposed action in detail,
analyzes its significant environmental impacts, discusses appropriate
alternatives to the proposed action and their impacts, and explores
methods by which adverse environmental impacts of an action could be
mitigated. The environmental impact statement shall also analyze those
economic, employment and sociological effects that cannot be avoided
should the action be implemented. To ensure its use in the decision
making process, the environmental impact statement shall be prepared as
early as practical in the formulation of an action."
"Expansion" means an extension of the capability of a facility to
produce or operate beyond its ex1st1ng capacity. It .excludes
repairs or renovations wh1ch do not 1ncrease the capacity of the
~Cl 1ty.
DISCUSSION: This definition was added as a result of comments at public
meetings as an attempt to clarify types of activities that may cause a
_project to fall within a mandatory category. The term is used but not
defined in the current rules. This definition is intended to
distinguish between maintenance and repair-type activities relating to
facilities as opposed to substantive additions to the capacity of the
facilities operation. This definition is of concern for types of activities of highly controversial nature in which any modification of the
facilities operation ·may render the activity subject to pub 1i c
opposition.
"Final approval" means the last action of a governmenta·l unit.
necessary to author1ze the commencement of an act1v1ty.
DISCUSSION: This definition was added as a result of public comment
received at public meetings as an attempt to establish a definite point
at which governmental action on a project is complete so that a specific
end time is established beyond which no petitions may be accepted. The
term is used but not defined in the current rules. Final approval
occurs at the point when the last discretionary action of all governmental units with jurisdiction takes place. Beyond that point in time
there is no purpose to the gathering of addit-ional information as such
information will not be able to affect any governmental decision.
"Final decision" means the determination to grant or deny a permit,
or to approve or not approve an action.
DISCUSSION: The term final decision is added as a result of public comment for the purpose of clarifying that point in the decision making
process of each governmental action at which time the governmental unit
makes an irrevocable decision regarding that action. There will be a
final decision made on every governmental action whereas the term final
approval refers only to that final action regarding the final authorization necessary to begin the activity. The term is used but not defined
in the current rules.
"First class city*' has the meaning given in Hinn. Stat. § 410.01.
DISCUSSION: The proposed rules contain mandatory category thresholds
relating to industrial, commercial, institutional and residential developments geared to the size of city in which they are proposed. The
current rules do not have differential thresholds based on city size.
To promote uniformity, the classification system for cities as set forth
in Ninn. Stat. ch. 410 was used. This definition was added to refer the
reader to the proper source.
The complete definition is not reprinted in the rules in an
effort to save space and printing costs. The complete definition will
be included in the "Guide to the Rules." As stated at Minn. Stat.§
410.01, first class cities are 11 those having more than 100,000 inhabitants provided that once a city has been defined to be of the first
class, it shall not be reclassified unless its population decreases by
25% from the Census figures which last qualified the city for inclusion
in the class."
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"Flood plain" has the meaning given in 6 MCAR NR 85 (c).
DISCUSSION:

Flood plain areas are regulated by the Department of

Natural Resources pursuant to 6 MCAR NR 85, entitled "Statewide
Standards and Criteria for t~anagement of Flood Plain Areas of

Minnesota". The definition used in those regulations is utilized to
promote uniformity. The current rules use this term but do not define
it. This definition was added to refer the reader to the proper source
if the reader is not familiar with DNR regulations relating to flood
plains. This term is used in the proposed rules in the mandatory categories at 6 MCAR §§ 3.038 M. 2., 0. 3. and 4 .• R. 2. and Z. 2.; 6 MCAR
§§ 3.039 J. 2., K. 2. and 3., L. 2. and M. 2.; and 6 MCAR §§ 3.041 !.
1. and 3., K. 1. and R.

The complete definition is not reprinted in these rules in an
effort to save space and printing costs. The complete definition will
be included in the "Guide to the Rules." As defined in 6 MCAR NR 85
{c), "flood plain means the areas adjoining a watercourse which has been
or hereafter may be covered by the regional flood". As defined in 6
MCAR NR 85 (c), "regional flood means a flood which is representative of
large floods known to have occurred generally in Minnesota and reason~bly characteristic of what can be expected to occur on an average frequency in the magnitude of the 100 year reoccurrence interval". The
procedure for delineating the actual floodplain area is set forth at 6
MCAR NR 87 (c).
"Flood plain ordinance, state approved 11 means a local governmental
un1t flood pla1n management ord1nance wh1ch meets the prov1s1ons of
t~inn. Stat. § 104.04 and has been approved by the CommissiOner of
the DNR pursuant to 6 MCAR NR 85.
DISCUSSION: Flood plain areas are regulated by the Department of Natural
Resources pursuant to 6 MCAR NR 85, entitled "Statewide Standards and
Criteria for Management of Flood Plain Areas of Minnesota." These regulations were written pursuant to f4inn. Stat. ch. 104, the Flood Plain
Management Act. The standards and procedures set forth in the statute
and the regulations are utilized to promote uniformity. The current
rules do not distinguish between areas that have state approved flood
plain ordinances and those that do not. This definition is added to
refer the reader to the proper source if the reader is not familiar with
the statute and DNR regulations relating to flood plains. This term is
used in the proposed rules in the mandatory categories at 6 MCAR §§
3.038 M. 2. and R. 2. and 6 MCAR §§ 3.039 J. 2, and M. 2.
Complete definitions and standards are not reprinted in these
rules· in an effort to save space and printing costs. Complete definitions and an explanation of the statutory standards will be included in
the "Guide to the Rules." Minn. Stat. § 104.04 subd. 1 states "local
governmental units shall adopt, administer, and enforce flood plain
management ordinances, which shall include but not be limited to the
delineation of flood plains and floodways, the preservation of the capacity of the flood plain to carry and discharge regional floods, the
minimization of flood hazards, and the regulation of the use of-land in
the flood plain. The ordinances shall be based on adequate technical
data and competent engineering advice and shall be consistent with
1oca 1 and regi ana 1 comprehensive p1anni ng. 11 Flood p1ai n management
ordinances adopted after June 30, 1970 must be approved by the
Commi_ssioner of the DNR. In 6 MCAR NR 85 technical standards are provided for guidance to local units in developing their ordinance.
"Fourth class city" has the meaning given in Minn. Stat. § 410.01.
DISCUSSION: The proposed rules contain mandatory category thresholdsrelating to industrial, commercial, institutional and residential developments geared to the size of city in which they are proposed. These
categories are found at 6 MCAR §§ 3.038 M. and R. and 6 MCAR §§ 3.039 J.
and M. The current rules do not have differential thresholds based on
city size. To promote uniformity, the classification system for cities
as set forth in Minn. Stat. ch. 410 was used. This definition was added
to refer the reader to the proper source.
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The complete definition is not reprinted in the rules in an
effort to save space and printing costs. The complete definition will
be included in the "Guide to the Rules." As stated at Minn. Stat. §
410.01, fourth class cities are "those having not more than 10,000
inhabitants."
·"Governmental action" means activities, including projects wholly or
part1ally conducted, perm1tted, ass1sted, f1nanced, regulated or
approved by governmental un1ts, includ1ng the federal government.
DISCUSSION: This definition is taken from the ~~innesota Environmental
Policy Act at Minn. Stat. § 116.04 subd. 1a (d). The term is used in
the rules in this form and also used in an indirect manner through use
of the·term "action". This definition differs from the definition of
gov.ernmental action given in the current rules. The definitiori is provided to clarify to the reader that only those activities for which some
form of governmental approval must be given are·subject to environmental
review. This definition should be read in conjunction with the definitions of action and activity.

DISCUSSION: This definition is taken from the Minnesota Environmental
Policy Act at Mfnn. Stat.§ 116.04 subd. 1a (e). The term is used frequently in the proposed rules in the generic context of referring to all
types of government that may have authority to approve proposed
activities. The term is used in the proposed rules in the same context
as the term "public agency" is used in the current rules. This defini-.
ti on is provided to clarify to the reader the spectrum of gov.ernment
agencies that may be involved in implementing these rules.
"Gross floor space" means the total square footage of all floors but
1nclude park1ng lots or approach areas.

~not

DISCUSSION: Th.is definition was developed by EQB staff as a means of
measuring the size of facilities subject to the industrial, commercial
and institutional development mandatory categories. The term is used at
6 MCAR § 3.. 038 M. 1., 6 MCAR § 3.039 J. 1. and 6 MCAR § 3.041 I. 1. and
2. The current rules refer to this concept as "commercial or retail
floor space" or "industrial floor space." The term is used to clarify
to the reader the distinction between the floor space of a facility and
the ground area that a facility occupies. This definition should be
read in_conjunction with the definition of ground area.
The rationale of this definition is that the greater the square
footage of the facility the greater the activity generated by the facility and the more likely the possibility of adverse environmental impact
due to increased human activity. The term gross floor space is intended
to include the functional operating square footage of the facility.
This would include production areas, storage areas, and office areas.
11
Ground area 11 means the total surface area of land that would be
converted to an impervious surface by the proposed activity. It
includes the structures, parking lots, approaches, service
fac1l1t1es, appurtenant structures, and recreat1onal fac1lities.·

DISCUSSION: This term was developed by EQB staff as a means of
measuring the amount of ground surface area that will be permanently
altered by construction of industrial, commercial and institutional
facilities. The term is used at 6 MCAR § 3.038 M. 2. and 6 MCAR § 3.039
J. 2. The current rules refer to this concept as ground space but do
not define the term. This definition is provided to clarify to the
reader the distinction between the floor space of a facility and the
ground area that the facility occupies. This definition should be read
in conjunction with the definition of gross floor space.
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The impacts relating to the creation of an impervious surface
are primarily related to surface water runoff. As a result, this term
is used only in conjuction with facilities located in a shoreland area,
delineated flood plain area or wild and scenic rivers district.
"Hazardous waste" has the meaning given in Minn. Stat. § 116.06,

su
DISCUSSION: Hazardous waste and hazardous waste facilities are regulated by the Pollution Control Agency pursuant to 6 MCAR § 4.9001 et.
seq. This definition is used at the request of the PCA to promote-~
unTformity. The current rules do not have mandatory categories relating
to hazardous waste. The proposed rules use the term in mandatory categories at 6 f\CAR § 3.038 0. and 6 MCAR § 3.039 K. This definition is
added to refer the reader to the proper source if the reader is not
familiar with hazardous waste legislation.
The complete definition is not reprinted in these rules in an
effqrt to save space and printing costs. The complete definition will
be iilcluded in the "Guide to the Rules." As defined at Minn. Stat. §
116.06, subd. 13, hazardous waste means "any refuse or discarded
material or combinations of refuse or discarded materials in solid,
semi-solid, liquid, or gaseous form which cannot be handled by routine
waste management techniques because they pose a substantial present or
potential hazard to human health or other living organisms because of.
their chemical, biological, or physical properties. Categories of
hazardous waste materials include, but are not limited to: explosives,
flammables, oxidizers, poisons, irritants, and corrosives. Hazardous
waste does not include sewage sludge and source, special nuclear, or byproduct material as defined by the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as
amended."
"High voltage transmission line" or HVTL has the meaning given in 6
MCAR 3.0 2 E.
DISCUSSION: High voltage transmission lines are currently regulated by
the Minnesota Energy Agency in relation to certificate of need proceedings and the Environmental Quality Board in relation to route
designation. The definition from 6 MCAR § 3.072 E. is used at the
request of these regulatory agencies to promote uniformity. The current
rules incorporate the concept but do not use the term per se. The proposed rules use the term at 6 MCAR § 3.039 E. and at 6 MCAR § 3.056.
This definition was added to refer the reader to a more proper source
relating to the regulation of HVTL's.
'
The complete definition is not reprinted in these rules in an
effort to save space and printing costs. The complete definition will
be included in the "Guide to the Rules." As defined at 6 MCAR § 3.072
E., a high voltage transmission line means "a conductor of electric
. energy and associated facilities designed for and capable of operation
at a minimal voltage of 200 kilovolts or more. Associated facilties
shall include, but not be limited to, insulators~ towers, switching
yards, substations and terminals."
"Highway safety improvement project" means a project designed to
improve safety of highway locations which have been identified as
hazardous or potent1ally hazardous. ProJects 1n th1s category
1nclude the removal, relocation, remodel1ng, or shielding of roadSlde hazards; 1nstal iat1on or replacement of traff1c s1gnals; and
the geometric correction of identif1ed h1gh accident locat1ons
requ1r1ng the acqu1s1t1on of m1n1mal amounts of r1ght-of way.
DISCUSSION: This definition was requested by the Department o.f
Transportation to promote uniformity with federal regulations relating
to highway construction. This term is used in an exemption category at
6 !~CAR § 3.041 M. 1. The current rules do not have an exemption for
highway safety improvement projects.
It is the intent of the rules to exclude minor highway maintenance and improvement projects that have minor environmental impacts
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from environmental review to avoid unnecessary delays. The intent of
this definition is to clarify for the reader those projects that are
considered to be minor.
"Large electric power generating plant" or LEPGP has the meaning
g1ven 1n 6 MCAR § 3.072 G.

DISCUSSION: Large electric power generating plants are currently regulated by the Minnesota Energy Agency in relation to certificate of need
proceedings; the Environmental Quality Board in relation to siting; and
by the Pollution Control Agency in relation to preparation of environmental documents for required permits. The definition from 6 MCAR §
3.072 G. is used at-the request of these regulatory agencies to promote
uniformity. The current rules incorporate this concept but do not use
this term per se. The proposed rules use the term at 6 MCAR § 3.039 B.
and at 6 MCAR § 3.055. This definition was added to refer the reader to
a more proper source relating to the regulation of LEPGP's.
The complete definition is not reprinted in these rules in an
effort to save space and 'Printing costs. The complete definition will
be included in the "Guide to the Rules." As defined at 6 HCAR § 3.072
G. a large energy power generating plant means "electric power
generating equipment and associated facilities designed for or capable
of operating at a capacity of 50 megawatts or more."
"Local governmental unit" means any unit of government other than
the state or a state agency or the federal government or a federal
agency. It 1ncludes organ1zed watershed d1str1cts, count1es, towns.
c1t1es, port authont1es, hous1ng authont1es, and the r"letropolltan
Counc11. It does not include courts, school districts, and
regional development commissions.
_DISCUSSION: This defihition is derived from the statutory definition of
governmental unit found at Minn. Stat. § 116D.04, subd. la (e). This
term is used in the rules in reference to units of government at a level
below the state. The term is used in the proposed rules .in the same
context as the term "local agency" is used in the current rules. This
definition is provided to clarify to the reader those local agencies
that may be responsible for the implementation of these· rules.
"Marina" has the meaning given in 6 MCAR § 1. 5020 D.
DISCUSSION: t~arinas are regulated by the Department of Natural
Resources pursuant to 6 MCAR § 1.5020 et. seq. This definition is uti1 ized at the request of the DNR to promoteliiliformity. The current
rules use the term but do not contain a definition of the term. The
proposed rules use the term in mandatory categories at 6 MCAR § 3.038
X., 6 MCAR § 3.039 R. and 6 MCAR § 3.041. 0.

This definition was added

to refer the reader to the proper source if the reader is not familiar·
with DNR regulations relating to public waters.
The complete definition is not reprinted in these rules in an
effort to save space and printing costs. The complete definition will
be included in the "Guide to the Rules."

D•• marina
mooring of
any or all
launching,
services .. "

As defined at 6 MCAR § 1.5020

means "either an inland or offshore area for the concentrated
five or more watercraft wherein facilities are provided for
of the following ancillary services: boat storage, fueling,
mechanical repairs, sanitary pumpout and restaurant

"Mineral deposit evaluation" has the meaning given in Minn. Stat. §
156. 07h_subd"_9__( d~-

DISCUSSION: Metallic mineral mining is regulated by the Department of
Natural Resources. This definition is used at the request of the DNR to
promote uniformity. The current rules do not use this term. The proposed rules use the term in mandatory categories at 6 r~CAR § 3.038 I. 1.
and 6 HCAR § 3.039 G. 1.

This definition is added to refer the reader

to the proper source if the reader is not familiar with legislation
relating to exploration for metallic minerals.
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The complete definition is not reprinted in these rules in an
effort to save space and printing costs. The complete definition will
be ihcluded in the "Guide to the Rules." As defined at Minn. Stat. §
156A.071, subd. 9 (d),. mineral deposit evaluation means '!examining an
area to determine the quality and quantity of minerals, excluding
exploratory boring but not including obtaining a bulk sample, by such
means as excavating, trenching, constructing shafts, ramps, tunnels,
pits, and producing refuse and other-associated activities. Mineral
deposit evaluation shall not include activities intended, by themselves,
for commercial exploitation of the ore body."
"Mitigation" means:
a.

Avoiding impacts altogether by not taking a certain action or
parts of an act1on; or

b.

Minimizing impacts by limiting the degree of magnitude of the
action and its implementation; or

c.

Rectifying impacts by repairing, rehabilitating, or restoring
the affected env1ronment; or

d.

Reducing or eliminating impacts over time by preservation and
maintenance operations during the life of the action; or

e.

Compensating for impacts by replacing or providing substitute
resources or env1ronments.

DISCUSSION: This definition was derived from the Council of
Environmental Quality regulations, 40 CFR § 1508.20. The current rules
use the term but do not define it. The term is used in procedural portions of the proposed rules.
This definition was derived for the purpose of deli'neating
potential types of mitigatory measures that may be considered by governmental units. This definition was added to provide increased definition
for Units of government that may be assuming new responsibilities via
these rules.
"Mixed municipal solid waste 11 has the meaning given in Minn. Stat. §
115A.03, subd. 21.
DISCUSSION: Solid waste and solid waste facilities are regulated by the
PollUtion Control Agency pursuant to 6 MCAR SW 1 et. seq. This definition is used at the request of the PCA to promote~iformity. The
cur-rent rules refer to this concept as "waste fill 11 but do not define
the term. The proposed rules use the term in mandatory categories at 6
MCAR § 3.038 P. and 6 MCAR § 3.039 L. This definition is added to refer
the reader to the proper source if the reader is ·nat familiar ·with ·solid
waste legislation.
The complete definition .is not reprinted in these rules in an
effort to save space and printing costs. The complete defi'nition will
be included in the "Guide to the Rules. 11 As defined at Minn. Stat. §
115A.03, subd. 21, mixed municipal solid waste mea·ns "garbage, refus-e
and ·ather soli·d waste from residential, comme·rcial, industrial, and community activ.ities which is generated and collected in aggregate, but
does not i·nclude auto hulks, street sweepings, ash, constructi-on ·de'br-is,
mini·ng Waste, sludge's, tree and agricultural wa·stes, tires, and ·other
materia 1s co 11 ected. processed, and disposed of as separate ·waste
streams."
"Natural watercourse" has the meaning given in Mi·nn. Stat. ·§ 105.37,
su d. 10.
DISCUSSION: Natural watercourses are regulated by the Dep·artme·nt a·f
Natura·1 Resources pursuant to 6 'MCAR § 1.5020 et. seq .. This statutory
defi ni ti on is used at the request of the DNR tOJ)romote -uniformity. The
current rules do not use this term. The proposed -rules use -'the ·term a·t
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6 MCAR § 3.038 Y. This definition is added to refer the reader to the
proper source if the reader is not familiar with the regulation of
public waters and natural watercourses.

The complete definition is not reprinted in these rules in an
effort to save space and printing costs. The complete definition will
be included in the "Guide to the Rules. 11 As defined at Minn. Stat. §
105.37, subd. 10, natural watercourse means "any natural channel which
has definable beds and banks capable of conducting confined runoff from
adjacent lands. u

DISCUSSION: This definition was taken from the current rules. The term
is used in the same context in the proposed rules. This definition has
been accepted as workable in the current rules. This term is used in
the text of the rules as an abbreviated mechanism for stating that a
decision has been reached by the respons i b1e governmenta 1 unit that ·an
activity is not likely t6' result in significant adverse environmental
effects and therefore an EIS will not be required for that activity.
11
0pen space land use 11 means a use particularly oriented to and using
the outdoor character of an area 1nclud1ng agr1culture, campgrounds,
parks and recreat1on areas.

DISCUSSION: This definition was developed by EQB staff _as a means of
reference to those types of land uses in which the essential character
of the physical features of the land has not been substantially altered.
The term is used at 6 MCAR § 3.038 AA. 3. The current rules do not
refer to this concept. The term is needed as a means of distinguishing
those types of land uses that are considered to have lesser adverse long
range environmental effects. The definition focuses on land uses in
which the land could readily be converted back to its original natural
state. This definition should be contrasted to the definition of permanent conversion.
11
Permanent conversion 11 means a change in use of agricultural,
naturally vegetated, or forest lands that 1mpa1rs the ab1l1ty to
convert the land back to 1ts agricultural, natural, or forest capacity in the future. It does not include changes in management
pract1ces, such as convers1on to parklands, open space, or natural
areas.

DISCUSSION: This definition was developed by EQB staff as a means of
reference to those types of land uses in which the essential character
of the physical features of the land has been substantially altered.
The term is used at 6 MCAR § 3.038 AA. 4. The current rules do not
refer to this concept. The term is needed as a means of distinguishing
those types of land uses that are considered to have adverse long range
impacts on the natural character of the land. The definition focuses on
land uses in which the land is rendered incapable of being reconverted
to its original natural state. Land that is converted to a residential
area or industrial or commercial development or to use as a highway or
other transportation facility is regarded as being permanently
converted. Permanent conversion does not apply to the conversion of a
natural area to an agricultural area or to changes in types of agricultural crops on an agricultural area. This definition should be
contrasted to the definition of open space land use.
"Permit" means a permit, lease, license, certificate, or other
ent1tlement for use or perm1ss1on to act that may be granted or
1ssued by a governmental un1t or the commitment to 1ssue or the
issuance of a discretionary contract, grant, s·ubsidy, loan, or other
form of f1nanc1al ass1stance, by a governmental un1t.
DISCUSSION: This definition was derived from the New York statutes
relating to environmental review at NY Stat. § 617.2 (u). This term is
used in the current rules but is not defined. The term is used in the
same context in the proposed rules. This definition is needed to
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establish the proper context in which the reader should regard the term
when used in the rules. The scope of the defi ni ti on is intended to be
broad. The term applies to all forms of government approvals which may
be required prior to commencement of a proposed activity. The term is
used as a generic means of referring to all types of actions that are
subject to these rules.
"Person 11 means any natural person, any state, municipality, or other
governmental unit or pol1t1cal subd1vis1on or other agency or
instrumentality, any public or rivate corporation, any partnership,
1rm, assoc1at1on, or ot er organ1zat1on, any rece1ver, trustee,
ass1gnee, agent, or other legal representat1ve of the forego1ng, and
any other ent1ty.
DISCUSSION: This definition is derived from the Minnesota Environmental
Rights Act at Minn. Stat. § 1168.02, subd. 2. This definition is different from the definition in the current rules; however, the definitions are essentially equal and the terms are used in the same context
in both sets of rules. This definition is needed to establish the
proper context in which the reader should regard the term when used in
the rules. The scope of the definition is intended to be broad. The
term is used in a generic context to refer to all individuals and- organizations that are subject to these rules including Tom and Chaos.
11
Phased action" means two or more activities to be_undertaken by the
same proposer wh1ch a RGO determ1nes:

a.

Will have environmental effects on the same geographic area;

b.

Are substantially certain to be undertaken sequentially over a
l1m1ted per1od of t1me; and

c.

Collectively have the potential to have significant adverse
environmental effects.

DISCUSSION: This definition was developed through the public meeting
process for the purpose of clarifying for local units of government what
types of activities are most properly viewed as separate proposals and
what types are most properly viewed as part of the same proposal. The
term is used but not defined in the current rules. The term is used in
the same context in the procedural portions of the proposed rules.
The key elements to this definition ar,e: 1) that the activities are undertaken by the same proposer, 2) that the activities affect
the_ same geographic area, and 3) that the impacts of the activities on
the area are to be viewed collectively. The question has arisen as to
the length of the period of time applicable to phased activities.
Suggestions were made that a definitive period of time be established.
These suggestions range from three to ten years. Because of the
variability of the types of projects affected by these rules, it is
considered more reasonable not to define a specific period of time.
This in essence means that the responsible governmental unit will decide
what the applicable period of time should be on a case-by-case basis.
"Positive declaration" means a written statement by the RGU that a
proposed act1on requ1res the preparat1on of an EIS.
DISCUSSION: This definition was developed by EQB staff as the counterpart for the term 11 negative declaration". This term is used but not
defined in the current rules. This term is used in the same context in
the proposed rules. This term is used in the text of the proposed rules
as an abbreviated means of referring to an action taken by the responsible governmental unit indicating they have come to a decision that a
proposed action has the potential for significant environmental effects
and that an EIS will be required to be prepared for that activity.
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DISCUSSION: This definition was developed by EQB staff in response to
questions relating to residential developments during the implementation
of the current rules. The term is not used in the current rules. This
term is used in the mandatory categories of the proposed rules at 6 MCAR
§ 3.038 R. and 6 MCAR § 3.039 M. Questions have arisen regarding whether
seasonal cabins and mobile homes are properly considered residential
units. It has been the established position of the EQB that they are
residential units. This definition is added to clarify that position
for the reader of the proposed rules. This definition should be
contrasted to the definition of "recreational development."
"Preparation notice" means a written notice issued by the RGU
stating that an EIS will be prepared for a proposed action.
DISCUSSION: This definition was developed by EQB staff to clarify use
of the term in the procedural portions of the proposed rules. This term
is used but not defined in the current rules. It is used in the same
context in the proposed rules as an abbreviated method of referring to
the official public notification by an RGU that an EIS will be prepared
for a project it has reviewed.
"ProCessing", as used in 6 MCAR §§ 3.038 o. 2. and 3. and 3.039 K.
3. , has the me am ng g1 ven 1n r,.,, nn. Stat. § 115A. 03, subd. 25.
DISCUSSION: This term has a specific meaning when used in conjunction
with hazardous waste mandatory categories. The Pollution Control Agency
has regulatory authority over hazardous waste and hazardous waste faci1 ities pursuant to 6 ~1CAR § 4.9001 et. seq. The statutory definition
was requested by the PCA to promoteiUni~mity. The current rules do
not have mandatory categories relating to hazardous waste. The proposed
rules use the term in mandatory categories at 6 MCAR §§ 3.038 0. 2. and
3. and 6 MCAR § 3.039 K. 3. This definition is added to refer the
reader to the proper source if the reader is not familiar with hazardous
waste legislation.
The complete definition is ·not reprinted in these rules in an
effort to save space and printing costs. The complete definition will
be 'included in the "Guide to the Rules." As defined at Minn. Stat.§
115A.03, subd. 25, processing means "the treatment of waste after
collection but before disposal. Processing includes but is not limited
to reduction, storage, separation, exchange, resource recovery,
physical, chemical, or biological modification, and transfer from one
waste facility to another. 11
"Project estimated cost" means the total of all allowable expendltures of the proposer ant1c1pated to be necessary for the 1mplementat1on of an act1on.
DISCUSSION: This definition is taken from the current rules. This term
is used in the proposed rules in the same context as in the current
rules. The chapter in which the term is used (chapter 15 of the current
rules and chapter 17 of the proposed rules) has not been substantively
changed. This definition has been accepted as workable in the current
rules. It is provided to establish clarity to the reader as to the
proper assessment of costs relating to EIS preparation. This definition
should be read in conjunction with the definitions of "EIS estimated
cost", "EIS assessed cost 11 , and "EIS actual cost. n
"Proposer" means the private person or governmental unit that proposes to undertake or to direct others to undertake an action.
D-ISCUSSION: This definition was derived from the current rules. This
term is used in the proposed rules in the same context as in the current
rules. This definition has been accepted as workable in the current rules
and is provided to clarify to the reader that the proposer of an action
may be a governmental unit functioning in the capacity either of itself
initiating a proposal or of coordinating a proposal for other persons.
"Protected waters" has the meaning given public waters in Minn.
Stat. § 105.37, subd. 14.
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DISCUSSION: Public waters are regulated by the Department of Natural
Resources pursuant to 6 MCAR § 1.5020 et. seq. This statutory defini-

tiOn is used at the request of the DNR-uD promote uniformity. The current
rules do nOt use the terms 11 public waters" or "protected waters." The
Proposed rules use the term "protected waters" in mandatory categories
at 6 MCAR § 3.038 z. and 6 MCAR § 3.039 S. The term "protected waters"
is used in p1ace of 11 pub 1 i c waters" because recent 1egi sl ati ve activity

indicates a preference for the term protected as opposed to public as
being more reflective of the state 1 s interest in those water bodies.
This definition is added to refer the reader to the proper source if the
reader is not familia~ with the regulation of public waters.
The complete definition is not reprinted in these rules in an
effort to save space and printing costs. The complete definition will
be included in the "Guide to the Rules." As defined at Minn. Stat.§
105.37, subd. 14, public waters "includes and shall be limited to the
following waters of the state:
(a) All "::at:r basins assigned a shoreland management classification by the comm1ss1oner pursuant to section 105.485, except wetlands
less than 80 acres in size which are classified as natural environment
1akes;
(b) All waters of the state which have been finally determined
to be public waters or navigable waters by a court of competent·
juri sdi cti on;
(c) All meandered lakes, except for those which have been
legally drained;
(d) All waterbasinS preViously designated by the commissioner
for management fOr a specific purpose such as trout lakes and game lakes
pursuant to applicable laws;
(e) All waterbasins designated as scientifit and natural ar-eas
pursuant to section 84.033;
'(f) All waterbasi'ns located within and totally surr·ounded by
publicly ·owned lands;

(g) All waterbasins where the state of MinneS-ota or the
federal government holds title to any of the beds or shore·s, unless the
owner declares that the ·water is not necessary for the purpos·es ·of the
public ownership;
-'
(h) All waterbasins whe·re ther·e is a publi-cly owned -and
c'ontrolled access which is intended to provide for public access to the
water ba'sin; and
('j,) All natural and altered ·natural watercourse·s -with a total
drainage area ·greater tha··n two square miles, ·except that t-rout streams
officially desi'gnate·d by the commissioner shall be pu'bli-c -waters
rega·rdles·s of the size of their drainage area.

The ptibl ic -character of water shall not he determi·ned -exclus-iveiy by the .prop'rietorshi-p ·of the ·underlyin·g, ove-rlyi·ng, or su:r-rou·ndi:ng
1 and or by whether it is a body or stream of wate·r whi'c'h was navi-gable
i'n fact 'Or susceptib-le of being used ·as -a hi9hway for 'Comrrier.ce ·at the
t'ime thi's ·state was admitted to the uni-on.
For the ·purp-oses ·of statute's ·othe·r than sections 1"05.37., "10'5 .. 38
·and 105.391, the term 11 pu'bli-c waters" ·shall i'nclude ·"wetla:nds·n unle-ss
the ·statute -expressly states ·otherwi-se."
11
Protected wetland" has tl)e :meani'ng given wetla-nd ln Minn. Stat. ·-§
105.37, subd. 15.

DISCUSSION: Wetlands are 're:gulated by the Department ·of Natural
Resources -pursuant to 6 MCAR ·§ 1-.5020 ·et. seq. -Th:l·s s·.tatutory ·deHnit-i o·n is =used -at the request of the ONRto promo·te unfformity. The
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current rules use the term "wetland" in the same context·as the proposed
rules use the term 11 Wetland." The current rules do not refer to the
concept of "protected wetland." The current rules restrict the defi nition of wetland within the context of the mandatory category in which
the term is used. The proposed rules use the term "protected wetland"
in mandatory categories at 6 MCAR § 3. 038 Z. and 6 11CAR § 3. 039 S.
The term "protected wetland" is used in the proposed rules
because the term "wetland" is also used in a more generic context. The
term 11 protected wetland" is used to refer to those wetlands for which
the state has statutory authority to protect. The definitions of
"protected wetland" and "wetland 11 should be contrasted to each other.
The definitions were added to the rules to clarify for the reader the
context in which the respective terms are used and to refer the reader
to the proper source if the reader is not familiar with the regulation
of wetlands.
The complete definition is not reprinted in these rules in an
effort to save space and printing costs. The complete definition will
be included in the "Guide to the Rules." As defined at Minn. Stat. §
105.37, subd. 15, wetland "includes, and shall be limited to all type
3, 4, and 5 wetlands, as defined in u.s. Fish and Wildlife Service
Circular No. 39 (1971 edition), not included within the definition of
public waters, which are ten or more acres in size in unincorporated
areas or 2-1/2 or more acres in incorporated areas. 11

DISCUSSION: This definition was developed by EQB staff in response to
questions relating to residential and recreational developments during
the implementation of the current rules. The concept is termed
"recreational facilities" in the current rules but is not defined. This
term is u·sed in the proposed rules at 6 MCAR § 3.038 S. Questions have
arisen regarding the proper classification of condominium campgrounds,
recreational vehicle parks and mobile home parks. This definition
reflects the established position the EQB has taken in the past
regarding those facilities. This definition should be contrasted to the
definition of "potentially permanent."
"Related action" means two or more actions that will affect the same
geograph1c area wh1ch a RGU determ1nes:
a.

Are planned to occur or will occur at the same time; or

b.

Are of a nature that one of the actions will induce the other
act1 on.

DISCUSSION: This definition was derived from the current rules and
modified through the public meeting process for the purpose of
clarifying for local units of government what types of activities are·
most properly viewed in a cumulative context. The term is used in the
same context in the proposed rules as in the current rul_es but has been
simplified and made slightly more restrictive.
The key elements of this definition are 1) that two or more
actions affect the same geographic area, 2) that they occur at approximately the same time, and 3) that the actions in some way have the
effect of inducement upon one another. It should be noted that related
actions do not necessarily have to be proposed by the same person nor do
related actions necessarily have to be of the same type of activity.
11

Resource recovery 11 has the meaning given in Minn. Stat. § 115A.03.

su

DISCUSSION: The Pollution Control Agency has jurisdiction over resource
recovery and resource recovery facilities. This statutory definition
was requested by the PCA to promote uniformity. The current rules do
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not use the term "resource recovery". The proposed rules use the term
in mandatory categories at 6 MCAR § 3.038 P. 4. and 6 MCAR § 3.039 L. 4.
in the context of "resource recovery facility." This definition is
added to refer the reader to the proper source if the reader is not
familiar with solid waste legislation.
The complete definition is not reprinted in these rules in an
effort to save space and printing costs. The complete definition will
be included in the "Guide to the Rules." As defined at Minn. Stat. §
115A.03, subd. 27, resource recovery "means the reclamation for sale or
reuse of materials, substances, energy, or other products contained
within or derived from waste." This definition should be read in' con.junction with the definition for "resource recovery facility".
has the meaning given in Minn. Stat. §
DISCUSSION: The Pollution Control Agency has jurisdiction over resource
recovery facilities. This statutory definition was requested by the PCA
to promote uniformity. The current rules do not use the term. The proposed rules use the term in mandatory categories at 6 MCAR § 3.038 P. 4.
and 6 MCAR § 3.039 L. 4. This definition is added to refer the reader
to the proper source if the reader is not familiar with solid waste
legislation.
The complete definition is not reprinted in these rules in an
effort to save space and printing costs. The complete definition will
be included in the "Guide to the Rules." As defined at Minn. Stat. '§
ll5A.03, subd. 28, resource recovery facility "means a waste facility
established and used primarily for waste recovery." This defi ni ti on
shou1d be read in conjunction with the definition for "resource
recovery."
"Responsible governmental unit" or RGU means the governmental unit
wh1ch 1s respons1ble for preparat1on and rev1ew of env1ronmental
ocuments.
DISCUSSION: This definition is derived from the definition of responsible agency in the current rules. This term is used in the proposed
rules in the same context as "respons i b1e agency" is used in the current
rules. The abbreviated form of this term is used in the proposed rules
as an abbreviated method of reference to the governmental unit which has
the primary responsibilities for environmental ~eview on any given
action.
"Scientific and natural area 11 means an outdoor recreation system
un1t des1gnated pursuant to M1nn. Stat. § 86A.05, subd. 5.
DISCUSSION: The Department of Natural ResourceS has jurisdiction over
scientific. and natural areas. This statutory definition was requested
by the DNR to promote uniformity. The current rules do not use the term
"scientific and natural area". The proposed rules use the term at 6
MCAR § 3.038 CC. This definition makes only those areas that have been
specifically designated as scientific and natural areas subject to these
rules. The procedures by which an area may be so designated are set
forth in Minn. Stat. ch. 86A.
The complete set of criteria for designation are not reprinted
in these rules in an· effort to save space and printing costs. The
complete set of criteria will be included in the "Guide to the Rules. 11
The criteria set forth at Minn. Stat. § 86A.05, subd. 5. (b) state:
11
No unit shall be authorized as a scientific and natural area
unless its proposed location substantially satisfies the following
criteria:

1.
Embraces natural features of exceptional scientific
and educational value, including but not limited. to any of the
following:
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a.
natural formations or features which significantly illustrate geological processes;
b.

significant fossil evidence of the development

of life on earth;
c.
an undisturbed plant communi-ty maintaining
itself under prevailing natural conditions typical of Minnesota;
d.
an ecological community significantly
illustrating the process of succession and restoration to natural condition following disruptive change;
e.
a habitat supporting a vanishing, rare,
endangered, or restricted species of plant or animal;
f.

a relict flora or fauna persisting from an

earlier period; or
g.
a ' seasonal haven for concentrations of birds and
animals, or a vantage point for observing concentrated populations, such
as a constricted migration route; and
2.
Embraces an area large enough to permit effective
research or education functions and to preserve the inherent natural
values of the area.
The purpose of a scientific and natural area is to protect and
perpetuate in an undisturbed natural state those natural features which
possess exceptional scientific or educational value."
"Second class city" has the meaning given in Minn. Stat. § 410.01.
DISCUSSION: The proposed rules contain mandatory category thresholds
relating to industrial, commercial, institutional, and residential developments geared to the size of city in which they are proposed. These
categories are found at 6 MCAR §§ 3.038 M. and R. and 6

I~CAR

§§ 3.039 J.

and M. The current rules do not have differential thresholds based on
city size. To promote uniformity, the classification system for cities
as set forth in Minn. Stat. ch. 410 was used. This definition was added
to refer the reader to the proper source.
The complete definition is not reprinted in the rules in an
effort to save space and printing costs. The complete definition will
be included in the "Guide to the Rules." As stated in Minn. Stat. §
410.01, second class cities are "those having more than 20,000 and not
more -than 100,000 inhabitants."
"Sewer system" means a piping or conveyance system that conveys
wastewater to a wastewater treatment plant.
DISCUSSION: The Pollution Control Agency has regulatory authority over
sewage systems. A sewage system may be viewed as being composed of 1)
the conveyance system (sewer system) that conducts wastewater to a
central facility, and 2) the central facility (wastewater treatment
facility)_ that purifies the wastewater. This definition was requested
by
the PCA to help clarify for the reader the distinction between
11
Sewage system 11 , "sewer system 11 and 11 Wastewater treatment facility~~.
The term 11 Sewer_ system" is used at 6 MCAR § 3.038 Q.
"Sewered area 11 means an area:
a.

That is serviced by a wastewater treatment facility or a
publ1cly owned, operated, or superv1sed central1zed septic
system serv1c1ng the ent1re development, or

b.

That is located within the bOundaries of the Metropolitan Urban
Service Area, as def1ned pursuant to the Development Framework
of the Metropol1tan Counc1l.
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DISCUSSION: This definition was developed through the public meeting
process for the purpose of distinguiShing between areas where waste
water is collected and treated by a central treatment facility from
areas where waste water is run into separate or individual septic
systems. The current rules contain mandatory categories using this term
but do not define the term. As implemented under the current rules,
this usewered area 11 was cons trued only as an area serviced by a rnuni ci-

pal waste water treatment facility. The proposed definition broadens
the concept to include some centralized septic systems and developments
within the

r~etropolitan

Urban Service Area.

This term is used in man-

datory categories at 6 MCAR § 3.038 R. 1, 6 MCAR § 3.039 M. 1. and 6
MCAR § 3.041 K. 1.
The underlying concept of this definition is that areas serviced by a centralized sewage system tend to have a lesser environmental
impact than residential development containing individual septic
systems. In its most common application a sewered area is typically
serviced by a municipal waste water treatment facility. However, it is
becoming increasingly common to have large residential developments serviced by a non-municipal facility designed to treat the waste water of
that development. These facilities are commonly constructed by the
developer and at a later time turned over to the management and operation-of the residents of the development or of the local governmental
unit. It is the intent of this definition to include such developments
within the umbrella of waste water treatment facilities. This
definition, however, does not include individualized sePtic systems or
septic systems servicing small clusters of residential units within the
development, nor does thi~ definition include systems managed privately.
It is likely, given the thresholds of the categories as proposed, that
projects of this nature will not be subject to mandatory environmental
review; however, they would be subject to discretionary environmental
review on a project-by-project basis.
The second area of inclusion regarding the definition of
sewered areas relates to residential developments within the metropolitan service area boundaries. This boundary is commonly called the MUSA
line. The MUSA line was developed by the Metropolitan Council and is
defined in the Development Framework of the Metropolitan Council. The
MUSA line in essence delineates those areas of the seven-county metropolitan area in which development is likely and advisable for the future
years. Areas within the MUSA line are designated for sewer service
prior to 1995.
"Shoreland" has the meaning given in 6 MCAR Cons. 70.
DISCUSSION: Shoreland areas are regulated by the Department of Natural
Resources pursuant to 6 MCAR Cons. 70 for unincorporated areas and 6
MCAR NR 82 for incorporated areas. This definition was requested by the
DNR to promote uniformity. The current rules use this term but do not
define it. This definition was added to refer the reader to the proper
source if the reader is not familiar with DNR regulations relating to
shorelands. This term is used in the proposed rules in the mandatory
categories at 6 MCAR §§ 3.038 M. 2., 0. 3. and 4., R. 2. and Z. 2.; 6
MCAR §§ 3.039 J. 2., K. 2., and 3., L. 2. and M. 2.; and 6 MCAR §§ 3.041
I. 1. and 3., K. 1. and R.
The complete definition is not reprinted in these rules in an·
effort to save space and printing costs. The complete definition will
be included in the "Guide to the Rules." As defined at 6 MCAR Cons. 70
{d), shoreland means "land located within the following distances from
public waters:
1. One thousand feet from the ordinary high water level of a
lake, pond, or flowage; and
2.
Three hundred feet from a river or stream, or the landward
extent of a floodplain designated by ordinance on such a river or
stream, whichever is greater.
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The practical limits of shoreland may be less than the statutory limits
whenever the waters involved are bounded by natural topographic divides
which extend landward from the waters or lesser distances and when
approved by the Commissioner of the DNR."
"Shoreland ordinance, state approved 11 means a local governmental
un1t shoreland management ord1nance wh1ch meets the prov1s1ons of
M1nn. Stat. § 105.485 and has been approved by the Comm1ss1oner of
the DNR pursuant to 6 t~CAR Cons. 70 or 6 MCAR NR 82.

DISCUSSION:

Shoreland areas are regulated by the Department of Natural

Resources pursuant to 6 MCAR Cons. 70, entitled "Statewide Standards and
Criteria for Management of Shoreland Areas of Minnesota", for unincorporated areas and 6 MCAR NR 82, entitled "Standards and Criteria for the
Management of Municipal Shoreland Areas of Minnesota 11 , for incorporated
areas. The statutory authority is set forth in Minn. Stat. 105.485.
The standards and procedures set forth in the statute and the regulations are utilized to promote uniformity. The current rules do not
di s.ti ngui sh between areaS;. that have state approved shorel and ordinances
and those that do not. This term is used in the proposed rules in the
mandatory categories at 6 MCAR §§ 3.038 M. 2'. and R. 2.

and 6 MCAR §§

3.039 J. 2. and M. 2. This definition is added to refer the reader to
the proper source if the reader is not familiar with the statute and DNR
regulations relating to shorelands.
Complete definitions and standards are not reprinted in these
rules in an effort to save space and printing costs. Complete definitions and an explanation of the statutory standards will be included in
the "Guide to the Rules." Minn. Stat. § 105.485, subd. 3. requires the
commissioner of the DNR to promulgate "model standards and criteria for
the subdivision, use, and development of shoreland in unincorporated
areas, including but not limited to the following:
1.
the area of a lot and length of water frontage suitable
for a building site;
·
2.

placement of structures in relation to shorelines and roads;

3.
the placement and construction of sanitary and waste
disposal_ facilities;
4.

designation of types of land uses;

5.

changes in bottom contours of adjacent public waters;

6.
preservation of natural shorelands through the restriction
of land uses;
7.

variances from the minimum standards· and criteria; and

8.

a mode 1 ordinance. u

All counties in Minnesota have adopted shoreland ordinances
pursuant to 6 MCAR Cons. 70. Approximately 35 percent of Minnesota
municipalities have adopted shoreland ordinances pursuant to 6 MCAR NR
82. Technical standards are provided in the respective regulations for
guidance to local units in developing thei"r ordinances. This term is
used in these rules to provide a different threshold for local units of
government that have complied-with the statutory provisions and the
regulations of the DNR. The basic rationale for the differ·ential
threshold is that, if local units of government have complied with the
criteria and environmental protection measures are in effect, environmental review is less necessary than for areas in which these ordinances
are not in effect.

Soci o1ogi ca 1 effects means effects, resulting from an action,
wh1ch 1mpact the soc1al 1nst1tut1ons, soc1al group1ngs, or systems
of a commun1ty. It 1ncludes effects upon groups of 1nd1v1duals,
fam1 hes, or households. It does not 1nclude effects l1m1ted to.
single 1nd1v1duals, single fam1l1es, or s1ngle households.
11

11
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DISCUSSION: This definition was developed by EQB staff and modified by
the public meeting process to clarify for the reader the intent of the
phrase as used in the proposed rules and to assist the reader in
distinguishing this term from "environmental effects." This term is
used but not defined in the current rules. This term is used in the
same context in the proposed rules as in the current rules. the
environmental review process is triggered by environmental effects,

i.e., effects on the environment from activities that cause direct physical impacts on the environment. However, once the environmental
review provisions are triggered, all aspects of the activity are
reviewed to identify the activity's impacts. This includes sociological
effects, economic effects, and environmental effects.
"Solid waste" has the meaning given in Minn. Stat. § ll6.06, subd. 10.
DISCUSSION: Solid .waste and solid waste facilities are regulated by the
Pollution Control Agency. This statutory definition is used at the
request of the PCA to promote uniformity. The current rules have mandatory categories relating to solid waste but use different terminology.
The proposed categories and terminology are designed to be more consistent with recent solid waste legislation. This term is used in mandatory categories at 6 I~CAR § 3. 038 P. and 6 MCAR § 3. 039 L. This
definition is added to refer the reader to the proper source if the
reader is not familiar with the regulation of solid waste.
The complete definition is not reprinted in these rules in an
effort to save space and printing costs. The complete definition will
be included in the 11 Guide to the Rules ... As defined at Minn.- Stat. §
116.06, subdo 10, solid waste means '~garbage, refuse, sludge from a
water supply treatment plant or air contaminant treatment facility, and
other discarded waste materials and sludges, in solid, semi-solid,
liquid, or contained gaseous form, resulting from industrial,
commercia-l, mining, and agricultural operations, and from community
activities, but does not include hazardous waste; animal waste used as
fertilizer; earthen fill, boulders, rock; sewage sludge; solid or
dissolved material in domestic sewage or other common pollutants in
water resources, such as silt, dissolved or suspended solids in
industrial waste wate_r effluents or discharges which are point sources
subject to permits under section 402 of the Federal Water Pollution
Control Act, as amended, dissolved materials in irrigation return
flows; or source, special nuclear, or by-product material as defined by
the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended."
"State trail corridor" means an outdoor re6reation system unit
designated pursuant to Minn. Stat. § 86A.05, subd. 4.
DISCUSSION: The Department of Natural Resources has jurisdiction over
state trail corridors. This statutory definition was requested by the
DNR to promote uniformity. The current rules do not use the term "state
trail corridor". The proposed rules use the term at 6 r~CAR § 3.038 CC.
This definition makes only those areas that have been specifically
designated as state trail corridors subject to these rules. The procedures by which an area may be so designated are set forth in Minn. Stat.
ch. 86A.
The Complete set of criteria for designation are not printed in
these rules in an effort to save space and printing costs. The complete
set of criteria will be included in the 11 Guide to the Rules." The criteria set forth at Minn. Stat. § 86A.05, subd. 4..(b) state: ·"No unit
shall be authorized as a state trail unless its proposed location
substantially satisfies the following criteria:
1.
Permits travel in an appropriate manner along a route
which provides at least one of the following recreational opportunites:
a.
travel along a route which connects areas or points
of natural, scientific, cultural, and historic interest;
b.

travel through an area which possesses outstanding

scenic beauty;
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c.
travel over a route designed to enhance and utilize
the unique qualities of a particular manner of travel in harmony with
the natural environment;
d.
travel along a route which is historically significant as a route of migration, commerce, or communication;
e.
travel between units of the state outdoor recreation
system or the national trail system; and
2.
Utilizes, to the greatest extent possible consistent with
the purposes of this subdivision, public lands, rights-of-way, and the
1 ike; and
3. Provides maximum potential for the appreciation,
conservation, and enjoyment of significant scenic, historical, natural,
.or cultural qualities of the areas through which the trail may pass; and.
4.
future use."

Takes into consideration predicted public demand and

The purpose of a state trail corridor is "to provide a
recreational travel route which connects units of the outdoor· recreation
system or the national trail system, provides access to or passage
through other areas which have significant scenic, historic, scientific,
or recreational qualities or reestablishes or permits travel along an
historically prominent travel route or which provides commuter
transportation."
"Storage", as used in 6 MCAR § 3.038 0.4., has the meaning given in
40 CFR 260.20 (66).
DISCUSSION: This term has a specific meaning when used in conjunction
with hazardous waste mandatory categories. The Pollution Control Agency
has regulatory authority over hazardous waste and hazardous waste
storage facilities pursuant to 6 MCAR § 4.9001 et. seq. This definition
was requested by the PCA to- promote uniformity.--The:<:urrent rules do
not have mandatory categories relating to hazardous waste. The proposed
rules use this term in the mandatory category at 6 MCAR § 3.038 0. 4.
This definition is added to refer the reader to the proper source if the.
re_ader is not fami'liar with hazardous waste regulation.
The complete definition is not reprinted in an effort to save
space and printing costs. The complete definition will be included in
the "Guide to the Rules." As defined at 40 CFR 260.10, storage means
"the holding of hazardous waste for a temporary period, at the end of.
which the hazardous waste is treated, disposed of, or stored elsewher-e."
"Third class city" has the meaning given in

t~inn.

Stat. § 410.01.

DISCUSSION: The proposed rules contain mandatory category thresholds
relating to industrial. commercial, institutional, and residential developments geared to the size of city in which they are proposed. These
categories are found at 6 MCAR §§ 3.038 M. and R. and 6 MCAR §§ 3.039 J.
and N. The current rules do not have differential thresholds based ori
city size. To promote uniformity, the classification system for cities
as set forth in Minn. Stat. ch. 410 was used. This definition was added
to refer the reader to the proper source.
The complete definition is not reprinted in the rules in an
effort to save space and printing costs. The complete definition will
be included in the "Guide to the Rules." As stated in Minn. Stat.§
410.01, -third class cities are 11 those having more than 10,000 and not
more than 20,000 inhabitants."
11
Tiering" means incorporating by reference the discussion of an
issue from a broader or more general EIS. An example of tiering is
the 1ncorporat1on of a program or pol1cy statement 1nto a subsequent
env1ronmental document of a more narrow scope, such as a Sltespeclhc EIS.
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DISCUSSION: This definition is derived from the Council on Environmental
Quality definition found at 40 CFR § 1508.28. The current rules do not
use this term. The proposed rules use this term at 6 MCAR § 3.036 H.
The concept of tiering represents a major change in the
envirOnmental review process. The concept of tiering is based on the
development of comprehensive documents relating to ·an issue and the
later use of these documents for project specific use. The process of
tiering or incorporating by reference from the broad document to later
project specific docUments· results in a more thorough analysis of potential impacts of a project while eliminating much of the cost and volume
of environmental documents and making them more readable and more
useable.
"Transfer station" has the meaning given in Minn. Stat. § 115A.03,

subd. 33.

DISCUSSION: The Pollution Control Agency has jurisdiction over transfer
stations and solid waste facilities. This statutory definition was
req_uested by the PCA to promote uniformity. The current rules· do not
use this term. The proposed rules use this term at 6 MCAR § 3.038 P. 3.
Thi-s deffnition is added to refer· the reader to the pY.oper source if the
reader is not· familiar with solid waste· legi_slation.
The complete definition is not reprinted in the$e rules in an
effort to save space and printing costs. The complete definition will
be included in the 11 Guide to the Rules." As defined at Minn. Stat. §
115A.03, subd. 33, transfer station means "an intermediate waste faci1 i ty in which waste collected from any source is temporarily deposited
to await transportation to another waste facility."
"Waste" has the meaning given in Minn. Stat. § 115A.03, subd. 34.
DISCUSSION: The Pollution Control Agency has jurisdiction· over waste
and waste ·facilities. The PCA has recommended inclusion of this
definition. The current rules use but do not deffne this term. The
proposed rules use this term in mandatory categories at 6 HCAR §§ 3.038
0. and P. and 6 MCAR §§ 3.039 K. and L. Use of the term in the proposed
r;ules reflects increased definition in accord with recent legislation.
This definition is added to refer the reader to the proper source if the
reader is not familiar with solid waste and hazardous waste legislation.
The complete definition is not reprin_~,ed in these rules in an
effort to save space and printing costs. The 'c-omplete definition will
be included in the "Guide to the Rules." As defined at Minn. Stat.§
115.03, subd. 34, waste means "solid waste, sewage sludge, -and hazardous
waste. n
"Waste facility 11 has the meaning given in Minn. Stat. § llSA.-03,

su
DISCUSSION: The Pollution Control Agency has jurisdiction over waste
-and waste facilities. The PCA has recommended inclusion of this
definition. The current rules do not use this term. The proposed rules
use this term iri mandatory categories at 6 MCAR §§ 3.038 0. and P. and 6
MCAR §§ 3.039 K. and L. Use of the term in th·e proposed rules reflects
increased definition in accord with recent legislation. This definition
is added to refer the reader to the proper source if the reader is not
familiar-_with solid waste a·nd hazardous waste legislation.
-The complete definition i? not reprinted ·in these rules in an
effort to save space and printing costs. The cOmplete definition will
be included in the "Guide to the Ru1es. 11 As defined at Minn. Stat.§
115.03, subd. 35, waste facility means, "all property, real _or ·personal,·
including· negative and positive easements and-water and air rights,
which is or· may be ·needed or useful for the processing or disposal of
waste, except property fo·r the collection of the waste and the property
used primarily for the manufacture of scrap metal or paper. Waste faci~
lity includes but is not limited to, transfer stations, processing
f-acilities, and disposal sites and facilities."
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"Wastewater treatment faci 1 i ty" means a facility for the treatment
of mun1c1pal or 1ndustr1al waste water. It 1ncludes on-s1te treat
ment facilities.
DISCUSSION: The Pollution Control Agency has jurisdiction over sewage
systems. A sewage system may be viewed as being composed of 1) the conveyance system (sewer system) that conducts waste water to the central
facility, and 2) the central facility (wastewater treatment facility)
that purifies the waste water. This definition was requested by the PCA
to help clarify for the reader the distinction between "sewage system",
"sewer system" and "wastewater treatment facility 11 • This definition
should be read i·n conjunction with the definition of "sewer system".
The term 11 wastewater treatment facility" is ·used at 6 MCAR § 3.038 Q.
It should be noted that, in most cases subject to these rules,
waste water is treated by a municipally owned and operated facility.
Certain large industrial or residential developments may, however, build
treatment facilities specifically for that development. These facilities are subject to PCA regulation and are included within this
definition.
"Wetland" has the meaning given in U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service
Circular No. 39 (1971 edition).
DISCUSSION: The Department of Natural Resources has jurisdiction over
public -waters and certain protected wetlands pursuant to 6 MCAR § 1.5020
et. seq. This definition is used at the request of the PNR because the
source-has been used in the past and most local authorities are familiar
with its use. The current rules use this term and define it within the
mandatory category ;n which it is used. The proposed rules use the term
in the same context. This term is used in the proposed rules at 6 MCAR
§ 3.038 z. 2.
The term "wetland" as used in these rules should be
distinguished from the term "protected wetland". "Wetland" is used in a
generic context to refer to all wetland areas in the state of types 1-8.
The· wording of the mandatory category then restricts the application of
the generic term. "Protected wetland" refers only to those wetlands
over which the DNR has jurisdiction. The definitions were added to
clarify to the reader the context in which the respective terms are used
and to refer the reader to the proper source if the reader is not familiar with the. classification and regulation of wetlands.
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service Circular No. 39 is a standard
reference relating to the classification of wetlands. All fresh water
and salt water wetlands of the United States are classified into 20
basic types. Types 1-8 are found in Minnesota. This classification
system is the simplest and easiest to use by the general public.
Complete definitions of wetland types are not included but are incorporated by reference into the rules.
"Wild and scenic rivers district" means a river, or a segment of the
river, and its adjacent lands that possesses outstanding scen1c,
recreat10na I, natura I, h1 stonca 1, sc1ent1f1 c, or s1m1 Iar values and
has been des1gnated by the CommlSSlOner of the DNR for 1nclus1on
w1th1n the M1nnesota W1 ld and Scen1c R1vers system pursuant to Minn.
Stat. §§ 104.31 40 or by Congress for inclusion within the
Nat1onal W1ld and Scen1c R1vers System pursuant to 16 USC 1274 et
seq.
DISCUSSION: The Department of Natural Resources has jurisdiction over
wild and scenic rivers pursuant to Minn. Stat. § 104.31 et. seq. The
DNR has requested this definition. This term is not use~in tne current
rules. The proposed rules use this term in mandatory categories at 6
MCAR §§ 3.038 0. 3. and 4., R. 2. and Z. 2; 6 MCAR §§ 3.039 J. 2., K. 2.
and 3., L. 2 and M. 2; and 6 MCAR §§ 3.041 I. 1. and 3., K. 1., and R.
A river and adjacent lands may be designated as a wild and scenic rivers district by either a state or federal process. The federal
process involves specific designation by Congress for inclusion within
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the National Wild and Scenic Rivers System. This process is delineated
at 16 U.S.C. 1274. A river and adjacent lands may also be designated as
a wild and scenic rivers district by the Commissioner of the DNR. The
process of designating a river for inclusion in the Minnesota Wild and
Scenic Rivers System is set forth in Minn. Stat. §§ 104.31 - 40.
Minn. Stat. § 104.33, subd. 1, states the criteria for inclusion as "the who 1e or a segment of any river and its adjacent lands in
this state that possesses outstanding scenic, recreational, natural,
historical, scientific, or similar values shall be eligible for inclusion within the Minnesota Wild and Scenic Rivers system. "River" means
a flowing body of water such as a stream or a segment or tributary
thereof, and may include lakes through which the river or stream flows."
Minn. Stat. § 104.33, subd. 2. (a) defines wild rivers as "those rivers
that exist in a free-flowing state, with excellent water quality, and
with adjacent 1ands that are essentially primitive. "Free-flowing"
means existing in natural condition without significant artificial modification such as impoundment, diversion, or straightening. The
existence, however, of low dams, diversion works or other minor structur_es at the time any river is proposed for inclusion shall not automatically bar its inclusion as a wild, scenic, or recreational river."
Minn.- Stat. § 104.33, subd. 2. (b) defines scenic rivers as "those
rivers that exist in a free-flowing state and with adjacent lands that
are largely undeveloped."

DISCUSSION: Wild and scenic rivers districts are regulated by the
Department of Natural Resources pursuant to 6 MCAR NR 78. The ONR has
requested this definition. The current rules do not use this term. l·t
is used in the proposed rules in mandatory categories at 6 MCAR §§ 3,038
M. 2. and R. 2. and 6 MCAR §§ 3.039 J. 2 and M. 2. This definition is
added to refer the reader to the proper source if the reader is not
familiar with DNR regulations relating to wild and scenic rivers
districts.
The complete set of standards and procedures as set forth in 6
MCAR NR 78 are not included in these rules but are incorporated by
reference.
Units of government that have compl i ed-"wi th the provisions of 6
MCAR.NR 78 and have had their ordinances approved by the comm1ss1oner
are presumed to have incorporated environmental protection measures.
"Wilderness area" means an outdoor recreation system unit designated
pursuant to M1nn. Stat. § 86A.05, subd. 6.
DISCUSSION: The Department of Natural Resources has jurisdiction over
wilderness areas. This statutory definition was requested by the DNR to
promote uniformity. The current rules do not use the term 11 Wi l derness
area" .. The proposed rules use it at 6 MCAR § 3.038 CC. This definition
makes o~ly those areas· that have been specifically designated as wilderness areas subject to these rules. The procedures by which an area may
be so designated are set forth in Minn. Stat. ch. 86A.
The complete set of criteria for designation are not printed in
these rules in an effort to save space and
printing costs. The complete
set of criteria will be included in the 11 Guide to the Rules." The criteria set forth at Minn. Stat. § 86A.05, subd. 6. (b) state: "No unit
shall be authorized as a state wilderness area unless its proposed location substantially satisfies the following criteria: Appears to have
been primarily affected by the forces of nature, with the evidence of
man being substantially unnoticeable or where the evidence of man may be
eliminated by restoration." The purpose of a wilderness area is "to
preserve, in a natural wild and undeveloped condition, areas which offer
outstanding opportunities for solitude and_ primitive types of outdoor
recreation. 11
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Introduction to 6

t~CAR

§ 3.023

General Responsibilities

This rule is introductory in nature. It is placed before the
substantive procedural portions of the rules as an introductory outline
of the primary responsibilities of parties affected by these rules.
This section originally included cites to the relevant portions of the
rules where the responsibilities were substantively presented. The
cites and additional advisory language were deleted because of public
comment that the rules were too long. The current rules have a more
extensive general responsibilities rule that functions as an introduction to later substantive rules in addition to incorporating substantive
provisions.
Alternative language to this rule, that incorporates references
to later substantive porticins, may be reviewed by consulting the March
19, 1981 public draft. The alternative of deleting this rule in its
entirety was also considered but rejected in the belief that this rule
serves an educational function to the reader and promotes continuity
within the complete set of rules.

DISCUSSION: This paragraph is included for the purpose of helping the
reader understand the change in the role of the EQB in the implementation of these rules. The EQB no longer functions as an appeal board
for projects subject to these rules. The EQB retains the respo"nsibility
of monitoring the rules and the responsibility of assisting other
governmental units in understanding and implementing the rules. The EQB
retains limited authority to intervene as per 6 MCAR § 3.031 G. 1. and
retains the authority to order an EAW for actions that may have the
potential for significant environmental effects as per 6 MCAR § 3.025 C. 3.
The EQB is assigned responsibilities in regard to RGU designation for
petitions at 6 MCAR § 3.026 and for cases in which it is not apparent
which governmental unit is most properly the RGU at 6 MCAR § 3.024. The
EQB is responsible for necessary approvals of substitute forms of
environmental review such as generic EISs {6 MCAR § 3.036), alternative
review (6 MCAR § 3.034), and model ordinances (6 MCAR § 3.035).
Concerns have been expressed as to the role of the EQB after adoption of
these rules and as to whether the EQB will provide assistance to local
units of government in implementing the rules. This rule incorporates a
statement that the EQB will offer technical assistance as a part of its
continuing responsibility under these rules.
6 MCAR

§

3.023 B. RGUs.

RGUs shall be responsible for verifying the accuracy of environmental documents and comply1ng w1th env1ronmental rev1ew processes 1n a
t1me y manner.
DISCUSSION: This paragraph is included to outline the RGUs responsibilities for the reader. The primary responsibilities of the RGU
include:
1.

Revi.ewi ng petitions and determining the need for an
EAW (6 MCAR § 3.026 F.);

2.

Preparing or verifying the information contained in an EAW
(6 MCAR § 3.027);

3.

Determining the need for an EIS (6 MCAR § 3.028);

4.

Coordination of the EIS scoping process (6 MCAR § 3.030);

5.

Preparing or verifying the information contained in an EIS
(6 MCAR § 3.031); and
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6.

Determining the adequacy of an EIS (6 MCAR § 3.031 G.).

Earlier drafts of these proposed rules contained additional
language in regard to:
1.

The RGU's ability to delegate certain responsibilities to
staff or consultants. This language was deleted to shorten the rules and because of misinterpretations regarding
the extent to which responsibilities can be delegated,
i.e., the RGU cannot delegate its decision-making authority
to consultants.

2.

The RGU's ability to assess costs incurred in the environmental review process to the proposer. This language was
deleted to shorten the rules and because most governmental
units involved in the preparation of environmental documents were aware of their powers in this respect. The
main concern was expressed by governmental units not fami1 i ar with en vi ronmenta 1 review and not 1 i kely to be
involved as a RGU.

3.

The RGU 1 s responsibility to expedite the process to comply
with the time guidelines of these rules. This language
was deleted to shorten the rules. Recommendations in
regard to timely implementation will be i_ncorporated iri
the 11 Guide to the Rules".

6 MCAR § 3.023 C. Governmental units, private individuals, citizen
groups, and business concerns.

to
DISCUSSION: This paragraph is included to advise all persons of their
rights and responsibilities under these rules. The primary portions of
the rules of relevance to all persons include:
1.

The right to submit a petition requesting environmental
review on an action (6 MCAR § 3.026);

2.

The right to participate in the,,review of an EAW (6 MCAR §
3.027);

3.

The right to participate in the EIS seeping process (6
MCAR § 3.030);

4.

The right to review and comment on draft E!Ss (6 MCAR §
3.031 E.); and

5.

The right to review and comment on the adequacy of final
E!Ss (6 MCAR § 3.031 G.).

In addition, governmental units with jurisdiction over projects
subject to environmental review have a responsibility to issue permits
in a timely manner (6MCAR § 3.031 H.) and to use the information provided via the environmental review process for·making permit decisions
in the best interests of the public.·
6 MCAR § 3.023 D.

Appeal of final decisions.

Decisions by a RGU on the need for an EAW, the need for an EIS, and
the adequacy of an EIS are f1nai dec1s1ons and may be rev1ewed Dy a
declaratory judgment action in the district court of the county
where the proposed act1on, or any part thereof, would be undertaken.
Jud1c1al rev1ew shall be 1n1t1ated w1th1n 30 days after the RGU
makes the dec1s1on.
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DISCUSSION: This paragraph is included for the purpose of clearly delineating to the reader the fact that the EQB no longer serves as an
appeal board for local decisions. This paragraph is based .on the statutory language found at Minn. Stat. § 1160.04, subd. 10. This paragraph
references three points at which the decisions by the RGU are final and
would lead either to the termination of environmental review or to the
next phase of environmental review. These de~isions are:
1.

2.

3.

The decision as to whether or not an environmental
assessment worksheet will be required for an activity.
This decision may be based on review pursuant to a citizen
petition or upon an independent assessment of the likelihood of environmental impact of an activity otherwise
brought to the attention of the RGU. This decision would
result in either:
a.

the preparation of an EAW, or

b.

the dismissal of the activity as not bearing sufficient ev·i·dence of the likelihood· of the potential
for significant environmental effects.

The decision on the need for preparation of an EIS. This
decision is made upon completion of review of the EAW.
This decision would result in either:
a.

a positive declaration (a decision that the project
has the potential for significant enVironmental
effects and therefore an EIS will be prepared), or

b.

a negative declaration (a decision that the activity
does not have the potential for significant environmental effects and therefore no EIS need by prepared).

The adequacy of the final EIS.
either:

This decision consists of

a.

a determination that the final EIS adequately
addresses the relevant issues of the activity as
scoped, or

b.

a determination that additional information is
required to properly assess potential environmental
effects of the proposed activity.

This appeal provision of the proposed rules is substantially
different from the appeal provision of the current rules. Under the
current rules if the person disagrees with the final decision of the
responsible agency, the proper appeal is either a petition or a
challenge to the EQB. The EQB then holds an informational meeting or a
contested case hearing for the purpose of obtaining information in
regard to the merits of the appeal or challenge. Based on the information obtained from this hearing, the EQB may then either uphold or
overturn the decision of the responsible agency. If the aggrieved party
continues to disagree with the decision, the decision of the EQB may
then be appealed to district court.
The effect of this provision is to eliminate the intermediate
appeal body, i.e., the EQB, from the appeal process. This will result
in significant time and financial savings.
Introduction to 6 MCAR § 3.024 RGU selection procedures. The following
procedures shall be used 1n determ1ning the RGU for the preparat1on of
an EAW:
The purpose of this rule is to clarify how a RGU is selected
for projects-subject to environmental review. The current rules refer
to the concept of "RGU" as "Responsible Agency". The current rules contain a similar paragraph outlining procedures for determining the proper
Responsible Agency for a given project. Through implementation of the
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current rules, proper designation of the Responsible Agency became an
issue in only one project. The proposed rules transfer more responsibility to local governmental units and it is now more likely that the
proposer will seek guidance from the local unit. This rule was added
for the purpose of assisting local units in finding which unit of
government should be designated as the RGU.
Prompt designation of the RGU and the assumption of responsibilities by the RGU is essential for implementation of these rules in
accord with the time guidelines established by the legislature. This
rule is intended to clarify designation procedures for governmental
units and proposers. Comments relating to ambiguities in these procedures and potential problems that may not be readily resolved by application of these procedures are relevant to this rule.
6 MCAR § 3.024 A.
For any activity listed in 6 MCAR §§ 3.038 or 3.039, the governmental un1t l1sted 1n parentheses shall be the RGU.
DISCUSSION: This paragraph is included to clarify to the reader that,
for activities which fall under specific categories in the mandatory
category section, the RGU for that activity is designated within the
context of these rules. That designation is made in parentheses
following that category. If the RGU is a state agency,_the specific
agency is listed. In a few instances, more than one state agency could
be the RGU. In those cases the determination is made by following the
steps of paragraphs 8-F of this rule. If the RGU is a local governmental unit, the designation will be (local)
In these cases the actual
determination of which local governmental unit will be RGU is made by
following the steps of paragraphs 8-F of this rule.
11

11

•

This method of designation of RGUs is the same as the method of
designation of Responsible Agency under the_ current rules. In the
current rules, however, the explanation of the significance of the
parenthetical agency is also contained immediately prior to the listing
of the categories. The alternative of repeating this information in the
proposed rules immediately prior to the listing of the categories, i.e.,
in the introductory heading to 6 MCAR § 3.038 and 6 MCAR § 3.039, was
considered. This alternative was rejected because the information was
duplicative and because it appeared that through use of the current
rules most persons understood the meaning of the parenthetical
enclosure.
It should be noted that if, by application of this provision,
the government unit designated is for any reason inappropriate, a different governmental unit may be designated as per paragraphs E. and F.
of this rule.
6 MCAR § 3.024 B.
If a governmental unit orders an EA\~ pursuant to 6 t~CAR § 3.025
C. 1., that governmental un1t shall be des1gnated as the RGU.
DISCUSSION: This paragraph is included to clarify to the reader, pursuant to the process set forth at 6 MCAR § 3.025 C. 1., any governmental
unit with jurisdiction over an activity may order an EAW to be prepared
for that activity if it decides that environmental review on the proposed activity is warrented. If a governmental unit orders an EAW
pursuant to this section, this section identifies that governmental unit
as the RGU responsible for its preparation.
The current rules do not have an explicit provision
corresponding to this paragraph, Rather, the current rules rely on provisions similar to those set forth in paragraph E. of this rule. The
proposed language expands this concept to state that if any governmental
unit with jurisdiction over a proposed activity decides it has inadequate information to properly assess the potential for significant
environmental effects, it may order an EAW and be the RGU for that EAW.
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This prov1s1on is in keeping with the basic purpose of environmental
review, i.e., to assure that all governmental decisions are made with
full knowledge of potentia1 .en vi ronmenta 1 impacts.
It should be noted that if, by application of this provision,
the government unit designated is for any reason inappropriate, a different governmental unit may be designated as per paragraphs E. and F.
of this rule.
6 MCAR § 3.024 C.
If an EAW is ordered in response to a petition, the RGU that was
designated by the EQB to act on the petit1on shall be responsible
for the prepar-at1on of the EAW.
DISCUSSION: This paragraph is included to clarify for the reader the
RGU designation procedures for citizen petitions submitted pursuant to
Minn. Stat. § 1160.04 subd. 2a (e). The current rules contain no
corresponding provision beca1,1se under the current rules a citizen petition is filed for the purpose of requesting an EIS as opposed to an EAW.
Under the current rules, the EQB makes all decisions relating to citizen
petitions.
The procedures of the proposed rules differ substantially from
the current rules in that, under the proposed rules, the citizen petition is filed to request an EAW. Decisions on the merits of the petition are made by the RGU. To establish a workable procedure for
citizens, these rules require citizens to submit their petitions to the
EQB. This is to avoid uncertainty and delays in establishing the identity of the proper RGU. The EQB verifies the format of the petition and
determines which governmental unit is most capable of deciding the
substantive merit of the petition pursuant to paragraph E. of this rule.
The RGU will be selected on the basis of the type and location of the
project and the permits or approvals required. This will be a routine
staff function of the EQB as opposed to a formal Board action.
The RGU designated by the EQB to consider the petition shall
remain the RGU responsible for the preparation of the EAW if an EAW is
later ordered by the RGU. If the RGU disagrees with its designation as
RGU for that activity, its proper method of appea·l is defined in
paragraphs E. and F. of this rule. Controversy relating to this process
is discussed in conjunction with the substantive portion of these rules.
6 MCAR § 3.024 D.
If the EQB orders an EAW pursuant to 6 MCAR § 3.025 c. 3., the EQB
shall, at the same t1me, des1gnate the RGU for that EAW.
DISCUSSION: This paragraph was added to clarify for the reader that the
EQB retains the authority to order preparation of an EAW pursuant to
Minn. Stat. § 1160.04 subd. 2a (d). The EQB has the same authority
under the current rules; however, the current rules do not expressly
state that the EQB designates the RGU when it so orders an EAW. In
practice, this same procedure would have been followed. This language
is added to delineate that situation more clearly.
The EQB may under this provision designate itself as the RGU.
This provision is included as a catch-all provision. This.type
of provision is necessary because it is impossible to anticipate all
types of projects, issues, or controversies that may arise in the
future. It is anticipated that this rule will seldom. if ever, apply.
6 MCAR § 3.024 E.
For any activity where the RGU is not listed in 6 MCAR §§ 3.038 or
3. 039 or which· fa 11 s into more than one category in 6 MCAR §§ 3. 038
or 3.039, or for which the RGU. is 1n quest1on. the RGU shall be
determ1ned as follows:
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1.

When a single governmental unit proposes to carry out or has
sole JUr1sd1ct1on to approve an act1on, 1t shall be the RGO.

2.

When two or more governmental units propose to carry out or
have jurisdiction to approve an action, the RGU shall be the
governmental un1t w1th the greatest respons1b1l1ty for supervis1ng or approv1ng the act1on as a whole. Where it 1s not
clear wh1ch governmental un1t has the greatest respons1b1l1ty
for superv1s1ng or approv1ng an act1on or where there 1s a
d1spute about wh1ch governmental un1t has the greatest respons1b1l1ty for superv1s1ng or approv1ng an act1on, the governmental un1ts shall e1ther:
a.

By agreement, designate which unit shall be the RGU; or

b.

Submit the question to the EQB, which shall designate the
RGU based on a cons1derat1on of wh1ch governmental un1t
has the greatest responsibil1ty for supervising or
approv1ng the act1on or has the expert1se that may be
relevant for the env1ronmental rev1ew.

DISCUSSION: This ·paragraph is included to clarify for the reader that
for activities for which these rules do not make explicit provision,
the RGU may be determined by the governmental units with jurisdiction
over the activity. The current rules contain similar language. The
proposed language incorporates additional guidance for the selection of
RGU in subparagraph 2. This guidance was requested by governmental
units during the public comment period as a means of establishing a
standard.
The initial test for the standard is to designate RGU responsibilities to that governmental unit that has the greatest responsibility for approving the action. This test is in keeping with the
basic purpose of environmental review, i.e., to serve as a means of
supplying adequate information for a governmental unit to make its
decision.
In cases for which designation is not clear by application of
the initial test, the governmental units involved may designate the unit
most appropriate or submit the question to the EQB. The standard for
the EQB .to use in designation of a RGU is set forth at subparagraph 2.
b. In accord with that standard, the EQB shall designate either the
governmental unit which it determines has the .9reatest responsibility or
the governmental unit that has the greatest expertise in the preparation
of environmental documents relating to that type of action.
The most likely situations where this paragraph may arise would
include cases where a new type of activity is proposed that was not
anticipated by these rules and thus not listed in the mandatory categories section and cases in which the project is located in more than
one jurisdiction. This paragraph could also be used for situations in
which more than one mandatory category applies and more-than one agency
is designated as RGU. This paragraph could also apply to the situation
where a governmental unit disagrees with its designation as RGU pursUant
to one of the preceding paragraphs of this rule.
6 MCAR § 3.024 F.
Notwithstanding paragraphs A-E of this rule, the EQB may designate a
d1fferent RGU for the preparat1on of an EAW 1f the EQB determ1nes
the designee has greater expertise 1n analyzing the potential
1mpacts of the act1on.
DISCUSSION: This paragraph is included as a catch-all paragraph to
cover unusual situations where for some reason it is apparent the best
interests of environmental review dictate that a governmental unit other
than the RGU as defined by this rule should be responsible for review of
an activity. The current rules have a similar provision. Under this
provision, the EQB could intervene to designate the RGU at the request
of affected governmental units, the proposer or citizens, or at the
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EQB's own initiation. This rule is needed to lend predictability to all
phases of the process. This rule establishes a procedure in the event
controversy relating to RGU designation arises.
Proper designation of a RGU became an issue only once during
the implementation of the current rules. In that case, designation of
the RGU was achieved without action by the Board.
Introduction to Chapter Twelve: Environmental Assessment Worksheet.
The intent of this chapter is to set forth the procedural rules
relating to the preparation and review of the EAW. This chapter is
intended to be a self contained unit for processes relating to the
determination of need for an EAW, preparation and distribution of that
EAW, and completion of final action relating to that EAW. The EAW ls
the basic environmental review document. The EAW will be the most commonly used environmental document under these rules. Therefore, the
rules contained within this chapter are the most important procedural
rules for governmental uni.ts. to understand. Rules contained within this
chapter delineate the EAW prOcess from the designation of activities for
which EAWs.will be prepared through the final action taken with
reference to the EAW. For the majority of local governmental units
involved with environmental review, this chapter will be the only procedural portion of these rules with which they will ever become involved.
The provisions in this chapter are the most essential provisions for a
governmental unit to under~tand in being able to fulfill its respons i bi 1i ties for en vi ronmenta 1 review~
Introduction to 6 MCAR § 3.025 Actions Requiring an EAW.
This rule is placed at the beginning of the chapter for the
purpose of clarifying to the governmental unit the purpose of an EAW and
the situations under which an EAW may be prepared.
The role of the EAW
in the proposed rules has been expanded beyond the purpose entailed in
the current rules and the processes by which an EAW may be ordered have
been changed in relation to the petition process. This rule is provided
to concisely identify the situations under which an EAW may be ordered.
The net effect of this rule is to allow all governmental units
with authority to order EAWs under the current rules to retain that
authority. The major change reflected in this rule relates to changes
in the petition process to require petitions for EAWs rather than EISs.
The justification for this change is addressed more fully in the
discussion relating to 6 MCAR § 3.026.
Additional changes are being implemented in conjunction with
these rules that will have the net.effect of making the EAW a less burdensome document for preparation and review. The primary changes
include: 1) Simplification of style and format; 2) Specific time guidelines relating to revi.ew; 3) An abbreviated appeal process; 4) Earlier
involvement of interested parties; and 5) Increased procedural
definition.
·
6 MCAR § 3.025 A.

Purpose of an EAW

The EAW is a brief document prepared in worksheet format which is
designed to rapidly assess the environmental effects wh1ch may be
associated with a proposed act1on. The EAW serves primar1ly the
following purposes:
1.

Aid in the determination of whether an EIS is needed for a
proposed act1on; and

2.

Serve as a basis to begin the seeping process for an EIS.

DISCUSSION: This paragraph is introductory in nature and serves to capsulize the uses of the EAW as delineated in later substantive portions
of this chapter. The current rules do not contain a comparable
paragraph. This paragraph was added because the role of the EAW has
been modified and the processes by which an EAW may be ordered have been
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changed in the proposed rules. This paragraph was written in a format
that stresses the dual function of an EAW. The seeping function is new
to the Minnesota environmental review process.
This paragraph delineates the intent of these rules to maintain
the EAW as a brief document in outline format. The basic role of the
EAW is as a public disclosure document to inform the public of anticipated developmental activities which may be of concern to them and to
assist government agencies in determining whether the project may have
the potential for significant environmental effects. With this in mind,
it is the intent of these rules to maintain the EAW as an easily
reviewable document through which the reader may rapidly assess potential environmental effects that may arise because of the proposed
activity.
The initial purpose of an EAW is relevant to activities for
which it is not known at the proposal stage whether or not an EIS will
be prepared for the activity. Upon notification of the proposal, it is
the responsibility of the public to voice concerns relating to potential
impacts. This purpose terminates in a decision by the RGU that either
1) the activity has the potential for significant environmental effects
and an EIS will be prepared, or 2) the activity does not have the potential for significant environmental effects and no EIS will be prepared.
This introductory statement of purpose relates to processes delineated
at 6 MCAR §§ 3.027 and 3.028.
The second purpose of an EAW is relevant to activities for
which it ·has been determined that an EIS will be prepared. This
situation would arise in either of two situations: 1) When the proposed
activity falls within a mandatory EIS category or is voluntarily being
prepared by the proposer, or 2) When, pursuant to the review of the EAW,
it has been determined by the RGU that an EIS shall be prepared for the
proposed activity, i.e., the EIS is being prepared because of a discretionary action on the part of the RGU. The current rules are silent on
the concept of seeping. This purpose terminates in a seeping decision
that delineates the issues to be addressed in the EIS. This introductory statement relates to the substantive process delineated at 6 MCAR §
3.030.
Controversy has arisen as to whether the EAW is the most
appropriate document to serve as the scoping document. The justification for this use is included within the justification for 6 MCAR §
3.030 B.
6 MCAR § 3.025 B.

Mandatory EAW Categories.

An EAW shall be prepared for any activity that meets or exceeds the
thresholds of any of the EAW categor1es l1sted 1n 6 MCAR § 3.038 or
any of the EIS categor1es l1sted 1n 6 MCAR § 3.039.
DISCUSSION: This paragraph identifies those situations in which it is
known by the proposer at the onset that an EAW must be prepared for the
activity proposed. This paragraph outlines the fact that EAWs must be
prepared for any proposed activities that meet or exceed the thresholds
of either an EAW or EIS category. The current rules do not contain an
introductory statement of this nature.
The need for the preparation of an EAW in both situations is
justified by reference to the two basic purposes served by the EAW as
mentioned in the preceeding paragraph. If an activity meets the
threshold of an EIS category an EAW is required to serve only as a
scoping document for the EIS that is to be prepared. If the proposed
activity meets or exceeds the threshold of the EAW category but does not
meet the threshold of the EIS category the EAW will serve both purposes
delineated in the paragraph above. That is, the EAW will first serve as
a public disclosure document to assist the RGU in making the determi-nation of whether the EIS will be required and the EAW then is used as
the basis for the scoping process if an EIS is required.
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6 MCAR

§

3.025.

C.

Discretionary EAWs.

An EAW shall be prepared:
1.

When a governmental unit, with jurisdiction or approval
author1ty over the proposed act1on, determ1nes that, because of
the nature or locat1on of a proposed act1on, the act1on may
have the potent1al for s1gn1f1cant adverse env1ronmental
e ects.

2.

3.

Whenever the EQB determines that, because of the nature or
locat1on of a prqpo~ed act1on, the action may have the potential for sign1f1cant adverse environmental effects.

DISCUSSION: This paragraph set forth those situations in which an EAW
will be prepared as a result of a discretionary decision on the part of
the RGU or the EQB. This paragraph is included to outline those
situatfons for the reader.
Subparagraph one relates to 6 MCAR § 3.024 B. This paragraph
is included to delineate the situation in which the governmental unit
with jurisdiction ·over a proposed activity makes a determination on
their own ·initiation that the activity warrants the preparation of an
EAW. This situation is likely to arise in instances where the governmenta 1 unit feels_ it has inadequate information to make an i nforrned
decision relating to the environmental effects of approving the
activity. A governmental unit ordering an EAW pursuant to this
paragraph will be designated as the RGU for that EAW. If, howevers
because of the nature of the activity a different governmental unit is
clearly a more proper RGU, a different RGU may be designated pursuant to
6 MCAR § 3.024 E.2. This provision is identical in effect to the
·Current rules.
·Placing this broad discretionary authority in the hands of
units of government with jurisdiction over a project is needed to promote environmental review with a minimum of procedural complication.
The purpose of environmental review is to present adequate information
to units of government making decisions relating to proposed activities.
If that unit of government feels it does not have adequate information
on which to base its decision, it should be free to obtain that information with a minimum of procedural detail.
Subparagraph two is included to delineate the situation where a
proposed activity is- brought to the attention of the unit of government
via a citizen petition. The process by which citizens may petition
units of government to review proposed activities is set forth in 6 MCAR
§ 3.026.
This procedure is substantially different from procedures
relating to citizen petitions in the current rules. Under the current
rules citizens were permitted to petition for an EIS via submission of
the petition to the EQB. Under the procedures established by the
amended legislation and implemented through these proposed rules, citizens are now permitted to petition directly to the RGU for the preparation of an EAW. The effect of this change is to bring citizen
involvement into the process at an earlier stage and at a stage that
entails less consequence for the proposer of the action. This provision
allows activities to be brought to the attention of the RGUs· with a
minimum of procedural delays and cost to the petitioners or to the proposer of the activity.
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Subparagraph three implements Minn. Stat. § 1160.04 subd. 2a (d)
which authorizes the EQB to order the preparation of an EAW for activities that may have the potential for significant adverse environmental
effects and for which an EAW has not been ordered by the governmental
unit with the jurisdiction or approval authority. This paragraph was
inserted as a back-up provision to cover unusual situations in which
controversial activities would not be subjected to environmental review
via other processes. This provision is identical in effect to the
current rules.
The most likely situation which may call for the implementation
of this rule would be under situations where new and unusal projects are
being proposed for which existing state and local regulatory schemes
have not been developed. A possible additional application would be in
the situation where a local unit of government with jurisdiction is not
taking proper control for the gathering of required information for an
activity. It should be noted, however, that this secondary application
would be very limited in that these rules provide for an established
process through which these activities can be brought to the attention
of a RGU. If the RGU fails to take responsible action providing for
env·ironmental review over the activity, the proper method of appeal is
through district court and not to the EQB. Therefore, this provision
would be utilized only in situations in which no definitive action was
taken by the RGU.
This provision has received criticism as being an unnecessary
retention of authority of the EQB. However, it has been retained in the
belief that it is necessary to fulfill the overall responsibilities of
the EQB as delineated in Minn. Stat. chs. 116C and 116D.
Introduction to 6 MCAR § 3.026 Petition Process
The petition process proposed in this rule is significantly
different from the petition process under the current rules. The differences contained in this rule are the result of expressed statutory
language and legislative history supporting the provisions contained
herein.
To summarize the current rule - under the current rule concerned citizens may submit a petition containing the signatures of 500
persons to the EQB to request the preparation of an EISon a project.
It should be noted that there are no age or residency requirements for
those signatures. It should also be noted that the petition is submitted to the EQB, and the EQB makes the determination of the validity
of that petition. Moreover, this petition is a demand for the preparation of an EIS, not, as in the case of the proposed rules, an EAW.
The effect of this provision in the current rules has been that
citizen petitions have created costly delays to project proposers often
with little benefit to the signers of the petition or to identifying
environmental effects of a proposed project. By requiring a petition at
the EIS stage the effect was to delay citizen involvement until it was
apparent that all other channels of action had been exhausted. This
me_ant that by the time of the ·petition the parties to the action had
become polarized-with firm opinions as to the merits of the action .
. Under the proposed rules the petition is submitted at the EAW stage.
That is, a petition is submitted to the RGU and the RGU decides whether
an EAW should be prepared to get further information on the proposed
activity. This change is intended to encourage the proposer, RGU,
·citizens, and other governmental units with jurisdiction to discuss differences
in the early stage of project design. Consequences of the
RGU 1 S decision to order the preparation of an EAW are minimal in terms
of cost and time delays as opposed to the current process.
Under the current rules the petition was submitted to the EQB.
Upon submission of a petition to the EQB, a public meeting or hearing
was ordered to allow all parties to present information. The cost of
the public meeting was born by the taxpayer. Additional costs were
incurred by the proposer, citizens submitting the petition, and local
units of government participating in the action. Additional time delays
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were incurred by noticing the public meeting or hearing, processing the
record of the public meeting or hearing, and reaching a determination
based upon that record. The process has forced the EQB into a quasijudicial role of receiving an appeal from a prior governmental decision.
Under the rules as proposed the petition is submitted at an early stage
directly to the RGU responsible for making the decision on the need for
an EAW. If as a result of the RGU's consideration of that petition it
is decided that no EAW need be prepared, the proper appeal for the
citizens bringing the decision is directly to district court. This
avoids the time delays and additional costs of intermediary hearing pro-ceedings before the EQB. Further, resolution of the issue is at the
final stage in contrast to the current process whereby the EQB determination is still appealable to the district court. Such appeal
i nvo 1ves the pr.oposer, 1oca 1 units of government, citizens, RGUs and the
EQB in the additional cost and time delays of a court action.
Under the current rules the 500 signatures required for the
petition was an arbitrary decision established in the statute. No age
or residency requirements are required. The number of signatures
required on the petition did not act as a deterrent to petitions. The
fact that there were no age or residency requirements did not result in
a substantial portion of the signatures being submitted by either nonresidents or minors. In its consideration of the 1980 Amendments to the
Environmental Policy Act the legislature specifically considered and
rejected the concept of having age and residency requirements. In
addition, the issue of numbers required for the petition-was specifically addressed. The number 25 is designated at Minn. Stat. § 1160.04
subd. 2a (c). This number was chosen as being indicative of the fact
that several persons had a concern about a proposed project, yet was not
considered to be burdensome upon interested parties. The legislature
considered numbers ranging from 1 person to 500 persons and settled on
the number of 25 as being a reasonable number to insure proper functioning of the process.
It should be noted that time schedules used in this rule are
maximum time periods. There are no provisions in 6 MCAR § 3.026,
regarding decisions relating to a petition or the EAW preparation time,
which preclude an RGU from operating in a more time efficient manner.
An attempt was made to develop a definitive process to allow legitimate
citizen concerns to be brought to the attention of the RGU and to prOvide a definitive time schedule to enable prompt resolution of these
concerns by governmental units.
6 MCAR § 3.026 A.

Petition.

Any person may request the preparation of an EAW on an action by
f1l1ng a pet1t1on that conta1ns the s1gnatures and ma1l1ng addresses
of at least 25 1nd1v1duals.
DISCUSSION: This paragraph summarizes the above discussion relating to
the right of concerned persons to initiate environmental review on projects. This paragraph delineates the statutory number requirement of 25
and is silent on the issue of age and residency. It should be noted
that this paragraph contains the requirement for signatures as well as
the mailing address of the petitioners. That requirement, also in the
current rules, is incorporated to lessen the possibilities for forgery
or fictitious names upon the petition and to provide an opportunity to
contact all the petitioners should the need arise. Statutory authority
for this paragraph is found at Minn. Stat. § 1160.04 subd. 2a (c).
6 MCAR § 3.026 B.

Content.

The petition shall also include:
1.

A description of the action;

2.

The proposer of the action;
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3.

The name, address and phone number of the representative of the
petitioners;

4.

A brief description of the potential adverse environmental
effects wh1ch w1l I result from the act1on; and

5.

Material evidence indicating that, because of the nature or
location of the proposed action, there may be potential for
s1gn1f1cant adverse env1ronmental effects.

DISCUSSION: This paragraph is included for the purpose of setting forth
the proper contents of the petition to assure a uniform standard ·and to
assure the inclusion of adequate information to enable_ prompt action by
the RGU upon the petitions as submitted. This paragraph is similar in
effect to the content requirements of the current rules. The major difference relates to the.material evidence requirement stated in subparagraph 5.
Subparagraph one contains the requirement for the petition to
contain a description of the proposed action to enable the RGU to adequately determine the subject of the petition. This description may be
by name or title of the proposa 1 or it may be by physi ca1 des.cri pti on of
the action. This need not be a detailed description but should be sufficiently definitive to avoid ambiguity. The physical location should
be contained in the description. This requirement is identical to the
current rules.
Subpa.ragraph two requires the petition to contain the name of
the proposer of the action. The requirement is included for the purpose
of avoiding ambiguity and to help assure that the proposer is informed
of the controversy as early as possible. This requirement is identical
to the current rules.
Subparagraph three requires the petition to contain the name,
address and phone number of the representative of the _petitioners. This
requirement is included to assist the RGU in promptly contacting or
notifying the petitioners of any action taken on the petition. It also
relieves the RGU of the responsibility of notifying all persons signing
the petition. This requirement is identical to the current rules.
Subparagraph four is included for the purpose of identifying
those environmental impacts that are of primary concern to the persons
signing the petition. This information is necessary for the RGU to adequately evaluate the potential merits of the petition. The applicable
standard to accept or deny the petition is a demonstration that the
action may have the potential for significant environmental effects.
Because of this standard it is necessary that the petitioners define the
environmental effects they anticipate will result from the action. This
description is not intended to be an all inclusive listing, nor is it
intended to limit the -issues to be discussed relating to the project.
The intent is solely" to demonstrate that there may be potential adverse"
environmental effects. This requirement is similar to the current
rules.
Subparagraph five is included because of a change in -the statutory language requiring that citizen petitions contain material evidence
demonstrating that, because of the nature or location _of a proposed
action, there may be potential for significant environmental effects.
Minn. Stat. § ll6D. 04 subd. 2a (c) requires the materia 1 evi deryce pro vision as a safeguard against the submission of frivolous petitions. This
pro vi sian requirement should not be a comprehensive analysis of scie.ntific evidence demonstrating potential adverse effects. Rather, the
intent is to require a good faith presentation by the petitioners
demonstrating a reasonable persons standard that significant adverse
environmental effects may result from the proposed action. The determination of whether the material evidence meets that good faith
demonstration is made by the RGU. The phrase "material evidence" is not
included in the current rules; however, a similar requirement is
incorporated. The function of the material evidence provision is to
bring legitimate concerns to the attention of the governmental unit. It
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is the responsibility of the governmental unit to appropriately consider
these concerns in a manner that reflects the best interests of the
public. If detailed iriformation toward that end is required, it is the
duty of the proposer and the governmental unit to obtain it.
6 MCAR § 3.026 C.

Filing of Petition.

The petition shall be filed with the EQB for a determination of the
DISCUSSION: This procedure is required by Minn. Stat. § 116D.04 subd.
2a (c). This paragraph is included to clarify for the reader the filing
procedures for a citizen petition. Under the current rules the petition
for an EIS is filed with the EQB. Under the proposed rules, whereby the
petition is evaluated by the RGU, the preparers of the petition may be
confused as to who the proper RGU should be for a particular action.
This provision was therefore included to provide a standard means of
filing petitions. All petitions are to be submitted to the EQB. The
EQB in turn will evaluate._ the petition to determine which unit of
government is most properl'Y 'the RGU pursuant to the RGU selection procedures delineated at 6 MCAR § 3.024. This provides a simplified standard
process and places the burden of determining of the RGU upon the EQB.
Concerns have been expressed via the public meeting process that time
delays would result by submission to the EQB. This provision was
retained, however, because designation of the RGU is a minor task that
can be performed within hours of receipt of the petition_and because the
chance of error or controversy in designation would be much greater if
·left to the discretion of the petitioners.
6 MCAR § 3.026 D.

Notice to Proposer.

The petitioners shall notify the action 1 s proposer in writing at the
t1me they f1 le a pet1t1on w1th the EQB.
DISCUSSION: This provision was added because of concerns expressed by
developers that a citizen petition may inadvertantly be misplaced,
resulting in time delays for the proposer. The intent of this provision
is to allow the proposer to become involved early in the process to
attempt to resolve concerns of the petitioners and to provide required
information to the RGU making the decision. This in turn enables the
RGU to resolve the issue as to whether an EAW should be prepared on the
activity in a timely manner. The current rules do not contain a notification provision for citizen petitions.
Citizen groups have provided comment that it is unfair to place
them in a position of potential harassment. They have suggested the
alternative that the EQB notify the proposer at the time of designation
of RGU. This is a potential alternative; however, it was not incorporated because the harassment argument did not appear to be justified
by the prior history of the rules and because it was considered advisable to encourage direct contact between parties early in the pro_ceedings.
6 MCAR § 3.026 E.

Determination of RGU.

The EQB 1 s chairperson or designee shall determine whether the petition camp h es w1 th the requirements of" 6 MCAR §§ 3. 026 A. and B. I . ,
2., and 3. If the pet1t1on compl1es, the cha1rperson or des1gnee
shal I des1gnate a RGO and forward the pet1t1on to the RGO w1th1n
f1ve days of rece1pt of the pet1t1on.
DISCUSSION: This paragraph was included for the purpose of clearly
delineating the EQB 1 s responsibilities upon receipt of a petition. This
paragraph states that, upon receipt of a petition, the EQB shall determine whether it complies with the requirements of having the signatures
and addresses of 25 individuals; a deScription of the action; an identification of the proposer of the action; and a name, address, and phone
number of a representative of the petitioners. If the petition complies
with those four requirements and presents information on the environmental impacts and material evidence requirements, it is deemed adequate
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for the purposes of the EQB. The EQB is then required to make a determination of which unit of government is most properly the RGU pursuant
to the selection procedures at 6 MCAR § 3.024. The EQB shall then
designate that unit of government as the RGU. The EQB shall submit the
petition to that RGU within five days of its receipt. The five day
requirement was added to the paragraph in response to concerns that the
petition may inadvertently become lost or fail to be acted upon by the
EQB. This is a maximum time period. It is likely that this task will
be accomplished within one day of receipt.
This process of evaluation of the petition will be a nonsubstantive. evaluation to determine whether it contains the regulatory
requirements in form as opposed to substance. Substantive portions of
the petition (that is, the description of the potential adverse enviromental effects and a listing of material evidence of the potential for
significa~t adverse environmental effects) are to be evaluated by the RGU.
Designation of the RGU by the EQB may be challenged pursuant to
6 MCAR § 3.024 E. Responsibility of designating the appropriate RGU was
assigned to the EQB because of the EQB 1 s central position in being aware
of the regulatory requirements of other state agencies and its frequent
contact with local units of government.
6 MCAR § 3.026 F.

EAW Decision.

The RGU shall order the preparation of an EAW if th-e evidence presented by the pet1t1oners or otherw1se known to the RGU demonstrates
that, because of the nature or locat1on of the proposed act1on, the
act1on may have the potent1al for s1gn1f1cant adverse env1ronmental
effects. The RGU shall deny the petit1on if the evidence presented
1n the pet1t1on and otherw1se known to the RGU fa1ls to demonstrate
the act1on may have the potent1al for s1gn1f1cant adverse envlronmental effects. the RGO shall ma1nta1n, e1ther as a separate docu
ment or contained within the records of the RGU, a record of its
dec1s1on on the need for an EAW.
DISCUSSION: This paragraph is included for the purpose of setting forth .
the standard for the RGU to use in the determination of the adequacy of ·
the evidence pertaining to the potential for adverse environmental
effects. This standard is set forth at Minn. Stat. § 116D.04 subd. Za
(c). The decision and action by the RGU is a final decision and if the
aggrieved party desires to appeal this decision the proper method of
appeal is to the district court in the district where the activity is to
take place. The appeal process is set forth at Minn. Stat. § 1160.04
subd. 10.
This paragraph also requires the RGU to maintain a record of
its decision documenting why it determined an EAW was or was not
required. The record may be maintained as par.t of other records
relating to the proposed activity or it may be a separate document
whichever method the RGU determines is most efficient. The purpose of
this record is to demonstrate that the concerns of both parties were
listened to and a decision was made based on the merits of the record.
The alternative of deletion of the requirement of a record of decision
was .recommended by state agencies as being unnecessary paperwork. This
alternative was rejected in the belief that the public has a right to be
informed of the basis for decisions affecting their interests.
6 MCAR § 3.026 G.

Timing

The RGU has 15 days from the date of the receipt of the petition to
dec1de on the need for an EAW.
1.

If the decision must be made by a board, council, or other simi.lar body whch meets only on a per1odic basis, the time period
may be extended by the RGU for an additional 15 days.

2.

For all other RGUs, the EQB 1 s chairperson may extend the 15 day
per1od by not more than 15 add1t1onal days upon request of the
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DISCUSSION: The basis for this paragraph is statutory as per Minn.
Stat. § 1160.04 subd. 2a (c). This paragraph is inserted to insure that
the RGU takes prompt action on a petition to minimize the potential cost
and time delays generated by the petitions. By reference to the definition of days at 6 MCAR § 3.022 B., it should be noted that the fifteen
day period allows the RGU three weeks to act upon the petition from the
date it is received by the RGU.
Subparagraph one is added to cover situations where decisions
on the need for an EAW pursuant to submission of a citizen petition are
made by the governing body of a unit of government which meets
infrequently. For example, many smaller units of government meet on a
monthly basis. This paragraph allows the RGU to extend the original 15
day period by an additional 15 days to accommodate its regular meeting
schedule. This provision provides that an additional three week period
prior to taking action upon an EAW.
Subparagraph two was added to the timing provision to accommodate situations in which an RGU may not be able to comply with the 15
day time period. In such instances the RGU may request an extension of
up to 15 additional days time from the EQB 1 s chairperson. This provides
for an additional three week period to make the decision as to the need
for an EAW. Approval of the EQB•s chairperson is required to emphasize
that the extension provision should be requested only in cases of real
need and deadlines should be treated seriously.
6 MCAR § 3.026 H.

Notice of Decision.

The RGU shall promptly notify, in writing, the proposer and the
pet1t1oner•s representat1ve of 1ts dec1s1on. lt the aec1s1on 1s to
order the preparat1on of an EAW, the EAW must be prepared w1th1n ~o
Work1ng days of the date of that dec1s1on, unless an extens1on or-tlme 1s agreed upon by the proposer and the RGU.
DISCUSSION: This provision was added for the purpose of having a definitive statement from the RGU to designate when the proposer is free to
recommence the action after a petition has been submitted. The current
rules have a significantly different petition process and do not have-a
specific provision for notifying the parties.
This paragraph further provides a set time period for the RGU
to complete the EAW. The 25 working day time period stated in this rule
was reached through discussion and comment pursuant to public meetings
on these rules. Comments regarding a workable period of time ranged
from 15 days to 60 days from the date of decision. It should be noted
that, pursuant to the definition of days, a 15 day time period is three
weeks; 25 working day time peri ad is five weeks and a 60 day time peri ad
is approximately nine weeks. An additional provision in this paragraph
states that this time period may be extended on mutual agreement by the
proposer and the RGU. The proposer and the RGU are the main parties
normally affected by stringent time requirements. Comments received by
potential proposers expressed a preference for stringent time schedules.
while potential RGUs indicated a preference for more flexible time
schedules.
Introduction to 6 MCAR § 3.027 EAW Preparation and Distribution Process
This rule is presented as a definitive outline for RGUs and
proposers as to the proper content of an EAW and the proper procedures
to be used in preparing and distributing the EAW. The process contained
in this rule is not significantly different from the process in the
current rules. An attempt was made to rewrite the process in a self
contained and more definitive format. Major changes have been made in
the EAW and the timing of the decision on need for an EIS.
The major changes in the proposed EAW preparation and distribution process, as compared to the current process, relate to the EAW
form and the timing of the EIS decision. The change in format being
proposed and the deletion of detailed questions relating to potential
impacts is projected to result in substantial_ savings in preparation
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costs and a more functional document because of its increased value as a
public c!isclosure document. A greater willingness for. governmental
units to prepare EAWs is also expected.
The major change in the timing of the decision of need for an
EIS is designed to place governmental units in a better position to make
deci s i on.s. Under the current rules, governmenta 1 units were p1aced in
the position of deciding on the need for an EIS before all sides of the
issue were made public. Under the proposed process all comments are
received and considered prior to the decision. This is designed to
obtain as much relevant information as possible before a decision is
reached and to promote a less adversarial role for the governmental unit
in which decisions can be made based on the merits of the info'rmation.
6 MCAR § 3.027 A.

EAW Content

The EAW shall address at least the following major categories in the
form prov1ded on the worksheet.
1.

Activity identification including project name, project
proposer, and proJect location;

2.

Procedural details including identification of the RGU, EAW
contact person, and 1nstruct1ons for 1nterested persons w1shing
to. subm1 t comments;

3.

Activity description including a description of the project,
methods of construct1on, quantlf1cat1on of phys1cal character1st1:cs and 1mpacts, proJect s1te descript10n, and land use
and phys1 ca I features of the surround1 ng area;

4.

Resource protection measures that have been incorporated into
the project design;

5.

Major issues sections identifying potentia1 envi-ronmenta 1
1mpacts and 1 ssues that may requ1 re further 1 nvesb gabon
before the proJect 1s commenced; and

6.

DISCUSSION: This paragraph identifies the major areas of information
that are required to be presented in the EAW. This list of EAW content
requ.irements is not exhaustive. Additional information may be included
at the option of the prqposer or of the RGU. In certain si-tuations it
may be advisable to include additional information, especially if H is
felt that the information may help resolve questions that are· expected
to arise in relation to the proposed activity. Supplementary informatiQn may be attacheQ in whatever format the RGU considers most practical and understandable, including copies of permit or project design
information previously prepared. It should be noted that the proposed
content requirements are. more fl exi b1e than the content requirements of
the current rules. Changes were made in language to allow the RGU more
versatility in deve 1oping a more ·relevant and more useab 1e document.
·The EAW form is not included in the rule making process to allow the EQB
the flexibility to update the form as the need· arises.
Subpara_graph one requir_es the EAW. to contain a defini-tive
d.escription of the project by project name, project proposer, and proJect location. This information should be sufficiently detailed_ to
enable the reader of the EAW to readily_ identify, the project and the
area that will be impacted by the proposed activity. The current rules
also_ require this information.
Subparagraph two_ requires the EAW to contain information
regarding the RGU and the proper contact person at the RGU which an
interested- person may contact for additional information. This subparagraph also mandates that the EAW operate as a self-contained docu50

ment by providing instructions for concerned persons to submit comments
relating to the proposed activity or to otherwise become involved in the
environmental review process. This information is necessary to expedite
the review process by a11 owing prompt and efficient. pub 1i c i nvo 1vement.
The current rules contain two procedural requirements that have
been deleted.
Reason for preparation- this was deleted because it was
1.
not deemed necessary information for the EQB to effectively manage the
program and it was not relevant to information required to assess potential impacts of the activity;
2.
Finding of negative declaration or positive declaration this was deleted because the proposed process is different. In the proposed process this determination is not made until after all comments
have been reviewed. The RGU then makes the determination based upon the
total information available.
Subparagraph thr~-e~-is included for the purpose of obtaining the
definitive description of the proposed activity to enable the reader of
the EAW to adequately assess potential concerns relating to the proposed
activity and the natural resources that may be impacted by the project·.
For this to occur it will be necessary for the reader of the EAW to obtain
a description of the size and scope of the project as well as the method
of construction to be used in its development. Requirements include the
listing of known impacts of the proposed activity and a _description of
the area of the proposed activity. An accurate area description is
essential because the significance of environmental effects is frequently dependent upon the nature and location of an activity.
This content requirement is significantly different from that
in the current rules. The primary difference involves the deletion of
specific impact categories for the assessment of potential environmental
impacts. These were deleted because under the current rules they were
not deemed effective in accomplishing their intent.
1. A long check-off type listing of potential impact categories added length, frustration and cost to completion of the EAW_form;
2.
The information generated from these questions was still
non-specific and of little value; and
3. The information was typically generated by proposers and
did not reflect full disclosure of potential areas of impact.
As a result, a more flexible approach to the EAW form was
developed. Emphasis is placed upon project description and location.
Based upon this information, the burden of projection of potential
impacts will be placed upon the reviewer of the EAW and the RGU. While
at first glance this appears to be an onerous burden, in effect the same
burden resulted under the current format. The proposed process merely
removes the necessity of refutation of a stated assessment of no impact.
The proposed format allows for a more open forum for questions relating
to impacts. In addition, practically speaking, the EAW seldom generates
surprises regarding potential impacts. Reviewers of the EAW are familiar with types of impacts typically associated with activities of
various categories.
The draft of the
and abbreviated approach.
suggestions for inclusion
additional information is
that a particular type of

proposed EAW format reflects this more open
The "Guide to the Rules" will contain
of supplementary information in cases where
necessary and available or where it is known
impact is likely to be of concern.

Subparagraph four requires a description.of resource protection
measures that the proposer has incorporated into the proposed project.
Resource protection measures are intended to include project design
characteristics that will tend to alleviate potential adverse environmental effects of the proposed activity. This content requirement is
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;-ncluded for the purpose of allowing the proposer to state what measures
have been incorporated into the project design to alleviate adverse
effects and to encourage the proposer to give prior consideration to
methods of alleviating adverse environmental effects.
The current rules require information on the "mitigation of
adverse environmental effects." The language in the proposed rules is
deliberately changed to reflect the difference between mitigation
measures and designed resource protection measures. "Resource protection measures incorpor.ated into the design" are measures the proposer
. proposes as an attempt to minimize impacts. "Mi ti gati on measures" more
properly refers to measures that have been agreed to as a result of
negotiations with governmental units or other interested parties pursuant to obtaining necessary approvals.
subparagraph five is included for the purpose of identifying
known impacts and issues of concern to the proposed activity. The
experience of the environmental review program demonstrates that early
identification of potential impacts and issues leads to more timely and
cost effective resolution of problems. It is anticipated that the identification of these i$sues and the explanation of how complet.e information wi 11 b.e gathered and utili zed to minimize impacts will alleviate
citizen concerns that significant issues may in fact be ignored by the
RGU or the developer·. A discussion of major issues is also needed for
seeping if an EIS is ordered for the activity. This information is
required in the current rules in the more veiled context of a discussion
of specifi·c types of impacts. This altered format is proposed to promote a more open discussion and potential resolution of the issues.
Subparagraph six mandates that all known forms of government
approval or review are to be listed on the EAW form. This requirement
is included for the purpose of advising the reader of the EAW as to
whether anticipated environmental effects will be reviewed and regulated
by a governmental unit with jurisdiction over various aspects of the
proposed activity. If it is known that conditions will be placed on the
proposed activity by a government agency, the conditions should be
stated in the EAW. Early discussion and information regarding resource
protection measures and mitigatory measures are essential for a
knowledgeable discussion of the potential adverse environmental effects.
This provision recognizes the fact that certain projects may have
several tiers of regulation each relating to different types of impacts.
By informing interested parties of the protection measures under
c·onsideration. those parties are more likely to direct comments and
suggestions to the most effective regulatory source.
The current rules require information relating to other governmental permits required. This proposed rule requires additional information relating to government financing, status of applications and
known conditions. The information required in this subparagraph takes
on added significance in relation to the· scoping process of the proposed
rules. The scoping decision must include a listing of known permits for
which information will be gathered concurrently with the EIS process.
6 MCAR § 3.027 B.

3.

EAW Form.

The EAW form shall be assessed by the EQB periodically and may
be altered by the EQB to improve the effectiveness of the
document.

DISCUSSION: This paragraph presents a brief discussion of the responsibilities for the development of the EAW form and procedures by which
the EAW form may be altered to better present information relating to
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proposed activities. This paragraph ls necessary to delineate the
responsibilities of the EQB and the RGU in terms of development of an
EAW form. The intent is to provide for a flexible content requirement
for the EAW form. At public meetings conducted pursuant to preparation
of these proposed rules the issue was raised as to whether the EAW form
should be subjected to hearing and should become part of these rules.
It was decide-d that, in the interests of a more flexible and more
useable form, the EAW form should not become a part of the rules. This
allows the EQB the flexibility to modify the form if it is apparent that
it is inadequate and it also allows more flexible use of alternative
forms for types of projects which an RGU feels require unique fnformati on.
The EAW form currently being used is a twelve page document.
Substantial comment has been received as to how the EAW form could be
modified to lessen preparation time and costs and yet retain information
necessary for public review. Drafts of possible new forms have been
circulated to the public for comment. The current working draft of the
EAW form is a four page document; copies of the EAW form used in conjunction with the current· r'Ules and copies of the draft proposed EAW
form are available from the EQB office.
Subparagraph one designates the EQB as having primary respons i bi1 i ty_ in the deve 1opment of the EAW form to be used in conjucti on
with these rules. The EQB was designated as the lead agency for development of the form because of the EQB 1 S responsibilities in the implementation of the environmental review program and becaus~ of the EQB 1 S
central role in working with state agencies and other units of
government. The current rules also designate the EQB as having primary
responsibility for development of the EAW form.
Subparagraph two was added in recognition of fact that for certain types of projects a standard form may not be the best format for
all reviewing all types of projects requiring the preparation of an EAW.
The language in this subparagraph is intentionally permissive to allow
the_RGU greater flexibility in developing a form that will better
address a particular type of activity. If a RGU feels an alternative
form will better address a particular type of activity the- RGU may submit the alternative form to the EQB for approval. The EQB will evaluate
the form using the standard content requirements as established at 6
MCAR § 3.027 A. and determine whether the alternative form is preferable
to the standard form.
It is expected that this provision would be used only in
situations where a RGU is placed in a position of having to prepare many
EAWs for a particular class of activity. In light of the abbreviated
format of the proposed EAW, it would appear that the development of an
alternative EAW form would not be practicable for the RGU unless many
EAWs are being prepared or unless the RGU has an existing form it
regards as preferable. Use of the standard form does not preclude the
addition of information to supplement the questions on the standard
form.
The current rules do not contain a provision that would allow
EQB approval of alternative EAW forms.
Subparagraph three was added to provide the EQB with flexibility of modifying the form in the event that it becomes apparent that a
new form would be preferable. This provision allows the EQB to modify
the form without the necessity of having formal rule making hearings as
long as the EQB complies with the content requirements delineated at 6
MCAR § 3.027 A. The current rules also allow the EQB to modify the EAW
form as needed.
6 MCAR § 3.027 c.
1.

Preparation of an EAW.

The EAW shall be prepared as early as practicable in the development of the act1on.
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2.

The EAW may be prepared by the RGU, its staff or agent, or by
the proposer or 1ts agent.

3.

If the proposer or its agent prepares the EAW, whether voluntan ly or pursuant to a mandatory category or RGU

determ1nat1on, the proposer shal I subm1t the completed data
port1ons of the EAW to the RGU for 1ts cons1derat1on and
approval. The RGU shall have 30 days to add supplementary
mater1al, 1f necessary, and to approve the EAW. The RGU shall
be respons1ble for the completeness and accuracy of a1 I 1nfor
mat1on and for dec1s1ons or determ1nat1ons conta1ned 1n the
DISCUSSION: This paragraph is added to assist in clarifying the respon.sibilities of the proposer, the RGU, and the EQB for the preparation of
an EAW. The responsibilities are the same as those in the current
rules; however, this proposed language provides a more explicit stat~
ment of those responsibilities.
Subparagraph one states that it is in the best interests of the
interested parties that the EAW be prepared as early as possible in the
d·evelopment of the proposed activity. The early preparation of the EAW
will facilitate prompt environmental review, as well as the involvement
of all interested parties at an early stage in the· development of the
proposal. This should aid in the development of the most desirable proposal in the least adversarial context. This language is taken from the
current rules .
. Subparagraph two is added for the purpose of cl ari fyi ng to
units of government their proper role in the preparation of an EAW. In
conjunction with this subparagraph it should be noted that it is the
duty of the RGU to verify the accuracy of the EAW and the information
contained in the EAW~ With this in mind it is of no consequence as to
who actually compiles the information and prepares the doc~ment.
Through the past history of the rules it is most frequently the case
that the proposer or an agent of the proposer will prepare the actual
EAW document in consultation with the RGU. In situations where the RGU
has the full time aid of a professional staff it may be that the staff
will actually prepare the document in consultation with the proposer.
An additional scenario is the situation where the local unit of government hires a consultant for the purpose of preparing an EAW. The choice
typically depends on the complexity of the information needed and the
degree to which the various parties are famili~r with the environmental
review processes. This provision is the same as under the current
rules.
Subparagraph three is added for the purpose of delineating a
starting time deadline for the environmental review process. Concerns
were expressed by proposers over situations where the RGU may have
strong reservations relating to a proposed activity. The RGU may intentionally delay preparation of the EAW thus forcing substantial time
delays upon the proposer. This subparagraph is included to cover that
possibility, however unlikely. In these situations the proposer has the
option of submitting an EAW to the RGU for its consideration. This then
starts a 30-day time period in which the RGU may review the information,
adding to it if necessary, and bring the EAW to a final adequate form
necessary for its decision of the need for an EIS.
It is the RGU•s responsibility to verify that the information
contained in the EAW is complete and accurate to the best of its
knowledge. Information contained within the EAW need be only information that is available at the time of the proposal, as opposed to
information that must be derived from data collection or research. If
additional data collection or research is needed prior to final approval
of a proposed activity, it is the function of the environmental review
process to identify that information for inclus·ion in future documents.
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a.

Each member of the EQB:

b.

The proposer of the action;

c.

The U.S. Corps of Engineers;

d.

The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency;

e.

The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service;

f.

The State Hjstorical Society;

g.

The Environmental Conservation Library;

h.

The Legislative Reference Library;

i.

The Regional Development Commission and Regional
Development Library for the region of the project site;

j.

Any local governmental unit within which the action will
take place; and

k.

Any other person upon written request.

2.

Within five days of the date of submission of the EAW to the
EQB staff, the RGD shall prov1de a press release, conta1n1ng
not1ce of the ava1 iab1l1ty of the EAW for publ1c rev1ew, to at
least one newspaper of general c1rculat1on w1th1n the area
where the action is proposed. The press release shall 1nclude
the name and location of the act1on, a brief description of the
act1v1ty, the locat1on(s) at wh1ch cop1es of the EAW are
ava1lable for rev1ew, the date the comment per1od exp1res, and
the procedures for comment1ng.

3.

The EQB staff shall maintain an official EAW distribution list
containing the names and addresses of agencies designated to
s.
rece1ve

DISCUSSION: This paragraph is included pursuant to Minn. Stat. §
1160.04 subd. 2a (b) for the purpose of standardizing the procedures for
notifying the public and interested governmental units of proposed activities requiring EAWs. The current rules do not contain an explicit
distribution list but require the EQB to develop and maintain one. The
1 ist is included in the proposed rules to promote the .concept of the
rules being a self contained unit.
Subparagraph one lists the state agencies and members of the
public that are to receive copies of the EAW. The intent of this
paragraph is to include all persons that have interest in proposed activities requiring an EAW without being unnecessarily burdensome upon the
RGU. For environmental review to function properly, it is necessary
that interested parties be notified promptly and be encouraged to submit
prompt comment in relation to proposed activities.
Minn. Stat. 116D.04,subd. 8, requires the Board to establish a
procedure for early notice to the public of natural resource management
and development permit applications and other state actions having
significant environmental effects. Pursuant to this statutory
requirement, the EQB publishes the EQB Monitor on a bi-weekly basis.
This document serves as the official publication of the EQB relating to
the environmental review program. Persons interested in monitoring the
environmental review program or in receiving notification relating to
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activi-ties with the potential for s i gni fi cant adverse en vi ronmenta 1
affects should receive this publication. The subparagraph provides
that the RGU must submit one copy of the EAW to the EQB staff. Upon
receipt of this notification of the EAW the EQB staff will publish
notice of availability in the Monitor. This serves as a standardized,
no-cost mode of notice to the publ1c of projects that may have the
potential for significant adverse environmental effects.
In addition to the copy submitted to the EQB staff, the RGU is
required to submit one copy of the EAW to each member of the EQB. The
EQB is composed of representatives from each of the six major state
_
agencies with juri sdi cti on re 1 ati ng ·to natura 1 resources and en vi ronmental pr_otection. These state agencies include: the Department of
Natural Resources, Pollution Control Agency, Department of Hea.lth,
Department of Transportation, Department of Agriculture, and the
Department of Energy, Planning and Development. In addition to these
state agencies the EQB has five citizen members and a representative of
the G6vernor 1 s Office. Therefore, pursuant to this requirement, twelve
copies of the EAW are submitted to members of the EQB.
The copy of the EAW submitted to the agency representatives on
the Board serves as notice to that agency of the proposed activity.
Each agency is the responsible for review and comment on that EAW
within the realm of the agency jurisdiction. Copies are required to be
sent to the remaining members of the EQB to apprise the~ of projects
subject to environmental review and to enable them to better perform
their responsibilities regarding the implementation of the environmental
review program. This distribution requirement is inclUded in the
distribution list developed pursuant to the current rules.
A copy of the EAW is required to be submitted to the prop?s:r
of the activity. This requirement is made for the purpose of appr1s1ng
the proposer of the progress of the environmetal review process. This
distribution requirement is not included in the distribution list developed pursuant to the current rules.
Copies of the EAW are required to be sent to three federal
agencies. The· United States Corps of Engineers has jursidiction for
activities involving placement of fill in navigable waters and in regard
to activities impacting the course, current or cross-section of navigable waters of the United States. The Corps of Engineer 1 s St. Paul
Office has requested to be included on the mailing list for copies of
the EA~I to better enable them to be apprised at potential activities
that may fall within their jurisdiction. The United States
Environmental Protection Agency has responsiblilities relating to a
variety of potential resource impacts. The EPA Chicago Office has
requested they be included on the mailing list to receive notification
of proposed activities that may have the potential for significant
adverse environmental effects. The United States Fish and Wildlife
·service has resources in the State of Minnesota. The Fish and Wildlife
Service Office at St. Paul, Minnesota has requested. to be placed on the
mailing list to receive copies of the EAWs relating to activities that
may have .the potential for significant adverse effect upon those
resources. The distribution list developed pursuant to the current
rules requires notification of the Corps of Engineers as the. only
federal agency.
The Minnesota State Historical Society has the responsibility
of commenting upon activities that may potentially impact the state,s
historical resources. The State Historical Society .has been included on
the distribution list for an EAW for the purpose of facilitating their
review of EAWs prepared pursuant to environmental review. The
Historical Society is included in the distribution list of the current
rules.
The Environmental Conservation Library of Minnesota at the
Minneapolis PuQlic Library and the Legislative Reference Library at the
State Capitol have been designated as the central depositories for
environmental review documents. These two libraries are included on the
list for the purpose of maintaining the central file of all environm~n-
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tal review documents and for the purpose of providing a central
reference point for interested persons to have access to environmental
documents produced in the State of Minnesota. Both libraries are
included in the distribution list developed pursuant to the current
rules.
The Regional Development Commission and the Regional
Development Library for the region in which the proposed activity will
take place are included for the purpose of having a central depository
in the area of the proposed activity. The State of Minnesota is divided
into 13 regional development commissions and each ROC has a central
library within the area of its jurisdiction. This distribution requirement is included in the distribution list developed pursuant to the
current rules.
Local units of government with jurisdiction over the area where
the proposed activity will take place are included on the EAW distribution list to facilitate local coordination and comment by local units of
government impacted by t~e-.P!<?POsed activity. This distribution
requirement is included in the distribution list developed pursuant to
the current rules.
In addition to the requirements for the EAW distribution list
it is required that a copy be furnished to any interested person upon
written request for the EAW to the RGU. This requirement is included
for the purpose of facilitating the legislative intent of allowing the
public to comment on activities with the potential for significant
adverse en vi ronmenta 1 effects.
Subparagraph two is included for the purpose of providing added
notice to persons in the area where the proposed activity will take
place. This notice is provided in the form of a press release to at
least one newspaper of general circulation in that area. Loca-l notice
is provided in the form of a press release as opposed. to legal ilotice
because minimal costs are incurred by providing the information in press
release form whereas costs to the RGU may be substantial if they are
required to pay for printing of a legal notice.
Three possible forms of notice to the public were considered in
relation to the requirements for publication and distribution of the
EAW. The first, the EQB Monitor was selected for its low cost to the
RGU, and the reliabil1ty of 1ts publication in serving as a definitive
date from which time schedules can be measured. The EQB Monitor has the
disadvantage of having limited availability locally and being seldom if
ever read on a local basis. The second form of publication considered
and selected was that of the news release in a local newspaper. This
form of publication has the advantage of being of very low cost to the
RGU, being readily available at the local level and of being commonly
read at the local level. This form of publication, however, has the
disadvantage of being unreliable in the sense that the newspaper is not
required to print the news release nor does the RGU have any control ·
over· when it would in fact be printed. Therefore, time deadlines are
not easily definable with this method of publication. A third alternative for publication was considered but rejected. This alternative
was legal notice ·in the local newspaper. This form of notice has the
advantages of being reliable in having a definitive date from which time
schedules can be gauged and of being available locally. However, it has
the disadvantages of being very expensive to the RGU and, while
available locally, legal notices are seldom read even at the local
level. Therefore, the alternatives of the news release in the local
paper and the EQB Montior publication were selected to minimize costs to
the local unit of government while still maintaining a strong likelihood
of obtaining local notice and establishing definable dates from which
~ime deadlines for environmental review can be measured.
The requirements for the content of the press release were kept
at a minimum requiring only that information necessary to enable the
reader to identify the proposed activity and to know the time deadlines
and proper procedures for obtaining further information.
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The current rules require publication of EIS preparation notices and negative declaration notices.
Subparagraph three is included to place the responsibility for
the maintenance of the EAW distribution list in the hands of a definable
agency. The EQB was selected because of its central role and responsibilities in the environmental review program and because of its contact with other state agencies and local units of government. An
official and easily accessible distribution list is necessary to aSsure
proper notice of all interested agencies and to prevent errors, time
delays, and unnecessarily duplicative work on the part of the RGUs. The
current rules contain an identical provision.
6 MCAR·§ 3.027 E.
1.

Comment period.

A 30 day period for review and comment on the EAW shall begin
EAW ava1lab1l1ty not1ce 1s publ1shed 1n the EQB

2.

3.

DISCUSSION: This paragraph is included for the purpose of defining the
period of time during which interested persons may become involved in
providing comment on proposed activities. The 30 day comment period is
statutory. Statutory authority for this provision is foun·d at Minn.
Stat. § 1160.04 subd. 2a (b). The 30 day comment period is the same as
the review period in the current rules.
Subparagraph one defines the 30 day comment period and ·designates the starting date for the time deadline as commencing when the
notice of availability is published in the EQB Monitor. The EQB Monitor
was selected as the publication from which to measure this comment
period because it is a readily definable publication with an established
publication date and schedule allowing for a 'definitive ·date from which
to measure the time period. The date of publication in the Monitor was
used as the reference date for challenging EAWs in the curre·nt rules.
Subparagraph two is included for the purpose of defining the
proper place for submission of comments. The RGU is respOnsible for
receiving and responding to any comments received on the proposed
activity. The second sentence of the subparagraph is to provide direction to the reader as to those substantive aspects of the EAW and·of the
proposed activity that are subject to public comment. It is these
a·spects of the proposed activity that are the most crucial in regard to
the assessment of the potential need for futher study. Comments that
fail to address the potential for adverse environmental effects do not
require response by the RGU.
This provision is not contained in the current ·rules -because
this aspect of the process is new. Under the current rules, E!i'ther a
negative or positive declaration was issued at the time the EAW was
approved by the RGU. If a person disagreed with the declaration, the
proper proced~re was to challenge that declaration by appeal to the EQB.
Under the proposed rules, the declaration is not made until after all
public comments are received. The declaration is made on the basis of
the comments and other information available. This de·lay in the actual
decision promotes a less adversarial process. If a person believes the
RGU 1 s decision is inconsistent with the record, the proper appeal is to
district court.
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Subparagraph three is included for the purpose of bringing to
the attention of the RGU the point that if substantial controversy is
expected on a proposed activity it may be in the public interest to hold
one or more public meetings to assure the complete information is
brought out concerning the proposed activity. The RGU may minimize
additional responsibilities for public notice by providing public notice
of the meeting at the same time notice of availability of the EAW is
made. This notice would then be published in the EQB Monitor as well as
in the press release of the local newspaper. The current rules do not
contain language of this nature; however, in some controversial cases
the parties have been advised to proceed according to this process.
Introduction to 6 MCAR § 3.028 Decision on Need for EIS.
An EIS shall be ordered for actions which have the potential for
s1gn1f1cant adverse env1ronmental effects.
DISCUSSION: This rule is provided for the purpose of establishing a set
procedure for the RGU to follo_w in assessing Comments recieved on the
EAW during the EAW comment period and making the determination of
whether the proposed activity has the potential for significant adverse
environmental effects. Although the standards and criteria guiding the
decision have not changed significantly, the context in which the decision is made has been altered substantially.
Under the current rules, the responsible agency-made the
decision, as to whether an EIS would be prepared for an activity, prior
to release of the EAW. That decision was contained as a negative or a
positive declaration in the EAW. If a party disagreed with the
decision, their only recourse was to challenge the decision. The 30
day comment period functioned as a review period during which time the
interested parties could decid~ if ,they wished to challenge the
decision. Challenge could be made by a member agency of the EQB, a
public agency with jurisdiction, by a representative of 500 petitioners
or in the case of a positive declaration by the project proposer. If a
challenge was filed, the EQB made the determination as to whether the
original decision was justified or whether the challenge should be
upheld. A public hearing or informational meeting was held to facilitate the EQB in making the determination. The determination of the EQB
was sbject to court challenge.
The most significant changes relating to the process of
deciding the need for an EIS are: 1} the shifting of the time of the
decision to a point after comments have been submitted; 2) the deletion
of the double test in the determination of the need for an EIS; and 3)
the elimination of the EQB as an intermediary appeal body for challenges
to decisions on the need for an EIS. The intended effect of these
changes is to promote a more timely and effective process. A primary
benefit of the proposed process is expected to be the promotion of a
less adversarial setting in making decisions relating to environmenta~
review.
·
Under the proposed rules, the EAW is released without a determination as to the need for an EIS. The 30 day comment period functions
as an opportunity for interested parties to provide comments as to
whether an EIS is needed. At the end of the 30 day comment period the
RGU considers all comments and other information and makes either a
negative or a positive declaration as to the need for an EIS. A public
hearing or informational meeting is optional for the RGU If an
interested party wishes to challenge the declaration, the proper procedure is to bring the issue before the district court in the district
where the activity is proposed.
This change has the effect of making the RGU directly responsible for its decisions. It is, therefore, essential that this rule be.
understood by 1oca 1 governments. The 11 Gui de to the Rules" wi 11 contain
a more graphic and more easily reviewable summary of this rule.
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6 MCAR
1.

§

3.028

A.

Decision-making Process

The decision on the need for an EIS shall be made in
compl1ance w1th one of the tal low1ng t1me schedules:
a.

If the decision is to be made by a board, council, or
other s1milar body which meets only on a periodic basis,
the dec1S1on shal I be made at the body's f1rst meet1ng
more than ten days after the close of the rev1ew. per1od or
at a spec1al meet1ng but, 1n e1ther case, no later than
·30 days after the close of the review per1od~

b.

For all other RGUs the
than 15 days after the
ih1s 15 day per1od may
son by no more than 15

decision shall be made no later
close of the 30 day rev1ew per1od.
be extended by the EQB's cha1rper
add1t1onal days.

2.

The RGU's decision shall be either a negative declaration or a
pos1t1ve declarat1on. 1f a pos1t1ve declarat1on, the dec1s1on
shall 1nclude the RGU's proposed scope for the EIS. lhe RGU
shal I base 1ts dec1s1on regard1ng the need for an EIS and the
proposed scope, 1f app 11 cable,_ on the 1nformat1 on gathered
dur1ng the EAW process and the comments rece1ved on the EAW.

3.

The RGU shall maintain a record supporting its decision. This
record sliali e1ther beaSeparately prepared document or contalned w1th1n the records Otthe governmental umt. If
measures Wl I I be 1ncorporated 1n the act1on wh1ch w1ll mitigate
the adverse environmental 1mpacts of the action, the determinatlon of the need for an EIS should be based on the impacts
of the act1on w1th the appl1cat1on of the m1t1gat1on measures.

4.

The RGU•s decision shall be provided to all persons on .the EAW
d1str1but1on l1st pursuant to 6 MCAR § 3.027 D., to all persons
and governmental un1ts that commented in wr1t1ng during the
30 day review per1od, and to any persa'n upon written request.
Upon not1f1cation, the EQB staff shall publ1sh the RGU's deciSlon 1n the EQB Momtor. If the dec1s1on 1s a pos_1t1ve
deciarat1on the RGO shai I also 1nd1cate 1n the dec1s1on the
date, time an~ place of the scop1ng rev1ew meet1ng.

DISCUSSION: The purpose of this paragraph is to establish a set time
period for compliance in deciding on the need for an EIS and to
establish procedural guidelines relating to that decision. The statutory basis for this paragraph is found at Minn. Stat. § 1160.04 subd. 2a
{b). The statute imposes strict time deadlines on the RGU in arriving
at a decision regarding the need for an EIS. The statute dictates that
this decision shall be made within 15 days after the close of the comment period. The statute allows this 15 day period to be extended by an
additional 15 days upon request of the RGU and approval by the chairperson of the EQB.
Subparagraph one is included for the purpose of clearly
defining the statutory time schedules. In presenting these time schedules this subparagraph is broken into two basic situations, 1) where a
decision is made by a regulatory b_ody of the governmental unit, and 2)
where the governmental unit has a definable person that will be responsible for making this decision.
If the decision must be made by a regulatory body that meets
only on a periodic basis, the time allowed is the statutory maximum of
30 days after the close of the review period. A mandatory 10 day
waiting period is included to allow the governmental unit proper time
for reviewing and considering comments recieved in relation to the proposed activity. Therefore, this provision states that the decision
shall be made at a meeting of the body between 10 and 30 days after the
close of the review period. The 10 day waiting period provides an
opportunity for the governmental unit to discuss comments provided and
to resolve misunderstandings and misinformation. This waiting period
also serves as a disincentive for prejudgment of the merits of the
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activity. The full 30 day time period is allowed for these regulatory
bodies at the request of representatives of cities and counties. For
these governmental units, meetings are typically scheduled on a monthly
basis. By restricting the time to 15 days, the effect of the rule would
either be to necessitate a special meeting or to force the body to
request a time extension for every EAW.
For other RGUs where decision-makers are available on a continua-l basis, as with most state agencies, the time schedule more closely follows that delineated by the statute. The decision must be made
by these RGUs within 15 days after the close of the review period. For
the RGU to extend this 15 day period they must request and recieve the
extension from the EQB 1 s chairperson on a case-by-case basis.
Subparagraph two is added for the purpose of defining the
nature of the RGU 1 s decision and the proper contents of that decision.
The RGU 1 s decision shall be in the form of either 1) a positive declaration requiring an EIS or, 2) a negative declaration that an EIS need not
be prepared for the proposed activity. If the RGU issues a positive
declaration, it shall incfUd'e the proposed scope for the EIS. This proposed scope should be based upon the information gathered in the EAW
process and upon the concerns of the RGU that caused them to issue the
positive declaration. This proposed scope will be subject to modification at the formal scoping meeting to be held pursuant to 6 MCAR §
3.030. If the RGU 1 s decision is a negative declaration, the reasons for
that decision should be reflected in the record of decision supporting
the decision. This provision is substantially different from the
current rules because the current rules did not mandate a formal scoping
process. The proposed rules also add the requirement of a record of
decision for governmental units. The basis of that record of decision
should be reflected in the RGU S decision as a measure of accountability
to the public.
1

Subparagraph three requires the RGU to prepare a record of its
decision indicating how the information presented in the comment peri.od
was used in arriving at its decision. The paragrapn places no requirements as to the form of the record. The form may be at the discretion
of the RGU, i.e. incorporated within existing documents or included as a
separately prepared document, whichever the RGU determines to be most
effe.ctive. The purpose· of this record is to provide interested persons
with the evidence that their information was in fact considered and also
information as to how it was considered in terms of arriving at the
decision. The last sentence of this paragraph states that known mitigatory measures or resource protection measures incorporated into the
design of the project, which will lessen the adverse environmental
effects of the action, should be considered in determining the need for
an EIS. The consideration
of these measures should be reflected in the
record of the RGU 1 S decision. The purpose for the inclusion of the
mitigatory measures and resource protection measures in the decision is
that the decision should be based on the actual impact anticipated frOm
the project as proposed.
The current rules do not formally require a record of decision;
however, most local governmental units have indicated it is a part of
their normal procedures in· being accountable to the public and documenting their actions in case of challenge. Comment has been received
from some state agencies indicating that formally requiring a record of
decision will entail increased cost and paperwork. The consideration of
mitigatory measures in making a decision was required under the current
rules also.
Subparagraph four is included to assure proper public notification of the RGU 1 s decision. To assure notification of all interested
persons this subparagraph requires notification to be sent to all persons that recieve copies of the EAW pursuant to the EAW distribution
list and to. all persons who have indicated their concerns regarding the
proposed activity either by submission of comments or otherwise by submitting a request to be informed of future proceedings on the proposed
activity. The EQB staff is one of the parties included on the EAW
distribution list and therefore will recieve notice of the RGU 1 s
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deci_sion. Upon receipt of this notificatiOn the EQB staff sh_an, p~bl.ls~
notice of the RGU's decision ·;n the EQB 'Monitor. Such publication 'will·
serve as notification to marginally 1nterested persons of the nature of
the RGU's decision.
·
- ·
·
·
If the decision is a positive decl_arati.on_, the RGU-will_ al.so
have the resPonsibnity of setting up a formal Scop_ing meeting :t() -qe~er
mine the scope of the EIS on the proposed activity. Noti_c·e. ·of ~his .. ·
scoping meeting shall be provided concurrently with the no~ice of a
pas i ti ve dE!cl arati on. This notice requirement ful fi 1_ 1_ s the r~qu·i_ ~eme_n~
of notice for the scoping meeting pursuant· to 6 MCAR §_ 3.:0_30 C.·-2. ·a. ·
Under the current rules, the EAW itself served as notification
of the responsible· agency 1 s decision. If the decis'iciTI 'was a rle;9ati'V~.
declaration and it was not challenged, no further notice·was· requi.red.
In other cases, notice was required to be pub 1 i shed in the EQB Monitor.
The change in the propos·ed rules necessitates more definite notice·.
Prompt notice is especially necessary in light of the add_ed ti~e
restrictions on the'process. The current rules have no· required scoping
process and·, t~erefore, did not include notificati6n requirement's
'
relating to scoping.
·
·

6 MCAR § 3.028 8.

Standard.

In deciding whether an action has the potential for significant
adverse env1ronmental effects the RGU shall compare the 1mpacts
wh1ch may be reasonably expected· to occur from·the'act·lon w1t;h the
cr1tena 1n th1s rule. !he cr1tena are not exhaust1ve but are conSldered 1nd1cators of the 1mpact of the act1on on the env1ronment.

DISCUSSION:

This paragraph is included for the purpose of providing

guidance to the RGU relating to the proper standard to be appli'ed i.n
making its decision· on the need for an EIS for the proposed activity.

This standard states that the criteria listed at 6 MCAR § 3.028 C. shall

be compared to the expected ·en vi ronmerital effec.ts tram· the pY.oposed ·
action. It should be noted that these expected effects are'those
effects after the mitigatory or resource protection measures have be_e_n
incorporated into the proposed activity. Criteria listed for co'niparison
are not presented as a comprehensive 1 is ti ng of ~1_1 potentia 1 en vi ~on
mental effects that may be anticipated; they are presented as· a guide to
considerations of adverse environmental effects that are typically associated with activities subject to environmental review.

The use of this standard represents a. substantial change fr:om
the current rules. The current rules outline 'a dual test: 1) a determination of whether the action is major; and 2) a ·determination of
whether· the action has the potential for significant envirOnmental
effects. In practice, this standard has been applied iri conf.licti_ng and
controversial ways.
The singular test concept is consistent with the National
Environmental Policy Act, 43USC § 4331 et. seq. and with other sta~es
legislation. In essence, the singular test approach states that if an
activity has the potential for significant environmental effects it is.
by definition a major action.
1

The EQB has stated its preference for use of the singular test
in the proposed rules as being a more direct· approach and more in
keeping with the legislative declaration of state environmental policy.
This· interpreta.tion is also consistent with the decentralization of
responsi bi1 ity for the implementation of the environmental revi_ew
program. The test of whether a project is major is mo're subJective than
the test for significant en vi ronmenta 1 effects. Imp 1ementat_i on of the
test of whether a project is major w·auld be l_ikely to vary consi_derably
among local and state a9encies.

6 MCAR § 3.028 C.

Criteria.

In deciding whether an action has the potential for significant adverse
effects, the following factors shall be considered:

~nv1ronmental
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1.

Type, extent, and reversability of environmental effects;

2.

Cumulative potential effects of related or anticipated future
act1ons;

3.

The extent to which the environmental effects are subject to
m1t1gat1on by ongoing publ1c regulatory author1ty; and

4.

The extent to which environmental effects can be anticipated
and control led as a result of other env1ronmental stud1es
undertaken by pubi1c agenc1es or the proJect proposer, or of
E!Ss prev1ously prepared on s1milar act1ons.

DISCUSSION: This paragraph presents a listing of the factors to be considered in determining the potential for significance of-the environmental effects. This listing is taken from the current rules.
Earlier drafts of the proposed rules contained a more compre-·
he.nsive listing of potent~~i!l types of environmental effects that should
be considered by the RGU. The more comprehensive list had been in
response to local governmental unit requests for increased guidance as
to what type of considerations constituted environmental effects. The
more comprehensive listing was rejected because of state agency coricerns
that the listing would entail a detailed and extensive record of decision for every EAW prepared. Language from the current rules was therefore substituted and the "Guide to the Rules" will incorporate
information to serve as needed guidance for the local governmental
units.
Subparagraph one requires an RGU to consider specific types of·
environmental effects likely to result from a proposed activity. This
consideration should be by impact type and intensity, as well as the
ability to mitigate that type of effect and the ability of the ecosystem
to rehabilitate itself. The alternative listing was primarily an elaboration of this subparagY.aph. It consisted of examples of specific
categories of environmental effects that are likely to become issues.
In addition to the environmental impacts expected to result
directly from a proposed activity in subparagraph two, the RGU is
required to make an assessment of how it relates to other activities.
Certain types of environmental impacts may be properly assessed only
when viewed in conjunction with the impacts of other proximate or
related activities. For a more complete understanding of the intent of
this criteria, definitions of cumulative effects, phased actions, and
related acti-ons should be considered.
Subparagraph three takes into consideration additional regulatory activities by other governmental units. Mitigation measures
ordered pursuant to other methods of regulation should be considered
when determining the potential significance of environmental effects.
Subparagraph four relates back to the original purpose of
environmental review. The purpose of environmental review is to provide
adequate environmental information so the RGU can make informed decisions on -the approval of proposed activities. If the information has
already been gathered in some other form such that the information is
available to the RGU without the preparation of an EIS there is no need
to compile the information into an additional EIS form.
6 MCAR § 3.028 D.

Related Actions.

When two or more actions are related actions, they shall be conSldered as a s1ngle act1on and the1r cumulat1ve potent1al effects on
the env1ronment shal 1 be cons1dered 1n determ1n1ng whether an EIS 1s
requ1red.
DISCUSSION: This paragraph was added for the purpose of providing
guidance to the RGU for proper consideration of related actions. The
term related actions is defined at 6 MCAR § 3.022 B. If the proposed
activity is properly regarded as a related action, impacts of that acti-
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v1ty should be considered i~ conjunction with the impa~;ts of other
related activities. For these activities, it is the cumulative eff~ct
of these impacts that is to be considered in the determination of the
need for the EIS.
The effect of this par•graph is substantially different from

the paragr~ph relating to related actions under the current rules. The
definition of related actions in the current rules is i:l lf!(lre lengthy
definition and entails a triple test to be (lpplied in regarq to activities th(lt may be cons i der!;!d as re 1ated actions: 1) ·the.y are of ~ $imil (ir
type, are planned or will occur at the same time, and will affect the
same geographic area; or 2) they are interdependent and would not be
undertaken if subsequent stages or segments would not also occur; or 3)
it can be determined that one of the actions will induce other actions
of the same type or affecting the same geographic area.
The proposed definition embodies the intent .of the first anq
third test of the ~efinitioh as it appears in the cu_rrent rules. The
second test from the current rules was deleted in the belie"f that the
teSt more Properly" applies to activities regarded aS phased actions."
The remainder of the language in the current rules in the paragraph, on
related actions is permissive language or language that does not
substantively add to -the rules as proposed. The propoSed language is
presented as a simplified and more concise manner of stating essentially
the same content while clarifying the scope of the term related actions.
6 MCAR § 3.028 E.
1.

Phased Actions.

Phased actions shall be considered a single action for determ1nat1on of need for an EIS.

2.

3.

For proposed actions such as highways, streets, pipelines, utility lines, or systems where the proposed act1on is related· to
a large existing or planned network, the RGU may, at 1ts
opt1on, treat the present proposal as the total proposal, or
select only some of the future elements for present cons1derat1on 1n the threshold determ1nat1on and El$. These
select1ons shall be log1cal in relat1on to the design of the
total system or network. They sh_all not be made_ merely to
div1de a large system 1nto exempted segments.

DISCUSSION: This paragraph is included for the purpose of advising the
RGU of the proper method of assessing environmental effects o.f activiti.es that may be regarded as ph_ased. The term "phased acti.on" is
defined at 6 MCAR § 3.022 B. Es~ential elements of the phased action
definition are that the activities are being proposed by the same
proposer, will affect the same geographic area, and will take place in .a
defi.nable period of time. A definitive period of time is not st.ited in
the definition and rather left to the RGU to be interpreted on a
project-by-project basis. Periods of time may vary depending upon the
nature of the proposed activity. If the activity is regarded by the RGU
as a phased action the cumulative effect of each phase of th.e action· is
to be considered in the determina~ion of the need for an EIS.
Subparagraph one delineates the fact that phased actions- are to
be considered as single actions in the determination of need. for an EIS.
This approach is needed for complex activities to prevent what i_s known
as "piecemealing 11 • Any project, regardless of complexity, could potentially be broken down into segments such that no segment in itself would
have significant environmental effects. However, the importance of the
environmental impact is in. relation to the project in total.
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Subparagraph two is included to cover the situation of a project that may take place over an extended period of time or over an
extended geographic area. An example of an activity that may fall
within this subparagraph would be the construction of a major highway
that may be phased in over several years. For these types of activities
it may be impossible to adequately address the environmental effects of
the entire project at the initial phase of the development. In these
situations it is frequently the case that certain segments of the project may be developed prior to the development of the final proposal for
later segments.
It should be noted that, in the situation of complex projects
where the initial decision is essentially a 11 go/nogo 11 decision, these
activities should not be regarded as phased activities. Phased actions
are more-properly those actions where the need has been established initially and the primary purpose of environmental review is to resolve
details regarding project design and construction.
Subparagraph thre_e _is included for the purpose of adding permissive language to allow' the RGU greater flexibility in its treatment
of environmental review on complicated or extended projects. It should
be noted that this language applies to activities where a need has been
established and the purpose of environmental review is to develop a
design with minimal environmental impact.
Treatment of phased actions in the proposed rules is not significantly different from the manner of treatment under the current rules.
The proposed rules, however, attempt to distinguish more-clearly between
phased activities and rel~ted actions and to delineate procedures for
them more clearly.
Introduction to Chapter Thirteen:

Environmental Impact Statement.

Chapter 13 is organized to include all portions of the rules
relevant to the preparation, distribution and completion of an EIS. The
procedures set forth in this chapter are detailed and important;
however, in practice they will be applied to only a limited number. of
cases. It is not likely that the average local governmental unit will
ever have occasion to implement the procedures set forth in this
chapter. It will be an EQB staff function to assist local governmental
units on a case-by-case basis to understand and implement these rules as
the need arises.
Introduction to 6 MCAR § 3.029 Actions Requiring an EIS.
This rule is provided as an introductory summary of those
situations in which it is possible that an EIS may be prepared. This
rule serves the purpose of summarizing other more substantive portions
of the rules to lessen the possibility of the reader overlooking a more
subs.tantive portion. It is projected that a relatively small number of
EISs will be prepared in Minnesota in any given year pursuant to these
rules.
6 MCAR § 3.029 A.

Purpose of an EIS.

The purpose of an EIS is to provide information for governmental
un1ts, the proposer of the act1on, and other persons to evaluate
proposed act1ons wh1ch have the potential for s1gn1ficant adverse.
env1ronmental effects, to cons1der alternat1ves to the proposed
act1ons, and to 1nst1tute methods for reduc1ng adverse env1ronmental
effects.
DISCUSSION: Th-is paragraph was incorporated into the rules at this
point to identify for the reader the purpose of the proceSses to be
followed. This paragraph was included to make the rules more
understandable. The current rules do not contain a purpose paragraph of
this· nature.
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6 MCAR § 3.029 B.

Mandatory EIS Categories.

An EIS shall be prepared for any activity that meets or exceeds the
thresholds of any of the EIS categor1es l1sted 1n 6 MCAR § 3.039

DISCUSSION: This paragraph is included to point out to the reader that,
if a proposed activity exceeds the thresholds of the mandatory categories for EISs as set forth in 6 MCAR § 3.039, it will automatic~lly
require the preparation of an EIS. The current rules did not contain
. mandatory category thresholds for EISs. Under the current rules a project specific determination was required for an EIS to be prepared. The
requirement for the establishment of mandatory EIS categories in the
proposed rules is statutory. This requirement is fourid at Minn. Stat. §
1160.04 subd. 2a {a). The intent of this legislative requirement is to
make the en vi ronmenta 1 re.vi ew process more predi ctab 1e and to expedite
environmental review by moving directly into the EIS preparation stages
and by avoiding lengthy challenges to the need for an EIS.
6 MCAR § 3.029

c.

Discretionary EISs.

An EIS shall be prepared:
_1.

2.

When the RGU determines that, based on the EAW and any comments
or add1t1onal 1nformat1on rec1eved dur1ng the EAW comment
period, the proposed action has the potent1al for sign1ficant
adverse environmental effects; or
When the RGU and proposer of the action agree that an EIS
should be prepared.

DISCUSSION: This paragraph is included to delineate additional
situations in which the preparation of an EIS is optional.
The purpose of subparagraph one is to point out that when, pursuant to the procedures set forth in Chapter 12, the RGU has made a
determination that an EIS is necessary on the proposed project, the procedures set forth· in Chapter 13 will apply to the preparation of that
EIS. The subparagraph is included for the purpose of adding to the
readabi-lity and continuity of the rules. This situation is likely to be
the most common scenario for the preparation of an EIS.
Subparagraph two is added to delineate those situations where
the RGU and the proposer discuss the proposed activity beforehand and
mutually agree that an EIS should be prepared.~· This amounts to a val untary EIS on the action on the part of the proposer. It should be noted
that if a voluntary EIS is being prepared, an EAW still must be __ prepa_red
for the activity. Thh situation is delineated as a separate situation
from 6 MCAR § 3.029 C.l. because in the case of a voluntary EIS it is
known prior to the preparation of the EAW that the EIS will be prepared
and as a result a different time schedule will be in effect for the procedures to be followed in preparing the EIS. The time schedule to be
followed in this situaion would be the same time schedule as the RGU
would follow had the activity fallen within a mandatory EIS category.
This time schedule, as it r.elates to the scoping p.eriod, is set forth at
6 MCAR § 3.030 C.l.

Introduction to
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This rule is set forward as the initial procedure to be
followed in the preparation of an EIS. This rule represents one of the
major additions .to the amended Environmental Policy Act. While the
current rules dq not prohibit the seeping of an EIS, a scopin9 process
is not mandatory nor are there formal proGedures to be followed for the
purpose of seeping. The Environmental Policy Act as amended requires
the EQB to set forth a formal seeping process to be followed prior to
the actual preparation of an EIS. Legislative authority for this rule
is found at Minn. Stat.§ 1160.04 subd. 2a (e).
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This rule has been designed in an effort to carry the RGU from
the decision to prepare an EIS through to the actual commencement of EIS
preparation. The process outlined is new to the State of Minnesota but
has been demonstrated to be effective in accomplishing its objectives in
other jurisdictions. The basic process outlined in this rule was patterned after the scoping process in the Council on Environmental Quality
regulations and the State of Massachusetts scoping process.
6 MCAR

§

3.030 A.

Purpose.

The scoping process shall be used before the preparation of an EIS
to reduce the scope and bulk of an EIS, 1dent1fy only those 1ssues
relevant to the proposed act1on, def1ne the form, level of detail,
content, alternat1ves, t1me table for ~reparat1on, and preparers of
the E!S, and to determ1ne the perm1ts or wh1ch 1nforrnat1on w1ll be
developed concurrently w1th the EIS.
DISCUSSION: This paragraph is incorporated at the beginning of the
scoping process to identify for the reader the basic purpose of scoping.
A formal scoping process has been initiated in the National
Environmental Policy Act and has developed a record demonstrating its
effectiveness in reducing the size and cost of an EIS and increasing EIS
usefullness by making it a more relevant and less cumbersome
document.The effectiveness of the process is highly dependent upon early
open involvement of all interested parties.
6 MCAR

§

3.030 B. EAW as Scoping Document.

All projects requiring an EIS must have an EAW filed with the RGU.
The EAW shall be the basis for the scoping process.
1.

For actions which fall within a mandatory EIS category or if a
voluntary EIS 1s planned, the EAW w1\l be used solely as a
scop1ng document.

2.

If the need for an EIS has not been determined the EAW will
have two funct1ons:
a.

To identify the need for preparing an EIS pursuant to 6
MCAR § 3.028; and

b.

To initiate discussion concerning the scope of the EIS if
an EIS 1s ordered pursuant to 6 MGAR § 3.028.

DISCUSSION: This paragraph is somewhat repetitious of 6. MCAR § 3.025
A.; however, this language was inserted to reemphasize the role of the
EAW in relation to the EIS. Comments received during the public meeting
process indicated some confusion relating to the dual role of the EAW.
Subparagraph one notes that, if it is known at the onset that
an EIS will be prepared, whether pursuant to mandatory category or
voluntarily by the proposer, an EAW must still be prepared. In this
situation, however, the EAW functions solely as a scoping document and
as a result, the comment period and time for scoping decisions will be
abbreviated.
Subparagraph two relates- to activities for which it previously
has not been determined whether or not an EIS will be prepared. In
these situations, the EAW serves first as the basis for deciding the
need for an EIS, and secondly (if it is decided that an EIS will be
prepared) as the scoping document.
The alternative of having a different type of document, instead
of the EAW, for the purpose of scoping for mandatory or voluntary EISs
was considered but rejected. This alternative was proposed by representatives from induStry as a means of speeding up the process. Upon
analysis, however, it will be noted that the primary time delay .is the
public comment period. A second document would still encounter a need
for a similar comment period. The scoping period as proposed represents
a minimum of 30 and a maximum of 45 days for the scoping decision.
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Alternative proposals .did not reduce this time period sufficiently to
warrant the confusion of adding an additional document. The EAW form as
proposed provides sufficient flexibility to incorporate additional
information relevant to the seeping meeting. ·
6 MCAR § 3.030 c.
1.

Scoping Period.

If the EIS is being prepared pursuant to 6 MCAR §§ 3.029 B. or
c.2., the following schedule applies:
a.

The 30 day seeping period will begin when the notice of
the ava1lab1l1ty of the EAW 1s publ1shed 1n accord with 6
MCAR § 3.027 D.l. lh1s not1ce shal I 1nclude the t1me,
place and date of the scop1ng meet1ng.

b.

c.
2.

A final seeping decision shall be issued Within 15 days
after the close of the 30 day scop1ng per1od.

If the EIS is being prepared pursuant to 6 MCAR § 3.029 c. 1.,
the tal low1ng schedule appl1es:
a.

At least 10 days but not more than 20 days after notice of
a positive declarat1on is publ1shed in the EQB Monitor, a
publ1c meet1ng shall be held to rev1ew the scope of the
EIS. Not1 ce of the time, date and place of the scop1 ng
meet1ng shall be publ1shed 1n the EQB Mon1tor, and a press
release shal I be prov1ded to a newspaper of general c1rculat1on 1n the area where the act1on 1s proposed. All
meet1ngs shall be open to the publ1c.

b.

Within "30 days after the eositive declaration is issued,
the RGO shall 1ssue 1ts f1nal dec1s1·on regard1ng the scope
of the £15. If the dec1sion of the RGU must be made by a
board, counc1l, or other s1m1iar~body wh1ch meets only on·
a period1c basis, the decis1on may be made at the next
regularly scheduled meeting of the body following the
scop1ng meet1ng but not more than 45 days after the positlve dec!arat1on 1s 1ssued.

DISCUSSION: This paragraph distinguishes the applicable scoping periods
that apply depending upon the reason for preparation of the EIS.
Subparagraph one relates to EISs being prepared pursuant to a
mandatory EIS category or voluntarily by the proposer. In these
situations the EAW comment period serves as the seeping period.
Interested persons have 30 days to provide comments relating to the
potential scope of the EIS.
For the seeping process to function properly, it is necessary
to bring interested persons together to discuss issues raised bY the
proposed project. To expedite the scop1 ng process, pro vi s.i on is made to
conduct this meeting during the seeping period. The 15 day waiting
period is necessary to allow members of the public an opportunity to
receive notice and conside·r issues to be raised at the meeting. It
should be noted that, by virtue of the definition of days, 15 days
means three weeks. Therefore, the scoping meetin-g must be held betwen
21 and 30 days after publication of notice of availability of the EAW.
Publication requirements are the same as for an EAW prepared for projects ·for which a determination of need for an EIS has not been made,
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i.e. in the EQB Monitor and in form of a press release to the local
newspaper.
·
A 15 day period after close of the comment period is allowed
for the RGU to make its decision regarding the scope of the EIS. It
should be noted that, by virtue of the definition of days, 15 days means
approximately three weeks. This time period has been criticized by state
agencies as being too short and by industry representatives as being too
long. It must be noted that this represents a maximum time period. In
noncontroversial cases it should be possible to issue the decision in a
much shorter time period.
Subparagraph two relates to EISs being prepared pursuant to a
determination of need by the RGU based on comments and information
gathered during the EAW comment period. In these cases, comments
received during the comment period become a part of the record to determine the scope of the EIS and an additional period of time is required
to conduct a public meeting to obtain comments relating to the scope.
The scoping period is the time period between publication of
notice of the positive declaration and the date of the seeping meeting.
The RGU may extend the comment period beyond the date of the seeping
meeting as long as it complies with the overall time constraints of the
process. As set forth in these proposed rules, the seeping period
extends from date of publication of the positive declaration in the EQB
Monitor to the date of the scoping meeting, which must be ten days ·t020
days after publication of the positive declaration in th~ EQB Monitor.
It should be noted that, by virtue of the definition of days, ten days
means approximately two weeks. Therefore, in reality, the seeping
period would be a minimum of 14 days and a maximum of 20 days.
Notice requirements for the seeping meeting are the same as the
notice_requirements pursuant to subparagraph one, i.e. publication in
the EQB Monitor and a press release to the local newspaper. To meet the
intent of th1s requirement, notice of the time, date and place of the
seeping meeting should be included along with the statement of proposed
scope in the notice of the positive declaration.
To comply with the legislative intent of having definitive time
deadlines, subparagraph 2b sets a deadline for the RGU to make its final
scoping decision. This provision again distingishes between RGUs that
have internal staff with authority to make the decision and RGUs which
must make the decision by action of a board or council. If the decision
is to be made by i nterna 1 staff, the RGU ha·s 30 days from issuance of
the positive declaration to make the decision. Comparing this to the
time requirements for.the scoping meeting, this means that the RGU has
from ten to 16 days following the scoping meeting to issue its final
scoping decision. If the decision is to be made by action of a board or
council. a 15 day extension is provided to allow the board or council to
make the decision at its regularly scheduled meeting, provided it is
within 45 days of the issuance of the positive declaration. This time
extension must be provided to accommodate monthly board meetings which
may not conveniently fall within the initial 15 day period.
Needless to say, the time schedules set forth in these rules
are tricky. The necessity of establishing rigid time schedules is in
keeping with the legislative intent. An attempt has been made to cover
all possible gaps in the schedule with a maximum time period for
compliance. Comments in support of time constraints at all steps of the
process have beeo received from representatives of industry. An effort
will be made to make the time guidelines as understandable as possible
in the "Guide of the Rules. 11
6 MCAR § 3.030 D.
1.

Procedure for Scoping.

Written comments suggesting issues for seeping or commenting on
the EAW may be f1led with the RGU during the scoping per1od.
Interested persons may attend the scop1ng meet1ng to exerc1se
the1r r1ght to comment.
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2.

DJSCUSSIO~:
This paragraph ,is inserted to provide e~plicH direFtion
for i n.teresteQ persons _and government;a 1 u_ni,'t;.s to l:l~corn~- i mlQ l vep_ tn t~~

Lang!,.lage contai.n_ed herein_;~- sqmE'lw~a,1;. p~rmis_~-ive-

scoping process.

ari4

the i-ntent -·is--impli.ci.t in o.ther .pra.v_isio(ls, •. Ttli!!. la,ng~~ge y/aS: -~!1d~<1,_
however, as an effort to emphasize the importance _of pl,.!bli~. involv~wen(·
at the seeping stage. For seeping to be effective, ·iss4es must be
·
raised pr-ior to the seeping decision. Thee s_coping .proc_ess.. i_s -r~latively
new and little case law has developed regarding the relative rights to
challenge the adequacy of an .EIS because. of failu.r~_-t.o ~d.d'f.'~S.s 11n -hs.4e.
outside_· the spectrum. of-the scoping- decision. lt is- the- op~n_iQn. ofE_QB
staff·, however, ·that the rights of interested pers.ons_ ~re. b~st Rro~ected
by introducing the issue :into . the s_cop.i ng. proc~ss. to es't;qb 1ish c;t, re<;:qpd
of consideration of the issue.
6 MCAR § 3.030
1.

E.

Scoping

D~cisioo.

The :seeping decision_ s,haJl.contqin at teast -the- f011QW1rig::

a.

the issues to be addresse(i in tl)e EIS:

c.

Identification of the. y~rmits for whi.ch. informa~ion. wi.ll
be gathered concurrent y w1th EIS preparat1on;

d.

Identification of the permits for whi:ch a.rElCQrd--Qf dec;i . .
SlOn'W1 f I be requ1red; and-

e.

Alternatives which will be addressed i.n t;tle

EIS~

2.

The form of an EIS may be changed dur-ing scoping if circumstances 1nd1cate the need or appropr1at;eness of.&n altJ:!rnqt1ve
form.

3.

The- seeping decision shall identify potenti~l impact &reas
resuit1ng from. the act1on 1tsel.f and from re\9;ted. &~;_tlons-Which
shall be. addressed 1n the. EIS.

4.

The issues identified in· scoping. Sha-1'1 include stu<,l_.i:e-s
requ1nng._comp1.lat1on. o,f ex1st1ng. 1n.format1on. and ttle.. dev_eloP,ment- of. new. data .. :lf. .the new data tan. be. generate.d w,1th.i'n ~'
reasonable- amount, of- t1me. and th.e cos.ts o.f obta1n-ing 1t a·re ncrt.
exce·ssl ve .•

5.

After the scoping decision is. made, the RGU may not a.mend the
dec1 s1.'on · w1 thout the: agreement of the proposer·· tml es~-- .substan.tlal changes are made 1n the proposed act1on or substant1al new
informat1on. ar1s.es rela.t1ng to--the prppos_ed qct10n. If the
scapi ng-- dec1 s1 on 1s am.ende.d after pub 11 cat-l.On· of. the E.!S pre-.
parat10n not1ce, not_1ce and a summary-. of. the. amendment sha-ll b_e
publ.lshed:··ln. the EQB Mom tor w1ttiln 30. di;iys.

DISCUSSJON.: Tt:ti.s. p.a.ragraph -is in<::_1.ude_.d to_ prov;id.~:
as to the. pr_ope_r- qmtents of: the sq:>ping: _decisjon.

gv.j.danc~. ~_o

the

~GU

Subparagraph one identifies the seeping contents ·that ·win
substantively limit the contents of .the EIS.
I-ssues--that ..may. contr,i_bl,l_te, to t.he. pot.enti_al for si-gnci.f:icant
en vi ronmenta} effect_s should be. spec_ifi-c-ally: enume,r.ateA, as. well as the
depth to,which .that issue w)ll be investigated. Although not required
by the rules, issues that were considered. b;ut rejec_ted: should:· Qe listed
as a means of informing the public and establishing a record in the
event of future challenges.
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These rules establish specific time deadlines for the preparation of an EIS. If the parties agree to a different time schedule, this
schedule should be noted in the scoping decision to facilitate proper
public input.
Minn. Stat. 1160.04 subd. 3a places a time restriction upon
issuance of permits for which information was gathered concurrently with
EIS ·preparation. This statutory requirement is incorporated in these
rules at 6 MCAR § 3.031 H. To facilitate this requirement and to pre·vent 1ater cha 11 enges, the appl i cab 1e permits should be identified at
the scoping stage. It should be noted that the EAW content requirements
at 6 MCAR § 3.027 A.6. require a listing of all known permits in the
EAW. This identification, therefore, involves a review of that listing
to determine which of those permits will require similar information. to
the information gathered during the preparation of the EIS.
These rules require each permitting agency to prepare a record.
of its decision relating to permits on projects for which an EIS has
been prepared. This requirement is found at 6 MCAR § 3.031 H.2.
Comment has been received1f0m state agencies that, if applied
literally, _this could be a large and unproductfve burden. Projects
requiring EISs are typically large complex projects which may involve
many relatively minor permits or approvals that are largely pro forma.
To require a record to be prepared on each of these decisions would
serve only to increase paperwork. It is, therefore, provided that t~ose
key discretionary decisions, which relate to the feasibility of a
project, be identified at the scoping stage. Governmental units must
then justify their decision on that permit based on the information presented in the EIS.
A similar issue arises in relation to alternatives. Applied
literally, thousands of alternatives may be developed for any specific
proposal. The intent of this content requirement is for the RGU to
establish which alternatives are definable and substantively different
from other alternatives. The no construction alternative should be
addressed in every case.
Subparagraph two recognizes the fact that the EIS format
established at 6 MCAR § 3.031 B.2. may not be the most appropriate format in all cases. This allows the RGU discretion to alter the format
if it is deemed appropriate. It should be noted, however, that the EIS
format presented in these rules represents a basic model and the core
information required should not be deleted without substantial reason
supporting the deletion.
Subparagraph three makes reference to the requirement to consider impacts resulting from other actions that may be induced by the
proposed activity. In these situations it is the cumulative impact that
is the actual concern. The extent to which other actions are to be considered related actions should be delineated in the scoping decision.
Subparagraph four refers to the distinction between original
data ~nd existing information. In general, an EIS is 1) limited to
information that has already been documented, or 2) to original data
collection that can be completed within the time period of EIS preparation at reasonable cost to the proposer, or 3) to original data collection that is limited primarily to the proposed project. This
subparagraph requires the delineation in the scoping decision of the
scope and extent of information to be gathered.
Subparagraph five is included at the request of developers aS a
check on RGUs arbitrarally and unilaterally altering the scope of the
EIS. The provision allows for the RGU to unilaterally alter the scope
if substantial new information comes to light or if the proposer alters
the _proposal in a manner that may substantially alter the impacts of the
proposed action. Barring either of those two conditions, the consent of
the proposer is required to alter the scope of the EIS. The alterantive
of requiring the consent of parties in opposition to the proposal was
considered and. rejected. Reasons for rejection included the impracticality of identifying one representive of the opposing parties and the
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possibility of stalemating the basic purpose of the EIS. In consideration of the rights of the public to be promptly informed of an
·alteration in scope, notification in the EQB Monitor of an amendment to
a scoping decision was added. It must be noted that if opposing parties
disagree with the EIS content, they have the opportunity to present
their views at the draft EIS meeting and again at the decision of adequacy of the final EIS.
6 MCAR § 3.030 F.

EIS Preparation Notice.

DISCUSSION: This paragraph is added for the purpose of establishing a
specific time deadline by which the RGU must begin prepartion of the
EIS. This paragraph allows the RGU 45 days after it decides upon the
scope of the EIS to locate consultants and establish a schedule for
completion of the EIS. The 45 day time schedule has been criticized by
state agencies as being inadequate to allow for the open consultant
selection process required of state governmental units. Comments
recieved from private consultants and developers indicate they believe
the time allotment is adequate.
The date of publication of the EIS preparation notice is an
important date as it commences the time allotted for preparation of an
EIS to determination of adequacy of the EIS.
The EIS preparation notice requirements are consistent with
other notice requirements of these rules, i.e. publication in the EQB·
Monitor and a press release to the local newspaper. The publicationdate 1n the Monitor is the official date for commencement of the time
period allowed for EIS preparation. It should be noted that, pursuant
to Minn. Stat. § 1160.04 subd. 2a (e}, the EIS preparation notice mus-t
contain a summary of the final scoping decision. This is the only
public nOtice requirement for the final scoping decision. The alternative of adding an additional notice requirement immediately after the
final scoping decision is made was considered and rejected.. It was
determined that parties seriously interested in the scoping decision
will be involved enough to request the decision as soon as it is made.
The final scoping decision is not regarded as a final decision. This
decision may be modified by the RGU as per 6 MCAR § 3.030 E. 4. If a
party chooses to challenge the final scoping decision, the proper form_
of appeal is a court challenge of the adequacy of the fina·l EIS.
6 MCAR § 3.030 G.

Consultant Selection.

The RGU shall be responsible for expediting the selection of conSUltants for the preparat1on of the EIS.
DISCUSSION: This paragraph is included in compliance with Minn. Stat. §
1160.04 subd. 5a (j}. This paragraph is incorporated for the purpose of
placing the RGU on alert that the rigid time guidelines necessitate
early selection of consultants. The alternative of establishing a set
procedure for RGUs to follow in the consultant selection process was
considered and rejected. That alternative was rejected because of the
broad diversity in RGU capabilities relating to EIS preparation, diversity in i nterna 1 restrictions on selection of consultants, and .regi ana 1
differences that may affect the feasibility of the procedures. The proposed procedure was selected because it allows each RGU to function
within its own constraints. The 11 Guide to the Rules 11 -will contain
suggestions that may assist RGUs on a case-by-case bas-is.
Introduction to 6 MCAR §3.031 EIS preparation and distributi.on process.
This rule incorporates the basic procedures required in the
actual preparation, distribution and review of an EIS. The procedures
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set forth in this rule are not significantly different from the EIS procedures of the current rules. The procedures have been restructured in
an effort to consolidate relevant provisions; and certain measures
have been expanded upon in an effort to highlight provisions that may
expedite the process or make review more efficient.
This rule is presented to establish some of the more substantive and complicated requirements of the environmental review program.
An attempt was made to make the process as readable as possible,
however, space constraints preclude use of a commonly readable format
with equal content. The need of a very readable format is somewhat
mitigated by the fact that it is not likely the average governmental
unit will be directly involved in the preparation of an EIS. It is more
likely that governmental units so involved will have professional staff
on line. A more flexible explanatory format will be used in the "Guide
to the Rules" and EQB staff will be available for assistance in implementation of these provisions.
6 MCAR ·§ 3.031 A. Interdisciplinary preparation.
An EIS shall be prepared using an interdisciplinary approach which
w1li 1nsure the 1ntegrated use of the natural and soc1al sc1ences
and the env1ronmental des1gn arts. The RGU may request that another
governmental un1t help 1n the complet1on of the EIS. Governmental
units shall provide any unpr1v1leged data or 1nformation, to which
1t has reasonable access, concern1ng the subJects to be d1scussed
and shall ass1st 1n the preparat1on of envuonmental -documents on
any act1on for wh1ch 1t has spec1al expert1se or access to
1nformat1on.
DISCUSSION:
This paragraph is included as introductory language
relating to preparation of the EIS. The language is intended to promote
cooperation between governmental units and areas of specialization
within governmental uni~s. Mandatory language is included relating to_
freedom of access to data under the control of a gov.ernmental unit that
is required to facilitate preparation of the EIS.
6MCAR § 3.031 B. Content.
1.

Writing. An EIS shall be written in plain and objective
anguage.

2.

Format. An RGU shall use a format for an EIS that will
encourage good analysis and clear presentation of the proposed
act1on 1nclud1ng alternat1ves to the act1on. The standard format s a
e:
a.

Cover sheet. The cover sheet shall include:
(1)

The RGU;

(2)

The title of the proposed action that is the subject
of the statement and, 1f appropriate, the· titles of
related act1ons, together with each county or other
jurisd1ct1ons, 1f appl1cable, where the act1on is
ocated;

(3)

The name, address, and telephone number of the person
at the RGU who can supply further 1nformat1on;

(4)

A designation of the statement as a draft, final or
supplement;

(5)

A one paragraph abstract of the EIS; and

(6)

If appropriate, the date of the public meeting on the
draft EIS and the date following the meeting by which
comments on the draft EIS must be rece1ved by the
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cont~nts.

c.

Table of

d.

List of preparers.

This list shall include the names,

together w1th the1r qual1f1cat1ons, of the person~ who
were pr1mar1ly respons1ble for prepar1ng the EIS or s1gnif1cant background papers.

h.

i.

Mi ti ga ti on measures. This action- sha-ll identify those
measures that could reasonably el1m1nate or m1n1m1ze any
adverse env1ronmental, econom1c, employment or soclologlca I effects_ of the proposed acb on.

(1)

Material prepared in connection wi-th the EI.S, as_
d1st1nct from matenal wh1ch 1s not so· prepare_d and
wh1ch 1s 1ncorporated by reference;

(2)

Mate.rial which substantiates any analys.is fundamental

to the EIS; and
(3)

Permit information that was developed and gathered
concurrently w1th the preparat10n of the EIS. The
informat1on may be presented on the permitt1ng
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DISCUSSION:
This paragraph is presented for the purpose of outlining
the basic information required in an EIS. It should be noted that, pursuant to 6 MCAR § 3.030 E.2., the format of the EIS may be changed
during scoping. However, the content requirements of this paragraph
represent the base components necessary to fulfill the function of an
EIS. These components should not be deleted. without adequate reason.
Subparagraph one delineates the intent of these rules to produce a more useable document. In keeping with this intent, the EIS
should be written in a manner condusive to understanding by the persons
responsible for implementing decisions based on its content. Further,
the EIS should be written in a manner that factually presents basic
data. The purpose of an ~IS is not to justify construction of a project
nor to prove that a proposed project will have significant adverse
environmental effects. Decisions on the merit of the project shou·ld be
made by the decision makers responsible for governmental approvals and
not by the preparers of the EIS.
Subparagraph two outlines a standard suggested format. This
format may be reordered or altered if such change will augment the purpose of an EIS.
The initial format requirement is for a cover sheet that provides basic procedural and informational data relating to the EIS. The
cover sheet format is derived from the recommended format in the Council
on Environmental Quality regulations. The purpose of the cover sheet is
to facilitate proper identification of the project and parties and to
provide accurate and concise information for persons interested in providing comment on the EIS. The current rules do not require this infor.mation in an organized manner.
The requirement for a summary of the EIS at the beginning of
the document and the recommended content of the summary is derived frm
the Council on Environmental Quality regulations. The purpose of this
requirement is to facilitate a fast overview of the findings of the EIS.
The current rules contain a similar requirement.
The table of contents requirement was inserted at the request
of state agencies for the purpose of assisting in locating information
relevant to agency jurisdiction. Neither the Council on Environmental
Quality regulations or the current regulations contain an explici-t
requirement for a table of contents.
The requirement for the list of preparers is derived from the
council on Environmental Quality regulations. The purpose of the
requirement is to allow the reviewer to assess the qualifications of the
preparers and to facilitate direct consultation with them if the
reviewer has questions relating to content of the EIS. The current
rules did not contain this requirement. This requirement was questioned
by state agencies as being potentially in violation of state statute
restricting identification of authorship on state publications. ·
The project description requirement was derived from a similar
requirement in the current rules. The purpose of this requirement is to
include a definitive and concise statement as to the size, scope, and
location of the project as well as relevant information relating to
construction of the project. The description should be as brief as
possible. The intent of this requirement is to allow concentration in
the EIS on the substantive impacts of the project and not to devote
needless paper to an explicit description of the project.
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The requirement to list known government permits an~ approvals
required for the activity was derived from a similar requirement in the
current rules. This information is necessary to adequ_ately assess the
potentia 1 for mi ti gati on and the relative abilities of the governmenta 1
units to regulate the activity. It should be noted that the identification of permits for which information was gathered is required.
Interested persons should use the information contained within the EIS
as the basis for commenting directly on the feasabil i ty of issuance of
permits and approvals. It should further be noted that ·these permit
decisions, pursuant to Minnesota Statute§ 1160.04 subd. 3A and 6 MCAR §
3.031 H., must be issued within 90 days of the determination of adequacy
of the final EIS.
The alternatives requirement was derived from the Council on
En vi ronmenta 1 Qua1i ty regulations and from the current rules;. The comparison of alternatives, including the no action alternati_ve, and their
environmental effects is essential to decision making in the best
interest of the pub 1i c. This requirement extends to all reasonab 1e
altern~tives.
Economic considerations are a factof in determining
whether an alternative is reasonable, but are not to be regarded as the
sole criteria. Alternatives should be organized into a clear format and
presented in comparative form to provide a· basis for the decision
maker 1 s choice. Alternatives may be prioritized by the proposer or
governmental units with jurisdiction if the reasons for the· priorities
are given.
The requirement to address the direct and indirect
environmental, economic, employment and sociological impacts is derived
from the Council on Environmental Quality regulations, from the current
rules and from the MEPA at Minn. Stat. § 116.0.04 subd. 2a. It should
be noted that for a project to b_ecome subject to these rules, some
measure of environmental impact must be demonstrated. However,_ once
that threshold is demonstrated, the full realm of environmental,
economic, employment and sociological impacts -direct and indirect must be addressed. The extent to which these impacts are addressed
should· be delineated through the seeping process. These impacts should
be discussed in the short range and long range impact context. It
should be noted that, in controversial cases, a part of the controversy
frequently stems from differences of opinion or opinions based on factual information that is currently incomplete. In such cases, the EIS
should state those differences and the relative status of different
thought relating to the issues.
The requirement to address mitigatiOW measures is derived from
the Council on Environmental Quality regu_lations and from the current
rules. This requirement is necessa.ry to fully address the feasability
of alternatives and the likely impact Of the project as constructed. lt
should be noted that these rules distinguish between resource protection
measures incorporated into the design of the project and mitigation
measures. Mitigation measures are properly those measures which hav.e
been ordered or negotiated pursuant to the regulatory authority of a
governmental unit. Resource protection measures may include measures
proposed by the proposer to enhance the economic value of the project.
While the benefits of these measures must be assessed in the determination of en vi ronmenta 1 impacts, they should not be regarded as negotiated concessions by the proposer.
The appendix content provision is derived from the Council on
Environmental Qua 1i ty regu 1ati ons. This pro vision is permissive and not
mandatory. It should be read in conjunction with 6 MCAR § 3.031 C.
These rules contain a substantially more permissive incorporati.on by
reference provision when compared to the current rules. Any form of
supplementary or documentary information may be· appendixed_or incorporated by reference if it is reasonably accessible. In gen~ral, ~ppen~
dices are likely to include information prepared for the activity in
question, whereas materia 1 incorporated by reference is more 1i kely to
be information prepared independently of the activity in question but
relevant to it. It is anti·ci·pated that a primary content of the appendix wi 11 be government a.gency permit app 1i cation forms that contain
information specifically relevant to issues under the jurisdiction of
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the agency, Inclusion of such information will assist in compliance
with the requirements of Minn. Stat. § 1160.04 subd. 3a and 6 MCAR
§ 3.031 H.

DISCUSSION:
This paragraph is derived from the Council on
Environmental Quality regulations. This paragraph is incorporated for
the purpose of reducing the bulk and cost of preparation of EISs.
Materials incorporated by reference must be cited properly to insure the
ability of interested parties to locate the document. The relevant content and 'its interpretation-- by the preparer must be summarized. This
requirement establishes a frame of reference for the reviewer to either
agree or disagree with the use of the document. Materials incorporated
by reference must be reasonably available for public reference.
Although not required specifically, it is advisable that the RGU verify
that copies of incorporated materials are available at the libraries
designated pursuant to the EIS distribution list at 6 MCAR § 3.031 E. 3.
6 MCAR § 3.031 D.

Incomplete or unavailable information.

DISCUSSION: This paragraph is derived from the Council on Environmental
Quality regulations. It is included to clarify the proper treatment of
impacts for which the significance is unclear because of disagreement
between credible sources or because of lack of -information. In these
cases, the proper role of the EIS is to delinate the spectrum of
disagreement, the respective merits of each interpretation, and the
likely consequences that would result under each respective
·interpretation. If there is clearly a lack of information and that
information is essential to enable a responsible governmental decision
and the information cannot be obtained, a worst case analysis must be
used. It should be noted that, in general, the information that is contained in an EIS is information that is already available, or that can
be obtained at a reasonable cost within a reasonable time, or that is
primarily relevant to the particular activity in question.
6 MCAR § 3.031 E..
1.

Draft E!S.

A draft EIS shall be prepared in accord with the scope decided
upon 1n the scop1ng process. The draft statement shall sat1sfy
to the fullest extent possi'ble the requ1rements of 6 MCAR §
.0 1 B.

2.
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3.

The entire draft EIS witl1 appendices sh•ll be prqyided to:

a.

Any governmental unit whi~h has
approve the proposed act1_0:n;

b.

The proposer qf the

c.

The EQB and EQB staff;

d.

The Envi ronm~nta 1 Conser-vation Li P.rC!rY;

e.

The Legislative Reference Library;

f.

The Regi ana 1 Pevel opment Commi ss i ~;m and Regi Q.n.al

a~th.ori.ty

to p_ermit or.

a~~ion;

Deve 1opment L1 bra_ry;

4.

g.

A pu_blic library: or p_ublic place in. each county where the
act1 on w1ll take p_l ace wh13.re the draft w111 ·be-· -~va:11'a,b 1e
for pub I1c rev1 ew.; and

h.

To the extent possi_b,le, to any persp,n

r~q~,teS:ti_ng

ent1re EIS;

ttle

The summary of the draft EIS s.hall be provided to.:
a.

All members of the. EAW dis.tribution list that do not

b.

Any person that subm.itted substantive. comments on the EAW
that does not rece.1.~e. the. ent1re draft EIS; and

c.

Any person requesting. t!Je

rece1ve the ent1re

dr~ft

EIS;

sulll]1lary~

5.

The copy provided to. th.e EQB staff shall s,erw as notification
to. publl sh nohce of avallab.1 hty ·of- the draft ElS 1n·. th~- EQB
Monitor.

6.

The. RGU shall supply. a p_ress re-lease to at least one newspaper

o.f g~n~ral circul.ation w.ithin the. area where the a.cti.on i-s.
propose .

7.

8.

The information~l meeting mu.st be held not less that. \5 days.
after. pubhcat1,on of the notl_,c;e of ava,.l'i_qb.lhty. -,n, the.. EQa
Momtor.• · -A typewntten or aud1:o-recorded: t;r::ans~npt o.f the
meetl'ng.- shaJ I be made.

9..

The- record s_hall remain . open- for public comme-nt not l(:!SS ~han
ten deys after the last date of th.e infOrmat10nal meeting:
W:r1 tten comments of th(:! draft EIS may. be. rece1Ved. any tulie
dunng. the c:omment pe-nod.

10.

The RGU shall respond to the timely substantive. <iomments_
receiv:.ed on t;he dra.ft EIS and· prepare 'the fin·~-1 ·~IS~ Late c::omments· need not be_ considered- -in. p_repara.tion o.f the: f1nal EIS.

DISCUSSION: This paragraph W<\S added for the purpos~ of providing
increased definition for the. R~U rela~ing. to the distr.ibu_ti.Qn ~nd review
of the draft EIS. This parag~~ph_ r~presents ~n increase in defin.i~ion
over the language cont(line4,- in the c~:~-rren_t rules.. The change_ in
lang~age and increase in qe.fi_niti.on is. prqposed by. EQB s_~aff in an
attempt to deal with misu_nd!;!rstanding_s_ and Ques_ti_On_s that ha_ve b~en
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developed during the implementation of the current rules. Procedures
contained within this paragraph incorporate only minor differences from
the current· rules.
Subparagraph one is presented to outline the standard to be
used in gauging the adequacy of the content of the EIS. The base content
requirements set forth in 6 MCAR § 3.031 B. should be applied to those.
issues that have been designated as significant pursuant to the scoping
process. This standard is different from the standard of the current
rules because of the inclusion of the scoping requirement in the proposed rules.
Subparagraph two outlines the requirement for public involvement at the local level. The copy of the draft EIS must be made
available at a public library or other suitable public facility in the
county as provided in the distributi"on requirements set forth in subparagraph three. Additional requirements relating to the informational
meeting are set forth in subparagraphs seven, eight, nine and ten. The
current rules contain similar requirements for local availability of the
draft EIS and for a local informational meeting. This procedure has
been effective in the past as a means of obtaining public comment on the
EIS and-of facilitating public disclosure.
Subparagraph three lists those persons that must receive .
complete copies of the draft EIS. Under the current rules the EQB is
required to develop and maintain a distribution list of those persons
that must receive copies of the draft EIS. That list is not a part of
the current rules. The total number of persons mandated-by the EQB
distribution list is approximately 35. Under the proposed rules the
list is incorporated within the rules. The total number of persons mandated by the proposed list is approximately 20. The EQB will continue
to maintain an address list for these persons.
All government units with jurisdiction must receive a copy of
the draft EIS. This is in keeping with the requirement of these rules
that the information contained in the EIS be used in arriving at a decision of wheth~r or not to approve the project.
A copy of the draft EIS is required to be submitted to the proposer of the action to assure that the proposer is kept up to date on
the en vi ronmenta·l revi erJ process.
Copies of the draft EIS must be forwarded to all members of the
EQB and EQB staff. This requirement is in keeping with the EQB's statutory duty to monitor the environmental review program. The copy submitted to EQB staff fulfills the notification requirement for the EQB
Monitor as noted in subparagraph five.
The Environmental Conservation Library, located in the
Minneapolis Public Library, and the Legislative Reference Library,
located in the Capitol complex, have been designated as central repositories for all environmental review. documents for Minnesota. Pursuant
to this designation, a copy of the draft EIS must be submitted to these
libraries.
The State of Minnesota is divided into 13 Regional Development
Commissions or 11 RDCs 11 • Each RDC has a regional office and a Regional
library. Submission of a copy of the draft EIS to the ROC and the
library provides a means of local notification and accessability. RDC
staff is also frequently called upon to assist in coordinating or providing information -relating to environmental review.
Local notification and local accessability of the draft EIS is
provided mainly by making the document available for public review at a
public library or other suitable public place in the county where the
activity is to be located. In addition interested persons may request
copies of the entire draft EIS.
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Under the current rules, an EIS was typically an extensive
document that entailed rather expensive distribution costs. Under the
proposed rules it is anticipated that the EIS will be a shorter~ more
useable document. If this end is achieved, the EIS should be a less
expensive document and hopefully more available for disse~ination to the
public.
Subparagraph four requires a summary of the draft to be submitted to those persons that are less likely to be directly concerned
about the activity but who may retain an interest in the EIS. By submitting a summary of the draft to these persons, they are placed on
notice that, if it appears necessary for them to review the entire draft
EIS, they should contact the RGU for the copy. A comparison of the EAW
distribution list and the distribution list for the entire draft EIS
shows that the only persons for which it is mandated within this rules
to receive copies of the summary are the U.S. ArmY Corps of Engineers,
the u.s. Fish and Wildlife Service. the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency and the Minnesota Historical Society. Other persons may be mandated by these rules if they submit substantive comments or request
copies of the summary.
Subparagraph five notes that the copy of the draft EIS submitted to EQB staff serves as notice to EQB staff to publish notice of
availability of the draft EIS in the EQB Monitor. This provision eliminates the necessity of a separate not1f1cat1on requirement •. This notice
provision is the same under the current rules.
Subparagraph six delineates the requirement that the RGU provide a press release. relating to the notice of availability and informational meeting, to a local newspa'per. This requirement is for the
purpose of facilitating local comment on the proposed activity. The
c~rrent rules have a similar publication requirement.
Subparagraph seven outlines the content requirements for the
notice of availability as published in the EQB Monitor and the local
newspaper. This subparagraph is included to assure that uniform and
adequate information be made available to interested persons. This content requirement is more comprehensive and more specific than the content requirement of the notice pursuant to the current rules.
Subparagraph eight establishes a time requirement for the scheduling of the informational meeting. The 15 day lag is provided to
assure adequate time for interested persons to schedule ·their- time,
review the draft EIS, and prepare comments re-l'llting to the draft EIS.:
It should be noted that the 15 day time requirement is in reality
approximately 21 actual days when viewed in light of the definition of
days. The 21 actual days corresponds to 20 actual days as provided
under the current rules. A requirement for- transcription or recording
of the proceedings is included to facilitate review by- i.nterested persons that were unable to attend the meeting.
Subparagraph nine provides for an open comment period after the
informational meeting to allow interested persons to revise or add comments to the record in light of comments made at the meeting. This ten
day extension of the comment period corresponds to a 20 day extension of
the comment period as mandated pursuant to the current rules. A shorter
extension is necessary because of tighter time constraints imposed on
the process by the legislature. It should be noted, however, that the
ten day extension is in reality approximat~ly .14 actual days when viewed
in light of the definition of days.
Subparagraph ten mandates th.at the RGU be responsive. to
substantive comments on the draft EIS in the preparation of the final
EIS. If the substantive comments do not necessitate substantial change
in the EIS, the conunents together with the. responses may be circulated
with the draft EIS as the final EIS. If. however. the comments necessitate substantial changes in the draft EIS, the text must be rewritten
and the necessary changes incorporated into the text of the EIS. This
requirement was not included in the current rules; however, it reflects
EQB policy in implementation of the current rules. The requirement to
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submit comments on time is intended to place equal pressure on all
interested parties in fulfilling the legislative intent for a more
timely process. The language is permissive, i.e., the RGU may treat
late comments as substantive comments at their discretion. The current
rules contain no express language in relation to late comments.
6 MCAR § 3.031 F.
1.

Final EIS'

The fin.al EIS shall respond to the timely substantive comments
on the draft. lhe RGU shall d1scuss at appropr1ate po1nts 1n
the f1na1 EIS any respons1ble oppos1ng v1ews wh1ch were not
adequately discussed 1n the draft EIS and shall 1ndicate the
RGU's reponse to the v1ews.

2.

3.

The RGU shall provide copies of the final EIS to:
a.

All persons receiving copies of the entire draft EIS pursuant to 6 MCAR § 3.031 E. 3.;

b.

Any person who submitted substantive comme_nts on the draft
; an

c.

To the extent possible, to any person requesting the final
EIS.

4.

The copy provided to the EQB staff shall serve as .notification
to publlsh not1ce of ava1lab1l1ty of the hnal EIS 1n the EQB
Monitor.

5.

The RGU shall supply a press release to at least one newspaper
of general circulation within the area where the action is
propose .

6.

The notice of availability in the EQB Monitor and the press
release shall contain notice of the location of the copy of the
f1nal EIS ava1lable for publ1c rev1ew and not1ce of the opportunity for public comment on the adequacy of the final EIS.

DISCUSSION: This paragraph was added for the purpose of providing
increased definition for the RGU relating to the distribution and review
of the final EIS. This paragraph represents an increase in definition
over the language contained in the current rules. The change in
language and increase in definition is proposed by EQB staff in an
attempt to deal with misunderstandings and questions that have developed
during the implementation of the current rules. Procedures contained
within this paragraph incorporate only minor differences from the
current rules.
Subparagraph one is a reiteration and elaboration of 6 MCAR §
3.031 E. 10. It is added to improve continuity in the rules. This subparagraph restates that comments relating to the draft EIS that are
timely and substantive must be addressed in the final EIS. Other comments may be addressed at the RGUs option. The manner in which they are
to be addressed is outlined in subparagraph two.
Subparagraph two requires the final EIS to be a total rewrite
of the draft EIS if the timely substantive comments necesitate significant changes in information contained in the draft EIS. This is
necessay to facilitate review of the final EIS. If only minor changes
are required as a result of the timely substantive comments on the draft
EIS, these comments and responses may be attached to the draft EIS as an
appendix and circulated as a final Eis. This allows savings of time and
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expense on projects for which a quality draft EIS has been prepared and
serves as an incentive for producing quality draft EISs. This requirement was not included in the current rules.
Subparagraph three lists those persons that must receive a copy
of the final EIS. Under the current rules the EQB is required to
develop and maintain a distribution list of those persons that must
receive copies of the final EIS. That list is not a part of the current
rules. The total number of persons mandated by the EQB distribution
list is approximately 35. Under the proposed rules this list is incorporated within the rules. The total number of persons mandated by the
proposed list is approximately 20. The EQB will continue to maintain a
list of addresses for these persons.
Subparagraph three incorporates all persons on the distribution
list who receive copies of the entire draft EIS. This list incorporates
persons closely involved with the project and persons with responsibilites relating to the implementation of the state environmental
review program. Justification for the inclusion of these persons is
incorporated in the justification relating to 6 MCAR § 3.031 E.3.
This subparagraph also mandates the submission of a copy of the
final EIS to those persons that submitted substantive comments on the
draft EIS. Submission of substantive comments is deemed to indicate
sufficient interest in the activity to warrant receipt _of the final EIS
to facilitate review of the RGU's response to the comments. Other persons expressing an interest in reviewing a copy of the final EIS should
be supplied with a copy within reasonable constraints. Public review of
the final EIS is needed to enable public input relating to the determination of adequacy of the final EIS.
Subparagraph four notes that the copy of the final EIS submitted to the EQB staff, pursuant to the distribution requirements of
subparagraph three, serves as notice to EQB staff to publish notice of
ava·ilability of the final EIS in the EQB Monitor. This provision eliminates the necessity of a separate notification requirement. This notice
provision is the same under the current rules.
Subparagraph five delineates the requi rem·ent that the RGU provide a press release, relating to the notice of availability of the final
EIS and the opportunity to comment on its adequacy, to a local
newspaper. This requirement is for the purpose of facilitating local
comment on the proposed activity. The current. rules have a similar
publication requirement.
Subparagraph six outlines the content requirements for the
notice of availability as published in the EQB Monitor and the local
newpaper. This subparagraph is· included to assure that uniform and adequate information be made available to interested persons. This content
requirement is similar to the content requirement of the notice pursuant
to the current rules ..
6 MCAR § 3.031 G.
1.

Determination of Adequacy.

The RGU shall make the determination of adequacy on the final
EIS unless not1f1ed by the EQB, w1thin 60 days after publ1cat1on of the preparat1on not1ce 1n the EQB Mon1tor, that the EQB
will make the determinat1on. In making the decision to intervene in the determ1 nation of adequacy. the EQB Sha·11 consider:
a.

A request for intervention by the RGU;

b.

A request for intervention by the proposer of the
act1 on;

c.

A request for intervention by interested parties;

d.

address complex issues of
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e.

Whether the action is multi-jurisdictional.

2.

Interested persons may submit written comments on the adequacy
of the final EIS to the RGU or the EQB, if applicable, at any
t1me pr1or to the f1nal determinat1on of adequacy.

3.

The determination of adequacy of the final EIS shall be made at
least ten days after publicat1on 1n the EQB Monitor of the
not1ce of ava1 lab1l1ty of the f1nal EIS.

4.

The determination of adequacy of the final EIS shall be made
w1th1n 280 days after the preparat1on not1ce was publ1shed 1n
the EQB Mon1tor unless the t1me 1s extended by consent of the
part1es or by the Governor for good cause.

c.

Was prepared in substantial compliance with the procedures
of the act and these-rules.

6.

If the RGU or the EQB determines that the EIS is inadequate,
the RGU shal I have 60 days 1n wh1ch to prepare an adequate EIS.
rev1sed EIS shall be c1rculated 1n accord w1th 6 MCAR §

7.

The RGU shall notify all persons rece1v1ng copies of the final
EIS pursuant to 6 MCAR § 3.031 F. 3. of 1ts adequacy dec1s1on
w1th1n f1ve days of the adequacy dec1s1on. Publ1c not1ce of
the dec1s1on shall be pub\1shed 1n the EQB Mon1tor.

DISCUSSION: This paragraph is included to provide guidance to the RGU
relating to the procedures and standards to be used in making the decision on the adequacy of the final EIS. This paragraph incorporates
several significant legislative changes and, therefore, significant
changes to the current rules. It also incorporates an increase in definition of the process when compared to the current rules. The change in
structure and increase in definition is proposed in an attempt to deal
with misunderstandings and questions that have developed during the
implementation of the current rules. These changes are further necessitated by the fact that the responsibility for making the decisions on
the adequacy of the final EIS has shifted from the EQB to the RGU as a
result of the legislative changes. Therefore, clear standards and processes are necessary for uniform implementation of these rules.
Subparagraph one is included to comply with Minn. Stat. §
1160.04 subd. 2a (g). This represents a significant change from the
current rules. Under the current rules. the EQB makes all determinations on the adequacy of final EISs. This change is incorporated as
a part of the 1egi sl ati ve intent to shift responsi bi 1i ty for the imp 1ementation of these rules to the unit of government most responsible for
the regulation of an activity. The standards for consideration of EQB
intervention are included in response to public comment reflecting the
fear that the EQB would i.ntervene in all EIS determinations. EQB intervention is most likely to occur only when a documented request for
intervention is received. It is anticipated that a request for intervention may be submitted by the RGU in cases where the decision may be
extremely controversial locally or where the RGU feels that technical
issues are beyond the ability of the RGU to analyze effectively. A
request for intervention may also be submitted by the proposer in cases
where the RGU is clearly antagonistic to a proposed project and the proposer feels the RGU will not provide an objective appraisal of the
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potential impacts or in cases where local opposition to a project may
provide undue political influence on the determination. A request for
intervention may also be submitted by interested parties in cases where
the RGU is clearly in favor of a proposed project and the interested
parties feel the RGU will not proVide an objective appraisal of the
potential impacts or in cases where political influence may have an
impact on the determination.
In addition to requests for intervention, the EQB shall consider the abilities of an RGU to effectively analyze the final EIS and
projected impacts. There should be some measure of difficulty in the
analysis to prevent the use of the EQB merely as a scapegoat for politically sensitive decisions. In addition, multi-jurisdictional cases are
more likely to be subjected to EQB intervention. If several governmental units are involved, it is more likely that there will be legitimate
differences of opinion on the relative impacts and merits of the
activity. If the ultimate decision rests with only the RGU, it is more
likely" that the EQB will deny intervention and leave complete decision
making authority with that unit of government.
Subparagraph two is incorporated to allow all interested persons the right to submit comments relating to the adequacy of the final
EIS. If the RGU is making the_ decision, comments should be submitted
directly to it. If the EQB is making the decision, comments should be
submitted to the EQB. Under the current rules, interested persons are
allowed to submit comments relating to the adequacy of the final EIS.
Subparagraph three is included to provide a waiting period
before the determination of adequacy can be made. The purpose of the
waiting period is to give interested parties an opportunity to obtain
and review the final EIS. It is also a means of discouraging prejudgement·of the final EIS by the RGU. The waiting period is limited to ten
days because a longer time period would make it difficult for the RGU to
comply with the overall statutory time constraints. It should ·be noted
that in reality ten days is approximately 14 days when viewed in light
of the definition of days.
Subparagraph four is included to comply with Minn. Stat. §
116D.D4 subd. 2a (g). This represents a significant change from the
current rules. The 280 day statutory time period is measured from the
date of publication of notice of its preparation to the date of its adequacy determination. At the time of notice of publication the RGU
should have its consultants and preparation schedule established to
enable prompt commencement of prepartion. The publication date in the
EQB Monitor was selected to enable a predictable date and because publicatlon 1s free to the RGU. The current rules contain similar publication requirements. The RGU must make an adequacy determination prior to
the expiration of the 280 day time clock. This may be either a determination that the EIS is adequate or that the EIS is inadequate. If the
EIS is determined adequate, government units have 90 days to make
required permit decisions relating to the project, if the information
for those permits was gathered concurrently with the information for the
EIS pursuant to the scoping process and as noted in discussions relating
to 6 MCAR § 3.030 E. 3. c. and 6 MCAR § 3.031 H. If the EIS is determined to be inadequate, the RGU has 60 days in which to correct the inadequacies as noted in the discussion relating to subparagraph six.
Provision is provided for unusual cases in which compliance with this .
schedule is impossible. The legislative intent is to keep this as a
rigid time constraint; therefore, the consent of the governor or mutual
consent of the affected parties, i.e., the proposer and the RGU, 'is
required., No standard is provided for the governor•s decision.
Subparagraph five sets the standard for the adequacy determination by the RGU. The proposed standard is an elaboration upon the
standard set forth in the current rules and reflects changes in the
legislation relating to scoping. The base standard relates to the
requirement that proper procedures, as established by Minn. Stat. ch.
1160 and these rules, were followed in the preparation of the EIS and
that the issues raised in the scoping process were adequately addressed
- including adequate responses to public questions relating to those
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issues. There is an element of subjectiveness in each of these standards relating to the determination. It should be noted, however, that
the essence of the determination is whether the issue has been addressed
adequately for an informed decision to be made relating to the actual
governmental permits in question - as opposed to whether the issue has
been addressed to its full academic depth.
Subparagraph six delineates the requirement that EISs, that
have been determined to be inadequate, must be revised to an adequate
sta.tus within 60 days of the decision of inadequacy. The revised final
EIS must-be redistributed for public review and comment in the same
manner as was required for the original final EIS. Under the current
rules, the inadequate EIS must be revised within approximately 51 actual.
days and interested parties have approximately 21 actual days to
comment. The proposed rules combine the two periods. To c·omply- with
the proposed rules, the revised EIS must be completed in approximately
45 actual days to allow approximately 14 actual days for public review
and comment. The time schedules suggested to enable the RGU to comply
with the more stringent legislative time deadlines will be clearly delineated in the "Guide to the Rules. 11
Subparagraph seven delineates a notification requirement for
all adequacy decisions by the RGU. The current rules contain a requirement to noti-fy a11 persons receiving the fi na 1 EIS with no time guide 1ines but do not require publication in the EQB Monitor. In practice,
such notice is published in the EQB Monitor as a pol1cy matter.
NotificatiOn under the proposed rules 1s 1mportant because parties
aggrieved by the decision have 30 days from the date of the decision in
which to appeal the decision to district court. Therefore, the req~ire
ment of notification within five days is included.
6 MCAR § 3.031 H. Permit decision in cases requiring an EIS.
1.

Within 90 days after the determination of adequacy of a final
EIS, final decisions shall be made by the appropriate governmental un1ts on those perm1ts wh1ch were 1dent1f1ed as requ1red
1n the scop1ng process and for wh1ch 1nformat1on was developed
concurrently w1th the preparat1on of the EIS. The 90 day
per1od may be extended w1th the consent of the perm1t applicant
or where a longer period is required by federal law or state
statute.

3.

The RGU or other governmental unit shall, upon request, inform
comment1ng governmental un1ts and 1nterested part1es on the
progress 1n carry1ng out m1t1gat1on measures wh1ch the commentlng governmental un1ts have proposed and wh1ch were adopted
by the RGO mak1ng the dec1s1on.

DISCUSSION: This paragraph is included to delineate the statutory
requirements of Minn. Stat. § 1160.04 subd. 3a and to assure proper use
of the EIS in permit decisions relating to projects for which an EIS has
been prepared.
Subparagraph one is essentially a paraphrasing of the statutory
language. The current rules did not have a time restriction relating to
the issuance of permits. This represents a significant change from the
current rules. The intent of this change is to make the entire regulatory process predictable and to recognize that the preparation of an EIS
and the permit decisions are interdependent stages of reviewing a
project.
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Subparagraph two is included to delineate the stat~tor.y
requirements relating to the permit decision as established in Mi11n.
Stat. § 1160.04 subd. 3a. During the seeping process. those pePmitS;
thqt are relevant to the issues scoped in the EIS are identifi~Q. For
these permits a record of decision mu~t be prepar~d indicating how the
information from the EIS wp.s used in arriving at the ~ecision. Thi_s
statutory- requirl:;!ment is designed to foster government aqcount,qbi1i1;y in
decision making. No formal requirements are establis~ed rela"tif!9 "to th~
form in which the record must be made, however, a cqpy of ~he recprd
must be forwarded to the EQB to facilitate the EQB 1 s stqt1.rt,ory mqni..,
taring duties. It is likely that this record may also_ be requeS;~ed by
parties aggrieved by the decision. This record wou14 al~o ~e funct,i<>na1
in establishing a court record in the event of challenge to the permit,
decision. The current rules contained no formal requ_i remen1;.s relating
to a record of decision.
Subparagraph three was included to establish ~ requirem_~nt of
government responsibility in assuring that mitigation meas,ures orc!ered
as a result of information gathered pursuant to the EIS process,~ ar~ in
fact carried out. The current rules do_ not contai.n an. express requirement of this nature.
6 MCAR § 3.031

!.

Supplemental EIS.

1.

A RGU shall prepare a supplement to a final EIS wh.enev.er the.
RGU determ1nes that:

2.

A sUpplement to an exi-sting EIS shall be- uUl ized, tn: l:ieu_ of a
new EIS_ for expansions of existing projects for- whjch; an: ETS
has been prepared 1f the RGO determ1 nes that a. Sl,lpp.l:ement can
adequately address. the em'l ronmenta I 1mpa.cts o.f the- p_roJect.

DISCUSSION:

This paragraph. is added to delineate for the. RGU the p"oper-

course of acti·.on in cases where. an EIS has been- pr.epar:ed and~ determined,
adequate and information later comes to. light that alters the, basi-s. for
that adequacy decisi-on. The current rules contain- brief language
relati-ng to this type of situati-on. This language i-s expande.d in the
proposed. rules to allow for, increased direction, for the- RGU·.
Subparagraph one es.tab 1i shes the two. s.i.tuat-1-ons. in. whi-ch a
supplemental EIS may be necessary_. In the first situation a project may
be altered- in scope such that the potentia 1 for si gni fi cant adverse
effects may be changed to- a degree that it may ca~se.- a, gov.ernmental un.i·t
\i.ith juri sdi cti on to reasess a. revocable decision, or to. requ.i re_. a~:id-i,
tional information prior to making_ a. decision yet outstanding. In- the
second situation, the pass i bil i ty of new. information or new_ re 1evant
circumstances is delineated. This situation may be more likely to. occur
under the proposed rules in-light- of the_ more stringent time. deadlines
for gathering information.
Subparagraph. two not,es that, i-n the e.v.ent tha-t a, s.itua,t-ion·_ ari-ses which requires additional informa:t·i-on. the origina,l EIS shou.ld- be.
used as a basis for expansJon. of exi-sting informat-i-on tp- adequate·ly.address the new requirements. This allows for a more timely and cost·
effective means of obtaining needed information.
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Subparagraph three incorporates the procedural and substantive
requirements relating to the EIS process as a requirement for the
supplemental EIS. If the RGU determines that an alternative process is
desirable, it may request EQB approval of an alternative process on a
case-by-case basis. This represents a potential relaxation of the procedural requirements on a case-by-case basis. Such relaxation may be
desirable to avoid undue time delays to obtain additional information
and increase the likelihood of the RGU being willing to pursue needed
information.
Introduction to 6 MCAR § 3.032 Prohibition on final action and
decisions.
This rule is added to clarify the fact that no governmental
approvals may be issued while environmental review is proceeding and to
provide specific guidelines as to when exceptions to that basic rule are
possible. The basic rule of no construction or approval until after
environmental review has been completed is the same as under the current
rules. The provisions contained within this rule are written to allow
flexability in unusual sitU-a"'trOns. This rule is not intended for common
application. It is not a procedure to avoid environmental review. The
current rules had provision for exceptions in cases of emergency and, to
a limited degree, provision for a variance withi.n the EIS preparation
notiCe; the current rules did not, however, provide guidance or a set
procedure for issuance of a variance. Exceptions to the current rule
were dealt-with on a case-by-case basis. Increased definition is
desirable to insure compliance with the Administrative P~ocedures Act.
6 MCAR § 3.032 A.
On any action for which a petition for an EAW is filed or an EAW is
required or ordered under these rules, no final governmental deciSlon to grant or deny a perm1t or other approval requ1red, or to
commence the act1on shall be made unt1 I e1ther a pet1t1on has been
d1sm1ssed, a negat1ve declarat1on has been 1ssued, or a deter
m1nat1on of adequacy of the EIS has been made.
DISCUSSION: This paragraph sets forth the basic rule relating to the
prohibition of governmental decisions until after the environmental
review proceedings have been terminated. The three basic arenas of
environmental review that culminate in a final decision -after which
decisions may be made or construction may commence - are the petition,
the EAW, and the E!S.
If a petition has been received relating to the project, all
further actions relating to the project must wait until the RGU makes
its decision. That decision will be either:
1.)

that the activity may have the potential for significant
environmental effects, and an EAW must be prepared for the
activity; or

2.)

that the activity does not have the potential for significant environmental effects and the petition is dismissed.
In the first case, further action still may not proceed
until after a final decision has been made on the EAW. In
the second case, governmental action and/or permitted
construction may proceed. The RGU has a basic 15 day
maximum time period in which to act on the petition. See
the discussion relating to 6 MCAR § 3.026 for further
information relating to the petition process.

If an EAW has been ordered on a project, all further actions
relati.ng to the project must wait until the RGU makes its decision on the
EAW. That decision will be either:
1.) that the activity has the potential for significant
environmental effects, and an EIS must be prepared for the activity; or
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2.) that the activity does not have the potential for
significant environmental effects and no EIS need be prepared.
In the first case, further action still may not proceed until after a
final decision has been made on the EIS. In the second case, governmental action and/or permitted construction may proceed. The RGU has a
45 day maximum time period in which to act on the EAW. See the
discussion relating to 6 MCAR §§ 3.027 and 3.028 for further information
relating to the EAW process.
If an EIS has been ordered on a project, all further actions
relating to the project must wait until the RGU makes its decision on
the adequacy of the EIS. That decision will be either:
1.)

that the final EIS is inadequate; or

2.)

that the final EIS is adequate.

In the first case, further action still may not proceed until after the
EIS has been revised to adequate form. The RGU has 60 days in which to
make the final EIS adequate. In the second case, governmental action
and/or permitted construction may proceed. The RGU has a 280 day maximum time limit from publication of notice of preparation of an EIS in
which it must make its adequacy decision. See the discussion relating
to 6 MCAR §§ 3.030 and 3.031 for further information relating to the
EIS process.
This rule relating to the prohibition of governmental decisions
and construction until after the environmental review proceedings have
been terminated is the same under the current rules. The environmental
review process has changed, however. The purpose of this rule is to
insure that all necessary information relating to the activity is considered prior to final decisions which would allow the project to
proceed.
6 MCAR § 3.032 8.
Except for projects under 6 MCAR §§ 3.032 D. or E., for any action
for wh1ch an EIS 1s requ1red, no f1nat governmental dec1s1on to .
grant or deny a perm1t or other approval requ1red, or to commence
the act1on shall be made unt1l the RGU or the EQB has determ1ned the
f1nal EIS 1s adequate. Where publ1c hear1ngs are requ1red by law to
precede 1ssuance of a perm1t, public hearings shall not be held
until after filing of a draft EIS .
.DISCUSSION: This paragraph is added to further clarify the prohibition
during preparation of the EIS. Most pressure to allow some form of
approval or some form of construction is likely to surface during EIS
preparation because this is typically a rather long time period. This
paragraph also notes the potential for exemption from the basic rule for
unusual cases vi-a either a variance or emergency action.
Some permits have legal requirements for a public hearing prior to
issuance. This paragraph contains the further restriction that these
public hearings cannot be held until after the draft EIS is available.
The purpose of this requirement is to facilitate the availability of
complete information at the time of the public hearing. This restriction does not preclude the scheduling of additional and/or optional
public hearings. This provision is the· same under the current rules.
6 MCAR § 3.032 C.
No physical construction shall occur for any project subject to
rev1ew under these rules unt1 I a pet1t1on has been d1sm1ssed, a
negat1ve declarat1on has been 1ssued, or unt1l the f1nat £1$ has
been determ1ned adequate by the RGD or the EQB, unless the act1on is
an emergency under 6 MCAR § 3.032 E. or a variance is granted under
6 MCAR § 3.032 D. The EQB's statutory authority to halt actions or
1mpose other temporary rel1ef 1s 1n no way l1m1ted by th1s rule.
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DISCUSSION: This paragraph notes that certain limited construction may
be permitted in unusual cases via the variance or emergency action
provisions. The last sentence of this paragraph is added to note that
these rules do not take precedence over statutory authority granted to
the EQB.
6 MCAR § 3.032 D.

Variance.

Construction may begin on an activity if the pro oser applies for
and is granted a var1ance from the provisions of 6 MCAR 3.032 C.
A var1ance for certain governmental approvals to be granted pr1or to
complet1on of the env1ronmental rev1ew process may also be
requeste .
1.

A variance may be requested at any time after the commencement
of the 30 day rev1ew per1od follow1ng the f1l1ng of an EAW.

2.

The proposer shall submit an application for a variance to the
EQB together w1 th :.
a.

A detailed explanation of the construction proposed to be
undertaken or the governmental approvals to be granted;

b.

The anticipated environmental effects of undertaking the
proposed construct1on or grant1ng the governmental
approva s;

c.

The reversibility of the anticipated environmental
effects;

d.

The reasons necessitating the variance; and

e.

A statement describing how approval would affect subsequent approvals needed for the action and how approval
would affect the purpose of environmental review.

3.

The EQB's chairperson shall publish a notice of the variance
appl1cat1on 1n the EQB Mon1tor w1th1n 15 days after rece1pt of
the applicat1on.

4.

The EQB's chairperson shall issue a press release to at least
one newspaper of general circulat1on in the area where the
act1on 1s proposed. I he not1ce and press release shal I summarlze the reasons g1ven for the var1ance appi1cat1on and spe
cify that comments on whether a var1ance should be granted must
be submitted to the EQB with1n 20 days after the date of publicatlon in the EQB Mon1tor.

5.

At its first meeting more than ten days after the commment
per1od exp1res, the EQB shall grant or deny the var1ance. A
var1ance shall be granted 1f:
a.

The RGU consents to such a variance, and

b.

On the basis of the variance application and the comments,
construct1on 1s necessary 1n order to:
(1)

Avoid excessive and unusual economic hardship; or

(2)

Avoid a serious threat to public health or safety.

6.

The EQB shall set forth in writing its reasons for granting or
deny1ng each request.

7.

Only the construction or governmental approvals necessary to
avoid the consequences listed above shall be undertaken or
grante .
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DISCUSSION: This paragraph provides a v.ariance procedure to allow
limited necessary construction on an activity prior to completion of
environmental review. This variance procedure may also cover necessary
governmental approvals if such approvals are necessary to allow· the
construction. The current rules have a limited provision relating to _a
variance for limited construction during preparation of an EIS. Notice
of variance under the current rules is incorporated into the noti~e of
preparation of the EIS. Beyond that limited provision~ no guidance is
provided and requests for a variance were dealt with on a case-by-case
basis.
The Administrative Procedures Act, Minn. Stat. § 15.0412 subd.
1a, states that before an agency may grant a variance, it must promulgate rules setting forth procedures and standards by which variances
shall be granted and denied. This provision became effective August 1,
1981. It is therefore necessary that the proposed rules incorporate
increased definition relating to those procedures and standards.
The inclusion of a variance provision is controversial.
Participants in the legislative negotiations and drafting meetings that
led to the statutory amendments note the issue of a variance was
discussed but no provision for a variance was incorporated into the
statute. The record, however, shows no specific language or action
intended to preclude incorporation of a variance procedure. In short,
the statute and the actual legislative record were silent on the issue.
This paragraph is proposed because of the restrictions On variances
imposed by the Administrative Procedures Act. The choices essentially
are:
1.) No variance procedure- in which case the only exceptions to these rules would be pursuant to the emergency action
provision, or
2.) Inclusion of a variance procedure to enable activities to be dealt with on a case-by-case basis.
The EQB is proposing the second approach. Comments have been
received ranging from requests for deletion of this provision, because
of a lack of legislative intent, to relaxation of the standards to facilitate easier application of the provision.
Subparagraph one defines a starting time after which variance
requests may be filed with the EQB. The starting time used is the
filing of the EAW with the EQB for publication in the EQB Monitor. It
should be noted that this excludes the option Of filing a var1ance in
relation to a petition. This exclusion has minimal impact because:
1.) The maximum time for
tion is 15 days. It would be fruitless
period considering there are no minimum
than go through the variance procedure,
RGU to resolve the petition.

action by the RGU on .the petito add a procedure to the 15 day
time requirements. I.e., rather
it is more adv-antageous for the

2.) The proposer may, at his option, submit an EAW to
the RGU at any time following a petition and then request the variance.
Subparagraph two outlines the content requirements for the
variance application. These requirements are provided to comply with
the procedural definition requirements of the Administrative Procedures
Act and to establish a uniform standard of comparison for the EQB.
For the EQB to adequately evaluate the application, the proposer must define the extent of the construction proposed and how it
relates to the total proposal. The proposer should note which, if any,
of the government approvals will also require a variance.. It should be
noted that this relates only to a variance from the environmental review
process. If variances from governmental permits or approvals are
required, separate application must be made for them to the governmen-tal
uriit responsible for issuing the approval. The applicati-on should also
describe the extent of environmental impacts that would be generated if
the variance is granted. It should be noted that if environmental
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review has been initiated -whether by petition or filing of an EAW there will be some indication in the record as to the nature of the primary environmental impacts of concern. The applicant should be
especially responsive to those concerns.
One of the major concerns, relating to the issuance of a
variance, is that such issuance constitutes recognition of the fact
that the project will be approved regardless of whether significant
environmental effects will occur. This concern may be accentuated if
the construction allowed would place the proposer in a position of
having a vested right that may force subsequent approval. As a result
of these concerns, the applicant for variance should specifically state
which of the anticipated impacts may be reversed- i.e., removed and the
environment returned to its original state. In addition, the applicant
should indicate the extent to which approval of the variance may force
subsequent approvals relating to the activity by other government units.
The application must also explicitly state why the variance is
needed. Subparagraph five _ de 1i neates the factors the EQB may consider
in. deciding whether or not to grant the request.
The EQB is the agency designated as the recipient of and decision maker for all variance requests. The Administrative Procedures Act
does not allow delegation of the authority to grant variances.
Subparagraph three establishes the notice requirement in the
for variance applications. The publication date in the
~~~~~~
as the date of reference for the comment period relating
~
ication. The Monitor is published on a biweekly basis. A 15
day lag me is needed to cover the possibility of receipt of the application just after submission to printing. This could entail a maximum
13 day working day delay prior to mailing of the Monitor. The minimum
delay would be three working days.
Subparagraph four requires submission of a press release to a
local newspaper to facilitate local involvement in the consideration of
the application. Requirements are placed on the content of the press
release to assure adequate information is supplied to interested
parties. Twenty days are allowed for persons to submit comments. The
publication date in the Monitor is used as the date for measuring this
comment period because it 1s the most readily definable date. Twenty
days was selected as a reasonable compromise in allowing opportunity for
public comment with minimal delay for the proposer. In cases of extreme
need, the standard for emergency action is available pursuant to 6 MCAR
§ 3.032 E.

Subparagraph five establishes a time frame for the EQB to make
a decision relating to the variance. Ten working days is allowed for
the EQB to review comments and information relevant to the variance.
This provision requires the board to make the decision at its next
meeting - this would most likely be the next monthly meeting; however, a
special meeting may be called. EQB meetings are held monthly on the
third Thursday of the month.
A major constraint upon the EQB's decision is that the RGU must
also consent to the variance. I.e., the EQB cannot override RGU opposition to allowing the variance from environmental review. This provision
is necessary because the RGU is responsible for environmental review and
the intent of this provision is to have the ~QB work closely with the
RGU in arriving at a decision - even though the actual decision on the
variance is issued by the EQB.
The basic standard to be applied as to whether the variance is
issued is a 11 Strict necessityn standard. Economic hardship may meet
that standard in itself, however, the hardship must be excessive and
unusual. Merely requesting a variance to make the project a better
financial investment does not meet this standard. This test would
usually be applied in cases where external factors interfere with the
proposer 1 s ability to deal with the environmental review and public
notice procedures. A serious threat to public health or safety may also
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meet this standard. It should be noted that if the thr.eat to public
health or safety is imminent, the proposer should request ~pproval for a
limited work authorization via the emergency action provision. The
decision as to whether the request meets these standards sho~ld be based
upon information contained in the application in response to the
requirements of 6 MCAR § 3.032 D. 2., as ~ell as information gathered
pursuant to the comment and review periods.
Subparagraph six requires the EQB to provide written documentation of its reasons for its decision. This is required by Minn. Stat.
§ 15.0412 subd. la and is in keeping with the intent of these rules to
establish accountability to the pub11c for decisions made pursuant to
environmental review. Aggrieved parties may appeal the EQB decision to
district court.
Subparagraph seven clarifies that any variance issued p~rsuant
to this rule shall be limited to only that construction and those approvals that are necessary to avoid the consequences that establish the
need for the variance. This is not an exemption from environmental
review or from governmental approval. It is merely a mean~ of avoiding
serious harm while those processes are being pursued.
6 MCAR § 3.032 E.

Emergency Action.

DISCUSSION: This paragraph is included to provide a mechanism for
dealing with unique situations in which there is an imminent threat to
public health or safety or to natural resources tha.t requires prompt
action to prevent. In these cases the proposer of the action merely has
to document to the EQB chairperson that such action is necessary. The
EQB's chairperson may, in these cases, immediately authorize the action.
This. provision is intended for use only in situations in which the
threat is immediate. Economic considerations alone are not sufficient
to meet this standard. In situations in which time is not a major
factor, the public review process established in the variance procedure
should be utilized. This provision is similar to the em~rgency action
provision in the current rules.
Introduction to 6 MCAR § 3.033 Review of state action.s or projects.
This rule is added to comply with Minn. Stat. § 1160.04 subd. 9.
Statutory authority is granted via that provision for the EQB to intervene to reverse or modify state agency decisions. The EQB has the
responsibillty to assure that state agencies comply with the intent of
Minn. Stat. ch. 1160 in utilizing the information generated via the
environmental review process in their decisions relating to activities
subject to environmental review. Th1 s rule esta.bl i shes a formal procedure by which those decision may be reviewed. A1though this sta.tutory
language has been in effect since 1973. prior versions of these rules
did not contain 1anguage imp 1ementi ng this pro vi s.i on. One attempt has
been made in the history of the rules to challenge an agency decision
pursuant to this provision. That attempt resulted in a negoti.ated
settlement. thus this provision has never been utilized to its
·
potential. Although it is not anticipated that this provision will b.e
used to any degree in the fu.ture. this rule was added. to provide
increased structure in the e~ent a party so wishes. to chal.lenge an
agency decision.
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6 MCAR § 3.033 A.

Applicability.

This rule appli_es to any project wholly or partially conducted by a
state agency if an EIS or a generic EIS has been prepared for that
project.

DISCUSSION: This paragraph is added to clarify what types of projects
are subject to this rule. The statutory language relating to applicability is subject to differing interpretations. The statutory language
states this provision applies to 11 any state project or action significantly affecting the environment or for which an environmental impact
statement is required, 11 The major potential interpretations include:
1.) This applies only to state projects or state actions for which
an EIS has been prepared; or
2.)

This applies to state projects and to any action which significantly affects the environment or for which an EIS has been
prepared; or

3.)

This applies to state projects, to any action which significantly affects the environment, and to any decisions relating
to actions for which an EIS has been prepared.

The EQB has taken the position that the legislature intended
the first of these interpretations. This interpretation is the most
narrowly defined. Under this interpretation. the EQB may act as a check
on state agency decisions relating to projects for which-an EIS has been
prepared. The EQB may not intervene under this provision on local
government decisions and the EQB may not intervene under this provision
on any decision relating to activities for which an EIS was not
prepared.
The alternative interpretations, which were rejected by the
EQB, would have allowed EQB intervention in local government decisions
-and could hav~ allowed challenge to the decision on need for an EIS.
These interpretations were rejected in favor of a more definitive and
more narrow approach. A narrow interpretation is desirable because the
action authorized by the statute is extraordinary and thus clearly
intended to be implemented under limited circumstances.
6 MCAR § 3.033 B.

Prior notice required.

At least seven working days prior to the final decision of any state
agency concern1ng an act1on subJect to th1s rule, that agency shall
prov1de the EQB with notice of its intent to 1ssue a dec1sion. Such
not1ce shall 1nclude a br1ef descr1pt1on of the act1on, the date the
final decision is expected to be issued, the title and date of EISs
prepared on the agency act1on and the name. address and phone number
of the proJect proposer and part1es to any proceed1ng on the act1on.
"If the act1on is requ1red by the ex1stence of a publ1c emergency,
advance notice shall not be required. If advance notice is
precluded by public emergency or statute, notice as prov1ded above
shall be g1ven at the earl1est poss1ble t1me but not later than
three calendar days after the f1nal dec1s1on 1s rendered.
DISCUSSION: This provision is included to establish prior notice to the
EQB regarding decisions that may potentially be subject to challenge-.
Prior notice is needed to enable timely action in light of the strict
statutory limit to bringing the challenge· within ten days of the
decision. This would also allow publicati_on of notice in the EQB
Monitor if the case warrants. Content requirements for the no~e are:
to adequately define the action; the time frame for the decision; and
the parties_ involved. The content requirements are designed to be adequate but not burdensome.
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DISCUSSION:

This paragraph is added to set forth the time frame for

action. The initial time frame of ten days from date of issuance is
statutory. However, the statute states that the bOard may delay
implementation, as opposed to the chairperson of the board. The!
logistics of requiring a special board meeting to take this aCtJa·n
W·ithin that time frame would cause this provision :to be nonfUncticin.~L
A_n alternate time frame was therefore est\iblished by alloWing the 'chairperson to take action de 1ayi ng imp 1ementati on but requiring b'O'ii'rd tiffi rmation. of that action within ten working days.

Prompt and adequate notice is required; however, the p~ocedures
for notice prior to exercise of this temporary authority have be-en kept
to a minimum because it is_ likely that, if this provision is, exercis~d,

the time frame wi11 be very
tutory interpretation, such
chairperson of the EQB, thE!
Complete notice and hearing

brief. In addition, in accord With _the stainitial notice would be mer-eJ.y_ bet'v:leerl the
proposer, and ,the affected state .agencies.
requirements are set forth at 6 MCAR § 3.033

E.

6 MCAR § 3.033 D.

Basis for decision to delay implementation.

The EQB, or the chairperson of the EQB, shall delay implementation

of an action where there is substantial reason to believe that the
act1on or approval 1s 1ncons1stent w1th the pol1c1es and standards
of M1nn. Stat. §§ 1160.01 1160.06.
DISCUSSION:

This paragraph is added to define the standard to be used

by the EQB in determining whether or not to .delay implenientatibil. of a
state agency 1 s action. The standard used is statutory arid iS the basic
standard required by the Minnesota Environmental Policy Act. This
paragraph is included to refer the reader to the proper source.
6 MCAR § 3.033 E.

Notice and hearing.

Promptly upon issuance of a decision to delay iffiplementation.o( an
act1on,- the EQB shall order a heanng. When the heanng W11l determlne the nghts of any pr1vate 1nd1v1dual, the heanng shall be_.conducted pursuant to M1nn. Stat. § 15.0418. In all other cases, the
hearing shall be conducted as follows:
1.
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3.

Upon completion of the hearing, the EQB shall determine whether
to affirm, reverse, or modify the governmental unit's decision.
If mod1f1cat1on 1s requ1red, the EQB shall spec1f1cal ly state
those mod1f1cat1ons. If the EQB fa1ls to act w1th1n 45 days of
not1ce g1ven pursuant to 6 MCAR § 3.033 c. the agency's dec1s1on shall stand as or1g1nally 1ssued.

DISCUSSION: This paragraph is added to define proper notice and hearing
provisions relevant to exercise of this authority thus providing for the
process requirements of adequate notice and opportunity to be heard.
For actions in which the legal rights, duties, or privileges of parties
are required by law or constitutional right to be determined pursuant to
an agency hearing, the contested case notice and hearing requirements
shall apply. Statutory authority for contested case proceedings is
found at Minn. Stat. § 15.0418. Rules relating to implementation of
that statute are found at 9 MCAR §§ 2.201 - 2.299. The alternative procedures set forth in this paragraph apply to activities that are not
properly contested case proceedings.
Subparagraph one is included to define adequate notice. It
should be noted that, if an activity is being challenged pursuant to
this rule, it is likely that the activity is highly controversial.
Therefore, the RGU will likely be able to identify the primary parties
interested in the activity. Publication in the EQB Monitor and issuance
of a press release are highly encouraged, however, compliance with the
legislative time frame may preclude the most desirable time frame for
notice via those publications.
Subp_aragraph two is included to de 1i neate the fact that pub 1i c
comment is encouraged at the hearing. The record of the government
decision in question also becomes a part of the hearing record. As
required by Minn. Stat •. § ll6D.04 subd. 9, the standard of the Minnesota
Environmental Policy Act is the base standard to be used by the EQB in
making decisions relating to this provision.
Subparagraph three sets forth the statutory time deadline for
the EQB to make its decision. This time is measured from the original
notice from the EQB's chairperson to delay implementation. As provided
by that statute, the decision of the EQB shall replace the original
agency decision.
Introduction to Chapter Fourteen:
Review

Substitute Forms of Environmental

Chapters Twelve and Thirteen establish the basic process for
implementing the state environmental review program. That process is
set forth as a relativel,y simple and straight forward process that can
be applied to any· type of activity in any part of the·state. The basic
goal of this process is to assure that environmental factors are considered in government decision-making processes. In recognition of the
fact that there may b'e processes in existence or capable of being developed that may address the need for environmental review more efficiently for certain types of activities or certain areas of the state,
Chapter Fourteen sets out a framework for proposing and substituting
those forms of environmental review.
Four types of substitute environmental review processes are
envisioned in this chapter.
1.
Joint federal/state EISs to eliminate duplication of
effort on projects for which there is both federal and state
involvement.

2.
Generic EISs to address issues that are important to the
state or a region that cannot be properly addressed in a narrow case by
case focus.
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3.
A model ordinance provision to allow local government
units to develop their own environmental review process for activities
that are of purely local concern.
4. Alternative review to allow an open-ended approach for any
governmental unit to substitute their process by demonstrating that it
more effectively serves the goals of environmental review.
Introduction to 6 MCAR § 3.034 Alternative Review
This rule is included pursuant to Minn. Stat. § 1160.04 subd.
4a to establish a mechanism by which governmental units may substitute
their own processes for the environmental review process set forth in
Chapters Twelve and Thirteen. The provisions in this rule are intentionally open to avoid placing restrictions on potential processes. The
purpose of these rules is to assure that adequate environmental review
takes place - not to force it into a set procedure. Alternative review
proposals will be considered on a case-by-case basis. If the proposal
meets the basic needs for consideration of environmental impacts and
alternatives, as well as for public involvement, the alternative will be
approved. This_ rule is not a means for governmental units to avoid
environmental review; it is a means of allowing them to complete it more
efficiently.
The alternative review procedure is designed to be applied
flexibly by allowing each governmental unit to develop a.procedure that
best fits its particular need and capabilities. It should be noted that
an alternative review procedure could be proposed by a governmental unit
to apply to a11 types of acti viti es for which it is RGU - or for only
one type of activity- i.e., a governmental unit may use an alternative
review procedure for one type of activity and continue to use the procedures set forth in these rules for all other types of activities for
which it is RGU.
In spite of the .flexability of the process, it is anticipated
that relatively few governmental units will seek approval of an alternative review procedure. The simple reason is that the rules as proposed present many opportunities for expediting environmental review.
Alternative procedures are not likely to be able to further reduce the
time frame or cost of documents to any great degree. Further, in order
for it to pay for a governmental unit to propose an alternative reivew
procedure, they would have to be in a position of having many prqjects
subject to environmental review. This is merely from a cost management
perspective. It will require staff time to develop the proposal and
present it for review. For the alternative to pay, the savings
generated by it must exceed the costs associated with the development of
the alternative. It is, therefore, anticipated that this provision will
be used only in cases where there is an established per-mitting- or review
procedure that accomplishes the same ends and for which the governmental
unit would have several applications that would otherwise be subject to
environmental review pursuant to these rules. This scenario is likely
to apply only to permitting state agencies, such as the Department of
Natural Resources, the Department of Transportation or the Pollution
Control Agency, or to very high growth cities with a well developed
comprehensive plan.
In short, while the alternative reivew procedure is flexible,
its practical application is limited by the facts that 1) most governmental units seldom, if ever, have projects undergoing environmental
review, and 2) the proposed process is written to be time and cost
effective.
The current rules contain no provision for alternative review
proposals.

Although they do not specifically exclude the possibility of

alternative review, they provide no framework to encourage development
of such proposals where they would be functional. The proposed rules
set forth the minimum standards the governmental unit must include to
have the process considered alternative review. EQB staff will function
in the capacity of assisting and coordinating governmental units in the
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development of alternative review proposals where such proposals would
be practical.
6 MCAR § 3.034 A.

Implementation

The EQB may approve the use of an alternative form of environmental
review for categories of projects which undergo review under other
governmenta 1 processes. 1he governmenta 1. processes must address
substantlal1y the same 1ssues as the EAW and EIS process and use
procedures similar in effect to those of the EAW and EIS process.
to quallfy as an alternatlVe -form of rev1ew the governmental umt
shall demonstrate to the EQB that·1ts rev1ew process meets the
follow1ng cond1t1ons:
1.

The process ideritifies the potential environmental impacts of
each proposed act1on;

2.

The process addresses substantially the same issues as an EIS
and uses procedures s1m1lar to those used 1n prepar1ng an EIS
but 1n a more t1meiy or more eff1c1ent manner;

6.

the governmental unit shall provide notice of the availability
of environmental documents to the general public in at least
the area affected by the act1on. A copy of env1ronmental documents on act1ons rev1ewed under an alternat1ve rev1ew procedure
shall be subm1tted to the EQB. The EQB shall be respons1ble
for publ1sh1ng not1ce of the ava1 iab1 l1ty of the documents 1n
the EQB Mon1tor;

7.

B.

The process must routinely develop the information required in
paragraphs A. 1. - A. 5. of this rule and provide the notificatlon and rev1ew opportun1t1es 1n paragraphs A. 6. and A. 7. of
th1s rule for each act1on that would be sUbJect to envlronmenta rev1ew.

DISCUSSION: This paragraph sets forth the basic ·requirements of an
alternative review process. Comments have been received indicating a
general confusion between the_ concept of a: permit or approval and alternative review. The fact that a unit of government is responsible for
approving a project does not mean they will necessarily consider
environmental factors or involve the public in their decision. The
historic failure of some governmental units to do this led to the
requirement for a public environmental review process. If the governmental'- unit can demonstrate that their established or proposed process
attains the goal of adequate consideration of environmenta_l impacts a_nd
the views of the public, they should· consider substituting their process
for the process set forth in these rules. This paragraph establishes
the EQB as the responsible governmental unit in deciding the effectiveness of the prOposal -in addressing the base standards for environmental review. This is in keeping with the statutory responsibilities
assigned to the EQB Jar imp 1ementi ng and monitoring en vi ronmelita 1 review.
in the state.
·
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Subparagraph one sets forth the requirement that the potential
environment impacts of the activity be identified by the alternatiVe
process proposed. This requirement is mandated by Minn. Stat. § 1160.04
sub d. 4a and iS necessary to adequately. consider alternatives_ to the
activity and methods to mitigate the impacts. The governmental unit
should demonstrate its ability to recognize potential impacts- and
understand the significance of the impacts.
Subparagraph two sets a double requirement iri relation to

EIS.

The first requirement relates to the content of the EIS.

t~e

6 MCAR

§

3.031 B. sets out the minimi,Jm content requirements that an EIS s_hould
have to provide adequate information on the potential impacts of a
project. Pursuant to Minn. Stat. § 116.04 subd. 4a, the alternative
procedure must establish a means of addressing these content
requirements. If a given content requirement is not appl fcab 1e cir is
better addressed in a different manner, the alternative procedure should
identify ·why the change is desirable. The second. requirement r·elates to
the need for having an alternative procedure~ As the statute requires,
the proposal should clearly state how the alternative pr-oces~ will be
more time· efficient or ·more efficient in addressing potential impacts or
the ne~d for public comment. Alternative procedures de!velop·ed for the
sole purpose of avoiding the state process with no time advantages or
cost benefits are likely to be questioned as being potentially a means
Of avoiding environmental review or a means of hiding the issues from
public attention.
Subparagraph three identifies the need for the procedure to
address alternatives to proposed activities. Some mechani-sm must be
available to openly evaluate potential alternatives, including the no
build alternative. This requirement is one of the primary purp·oses of
environmental review.
Subparagraph four mandates a demonstration of the abiHty to
and evaluate mi.tigation measures that may be implemented to
m1mm1ze potential environmental effects. Th.is requirement is one of
the primary purposes of environmental review.
i~e~t~fy

Subparagraph five sets forth minimal content requi reme.nts for
public notice relating-· to the. activity. For any environmental review
process to be adequate, the public and other interested go_vernmental
units must be made knowledgeable of the activity.
Subparagraph six_ sets forth the basic notice requirements
relating to the availability of the environmental ~ocuments. Two forms
of notice are required:
1.

Loca 1 notice - this- may be in whatever form the RGU fee 1s
is most effective locally; and

2.

EQs-Monitor publication- to accomp-lish this notice
requ1rement, the RGU merely has to send a copy of the

document to the EQB.
EQB notification is necessary because of the statutory mandate for the
EQB to monitor the environmental review program. and analyze its
effectiveness.
Subparagraph seven sets a reasonableness s_taodard for time
requirements established in the a·lterna:tiv_e rev.iew- prop_osal. Thei time
frame- set forth in these rules may. be altered provtded that ·the alte_rnati ve·- time frame a 11 ows adequate opportunity for pub 1i.e i·nvo 1vement.
The question has .arisen as to whether the statutory, time frames may be
altered via alternative review - i.e., whether- the .statutor-_Y- time frame
requirements apply· only--to the rules set by. the EQB or to all environmental review procedu·res developed under the authority_ of the EQB rules.
It is the opinion of the EQB that the l-ater case app 1i es - i ._e. , thcl·t
the alternative proposals must comply w-ith the sta-tutory requirements.
It should be noted, however, that the only minimum-ti-me requirement
established by statute is the 30 day comment period for the EAW. All
other statutory time requirements are maximum time frames.
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Subparagraph eight mandates a uniform process to be applied to
all projects subject to environmental review pursuant to the alternative
process. This requirement is necessary to assure that adequate review
will take place on every project and to establish predictability and
uniformi~y in the process to facilitate public involvement.
The alternative process must clearly state the procedures that will be followed.

DISCUSSION: This paragraph is included to clarify the point that projects submitted to an approved alternative review process are exempt
from the procedural portions of these rules relating to the preparation~
distribution and evaluation of EAWs and EISs. It should-be noted that
the alternative review procedure as proposed does not allow the development of alternative mandatory category thresholds that are different
from the thresholds established in these rules. This is in line with
the basic purpose of alternative review- i.e., it is intended as a
means of utilizing alternative procedures to complete environmental
review in a more timely or cost effective manner - but not as a means of
avoiding it.
This paragraph further delineates EQB 1 S continuing role in
monitoring any alternative review procedures approved. If the EQB
determines an approved alternative review procedure is failing to
fulfill adequate standards of environmental review, the EQB may rescind
its approval. It should be noted that such recision is not retroactive.
Introduction to 6 MCAR § 3.035 Model Ordinance.
This rule is proposed in compliance with Minn. Stat. § 1160.04
sub d. Sa (h). The application of this rule is limited by statute to
apply to:

plans.

1.

Local gOvernmental units;

2.

Actions which do not require a state permit; and

3.

Actions whi·ch are consistent with applicable comprehensive

All three of these criteria must be met for this rule to applY.
The legislative intent is to provide an environmental review
model for local units of government to apply on local projects that are
of strictly local concern. This statutory provision is new. The
current rules do not contain a model ordinance procedure.
This model ordinance is presented as a guide to local units
that are interested in developing an environmental review procedure at
the local level. It is projected that this provision will be utilized
by relatively few local governmental units for several reasons:
1. The state environmental review process set forth by these
rules is not excessively burdensome and relatively little would be
gained via implementation of the substitute ordinance.
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2.
The statutory restrictions that exclude projects that
require state permits and projects inconsistent with local comprehensive
plans will force almost all controversial projects to be considered
under the state environmental review rules. For the few additional projects that may be reviewable pursuant to the ordinance, it is likely to
be most cost effective to use the same state process. Use of the same
prOcess tends to facilitate greater familiarity with the process on the
part of the local government unit and the public, thus making for more
efficient review.
3.
If a local government unit feels that a local ordinance is
desirable, they are likely to modify the model ordinance to better facilitate local conditions and needs, i.e., develop a more effective
variation of the model ordinance.
It is anticipated that the primary benefit of this ru-le w.ill be
to serve as an incentive and model for local governmental units to develop a local environmental review policy. The ultimate goal of these
rules and the state environmental policy is to incorporate environmental
review at all stages of decision making to better serve the long range
public interest. The EQB is working with representatives of local
government units to adopt these basic guides to meet the local needs and
concerns.
6 MCAR § 3.035 A.

Application.

The model ordinance, set out in paragraph c. of thi:s rule may be
ut1l1zed by any local governmental un1t wh1ch adopts the ord}nance
1n heu of 6 MCAR §§ 3.025-3.032 for projects wh1ch quallfy for
rev1ew under the ord1nance.
DISCUSSION: This paragraph is included to clarify the point
that projects reviewed pursuant to an approved model ordinance are
exempt from the procedural portions of these rules relati-ng to the preparation, distribution and evaluation of EAWs and EISs. Th-is is consistent with the authority established at Minn. Stat. § 1160.04 subd. Sa
(h)

0

6 MCAR § 3.035 B.
1.

Approval.

If a local governmental unit adopts the ordinance exactly as
set out in paragraph c. of this rule, it shall be effective
w1thout pr1or approval by the EQB. A.. copy of the adopted ordinance shall be forwarded- to the EQB.

2.
h

3.

Notice of adoption of the model ordinance pursuant to B. 1. and
2. of th1s rule shall be made 1n the EQB Mon1tor.

4.

If the EQB determines that the proposed local ordinance· does
not meet its requ1rements, the local gov.ernmental um--t shall be
not1f1ed of the reasons for this decis10n in wr1ti·ng w'ith1n 30
days.

DISCUSSION: This paragraph sets forth the procedural requirements- for a
local governmental unit to gain approval of a propo_sed ordinance.
Subparagraph one states that if the local- governmental: unit
adopts the model ordinance as presented in these rules-, EQB approval is
automatic. The only procedural requirement is that the· governmental
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unit forward a copy of the adopted ordinance to the EQB. Receipt of
this copy shall serve as notice to the EQB to publish notice of the
adoption of the model ordinance in the EQB Monitor as required in subparagraph three.
Subparagraph two allows the local governmental unit to adopt a
different environmental review ordinance. In such cases, however, EQB
approval of the ordinance must be received before projects reviewed
under the ordinance can be exempted from environmental review pursuant
to these rules. The standard to be used by the EQB in evaluating the
ordinance is statutory pursuant to Minn. Stat. § 116D.04 subd. 5a (h).
This subparagraph further requires the EQB to monitor the implementation
of local government ordinances. This requirement is consistent with the
EQB's responsibilities relating to monitoring and ·implementing environmental review in the state.
Subparagraph three contains a requirement for publication of
notice of adoption of an ordinance in the EQB Monitor. If the ordinance
is the model ordinance, notification of the EQB 1s achieved by submitting a copy of the ordiriarlCe~to- the EQB. If the. ordinance is different than the model ordinance~ notification is achieved via the
process of obtaining EQB approval. Publication of notice of adoption of
a model ordinance is necessary to facilitate public participation.
Subparagraph four places a requirement upon the EQB to notify a
local unit: of government of the reasons for not approving a proposed
ordinance. The 30 day time requirement for notification is included to
insure prompt action by the EQB. This paragraph was included at the
request of local governmental units to ensure that the EQB is open and
prompt in dea 1i ng with requests for approva 1 of 1oca 1 ordinances .•
6 MCAR § 3.035 c.

Model Ordinance.

AN ORDINANCE RELATING TO THE PREPARATION AND
REVIEW OF ENVIRONMENTAL ANALYSIS
The (county board) (town board) (city council) (watershed board) of
orda1ns:
Section 1.
which:

Application.

This ordinance shall apply to all actions

a.

Are consistent with any applicable comprehensive plan; and

b.

Do not require a state permit; and

c.

The (board) (council) determines that, because of the nature or
locat1on of the act1on, the act1on may have the potent1al for
s1gn1f1cant adverse env1ronmental effects; or

d.

Are listed in a mandatory EAW or EIS category of the state
environmental review program, 6 MCAR §§ 3.038 and 3.039, one
copy of wh1ch 1s on f1le w1th the {county aud1torl (town clerk)
tc1ty clerk) (watershed d1str1ct board of managers).

This ordinance shall not apply to actions which ·are exempted from
environmental review by 6 MCAR § 3.041 or to projects which the
(board) (counc1l J determ1nes are so complex or have potent1al
env1ronmentaJ effects wh1ch are so s1gn1ficant that rev1ew should be
completed·under the state env1ronmental rev1ew program, 6 MCAR §
3.021 et seq.
Section 2. Preparation. Prior to or together with any application
for a permit or other form of approval for an activity, the proposer of the act1on shal I prepare an analys1s of the act1on's
env1ronmental effects, reasonable alternat1ves to the proJect and
measures for m1t1gat1ng the adverse env1ronmental effects. The ana-
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Section 3.

Review.

Upon filing the analysis with the (board)

(council), the {board) (council) shall publish notice in a newspaper
of general c1rculat1on 1n·the (county) (c1tyl (town) (d1str1ctJ that
the analys1s 1s ava1Jable for rev1ew.- A copy of the analys1s shaLl

be prov1ded to any person upon request. A copy of the analys1s
shall also be provided to every local governmental unit within which
the proposed proJect would be located and to the EQB.

The EQB shall

publish notice of the availability of the analysis in the EQB
Mon1tor.

DISCUSSION:

This paragraph sets forth the proposed model ordinance.

Local governmental units that would be eligible to use this ordinance or
an adaptation include counties, townships, cities, and watershed
districts.
Section one defines the types of activities that may be subject
to review pursuant to a model ordinance. The requirements of con~
sistency with applicable comprehensive plans and lack of state authorization are statutory pursuant to Minn; Stat. § ll6D.04 subd. 5a (h). In
addition to these requirements, the activity must have some demonstrated
measure of concern re 1ati ng to en vi ronmenta 1 effects. This measure of
concern may be met by a determination by the· RGU that the actiV-ity may
have the potential for significant environmental effects or by- the fact
that the project exceeds the threshold of one of the mandatory categories established in· these rules. The standard relating to the pOtential for significant environmental effects i's a statutory standard
required pursuant to Minn. Stat. § 1160.04 subd. 5a (h) and is the same
standard applied in these rules. It should be noted that this paragraph
incorporates the thresholds of the mandatory categories of these rules
into the local ordinance provisions. This is done because by virtue of
the rule making process it must be established that activities of that
scale iri fact.have the potential for significant environmental effects.
The statutory standard has, therefore, been met in these cases~ In
addition, Minn. Stat. § ll60.04 subd. 5a (h) provides for a substitute
process, however, the EQB is the only body with authority to -·establish
mandatory categories.
The last paragraph of section one incorporates the exemption
thresho 1ds estab 1 i shed by these ·rules. This is do lie because, by virtue
of the rule making process; it is established that a'ctiviti'eS ·of that
scale are so minor that· they ·could not have the potential for significant environmental efects. For these categories of activities the need
for environmental review has already been determined.
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This section also provides a means by which the RGU may make a
determination that a project otherwise subject to the ordinance is of a
nature that review of the activity would be more effectively completed
pursuant to the regular EAW/EIS process. If the RGU makes this determination the ordinance would not apply and the activity would than be
subject to these rules relating to RGU designation--i.e., the local
governmental unit would likely still be RGU, however, they would follow
the procedures set forth in these rules as opposed to the ordinance.
Section two requires the analysis of the environmental effects
to be considered along with the proposer•s permit application for those
projects subject to the ordinance. The primary content requirements for
environmental documents, i.e., impact analysis, alternatives, and mitigation measures must be addressed in the analysis. Activities subject
to the ordinance will likely be of relatively minor scope. The board or
council is responsible for reviewing the document and verifying i.ts
accuracy, i.e., whether the doument presents complete and accurate
information with regard to the issues of concern. The board or council
should use the basic standards provided in these rules ·in making its
adequacy determination. These standards are necessary because they
reflect the statutory standards relating to environmental clarity and
policy.
Section three sets forth the notice requirements to allow for
public comment on the activity. The notice requirem~nt entails local
publication in the form of a press release or paid ad, at the option of
the governmental unit, and publication in the EQB Monitor. Publication
in the Monitor is required to establish a fixed date for starting the
comment per1od and to facilitate monitoring of the environmental review
proce~s.
Copies of the analysis should be made available to all
interested parties to help ensure timely comments and open discussion of
the proposal.
A 30 day comment period is required for public comment. A
public meeting may be held within this time period if the governmental
unit feels it wou1 d be he 1pful in obtaining required information. No
formal procedural requirements are made in regard to this meeting;
however, a ten day notice is required to allow interested persons .adequate time to plan and prepare for the meeting. The ten working day
notice requirement is the standard requirement of meeting notice pursuant to these rules.
Section four contains language guiding the decision making process relating to activities reviewed pursuant to the ordinance. This
requirement includes due consideration of the information collected pursuant to review and incorporation of proper mitigation measures to
reduce the impacts. This language does not add substantively to the
ordinance but rather brings basic considerations to attention that the
board or council should be following to properly fulfill their
responsibilities.
Introduction to 6 MCAR § 3.036 Generic E!Ss.
A generic EIS may be ordered by the EQB to study types of
actions that are not adequately reviewed on a case-by-case basis.
This rule is included to establish guidance relating to the
substitution of a comprehensive study of a particular issue or type of
activity for portions of the analysis for individual activities. Use of
this provision generates benefits for the public by helping insure
complete information is available for government decision making and for
the proposer by insuring that research and information gathering that is
of a general or public benefit be paid for by the taxpayer as opposed to
the individual proposers. Individual proposers benefit from this information by the incorporation of relevant information into the project
specific analysis. It should be noted that this is not a substitute for
project specific environmental review but rather a means of providing
for a substitute information gathering process that will make the
environmental review process more efficient.
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The current rules do not establish procedures or guidance
relating to generic EISs, however. generic EISs are posslble pursuant to
the current rules. The legislative changes do not alter the basic concept of a generic EIS; however, they are interpreted tO encourage alternative methods of gathering information, as would be provided by a
generic EIS. The basic drawback to the use of generic EISs is that
agencies do not typically have the funding for a comprehensive study of
this nature. Funding typically must come via a special legislative
appropriation. In cases in which the potential developers that would
benefit from a generic EIS, it may be possible to assess costs incurred
directly to those benefitting. The mechanism for such cost assessment
must be within the scope of the enabling legislation for the governmental units. The EQB does not have authority to establish rules relating
to cost assessment of generic EISs.
The intent of this rule is to provide information relating to
the proper use of a generic EIS. Although this rule is not si-gnificantly different from the current rules, this rule establishes increased
definition of procedures and greater visibility of the process to hopefully facilitate increased use of the process. Imp 1emented properly the
generic E!S may serve to reduce overall environmental review costs, ·
expedite environmental review, and improve the ability of governmental
units to develop long range plans relating to the exercise of their
authority.
6 MCAR § 3.036 A.

Criteria.

A generic EIS may be ordered for any type of action for which one or
more of the follow1ng cr1ter1a appl1es:
1.

Basic research is needed to understand the impacts of such
act1ons;

2.

Decision makers or the public have need to be informed of the
potential impacts of such actions;

3.

Information to be presented in the generic EIS is needed for
governmental or publ1c plann1ng;

4.

The cumulative impacts of such actions may have the potential
for s1 gn1 f1 cant adver.se environmental effects;

5.

The regional or statewide significance of the. impacts cannot be
adequately addressed on a proJect-by prOJect bas1s.

6.

OISCUSSION: This paragraph is included to outline the most likely seenarios in which a generic EIS would be of benefit. The language is
permissive, i.e., alternative scenarios could also establish the need
for a generic EIS.

The most basic situation in which a generic EIS is desirable is
when original data collection and research is required to define the
potential impact. The basic function of a project specific EIS is to
organize and present available information and other original information that is directJy relevant to the proposal. If background data is
required to facilitate interpretation of the project specific
information, the cost of collecting the background data is more properly
borne by the general public. Data collection of this nature is most
properly coordinated by the agency with expertise in the subj'ect area.
Subparagraphs two and three
present to some degree on activities
If decision makers have authority to
have a need to be informed about the
properly exercise their discretion.

present criteria that are always·
subject to environmental review.
permit or approve a project, they
potential effects of the project to
Likewise, a clear picture of the
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impacts is necessary to enable long range planning in the public
interest. The measure of these two criteria is thus largely a matter of
degree. The test is whether the specific information to be gained by
the generic EIS will yield a substantive addition to the ability of the
governmental unit to act in the best interests of the public.
Subparagraph four relates to the ability of a generic EIS to
analyze impacts resulting from many projects in an additive and
synergistic context. The limitation placed on the scope of project specific EISs may prevent the governmental unit from adequately assessing_
the total and long range impacts. Subparagraph five brings in the same
concept on a geographic scale. The generic EIS offers an opportunity to
perform a coordinated analysi-s. This analysis is then available for
reference for later related activities.
Subparagraph six re 1ates .to the abi 11ty of using a generic
study in the development of government policy. This application may
have a more indirect benefit to specific activities. This criteria is
more oriented to the informational needs of government units during the
processes of program development.
6.MCAR § 3.036 B.

EQB as RGU.

If the EQB orders a generic EIS, the EQB shall be the RGU for the
genenc
DISCUSSION:' This paragraph is included to define the responsibiltiies
relating to generic EISs. The EQB is proposed as the RGU for all
generic EISs because a generic EIS typically involves coordination among
many government units. The EQB is in one of the best positions for such
coordination since the heads of the major state agencies with responsibilities relating to resource management are members of the board.
This provision also provides a measure of control on the quality of
generic Elss. EQB meetings are public meetings with strict notice
requirements to facilitate public involvement and scrutiny of the
generic EIS.
This paragraph does not preclude other governmental units from
undertaking comprehensive studies on their own initiative. It does
mean, however, that such studies cannot be billed as generic EISs.
Reference to the findings of a generic EIS should connote a measure of
quality and public participation as provided by this rule. If other
governmental units desire a generic EIS to be prepared on issues within
their jurisdiction, their proper action is to request the EQB to order
the generic EIS. If the EQB complies with the request, the EQB would be
the RGU responsible for coordinating the study and determining its
adequacy. Responsibilities relating to the actual preparation would be
assigned with regard to which governmental unit is best able to furnish
the needed services.
6 MCAR § 3.036

c.

Public requests for generic EISs.

A governmental unit or any other person may request the EQB to order
a gener1c s.
DISCUSSION: This paragraph is included to clarify for the reader that
any individual or governmental unit is free to request the EQB to order
and undertake preparat·ion of a generic EIS. This action does not
require a petition or any formal process. The EQB will, however,. make
its determination on the record provided or otherwise available.
Therefore, to maximize the potential for having the EQB honor the
request, a record documenting the need for a generic EIS should be
provided.
An open and unencumbered
public involvement in determining
necessary to facilitate the EQB 1 s
toring-the quality of the state 1 S

process is desirable to facilitate
the need for environmental studies
responsibilities relating to monienvironment.
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6 MCAR § 3.036 D.

Timing.

Time deadlines for the preparation of a generic EIS shall be set at
the seeping meet1ng.
DISCUSSION: This paragraph establishes an open time frame for preparation of generic EISs. This flexibility is needed because a generic
study iS usually comprehensive and may entail original research and data
collection. Time constraints relating to these elements are difficult
to establish and vary depending upon the scope and nature of the study.
The adverse consequences of having a flexible time schedule are minimal
because individual projects may proceed while a generic EIS is being
prepared. This flexible timing provision is not intended to be permissive but rather to allow a time frame suitable to the needs of a particular study. Interested persons should participate in the scoping
process to assure that the time schedule is appropriate.
6 MCAR § 3.036 E.

Application of criteria.

In determining the need for a generic EIS, the EQB shall consider:
1.

If the review of a type of action can be better aGC'omplished by
a gener1c EIS than by proJect spec1f1c rev1eW;

2.

If the possible effects on the human environment from a· type of
act1on are h1ghly uncerta1n or 1nvolve umque Or unknown nsks;
and

3.

If a generic EIS can be used for tiering in subsequent proJect
spec1 1c
s.

DISCUSSION: This paragraph is included to clarify the significance of
the criteria in-relation to specific issues. It is necessary to provide
guidance relating to the generic EIS alternative to assure that governmental un_its select the most practical method of addressing the1r informational needs. Many issues, if not all, will fit at least one of the
criteria listed in paragraph A. The relative need for the issue to be
addressed is reflected by the importance of the applicable criteria as
judged by these considerations.
Subparagraph one directs the EQB to consider whether the issue
can be and should be addressed via project specific review. Some of the
criteria relate to issues that cannot be addressed on a project~by
project basis because of the geographic or tec"flnic-al scope or the need
for basic research. The other primary variable in this consideration is
the degree to which the study benefits individual proposers as opposed
to the public welfare.
Subparagraph two outlines the consideration of -lack of ·;n·formation relating to the issue. If the issue entai·ls the potential for
societal risks, the extent of those risks should be clearly def1ned. A
possible vehicle for that risk assessment is the generic EIS. This
application is usually most relevant to issues in Which the -benefits to
the study apply to a broad spectrum of the public.
Subparagraph three ·relates to the possible role of the generic
EIS in saving time and costs for future activities likely to be subject
to environmental review. This consideration is most relevant in
situations in which new technology or a new development is :projected to
occur or in situations in which multfple activi-tfes of minor indi.vidua·l
impact are projected to occur.
6 MCAR § 3.036 F.

Scoping.

The generic EIS shall be scoped. Scoping shall be coordinated by
the RGU and shall 1dent1fy the 1ssues and geograph1c-areas to be
addressed 1n the generic EIS. Scop1ng procedures shall foltow ·the
procedures 1n 6 MCAR § 3.030 except for the 1dent1f1catron of permits for which information is to be gathered concurrently wtth ·the
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EIS preparation, the preparation and circulation of the EAW, and the
time requirements.
DISCUSSION: This paragraph establishes a scoping process as part of the
preparation process for generic EISs. Such a process is necessary to
define the relevant issues and depth of·the study. Issues conducive to
generic EISs frequently have the potential for unlimited investigation
if their goals are not closely defined. Poor definition obscures the
potential relevance of the study.
The same scoping process is used as for project specific EISs.
This process is desirable because it establishes strict procedural
requirements to insure opportunity for input from interested parties.
The substantive content flows from the participants. This enables an
open process with opportunity for a flexible product. The requirements
for permit identification, EAW procedures and time deadlines are deleted
because a generic EIS addresses general issues as opposed to specific
projects. Time deadlines should be established via the scoping meetings
to fit the design of the studJ.. The EQB as RGU is responsible for coor~
dinating the scoping proce'SS";"··
·
6 MCAR § 3.036 G.

Content.

In addition to any issues that may be addressed in the scoping
process, the gener1c EIS shall conta1n the follow1ng:
1.

Any new data that has been gathered or the resul_ts of any new
research that has been undertaken as part of the gener1c EIS
preparat1on;

2.

3.

DISCUSSION: This paragraph is included to define content requirements
for generic EISs that differ from the project specific content requirements normally developed via the scoping process. These requirements
are basic to the concept of generic review and are included to assi.st
the reader in conceptualizing the potential use of a generic EIS.
Subparagraph one incorporates original data collection as an
objective of the generic EIS preparation process. Project specific EISs
usually focus primarily on the research and collection of prior data
that may be relevant to the project. A basic advantage of the generic
EIS is that it allows the seeping of specific research designed to provide information unique to the issues of concern. Although the inclusion of this data is self evident, this feature of the generic Eis is
included for informational purposes.
Subparagraph two is intended to expand upon the analysis of
impacts as defined in the content requirements for project specific
EISs. The framework for the impact description and analysis in the
generic EIS is cumulative. It entails an analysis of current impacts,
as well as known and projected impacts r~lated to future development.
Subparagraph three is intended to expand upon the discussion of
alternatives defined in the content requirements for project specific
EISs. The framework for the discussion of alternatives is considerably
broader in the generic EIS. It may include recommendations for changes
in government policy to adequately deal with projected development as
well as project specific recommendations. This content requirement
should be specifically geared to facilitating long range planning for
the affected governmental units.
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DISCUSSION: This paragraph is included to provide specific language
clarifying the fact that a generic EIS does not replace the need for
project specific review. The intent of the generic EIS is rather td
facilitate project specific review. This clarification is necessary to
provide guidance to governmental units in the proper use of the. generic·
EIS after completion and to help assure proper procedures .are followed
and correct information is provided to developers. Proper use of the
generic EIS will facilitate seeping project activities more narrowly and
enabling abbreviated preparation schedules. It should be noted that
governmental units must use relevant information presented in both the
project specific EIS and the generic EIS in making their decisions to
grant or deny permits. The record of decision should reflect consideration of these sources of information.

6 MCAR § 3.036 I.

Relationship to projects.

The fact that a generic EIS is being prepared shall not preclude the
undertak1ng and complet1on of a spec1f1c proJect whose 1mpacts are
cons1dered 1n the gener1c EIS.

DISCUSSION:

This paragraph is included to provide specific language

clarifying the fact that a generic EIS may not be used solely as a means
of delaying or preventing completion of specific projects. The intent
of a generic EIS is to provide in-formation beyond- the scope· of ind-ividual activities and to facilitate more efficient review. of thoseacti viti es. ·This cl arifi cation is necessary to provi-de guidance to
governmental units in the proper use of the generic EIS and to help·
assure proper procedures a-re followed and correct information is provided to developers and other persons affected by proposed acUvities-.
Governmental units may postpone decision making awaiting the recommendations of a generic EIS; however, such action must be in compliance·
with the procedures implementing· their authority. This ru-le contai·ns no
authorization to de vi ate from other established 1egi slative or· adinini strati ve· procedures.

Introduction to 6 MCAR § 3.037 Joint federal/state EIS.
This rule is added pursuant to Minn. Stat. § ll6D.04 subd. 5a
( i) to clarify for governmenta 1 units the proper procedUres to fall ow

fOr projects that are a-lso subJect to federal regulati-ons- relati'ng· to
en vi ronmenta 1 review. The state does not have authorf.ty. to· supp 1ant
federal regulations. On the other hand, it is not. necessarily valid. to
say that, if a project is subjected to environmental revtew: on· the
federal level, issues that are of concern· to state and-loca-l authoriti'es
will be addressed. Federal, state and local governmental unit's
enab 1i ng 1egi sl ati on and authority is modeled to· address differing
social and environmental concerns. As a result, the informational needs
to facilitate responsible decision-making in the~ implementation of that
authority are different. The appro·ach taken in the·se rules·- is- to·· provide direction to governmental units to coordinate- environmental review
with any federal informational needs to avoid duplication of effort,
expedite review and reduce costs in camp 1i ance with· the· avera 11 purpose
of these rules. This rule is included in the Chapter on substitute
forms of en vi ronmenta-1 review because cooperative processes may reduce
procedural demands, cost, and· possibly informationa-l demands·. Thi·s, rule
does not provide authority. to· completely- substi-tute one proces·s·.- for the
other. The current rules· contain a- simiTar provis-ion. The· format· was
changed in· an attempt to prov-ide- increased clari·ty.•
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Federal EISs will generally be prepared only on large projects
and projects with federal funding. Federal agencies with environmental
jurisdiction are included on the distribution list for state environmental review documents to facilitate early involvement, if applicable. The
requirement to list known permit and approval requirements in the EAW
is alsd designed to bring opportunities for cooperative assistance to
light early in the process.
6 MCAR § 3.037 A.

Cooperative processes.

DISCUSSION: This paragraph is included to provide specific direction to
governmental units to cooperate with applicable federal rules and
processes. Governmental units are legally bound to comply with these
statutes. This language is included at this point· to advise governmental units of relevant proc~91,ltes that may assist them in most effec- ·
tively implementing their responsibilities.
6 MCAR § 3.037 B.

Joint responsibility.

Where a joint federal/state EIS is prepared, the RGU and one or more
federal agenc1es shall be jo1ntly respons1ble for preparing the EIS.
Where federal laws have EIS requirements in addition to but not in
confi1ct w1th those 1n M1nn. Stat. § 1160.04, governmental un1ts
shall cooperate 1n fulf1 ll1ng these requ1rements as well as those of
state laws so that one document can comply w1th ail appl1cable laws.
DISCUSSION: This paragraph is included to clarify that the responsibilities relating to preparation of the EIS are joint. The state does
not have authority to direct federal agencies to be responsible for
state· and local concerns and the state does not have the authority to
grant state or local governmental units the power to be responsible for
preparation of federal documents. The elected procedure, therefore, is
to recognize the dual authority and direct state and local governmental
units to cooperate with the federal process. This language is included
to advise governmental units of relevant procedures that may assist them
in most effectively implementing their responsibilities.
6 MCAR § 3.037 C.

Federal EIS as draft EIS.

If a federal EIS will be or has been prepared for an action, the RGU
shall utilize the draft or final federal EIS as the draft state EIS
for the act1on 1f the federal EIS addresses the scoped 1ssues and
sat1sf1es the standards set forth 1n 6 MCAR § 3.028 B.
DISCUSSION: This paragraph is included to enable complete substitution
of federal documents for state environmental review documents. The base
requirement is that the applicable document satisfies the information
needs of environmental review on the state level as established through
scoping and these rules. This provision is necessary to encourage
effective use of available information and facilitate a more efficient
environmental review process.
Introduction to Chapter Fifteen:

Mandatory Categories

Chapter 15 presents a composite listing of all category
thresholds for the environmental review program. This chapter represents a significant change from the current rules. Under the current
rules, thresholds were established which mandated the preparation of an
EAW. There were no mandated EIS thresholds. The current rules contain
a listing of exemptions; however, these exemptions are general and tend
not to be project specific.
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The legislative amendments require the establishment of mandatory EAW, EIS and exemption categories at Minn. Stat. § 1160.04 subd.
2a (a). The basis for this change is the desire to establish greater
predictability to the process, i.e. if parties know at the onset that an
EAW or an EIS must be prepared, they can proceed with environmental
review immediately and avoid the confrontations and time delays involved
in project-by-project determinations. Likewise, if proposers know definitely that a project will not be subject to environmental review
procedures, they may proceed with the assurance that the project will
not be interrupted or i ritenti ana 1ly de 1ayed vi a petition actions. Th.i s
chapter implements that legislative mandate.
The process of developing mandatory category thre-sholds has
been extremely controversial. These thresholds were developed through
an extensive pub 1i c COITBllent process in which interested parties pro~i de.d
arg(.!ments relating to the po_tential importance of the i.mpacts. of thes_e
types of activities and the potential fiscal impact.
In reviewing these categories, four major questio.ns mus.t be
considered:
1.
Is there a nee.d for a mandatory category relati.ng. to_ that
type of project or that impact;

2.
What is the proper qualitative measure of_ that typ_e of
project or that impact (for example_, s_hould size. of i:n_Qu_stri-a-l f~ciH
ties be measured in sq. ft. of ground area occup-i-~d-,_ sq .• ft. of floor
space, cost of the facility, type of end product, type. of w~ste
products, number of employees, etc.);
·

3.
What is the proper quantitative measure of that .type of
project or that impact, i.e. how many units of whate.ver w.as· selec_t.ed. as.
the basi.s of measurement in 2 above; and,
4.

Is the threshold- admi,nistratively ma.nageabJe-?,

For the most part, these considerations are sequenti.al. I;nterested~ persons pro vi ding comment on these categori:es are request.ed t_o. ;·_ncti.ca.te
which realm of consideration the-ir comments address.
The mandatory categories in the proposed rules. are- organ-iz.ed:
into 11 Category areas 11 • These- category areas were.· selected: on. the. basi-s
of types of projects that are most likely to b~_ subjected to envJronmen ...
tal review or that are the most controversial.' Ca-t_egories- withi.n a,
category area are desi-gned to_ address speci-fic types. of projects or
impacts that are of most concern within that category_ area.
The discussion of the mandatory cat,egories in,
need and. reasonableness follows:

th~_s

state_ment of.

a.

Statement of need for category area.

b.

Statement of proposed Categories wjthin:the category. area.

(1)

Proposed EAW categories

(2)

Proposed EIS categories

{3)

Proposed_ exemption. categor;i es

c.
Statement of categories in the. current, rules'. that: relate-,
t_o the category area.

(1)

Current EAW categories

{2)

Current exeJ11p-t-ion, categories

d.
Statement relat-ing to the· reasonableness of· the.
tive measure of the categories and alternatives cons-.i de red·.

llO

qu~l-it-a

e.
Statement relating to the reasonableness of the quantitative measure of the categories and alternatives considered.
f.
Brief discussion of public comment or controversy relating
to the categories.
g.
Statement relating to the projected number of projects
that will be impacted by the category threshold.
h.
Listing of primary sources of information relating to the
category area.
The presentation of the mandatory categories in the proposed
rules is broken into four separate rules. This was done to assist the
reader in locating the relevant protions of the categories and to facilitate understanding of the significance of the category. Theses
headings state:
6 MCAR § 3.038 Mandatory EAW Categories.
An EAW must be prepared for activities that meet or exceed the
threshold of any of the following categor1es.
6 MCAR § 3.039 Mandatory EIS Categories.
An EIS must be prepared for activities that meet or exceed the
threshold of any of the follow1ng categor1es.
DISCUSSION: This language is repetitive of 6 MCAR § 3.025 B.; however,
it is necessary at this point in the rules also to facilitate proper
understanding of procedures for projects exce·eding the mandatory
thresholds.
6 MCAR § 3.040 Discretionary EAWs
A governmental unit with jurisdiction may order the preparation of
an EAW for any act1v1ty that does not exceed the mandatory
thresholds des1gnated 1n 6 MCAR §§ 3.038 or 3.039 1f:
A.

The governmental unit determines that, because of the nature or
location of the proposed actions, the action may have the
potent1al for sign1f1cant adverse env1ronmental effects, and

B.

The primary purpose of the action is not exempted pursuant to 6
MCAR § 3.041.

DISCUSSION: This special rule was inserted relating to discretionary
EAW_s to facilitate proper interpretation of procedures relating to projects that do not exceed the mandatory thresholds and are not exempt.
This rule was inserted as a result of the pub 1i c me-etings. At these
meetings it was noted that some persons were interpreting the rules as
requiring an EAW for all projects that are not exempt. This is not the
caSe - in practice, the majority of projects that are not exempt will
not require an EAW. An alternative way to view this is as four potential groupings that may apply to a project:
1.

Mandatory EIS - require an EAW: require an EIS.

2.

Mandatory EAW - require an EAW: optional EIS.

3.

Discretionary - optional EAW: optional EIS.

4.

Exempt - no EAW; no EIS.

6 MCAR § 3.041 Exemptions
Activities within the following categories are exempt from these
ru es.
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DISCUSSION; An attempt was made to categorize the exemptions into category areas approximating the category areas used for the mandatory
categories. The exemptions are set in a separate rule to facilitate
quick reference and easier understanding of the rules.
The remaining discussiOn of this chapter is presented by category area. All relevant categories within that category area, i.e. mandatory EAW, mandatory EIS, or exemptions, are discussed -together to
reduce repetition and to facilitate comparison. The RGU for projects
subject to a category is designated in parentheses after each category.
RGUs were selected on the basis of which governmental unit has the major
responsibility for authorizing a project or the greatest expertise in
evaluating the environmental impacts of the project. For projects for
which approval is primarily a local land use decision, the local unit of
government_ is designated as the RGU. Separate justification is not provided for each RGU designated; however, relevant authority is discussed
within the context of the discussion on reasonableness.
At the end of the discussion of each category area, numerical
projections and records are presented for each applicable category.
Note that the record for the current rules represents the number of
actual EAWs received between February 13, 1977 and October 20, 1981.
Projections reflect the number of EAWs anticipated yearly pursuant to
the current rules. For categories under which proposals are not likely,
but possible, a projection of one in five years was made. For categories under which it is very unlikely that any proposals will be made,
a projection of zero is indicated. The projections are estimates based
on the past history of the rules, comments received at public meetings
and estimates of future development activities. The records and estimates refer to the number of activities that exceeded or are projected to
exceed the mandatory thresholds. This does not include records or projections as to the number of petitions, discretionary EAWs, or volunmtary EAWs or E!Ss.
Category Area;

Nuclear Fuels and Nuclear Waste

This category area is proposed because of the potential for
significant adverse environmental and human health effects. Specific
categories recommended within this category area include:
Mandatory EAW - 6 MCAR § 3.038

A.

Nuclear Fuels and Nuclear Waste

1.

Construction or expansion of a facility for the storage of high
level nuclear waste. (EQB)

2.

Construction or expansion of a facility for the storage of low
level nuclear waste for one year or longer. (MHO)

3.

Expansion of a high level nuclear waste disposal site.

4.-

Expansion of a low level nuclear waste disposal site.

5.

Expansion of an away-from-reactor facility for. temporary
storage of spent nuclear fuel. (EQB)

6.

Construction or expansion of an on-site pool for temporary
storage of spent nuclear fuel. (EQB)

Mandatory EIS - 6 MCAR § 3.039

A.

(EQB)
(EQB)

Nuclear Fue:l s and Nuclear Wa-ste

1.

The construction or expansion of a nuclear fuel p;rocessi-ng
fac1 i1 ty, inc Iud1 ng fue 1 fabrication fac1 11 ties. reproc.es.si·ng
plants, and uramum m11ls. (ONR for uramum m1lls or PCA)

2.

Construction of a high level nuclear waste disposal s-it_e.
__E_IlL

3.

Construction of an away-from-reactor facility for temporary.
storage of spent nuclear fuel. (EQB)
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4.

Construction of a low level nuclear waste disposal site.

(MHD)

Exemption - 6 MCAR § 3.041 - None
DISCUSSION: Under the current rules, the following category is directly
relevant to the nuclear fuels and nuclear waste category area:
Mandatory EAW: 6 MCAR § 3.024 e1. Construction of nuclear material
processing plants and facilities - (PCA)
Exemption:

None

In establishing these categories, nuclear waste was categorized
into three main types: high level waste, low level waste, and spent
nuclear fuel. In addition, nuclear fuel processing facilities are
addressed. Waste facilities are distinguished by whether they are
designed for disposal or for temporary storage and by whether the proposal entails construction at a new site or the expansion of an existing
facility.
These categories are addressed on an all or none basis, i.e. no
quantitative thresholds are applied. The basic reason for this is that
commercially feasible operations are likely- to generate enough waste to
be of concern and that even small amounts of nuclear waste are likely to
generate significant public concern and could be hazardous.
LOw level waste is generated in Minnesota primarily from
electrical generating facilities, medical facilities, reSearch laboratories and industrial manufacturing facilities. Low level waste
generated in these facilities may be stored on site to allow the waste
to decay to background levels or to accumulate to a- sufficiently large
volume for shipment. Environmental review of on-site storage facilities
should be done in conjunction with environmental review of the total
faci 1ity.
Low level waste shipped from the site may be sent to a temporary storage facility. This could be a commercial operation or a
government facility. These facilities are likely to store the waste for
periods in excess of one year. This is especially true currently
because Minnesota has no in-state disposal facility. These facilities
and any facilities designed to store wastes on-site for greater than one
year, would require the preparation of an EAW.
Currently, low level waste is shipped out of state for
disposal. If a site is selected in Minnesota for development for the
disposal of these wastes, an EIS would be required. If that site were
ever expanded to accommodate additional waste capacity, an EAW would be
necessary. The lesser requirement for the expansion of an existing
facility is because the controversial siting aspects of review would be
reduced and because a small percentage increase is not likely to result
in significant adverse environmental impacts.
The primary high level nuclear waste generated in Minnesota is
spent nuclear fuel rods from the Monticello and Prairie Island power
plants. Categories are proposed to specifically address the storage of
this waste. On-site storage facilities require preparation of an EAW~
whereas, the construction of a storage facility at a different location
would require an EIS. The current rules have no categories relating to
this type of category; however, the expansion of the Prairie Island
storage facility was reviewed by the EQB pursuant to a citizen petition.
The EQB did not order preparation of an EIS on that expansion.
Minnesota currently does not have any facilities that generate
high level nuclear waste other than spent fuel rods. Categories are
included, however, to cover the possibility that such facilities may be
conStructed in the future or that a site may be designed to accommodate
such wastes generated in other states.
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The current rules included a category relatirig to nuclear fuel
processing facilities. No EAWs were prepared under this category in the
current rules. The proposed category is essentially the same but inclu~
des the potential expansion of such facility, if there ever is one, and
identifies the types of facilities that could be subject to the
category. This category is controversial because of recent exploration
for uranium in the state and the possibility of construction qf auranium mill if deposits are located that are capable of commercial
development.
The Minnesota Department of Health has regulatory authority
relating to fissionable materials pursuant to Minn. Stat. § 144.12. The
Radioactive Waste Management Act at Minn. Stat. § 116C.71 reqUires
legislative authorization of any radioactive waste management facility.
Primary authority relating to the impacts of processing facilities rests
with the Pollution Control Agency pursuant to Minn. Stat. § 115.03 and
Minn. Stat. § 116.07. Environmental review documents prepared pursuant
to these proposed rules would be subject to cooperative state/federal
procedures. The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Colllllission. has jurisdiction
over nuclear materials.
The following graph presents EQB and PCA projections and
records relating to the number of projects subject to environmental
review:
# EAWs/Year
Projected

# Processed

Rule No.

1977 Rules

# E!Ss/Year
Projected

§

3.024 e1 •

0

§

3.038 A.l.

§

3.038.A.2.

§

3.038 A.3.

0

§

3.038.A.4.

0

§

3.038 A.5.

0

§

3.038 A.6.

0

§

3.039 A.l.

0

§

3.039 A.2.

0

§

3.039 A.3.

0

§

3.039 A.4.

0
1/5 years

1/5 years

Reference documents that may be of interest include:
"Low-level Radioactive Waste in Minnesota 11 ; Minnesota
Department of Health; July, 1981.
1.

"Uranium: A Report on the Possible Environmental Impacts
2.
of Exploration, Mining and Milling in Minnesota 11 ; Legislative Commission
on Minnesota Resources; June, 1980.
3.
"UraniUm in Minnesota; An Introduction to Exploration,
Mining and Mi11ing 11 ; Center for Urban and- Regional Affairs; 1980.
11
4.
Uranium Exploration, Mining and Milling in Minnesota; A
Review of the State,s Regulatory Framework 11 ; Minnesota Environmental
Quality Board; September, 1981.
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Category Area:

Electric Generating Facilities

This category area is proposed because of the need for coordinating public review with relation to the need for and alternatives to
g·enerating facilities as well as with relation to the siting of proposed
facilities and because of potential significant environmental impacts
relating to air quality, energy use and secondary development resulting
from these facilities. Specific categories recommended within this
category area include:
Mandatory EAW - 6 MCAR

§

3.038

B.

Electric Generating Facilities

Construction of an electric power generating plant and associated
fac1l1t1es des1gned for or capable of operat1ng at a capac1ty of 25
megawatts or more. (EQB)
Mandatory EIS - 6 MCAR § 3.039

B.

Electric Generating Facilities

Construction of a large electric power generating plant pursuant to
6 MCAR § 3.055. rrQ"SJ •
Exemptions - 6 MCAR

§

3.041 B.

Electric Generating Facilities

Construction of an electric generating plant or combination of
plants at a s1ngle s1te w1th a comb1ned capac1ty of less than five
megawatts.
DISCUSSION: Under the current rules, the following category is directly
relevant to the electric generating facilities category area:
Mandatory EAW: 6 MCAR § 3.024 c1. Construction of electric generating
plants at a single site designed for, or capable of, operation at a
capacity of 200 or more megawatts (electrical) - (PCA).
Exemption:

None

The EIS threshold proposed is consistent with current power
plant siting regulations. Special procedures relating to the implementation of this category are set forth at 6 MCAR § 3.055. This threshold
is the same as the EAW threshold under the current rules. An EIS is
likely to be prepared on these facilities pursuant to the current procedures.
The proposed EAW threshold is set at 50% of the LEPGP size criteria threshold. The electric generating facilities most likely to be
impacted by the proposed category would be new_coal fired facilities.
Currently, there are approximately 30 coal fueled electric generating
facilities of 25 megawatts or larger in Minnesota. Environmental
impacts likely to be of concern include air pollution, water pollution,
thermal pollution, transportation and storage related impacts, and adjacent land use issues. Hydro, alternative fuel, solar or wind powered
facilities are likely to be less than 25 megawatts in size. All nuclear
facilities would require an EIS.
The following graph presents EQB projections and records
relating to the number of projects subject to environmental review:
it Processed
1977 Rules

Rule No.
§

3.024

§

3.038 8.

Cj.

# EAWs/Year

# E!Ss/Year

Projected

Projected

0
1

§ 3.039 B.

0

Reference documents that may be of interest include:
1.
Regulating Electrical Utilities in Minnesota: The Reform
of Legal Institutions; Joint Committee on Science and Technology; March,
1980.
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Category Area:

Petroleum Refineries

This category area is proposed because of the potential for
environmental impacts relating to air pollution, transportation, energy
use, toxic discharge, spills, water pollution, and odors resulting from
these facilities .. Specific categories recommended within this categor~
area include:
C.

Mandatory EAW - 6 MCAR § 3.038

Petroleum Refineries

Expansion of an existing petroleum refinery facility which increases
1ts capac1ty by 10,000 or more barrels per day. (PCA)
C.

Mandatory E1S - 6 MCAR § 3.039

Petroleum Refineries

Construction of a new petroleum refinery facility.
Exemptions - 6 MCAR § 3.041:

(PCA)

None

DISCUSSION: Under the current rules, the following category is directly
relevant to the petroleum refinery category area:
Mandatory EAW: 6 MCAR § 3.024 f. Construction of a new oil refinery, or
an expansion of an existing refinery that shall increase capacity by
10,000 barrels per day or more--(PCA)
Exemption:

None

The E1S threshold proposed was a part of the EAW threshold of
the current rules. It is likely that an EIS would have been prepared on
new facilities pursuant to the current procedures because of the
expected impacts and. the need for en vi ronmenta 1 review.
The EAW threshold proposed is the same as the EAW threshold for
expansion under the current rules.

The following graph presents EQB and PCA projections and
records relating to the number of projects subj7ct to environmental
review:
# EAWs/Year

# Processed

Rule No.

Projected

1977 Rules

§

3.024 f.

§

3.038 C.

§

3.039 c.

# E1Ss/Year

Projected

0
1/5 years
0

Category Area:

Fuel Conversion Facilities

This category area is proposed because of the potential for
environmental impacts resulting from these facilities and because there
are many areas of controversy relating to potential impacts of these
types of categories since they are largely untested in practice.
Specific categories recommended with this category area include:
Mandatory EAW - 6 MCAR § 3.038

D.

Fuel Conversion Facilities

1.

Construction of a facility for the conversion of coal, peat, or
bi amass sources to gaseous, 1i quid, or solid fue_l s if that
fac1l1ty has the capac1ty to ut1l1ze 25,000 dry tons or more
per year of input. (PCA)

2.

Construction or expansion of a facility for the production of
alcohol fuels wh1ch would have or would increase its capac1ty
by 5,000,000 or more gallons per year of .alcohol produce~-
A

II6

Mandatory EIS - 6 MCAR § 3.039 D.
1.

Construction of a facility for the conversion of coal, peat, or

b1omass sources to gaseous, l1qu1d or soi1d fuels 1f that tacllllfy has the capac1ty to ut1l1ze 250,000 dry tons or more per
year of 1nput.

2.

Fuel Conversion Facilities

(PCA)

Construction or expansion of a facility for the production of
alcohol fuels which would have or would increase its capacity
by 50,000,000 or more gallons per year of alcohol produced.

Exemptions - 6 MCAR § 3.041 C.

Fuel Conversion Facilities

Expansion of a facility for the production of alcohol fuels which
would have or would 1ncrease 1ts capac1ty by less than 500,000
gallons per year of alcohol produced.
DISCUSSION: Under the current rules, the following category is directly
related to the fuel conversion category area:
Mandatory EAW: 6 MCAR § 3.024 j. Construction of a new mineral or fuel
processing or refining facility, including, but not limited to, smelting
and hydrometallurigical operations--(PCA or DNR)
Exemptions;

None

The cUrrent EAW category was designed primarily to deal with
the potential for coal or peat conversion. This category was developed
at a time when the likelihood of such a proposal was fairly remote. The
proposed rules attempt to distinguish potential size differences for
such projects and to distinguish those projects from alcohol production.
Fuel conversion facilities for coal and peat have the potential
for significant impacts with regard to air pollutant and water pollutant
discharges, and transportation impacts. The state currently has no
facilities of this nature. If such a proposal is submitted, it is
likely to be highly controversial because of these potential impacts and
because of the energy policy issues it would present.
A. dry ton year of imput figure was used as the gualitative
measure of size for coal and peat gasification facilities because this
is the most available standard for both types of facilities. The alternative of utilizing an output measure was considered but rejected
because different types of fuel. output are possible from coal and peat
resources.

Fuel conversion facilities for alcohol production are generally
viewed as having a lesser potential for significant environmental
impact. In addition, the technology for alcohol production has been
tested and applied; consequently, more data on environmental impacts is
available. These facilities have the potential for significant impacts
with regard to water pollution, odors, transportation systems and land
use patterns. These facilities are likely to become more common in the
future; therefore, controversy relating to use of natural areas for
energy production and the use of agricultural land for energy production
is anticipated.
Gallons of alcohol produced were used as the qualitative
measure of facility size because this is the most commonly used method
of describing facility size and because this measure is most directly ·
related to emissions and discharges. The alternatives of tons, dry
tons, and bushels were considered but rejected because they were not as
easily applied to all potential types of biomass sources. Potential
bioma5s sources include corn grain, corn residue, special energy crops,
grasses, timber, crop residues and other grains.
The exemption threshold proposed was selected to assure that no
private farming operations would be subject to petitions. It is anticipated that most private operations will be considerably smaller than
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500,000 gallons and most commercial operations will be at least one
million gallons yearly. The impacts resulting from such small facilities are likely to be insignificant.
The following graph presents EQB and PCA projections and
records relating to the number of projects subject to environmental
review:
# Processed

Rule No.

# EAWs/Year

1977 Rules

Projected

# EISs/Year

Projected

§

3.024 j.

§

3.038 D.l.

1

§

3.038 0.2.

2

§

3.039 0.1.

1/5 years

§

3.039 0.2.

1/5 years

4

Reference documents that may be of interest include:
Study;

1.
Grain Motor Fuel Alcohol Technical and Economic Assessment
U.S. Department of Energy; June 1979.

2. The Report of the Alcohol Fuels Policy Review, Raw
Materials Availability Reports; U.S. Department of Energy; September
1979.
Category Area:

Transmission Lines

This category area is proposed because of the potential for
significant adverse environmental impactS associated with construction,
operation, and maintenance of a linear facility, as well as significant
social and economic impacts associated with the locatton of a linear
facility.
Specific categories recommended within this category area include:
Mandatory EAW - 6 MCAR

§-

3.038

E.

Transmission Line·s

Construction of a tranSmission line at a new location with a nomi-nal
capac1ty of 70 k1lovolts or more w1th 20 or more m1les of 1ts length
1 n M1 nnesota.
( EQB)

6 MCAR
Exemptions - 6 MCAR § 3.041 D.

Transmission Lines

Construction of a transmission line W·ith a nominal capacity of 69
kilovolts or less.
DISCUSSION: Under the current rules, the following category is directly
relevant to the transmission lines cate.gOry area:
Mandatory EAW: 6 MCAR § 3.0204 d1. Construction of electric transmission
lines and associated faci_lites designed for. or_ capable of, op-eration at
a nominal voltage of 200 kilovolts AC or more, or operation at -a nominal
voltage of + 200 kilovolts OC or more, and are 50 miles or more in
length-- (cQC);
Exemptions:

None

The EIS threshold proposed i's consisterit with re-gulations
relating to the routing of transmission lines. Sp·ecial ·procedures
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relating to the implementation of this category are set forth at 6 MCAR
3.056. This threshold is the same as the EAW threshold under the
current rules, however, projects meeting that threshold would require an
EIS pursuant to current procedures. Therefore, this threshold does not
represent a change.

§

Transmission lines in Minnesota are of one of the following
nominal ratings for AC: 69 kV, 115/138 kV, 161 kV, 230 kV, 345 kV, 500
kV. DC lines are either 250 kV or 400 kV. Sixty nine kV lines are
generally regarded as less controversial with regard to potential
environmental impacts. These 69 kV lines are usually of short length
and serve the function of distributing power from the primary network to
specific service lines. These lines have been exempted from environmental review.
Transmission lines of 115/138 kV, 161 kV, and 230 kV capacities
are commonly termed high voltage transmission lines. These lines tend
to be much more controversial and have similar potentials for environmental impacts. The proposed EAW category represents a significant
change in that 115/138 kV and 161 kV lines over 20 miles in length would
be subject to mandatory environmental review. Under the current rules
such review was discretionary. This change is proposed because of three
primary reasons: 1. these lines have similar potentials for environmental impacts, 2. these lines may be fairly easily upgraded to up to
two levels higher transmission capacity, and 3. these lines have been
controversial in the past as witnessed by several citizen requests for
environmental review of 115 kV facilities.
The proposed EAW threshold is set for facilities that exceed 20
miles in length. These facilities frequently traverse more than one
county and usually entail greater impact as a function of increased
length. The abbreviated EAW format would place little additional burden
upon the utility because the information requested would be developed
pursuant to their own internal environmental review or pursuant to
federal requirements. Facilities in excess of 69 kV nominal capacity
but less than 20 miles 1n length would be subject to environmental
review on a discretionary basis.
The following graph presents EQB projections and records
relating to the number of projects subject to environmental review:
Rule No.
§

3.024 d1.

§

3.038 E.

§

3.039 E.

# Processed

# EAWs/Year

!977 Rules

Projected

# E!Ss/Year

Projected

0
2
1/5 years

Reference documents that may be of interest include:
1.

Public Health and Safety Effects of High Voltage Overhead
Transmission Lines; Minnesota Department of Health;
October 1977.

2.

Electric Power Transmission Lines - an Assessment of
Rights of Way Compatability; Environmental Quality Board;
final draft - av.ailable for review at the EQB office.

Category Area:

Pipelines

This category area is proposed because of the potential for
significant adverse environmental effects during construction as well as
during the use of the facility if a leak should develop. Specific categories recommended within this category area include:
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Mandatory EAW - 6 MCAR § 3.038 F.
1.

Pipelines

Construction of a pipeline, greater than six inches in diameter
and hav1ng more than 50 m1les of 1ts length 1n M1nnesota, used
for the transportat1on of coal, crude petroleum fuels, or o1l
or the1r der1vat1ves. (EQB)

2.

Mandatory EIS .- None

Exemptions - None
DISCUSSION: Under the current rules, the following category is directly
relevant to the pipeline category area:
Mandatory EAW: 6 MCAR § 3.024 g. Construction of a pipeline greater
than six inches in diameter and 50 miles in length--(DNR)

Exemptions:

None

Proposed category 6 MCAR § 3.038 F.1. is substantively the same
category as contained in the current rules. The language has been
changed to conform to the language used in the definitiOn of large
energy facilities as defined at 6 MCAR § EA 501 (f).
Proposed category 6 MCAR § 3.038 F.2. is a new category. The
threshold of this category corresponds to the large energy facility
threshold as defined at 6 MCAR § EA 501 (f).
These categories are needed because. although a certificate of
need must be prepared for large energy facilities, the certificate of
need process does not entail a comprehensive assessment of potential
environmental impacts. The thresholds were selected to promote consistency with the certificate of need process. Pipelines of less capacity or a shorter distance are likely to be connecting pipelines or a
part of a distribution system and environmental review may be required
on a discretionary basis if significant adverse impacts are anticipated.
The following graph presents EQB projections and records
relating to the number of projects subject to ~nvironmental review:
Rule No.

# Processed

# EAWs/Year

# E!Ss/Year

1977 Rules

Processed

Processed

§

3.024 g.

§

3.038 F.1.

1/5 years

§

3.038 F.2.

1/5 years

Category Area:

1

Transfer Facilities

The category area is proposed because of environmental impacts
associated with operation of the facilities, because these facilities
are typically located near water resources, and because these facilities
are often very controversial in the immediate vacinity. Specific categories recommended within this category area include:
Mandatory EAW - 6 MCAR § 3.038 G.

Transfer Facilities
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2.

Construction of a new facility or the expansion by 50 percent
or more of an existing facility for the bulk transfer of hazardous matenals w1th the capac1ty of 10,000 or more .gallons per
transfer, 1f the.fac1l1ty -lS located 1n a shoreland area, del1
neated·flood pla1n, or a state or federally designated wild and
seem c r1 vers d1 str1 ct. ( PCA)

Mandatory EIS - None
Exemptions-- 6 MCAR

§ 3.041

E.

Transfer Facilities

Construction of a facility designed for or capable of transferring
less than 30 tons of coal per hour or with an annual throughput of
less than 50,000 tons-of Coal from one mode- of transportation to a
s1m1lar or d1fferent mode of transportat1on;· or ·the expans1on of an
ex1st1ng fac1l1ty by these respect1ve amounts.
DISCUSSION: The current rules contain no EAW or exemption categories
relating to the transfer facility category area.
The need for the category relating to coal transfer faciHties
was voiced early in the process of developing category areas. Concerns_
documenting this need included fugitive dust emissions, leaking, noise
1 eve 1s, transportation re 1ated issues, 1oca 1 .1 and use issues, and potential water pollution issues if the facility is located near a water
resource. The threshold was developed to be consistent with certificate
of need definitions. The threshold used corresponds to ~he definition
of 11 coal transshipment facilityn at 6 MCAR § 2.090 4 E. The exemption
category threshold was set at 10% of this threshold. The intention of
the exemption threshold is to prevent petitions for minor industrial
operations where coal is used as an energy source. If operations of
this nature have the potential for significant impacts, the issue should
be raised pursuant to the primary purpose of the activity.
The need for the category relating to the transfer of hazardous
materials was raised during the public participation process. The primary concerns docuinenting -this need included the potential for spills
resulting in serious water contamination if that facility is near water
resources. The threshold was derived to be higher than the amount of
material carried by an average truck transport but still sensitive
enough to apply to large transfer facilities associated with barge
transportation.
The following graph presents EQB and PCA projections and
records relating to the number of projects subject to environmental
review:
# Processed

Rule No.

# EAWs/Year

1977 Rules

Projected

I 3.038 G.!.

1

§ 3.038 G.z.

1

Category Area:

# E!Ss/Year

Projected

Underground Storage

Thls category is proposed because this type of project- is new
and largely untested: is very large in scope, has the potential for
groundwater contamination and serious human health impacts and is very
controversial. Specific categories recommended within this category
area include:
Mandatory EAW - 6 MCAR I 3.038 H.
1.

Underground Storage

Expansion of an underground storage facility for gases or
liquids that requires a permit, pursuant to Minn. Stat. §
84.57.

(DNR)
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Mandatory EIS - 6 MCAR § 3.039 F.

Underground Storage

1.

Construction of an underground storage facility for gases or
i1qu1ds that requ1res a perm1t pursuant to M1nn. Stat. § 84.57.

2.

Construction of an underground storage facility for gases or
l1qu1ds, us1ng naturally occurr1ng rock mater1als, that
requ1res a perm1t pursuant to M1nn. Stat. § 84.621. (DNR)

Exemptions - None
DISCUSSION: Under the current rules, the following category is directly
relevant to the underground storage category area:
Mandatory EAW: 6 MCAR § 3.024 i.

Construction of an underground storage

facility for gases and li_quids that requires a permit, pursuant to Minn.

Stat. § 84.57 (1974) --(DNR).

Exemptions:

None

Minn. Stat. § 84.57 mandates a permit for the-displacement of
groundwater by the underground storage of gases or liquids under
pressure. The Department of Natural Resources (DNR) is the responsible
permitting agency. No specific rules have been promulgated regarding
this authority. One facility of this type has been constructed in
Minnesota. No EIS was prepared for that facility. The DNR is currently
processing a second application. An EIS has been ordered on the pro~
posed facility. The primary environmental effects of concern on this
type of project are groundwater quantity and quality impacts. The lack
of a formal process for citizen comment further documents the need for
environmental review of this type of activity.
Minn. Stat. § 84.621 mandates a permit for the storage Of gases
or liquids, other than water, in natural rock formationS underground.
These formations could be naturally occurring or the result of the
mining of rock material to create a storage site in a rock formation.
No facilities of this .type currently are found in Minnesota and no formal proposals have been presented. It is kn-ow,n, however, that the concept of mining rock to create an underground Cavity in the bedrock is
being discussed. The purpose of the cavity would .be to potentially
store petroleum products. The primary environmental concerns associated
with such an activity would be related to groundwater quality and safety
concerns. The DNR is the responsible permitting agency for this type of
activity. No specific rules have been promulgated regarding this
authority. The lack of a formal process for citizen comment further
documents the need for environmental review of this type of activity.
No threshold is applied to these activities -i.e., projects of
these types would have to be sufficiently large in scale for economic
reasons that they would raise the potential for significant environmental impacts. Further, use of a threshold could raise the potential of
attempts to piecemeal projects that may be controversial. The impacts
of the entire facility should be considered prior to the approval of any
part. The lesser EAW requirement is applied for expansion because once
a facility is constructed, the original EIS can be used as an information base plus the facility will have developed a record relating to
its actual impacts. The need for an EIS on an expansion can thus be
developed on a case-by-case basis.
The following graph presents EQB and,DNR projections and
records relating to the number of projects subject to environmental
review:
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# EAWs/Year

Processed
1977 Rules

#

Rule No.

Projected

E!Ss/Year
Projected
#

0

§

3.024 i.

§

3.038 H.l.

0

§

3.038 H.2.

0

§

3.039 F.l.

1/5 years

§

3.039 F.2.

1/5 years

Category Area:

Storage Facilities

This category area is proposed because of concerns relating to
potential environmental impacts and because of the likelihood of controversy relating to the siting of these types of projects. Specific categories recommended within this ca~egory area include:
Mandatory EAW- 6 MCAR § 3.038 I.
1.

Storage Facilities

Construction of a facility designed for or capable of storing
more.than 7,500 tons of coal or w1th an annual throughput of
more than 125,000-tons of coal; or the expans1on of an ex1sting
fac1l1ty by these respect1ve amounts. (PCA)
for or

3.

Construction of a facility designed for or capable of storing
on a single site 100,000 gallons or more of liquified natural
gas or synthet1c gas. {PCA)

Mandatory EIS - None
Exemptions - 6 MCAR

§

3.041 F.

Storage Facilities

Construction of a facility designed for or capable of storing less
than 75o tons of coal or more, with an annual throughput of less
than 12,500 tons of coal; or the expans1on of an ex1st1ng fac1l1ty
by these respect1ve amounts.
DISCUSSION: Under the current rules, the following category is directly
relevant to the storage_ facilities category are_a:
Mandatory EAW: 6 MCAR § 3.024 h. Construction of facilities on a
single site that are designed for, or capable of, storing a total of one
million· or more gallons of liquid natural gas, liquid petroleum gas, or
other liquid fuels - (PCA).
Exemptions:

None

The need for proposed category 6 MCAR § 3.038 1.1. was voiced
early in the process of deVeloping category areas. Concerns documenting
the need for this category include fugitive dust emissions, leaching,
transportation related _issues, and water pollution issues. The
threshold was developed to be consistent with certificate of n·eed
definitions. The threshold used corresponds to the definition of 11 large
coal storage facility" at 6 MCAR § 2.0904 L. The exemption category
threshold was set at 10% of the EAW threshold. The intention of the
exemption threshold· is to prevent-petitions for minor industrial operations where coal is used as an energy source. If operations of this
nature have the potential for significant impacts, the issue should be
raised pursuant to the primary purpose of- the_. activity.
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Proposed category 6 MCAR § 3.038 1.2. is substantively similar
to the category in the current rules. The threshold level corresponds
to the threshold for a large energy facility as set forth at 6 MCAR §
EA 501 (f}. The category was changed as a result of comments received
during the public participation process to apply to all hazardous
materials as opposed to only petroleum fuels. It is likely, however,
that only petroleum fuels will be stored in sufficient quantities to
trigger this threshold.
Proposed category 6 MCAR § 3.038 1.3. was included in the
current threshold at a threshold of 1,000,000 gallons. Natural gas and
synthetic gas facilities were separated from the proposed petroleum
category because the 1,000,000 gallon threshold was unrealistic.
Natural and synthetic gases are typically stored in much smaller
facilities. These facilities are stored under pressure and create
controversy relating to the explosive nature of the facility.
The following graph presents EQB and PCA projections and
reCords relating to the number of projects subject to environmental
review:

§ 3. 024

# EAWs/Year
Projected

# Processed

Rule No.

1977 Rules

h.

2

§ 3.038 1.1.

4

§ 3.038 1.2.

3

§ 3.038 1.3.

3

Category Area:

# E!Ss/Year
Projected

Metallic Mineral Mining and Processing.

This category area is proposed because of the environmental
impacts associated with mine facilities and processing facilities and
beCause of significant land use implications relating to these types of
projects. Specific categories recommended within this category area
include:

1.

Mineral deposit evaluation of metallic mineral deposits other
than natural .iron ore and tacomte. {DNR}

2.

Expansion of a stockpile, tailings basin, or mine by 320 or
more acres. (DNR)

3.

Expansion of a metallic mineral plant processing facility that
1s capable of 1ncreas1ng product1on by 25 percent per year or
more, prov1ded that 1ncrease is 1n excess of 1,000,000 tons per
year 1n the case of fac1l1t1es for process1ng natural iron ore
or tacon1te. (DNR)

Mandatory EIS - 6 MCAR § 3.039 G.
processing •.

Metallic mineral mining and

1.

Mineral deposit evaluation involving the extraction of 1,000
tons or more of mater1al that 1s of 1nterest to the proposer
pr1nc1pal1y due to 1ts radioact1ve charactenst1cs. (DNR)

2.

Construction of a new facility for mining metallic minerals or
for the d1sposal of ta1l1ngs·from a metall1c m1neral mine.

3.

Construction of a new metallic mineral processing facility.
DNR
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Exemptions - 6 MCAR § 3.041 G.

Mining

1.·

General mine site evaluation activities, that do not result in
a permanment aiterat1on of the env1ronment, 1nclud1ng mapp1ng,
aer1al surveying, v1sual inspect1on, geolog1c f1eld
reconna1ssance, geophys1cal stud1es, and survey1ng, but
exclud1ng exploratory borings.

2.

Expansion of metallic mineral plant processing facilities that
1s capable of 1ncreas1ng product1on by less than ten percent
per year, prov1ded that 1ncrease 1s less than 100,000 tons per
year 1n the case of fac1l1t1es for process1ng natural 1ron ore
or tacon1 te.

3.

Scram mining operations.

DISCUSSION: Under the current rules, the following categories are
directly relevant to the metallic mineral mining and processing category
area:
Mandatory EAW:

6 MCAR § 3.024

j. Construction of a new mineral or fuel processing or refining
facility, including, but not limited to, smelting and hydrometallur-gical
operations - (PCA or DNR).
n.
Construction or opening of a new facility for mining metallic
minerals - (DNR).
b1. Conversion of 40 or more contiguous acres of forest cover
to a different land use. (Local)
Exemptions:

None

For the purposes of this discussion, metallic mineral mining
related impacts may be viewed in the following stages:
1.

Exploration and initial site evaluation activities

2.

Bulk sampling and mineral deposit evaluation

3.

Mining

4.

Processing

5.
Disposal of wastes related to mining, including reclamation activities.
General mine site evaluation activities are excluded from these
rules pursuant to 6 MCAR § 3.041 G.l. This represents a significant
change from the current rules. Under the current rules, all mining
related activities were subject to environmental review. The exemption
category excludes those activities that will not result in permanent
alteration of the environment. Exploratory borings are not included in
this exemption because these activities are controversial and the subject Of scientific debate as to the significance of potential impacts.
Significant public concern has been expressed relating to potential
health impacts resulting from groundwater contamination, especially
through radioactive mineral deposits. This type of exploratory activity
is, therefore, subject to environmental review on a discretionary basis
with the Department of Natural Resources (DNR) as responsible governmental unit.
Mineral deposit evaluation activities have the potential for
causing environmental impacts similar to those of mining - but on a
smaller scale. This type of mining activity was not specifically
addressed in the current rules. Minnesota has had lengthy experi.ence in
evaluating the impacts of mineral deposit evaluation and mining of
natural iron ore and taconite. These activities are regulated pursuant
to the Mineland Reclamation Rules, 6 MCAR § 1.401. This regulation pro-
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vides adequate review for most natural iron ore and taconite mineral
deposit evaluation activities, therefore, this type of activity is
excluded from 6 MCAR § 3.038 J.l. and is subject to environmental review
on a discretionary basis. Minnesota has had relatively little
experience in evaluating the impacts of mining and mineral deposit evaluation of other types of mineral deposits. Such mining is considered
most likely in Minnesota for ores of copper, nickel, and uranium.
Because of the lack of experience and lack of other regulations related
to these mining activities, they are subject to mandatory environmental
review. Extensive evaluation of radioactive deposits has been elevated
to a mandatory EIS category pursuant to 6 MCAR § 3.039 G.l. because of
the increased potential for adverse environmental impacts and human
health impacts. The 1,000 ton threshold was recommended by the DNR as a
feasible threshold to indicate a concern for significant adverse
environmental impacts. This threshold is near the limit of ore commonly
analyzed for evaluation of the deposit.
Metallic mineral mining activities may have the potential for
significant impacts on ground and surface water quality and quantity,
air quality, land use impacts and demographic impacts that may disrupt
the local economy. 6 MCAR § 3.039 G.2. requires a mandatory EIS for all
new metallic mineral mining proposals. An all or none threshold is used
because these activities must be of an economically feasible scale and
that scale would, of necessity, be sufficient to potentially pose the
threat of significant impacts. At 6 MCAR § 3.038 J.2. an acreage
threshold is used for the EAW for expansion of an existing facilty. The
lesser EAW requirement is provided for expansions because the impacts
related to land use, siting, and demographics are reduced and the primary concerns relate to the mitigation of direct physical impacts. This
could be done without an EIS. Scram mining operations are exempted pursuant to 6 MCAR § 3.041 G.3. because these operations, by definition, do
not impact significant amounts of new land or new resources. These
activities are much smaller in scale and tend to be oriented to maximizing the resource. The current rules require an EAW for new mining
operations. Although the proposed rules appear to be more stringent by
requiring an EIS for new facilities, in practice an EIS would have been
prepared on new facilities under current regulation. Therefore, this
does not represent a substantial new requirement. Environmental review
of expansions of mining operations was discretionary under the current
rules. The current rules did not exempt scram mining operations.
Metallic mineral processing facilities have the potential for
significant impacts on ground and surface water_ quantity and quality,
air quality, and demographic impacts that may disrupt the local economy.
6 MCAR § 3.039 G.3. requires a mandatory EIS for all new processing
facilities. An all or none threshold is used because these facilities
must be of an economically feasible scale and that scale would~ of
necessity, be sufficient to pose the threat of significant impacts. At
6 MCAR § 3.038 J.3. a percentage expansion figure is used as a threshold
for an EAW. The lesser EAW requirement is provided for expansions
because the impacts related to siting and demographics are reduced and
the primary concerns relate to the mitigation of direct physical
impacts. This could be done without an EIS. At 6 MCAR § 3.041 G.2., a
percentage expansion figure is used to exempt certain minor expansions.
This exemption is intended to alloW equipment changes, alterations that
may increase production efficiency, and minor operational changes
withOut environmental review. The current rules require an EAW for new
processing faci'lities. Although the proposed rules appear to be more
stringent by requiring an EIS for new facilities, in practice an EIS
would have been prepared under current regulations. Therefore, this
does not represent a substantial new requirement •. Environmental review
of expansions of processing facilities was discretionary under the
current rules. The current rules contained no excemptions relating to
the expansion of processing facilities.
Waste or tailings disposal facilities have the potential for
significant impacts on ground and surface water quantity and quality~
air quality, and land use impacts. 6 MCAR § 3.039 G.2 requires a mandatory EIS for all new tailings disposal facilities. An all or none
threshold is used because these facilities must be sufficiently large to
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be economically feasible and functionally practical such that the size
would be sufficient to pose the threat of significant impacts. At 6
MCAR § 3.038 J.2. an acreage threshold is used for an EAW requirement
for expansion of an existing facility. The lesser EAW requirement is
provided for expansions because the impacts related to land use and
siting are largely reduced and mitigation efforts may be. able to be tied
into the existing design. This could be done without an EIS. No exemptions are established relating to disposal facilities because even relatively small facilities may generate substantial local impacts. The
current rules do not specifically address tailings disposal facilities;
however, these facilities would typically be addressed in conjunction
with specific mining proposals.
The following graph presents EQB and DNR projections and
records relating to the number of projects subject to environmental
review:
# EAWs/Year

# Processed

Rule No.

Projected

1977 Rules

§ 3.024

j.

0

§ 3.024

n.

0

§ 3.024 b1

2

# E!Ss/Year

Projected

1/5 years

§ 3.038 J.l.
§ 3.038 J.2.

1

§ 3.038 J.3.

0

§ 3.039 G.l.

1/5 years

§ 3.039.G.2.

1/5 years

§ 3.039 G.3.

1/5 years

Category Area:

Nonmetallic Mineral Mining

This category area is proposed because of the potential for
significant effects on ground and surface water quality and quantity,
air quality, land use, and the local and state economy. Other local and
state regulations relating to these activities do not necessarily deal
with the full spectrum of potential impacts. Envi·ronmental review would
facilitate multi-agency coordination. Specific categories recommended
within this category area include:
Mandatory EAW - 6 MCAR
1.

§ 3.038

K.

Nonmetallic mineral mining.

Development of a facility for the extraction or mining of peat
which will result 1n the excavat1on of 160· or more acres of
land dur1ng 1ts ex1stence. (DNR)

Mandatory EIS - 6 MCAR § 3.039 H.

Nonmetallic mineral mining.

1.

Development of a facility for the extraction or mining of peat
which will utilize 320 acres of land or more during its
ex1stence. (DNR)

2.

Development of a facility for the extraction or mining of sand,
gravel, stone, or other nonmetallic minerals, other than peat,
wh1ch w1ll excavate 160 acres of land or more to a mean depth
of ten feet or more during its existence. (local)
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in

DISCUSSION: Under the current rules, the following category is directly
relevant to the nonmetallic mineral mining category area:
Mandatory" EAW:

6 MCAR § 3.024.o-. Construction or opening of a facility

for mining gravel, other non-metallic minerals, and fuels· involving_ more
than 320 acres- (Local, except DNR with respect to peat fuels).
Exemptions:

None

This category area is subdivided into categories relating to
peat and categories relating to aggregate minerals becaUse the .impacts

relating to these activities differ.

A third type of nonmetallic

mineral that could be mined in Minnesota, marl, is not included· in this
category area. Mining of marl almost always tak-es place in lake basins.

This activity would be addressed by the Wetlands and Protected Waters
category area.
The extraction of peat resources has the potential for causing
environmental impacts relating to land use, air quality, water quality,
mining and drainage. Current peat mining activities tend to be of small
scale and for the purpose of marketing the peat as a horticultural product or as a briquet fuel. Peat mining is expected to be extremely
controversial if proposals develop to utilize the resource for other
energy uses. Data based on actual development of these resources on a
broad scale is limited. The threshold levels of 160 acres for a mandatory EAW (6 MCAR § 3.038 K.1.) and 320 acres for a mandatory EIS (6
MCAR § 3.039 H.1.) coincide with Department of Natural Resources policy
as set forth in the Minnesota Permit Program Policy Recommendations. In
the current rules the 320 acre threshold for an EAW for nometallic
resources would have applied to peat extraction.
The extracti:on of aggregate resources has the potenti'al for
causi_ng environmental impacts relating to land use, transportation,
noise. ai~ quality, water quality and vibrations. Proposed activities
are frequently in or near populated areas and,;~therefore, tend to be
controversial. The threshold levels of 40 acres to a ten foot depth ·for
a mandatory EAW (6 MCAR § 3.038 K.2.) and 160 acres to a ten foot depth
for a mandatory EIS (6 MCAR § 3.039 H.1.) were developed pursuant to the
public participation process and on the basis of the history of environmental revi-ew_ for- these· activities. The current EAW threshold is- 320
acres; however, the category is not specific as to the degree of mininQ
reqUired to trigger the threshold. _(I~e., if a lesser area is actually
developed, the entire parcel of land would still be included in the
measurement). Petitions have been received for environmental review on
facilities as low as 10 acres.
G'eneral mine site evaluation activities that do not result in a
permanent ·alteration of the environment are ~)(eluded from these rules
pursuant to 6 MCAR § 3.041 G.l. The current rules do not contain any
exemptions relating to nonmetallic mineral mining .. This exemption is
included to -focus environmental review on the primary purpose: of the
p~oposed activity.
The following graph presents EQB and DNR projections and
records relating to the number of projects subject to environmental
review:
#EAWs/Year
Projected

#- Processed

Rule No.
§

3.024

1977 Rules

w.

1

§ 3.038 K.l.

1
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# E!Ss/Year
Projected

§

3.038 K.2.

10

§ 3.039 H.1.

1

3.039 H.2.

2

§

Category Area:

Paper or Pulp Processing Mills

This category area is proposed because of the potential for
significant effects on water quality, air quality, solid waste
generation, and transportation impacts. These potential impacts are
regul~ted by several different agencies.
Environmental review would
facilitate multi-agency coordination. Specific categories recommended
within this category area include:
Mandatory EAW - 6 MCAR § 3.038 L.

Paper or pulp processing mills.

Expansion of an existing paper or pul
1ncrease 1ts product1on capac1ty y
Mandatory E1S - 6 MCAR § 3.039 I.

recessing facility that will

Paper or pulp processing.·

Construction of a new paper or pulp processing mill.
Exemptions:

6 MCAR § 3.041 H.

(PCA)

Paper or pulp processing facilities.

Expansion of an existing paper or pulP- processing facility that will
1ncrease 1ts product1on capac1ty by less than ten percent.

DISCUSSION: Under the current rules, the following category is directly
relevant to the Paper or Pulp Processing Mills category area:
Mandatory EAW: 6 MCAR § 3.024 x.
pulp processing mill (PCA).
Exemptions:

Construction of a new paper and

None

Paper and pulp processing mills have a broad range of environmental impacts. Water related impacts include the use of large quantities of water and the discharge of both cooling and process waters.
Air quality related impacts are primarily associated with power generation at the facility. The degree of the problem is tied to the type and
amount of fuel used. Solid wastes in the form of ashes from power
generation and sludges from process water treatment may pose serious
disposal problems. Raw materials and products of these facilities are
bulky materials and the facilities are labor intensive; therefore,
transportation related impacts are likely to be a further issue. The
ns threshold, 6 MCAR § 3.039 I. is set at an all or none threshold for
new facilities. This is reasonable because the size of these faci.lities ·
must be economically practical and that size would have the potential
for significant impacts. These are new impacts on the local env-ironment
and significant wildlife and land use questions must also be addressed.
This category corresponds to the current EAW threshold; however, in
practi-ce an EIS is likely to be prepared on a new facility pursuant to
current procedures. Therefore, this does not represent a major change
in the requirements for environmental documents.
The Po1l,ution Control Agency has recently prepared an EIS on
the expansion of the St. Regis facility. This project was highly
controversial. The conclusion of the EIS was that, given controls, the
expansion would have no significant environmental effects. The expansion was greater than 50%. The experience of that EIS and the current
Blandin expansion EAW indicates that impacts related to expansions· of
less than 50% can be adequately handled through permitting. Expans1ons
greater than 50% should require an EAW because of the magnitude of additional wastewater and solid waste generated and because of additional
air quality and transportation impacts. The current rules did not have
a category related to the expansion of these facilities.
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At 6 MCAR § 3.041 H., a ten percent figure is used to exempt
minor expansions. This exemption is intended to allow equipment
changes, alterations that may increase production efficiency, and minor
operational changes without environmental review. Expansions between
ten and 50 percent are subject to environmental review on a discretiOnary
basis because such expansions are likely to be of a magnitude that will
generate controversy and because of the scope and potential significance
of impacts. The current rules do not contain exemptions relating to
paper and pulp processing mills.
The following graph presents EQB and PCA projections and
records relating to the number of projects subject to environmental
review:
# Processed

Rule No.
§ 3.024 x.
§

3.038

# EAWs/Year

Projected

1977 Rules

# EISs/Year

Projected

1
1

L.

1/5 years

§ 3.039 I.

Reference documents that may be of interest include:
1.
Category Area:

St. Regis Expansion EIS; Pollution Control Agency; 1979.
Industrial/commercial/institutional facilities.

This category area is proposed because of the potential for
significant impacts on water quality, air quality, solid waste
generation, hazardous waste generation, transportation, land use,
demographic and economic impacts on local economies. The spectrum of
impacts is- diverse and the regulation of the impacts varies in effectiveness wi.th the units of government responsible .. This type of project
tends to be controversial, as witnessed by the number of projects _previously subjected to environmental review. Specific categories recommended within this category area include:
Mandatory EAW - 6 MCAR § 3.038 M.
ac1 1t1es.

Industrial/commercial/institutional

a.

Unincorporated area - 100,000 sq. ft.

b.

Third or fourth class city - 200,000 sq. ft.

c.

Second class city - 300,000 sq. ft.

d.

First class city - 400,000 sq. ft. (local)

a.

The activity involves riparian frontage, or

b.

Twenty thousand or more sq. ft. of ground area to be developed 1s w1th1n a shoreland area, del1neated flood pla1n,
or state or federally des1gnated w-1ld and scen1c rlVers
d1str1ct. (local)

2.
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Mandatory EIS - 6 MCAR § 3.039 J.
ac1 1t1es.
1.

Industrial/commercial/institutional

Construction of a new or expansion of an existing industrial~
commerclal, or institutional facility equal to or 1n excess of
the following thresholds, expressed as gross floor space:
a.

Unincorporated area - 250,000 sq. ft.

b.

Third or fourth class city - 500,000 sq. ft.

c.

Second class city - 750,000 sq. ft.

d.

First class city - 1,000,000 sq. ft. (local)

a.

The activity involves riparian frontage, or

2.

b.

One hundred thousand or more sq. ft. of ground area to be

developed

1s

w1th1n a shoreiand area, dei1neated flood

pla1n, or state or federally des1gnated w1ld and scen1c
r1vers d1stnct. (local)

Exemptions - 6 MCAR § 3.041 I.

Industrial/commercial/institutional

TaefTft1 es.

a.

Third or fourth class city or unincorporated area - 50,000
sq. ft.

b.

Second class city - 75,000 sq. ft.

c.

First class city - 100,000 sq. ft.

2.

The construction of an industrial, commercial, or institutional
fac11lty w1th less. than 4,000. sq . .ft. of gross floor space, and
w1th assoc1ated park1ng fac1l1t1es des1gned for 20 veh1cles or
1ess.

3.

Construction of a new parking faci 1 i ty for 1 ess than· 100
veh1cles if the fac1l1ty 1s not located 1n a shoreland area,
del1neated flood pla1n, or state or federally des1gnated w1ld
and scen1c r1vers d1str1ct.

DISCUSSION: Under the current rules, the following __ categories are
directly- relevant to the industrial/commercia 1/i nsti tuti anal faci 1i ties
category- area:

Mandatory EAW:

6 MCAR § 3.024.

a.
Construction .of a new industrial pdrk of over 3_20 acres in size (Local);
b.
Construction of a facility or integral group of facilities with at
least 250,000 square feet of conunercial or retai'l floor space or at
least 175,000 square feet of industrial floor space, or a mixture of
commercial, industrial and retail floor space totaling at least 250,000
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squ(}re f~e_t~ unless_ lo<;:~ted: tn an
a1 read~ been prepared c (Local ) ;

industri.~l

parlc, for whi.cl:l a_n EIS has

Any 1ndu~tY:"ial_, collJ!Jlercial q,r r~si.d~r,~tiAl developm~nt of 40. or !llQre
any part of wh.i.ch is with.i.n a flo.o~p.lain area, as defin.ed by th.e
S_t_ate'(li d,e Standard.s and, Cri. t~ri. a for t~_a,n~g_em~nt of- Flq.odp.l~ in_ A.rea,s of
Mi.~nesota - (Local);
·

c.

acr~s,
11

11

d.
Construction of a commer-cial or industrial development, any part of
wh.ich is w.i.thin a shoreland area (as defined by Minn. Stat. § 105.485
(1974)., coveri.og_ 20,0(10 o_r mo.re sq_ua_re f~et of gro.und sp(!.ce, not
incl!:!ding acces_s roads o_r pa,rki-ng area.s, an4 located. on- a. parcel of land
havi.ng 1,500 feet or more of shoreline frontage -(Local);

Exemptions.:

6 MCAR § 3.•026.

3..
Construction or alteration of a store, office, or restau.rant
design_ed for an ·occupa_ncy Of 20 pe.rs.on.s or les:.s, i-f not i.n_ conjunction
w_ittl the construction. or alterati.on o.f tw.o or more stores., o_ffi_ceS, or
r~s;,1~aur.ants accumulating, ~n- oq::upancy load of more than. 30 persons,
u~less des_ignated to. be a t:Jts.tori.caJ structure.
Se_ve-ra_l v.ar:iable_s affec_ted. the s_e,lecti_on of the
·measure fo.r. th.i s. ~ate' gory- are_a_:

q4a.lit~tive

1.
Amo.unt of impact is re.lated. to. s_ize of faCility. (Note t;hi-s c_an, be_ operational size or amount of surface area occupied)._

2.
fqrce or

ci_a.lly_

Size of f;acility. can be. mea5:.ured by physi-cal size.,_ work

prodw~ti on.

3.

Type of impact i.s a functi.on. of the type of product.

4-.

Severi tj, qJ. i.mp~_c;t. i-s. a; fun.c_t,i on o.f 1o~a_t:i on
to ~ate_r. res_ources).

prmd.m~-ty_

(_~o:~~-

- espe-

5.
Economi c/demog.raphi c impacts_ are: a function of tl)e abi· 1i-tyof_- the- loca.l and regi.anal eriv_i.ronment ~nd. local s_ocietal structure to
adap.t tp the facility. ·

The: div,ers.i:tY of these vari:ables. precludes f.i_ne tuning. of. categories to
the degree des.i.re.d.. As_ a. res.u_lt, for facili-ties. located in upland
areas., whe_re: w_a;t~r re:late_d· i-mpac;t.s. are, Hke-ly :to. be more easi-ly
a.ddres.s.-ed, thresholds relating to the_ ope.ratio'i'1al s.i.ze of the fact-lity
rela,tiv.e to. t.h_e, s.ize. of the- loca} c.0:11)1.11!,mi-_ty wer~ u.s.ed .. The. bas.ic theory
is. that. the larger th~ faci.lity, .the greater the output and the greater
the. potential frir- lo_c_a,l- s.o.ci.e.t_~l and env.ironmenta} d-isrupti-on. Square
footage thres.holds were. set a.t relatively high levels (i.e., not likely
to b.e proppsed') for the EIS category and at modera.te levels. for the EAW
categpry. to. a}lo~. d.i.s.cretion by. the RGU in evalua.t1ng the merit of the
o.t~e_r. va.r1 able.s:.
Fo.r facil ;-ties located near water resourc:e.s, the- variables
a.s.sociated, with . w_ate_r quaHty and. loss of habitat adjacent to aqu.atic
e_cosystems, were a_ssi gned_, a,dded· importanc_e-. Therefore_., thresholds- as.sociated. w.ith. the. p_rox_imity. to the. reso_u_rce- and the. am_ou.nt of ground area
tha,t is rendered. impervious (thus increasing- runoff p,otential) were
a_dded_ while. -the_, 1 oca-1 econom_i c/ d_emog_raphi c impacts we_re gj ven 1ess.
pri.ori ty. Th,i s. i.n. i t_self wo.ul d prima:ri ly imp_aCt- 1arg_e.r citi-es wi-th
rela:tjori to. th_e_se ru_les. How_ever, the DNR has regulatory. authority over
de_vel opment· within shore land, floo.dp_l a.i n and- w-ild- and scenic ri'ver
areas. Local governmenta-l un.i.ts must adopt loca.l ordinances complying
w_ith._ these. base standards. The:se ord_inances must be approve.d by the DNR
on a_ cas.e-by-case_ basi.s.. Therefore, the, category for deve,lopments near
w_ater- resou_rces w.a.s. furt,her tied __ t_o whethe_r or--not- the local governmental unit has complied: wJth. exi~Ung regulations. Those that have are
presum~d to have. incorpo,rated adequate. environ!ll~ntaJ protection mea~ures
an(j_ are, therefore_, subject to: the same_ threshold- as developments- ln.upland areas. Tho.se that have- not are. st,Jbject to more stringent
thresholds.
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In actual application~ developments in shoreland areas are most
likely to be involved. All Minnesota counties have adopted shorela'nd
ordinances; therefore, all developments in unincorporated areas actually
would have the same measure applied. Approximately 50 of Minnesota•s
approximately 850 cities have adopted shoreland ordinances.
Approximately 150 more cities will have adopted ordinances within the
next biennium. This schedule will cover almost all cities likely to
h~ve proposed developments of sizes exceeding this threshold.
Communities that feel they may be adversely impacted may develop ordinances ahead of the DNR schedule. Therefore, the use of this measurement for developments near water resources is projected to have
relatively minimal long range impact in relation to the number of projects subject· to environmental review.
The actual quantitative thresholds proposed were the subject of
considerable controversy through the public meeting process used in preparation of these rules. Although these thresholds do not represent
consensus, they do represent a negotiated workable threshold. The categories proposed are more direct (i.e., fewer. and more specific) than the
thresholds of the current Categories. Several factors are relevant fn
evaluating the reasonableness of these thresholds:
1. Although the EAW thresholds are lower than those of the
current rules for third and fourth class cities and unincorporated
areas, the thresholds are relaxed for first and second class cities.
2. The current rules categories relating to development near
water resources apply to projects 11 any part of which is lOcated within••
a shoreland or floodplain. This is a more encompassing approach than
tying the category strictly to the ground area to be developed and
riparian development.
3. The exemptions are designed to be more project specific to
promote increased predictability in the application of these rules.
The following graph presents EQB projections and records
relating to the number of projects subject to environmental review:
Rule No.

# Processed
1977 Rules

§ 3.024 a.

0

§ 3.024 b.

48

§ 3.024 c.

31

§ 3.024 d.

10

# EAWs/Year

Projected

# E!Ss/Year

Projected

§ 3.038 M.l.a.

2

§ 3.038 M.l.b.

5

§ 3.038 M.l.c.

5

§

3.038 M.l.d.

2

§

3.038 M.2.

§

3.039 J.l.a.

1/5 years·

§

3.039 J .l.b.

1/5 years

§

3.039 J.l.c.

1/5 years

§

3.039 J.l.d.

1/5 years

§

3.039 J.2.

1

20

Reference documents that may be of interest include:
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1.

Shoreland Management Classification System for Public Waters;
Department of Natural Resources; January, 1976.

Category Area:

Air Pollution

This category area is proposed because of public concern
relating to air quality and its impact on human health and the
environment, especially via implications relating to acid rain. This
category area is proposed because other category areas may not be specific enough to review projects with potentially significant impacts on
ai~ quality.
Specific categories recommended within this category area
include:
Mandatory EAW - 6 MCAR

§

3.038 N.

Air pollution.

1.

2.

Construction of a new parking facility for 1,000 or more
veh1cles. (PCA)

Mandatory EIS:
Exemptions:

None

None

DISCUSSION: Under the current rules, the following categories are
directly relevant to the air pollution category area:
Mandatory EAW:

6 MCAR

§

3.024

e. Construction of a facility that generates more than a maximum of
2,500 vehicle trips per hour or a maximum of 12,500 vehicle trips per
eight-hour period- (Local);
k.
Construction of a facility if the cumulative emissions of particulate matter and sulfur oxides exceed 50 tons per day- (PCA).
Exemptions:

None

The EAW category at 6 MCAR § 3. 038 N.1. represents a rev1 s1on
in the curren-t EAW category to make it more practical. The qualitative
measure was changed from a measurement of only,,particulates and sulfur
oxides to a measurement for any single air pollutant. Emissions that
would trigger the threshold are likely to be particulates or sulfur
o.xi des; however, other pollutants, especially nitrogen oxides and ozone,
are also of major concern. The measurement is designated as post treatment as an incentive for the installation of proper pollution control
equipment. Synergistic impacts are not addressed specifically by the
category; however, a lower threshold will facilitate a review of potential synergistic impacts on a case-by-case basis. The quantitative
measure was adjusted to a realistic figure. The threshold of 50 tons
per day (18,250 tons per year) in the current rule•s EAW category was so
high it excluded all facilities. Very large and inefficient sources
currently in operation in Minnesota would correspond to approximately
only 1,000 tons per year. The proposed threshold coincides with federal
regulations which classify facilities of 100 tons per year as a major
source of air pollution. This threshold is also consistent with the
proposed state off-set rule. Technology is available to minimize this
impact and past experience has demonstrated that early environmenta·1
review can control problems associated with major sources of air
pollution.
The EAW category at 6 MCAR § 3.038 N.2. is a simplified
measurement that is consistent with the current rule. P.rimary env-ironmental issues raised by these facilities include runoff from the
facility, carbon monoxide and lead air emissions, ·petroleum and lead
runoff, and associated aquatic impacts. These impacts are most closely
associated with the number of vehicles using a facility. A facility
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accommodating 1,000 vehicles would correspond to approximately 300,000
sq. ft. or approximately seven acres.
No exemptions are listed under this category area; however, it
should be noted that 6 MCAR § 3.041 !.3. exempts facilities for less
than 100 vehicles if the facility is not located in a shoreland area,
flood plain area or state or federally designated wild and scenic rivers
district.
The following graph presents EQB and PCA projections and
records relating to the number of projects subject to environmental
review:
# Processed

Rule No.

# EAWs/Year
Projected

1977 Rules

§

3.024 e.

9

§

3.024 k.

0

§

3.038 N.l.

3

§

3.038 N.2.

2

Category Area:

# E!Ss/Year

Projected

Hazardous Waste

This category area is proposed because of the potential for
ground and surface water contamination and the resultant human health
and environmental impacts that may result from the disposal, processing
and storage of hazardous wastes. Additional concerns include potentj.al
air quality, noise and odor impacts, safety questions relating to
handling, and transportation and land use issues. This issue was not
specifically addressed in the current rules. Minn. Stat. § 115A specifically addresses this issue. The categories are proposed in a format
to coincide with the implementation of this legislation. Specific categories recommended within this category area include:
Mandatory EAW - 6 MCAR

§

3.038 0.

Hazardous waste.

1.

Construction or expansion of a hazardous waste disposal
facility. (PCA)

2.

Construction of a hazardous waste processing facility which
sells process1ng services to generators, other than the owner
and operator of the fac1 l1ty, of 1,000 or more k1lograms per
month capacity, or expans1on of such facility by 1,000 or more
k1lograms per month capacity. (PCA)

3.

Construction of a hazardous waste processing facility of 1,000
or more kilograms per month capac1ty or ex~ans1on of a fac1l1ty
by 1,000 or more k1lograms per month capac ty 1f the facil1ty
is located 1n a shoreland area, del1neated flood plain, state
or federally des1gnated w1ld and scemc r1vers d1str1ct, or ·in
an area characterlZed by soluble bedrock. (PCAJ

4.

Mandatory EIS - 6 MCAR

§

3.039 K.

Hazardous waste.
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Exemptions:

None

DISCUSSION: The current rules do not contain any EAW or exemption categories directly relevant to the hazardous waste category area.
The categories proposed pursuant to this category area may be
viewed in three distinct phases.
1.

Storage facilities

2.

Processing facilities

3.

Disposal facilities

The storage category, 6 MCAR § 3.038 0. 4. is designed to apply
to facilities for long term storage. The 5,000 gallon threshold is
regarded as a 1i kely di vi ding 1i ne between strictly tempora.ry faci 1i ties
and long term ·storage. Below this threshold it is likely that materials
are being gathered primarily to make shipment economically practical.
The gallon unit of measurement is used because these wastes are usua-lly
stored as liquids in 55 gallon drums. Concerns relating to storage
facilities are mainly the -potential for accidental spills and leaks. No
EIS category is proposed because the need for an EIS can best be
addressed on a case-by-case basis depending on the na-ture :and location
of the activity.
The processing facility categories, 6 MCAR §§ 3;038 0. 2. and
3. and 6 MCAR § 3.039 K. 3., have several built-in variables:

1.

Whether the facility sells services

2.

The proximity to sensitive areas·

3.

Quantity

The cornmerci al /non-commerci a1 di sti ncti on was -included because commercia·l facilit-ies are likely to acquire a variety of different -substances
from a variety of different sources. Such facilities are li-kely to
generate a more broad spectrum of pollutants and are ·likely to ·be more
controversial. An all or none threshold is applied as an EIS threshold
if the facility is to be located in a sensitive area. For other commercia 1 facili-ties the 1, 000 ki 1ogram per month threshold is used. This
thresho 1d is selected because it is consistent with federa 1 .regulations
relating to hazardous waste. For non-commercial facilitie_s, -environmental review is discretionary unless the facility is located in a sensitive area and processes in excess of 1, 000 kilograms per month. This
threshold was applied because the permit process ·is adequate -to deal
with non-commercia 1 faci·l i ties in sensitive areas that process small
amounts of hazardous waste. In non-sensitive areas, the permit process
is capable of providing adequate review of non-commercial facilities.
The most significant concerns relate to hazardous waste
disposal. These facilities are permanent and the danger of contamination is long lasting. The disposal facility categories, 6 MCAR §
3.038. 0.1., and 6 MCAR § 3.039 K.l. and 2. have the same variables as
processing facilities. The base line is that all disposal facili.ti·es
will require some form of environmental review. If -the facility is
located within a sensitive area or if the facility has a capacity
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exceeding the federal threshold, an EIS is mandated. The need for an
EIS on other disposal facilities is determined on a case-by-case_ basis.
It is unlikely that small facilities will be proposed; .therefore, an EIS
will probably be mandated for all proposed facilities.
No exemption categories are proposed because of the significance of potential impacts and because these facilities are likely to be
very controversial.
The following graph presents EQB and PCA projections and
records relating to the number of projects subject to environmental
review:
# EAWs/Year
Projected

# Processed

Rule No.

1977 Rules

# E!Ss/Year
Projected

§

3.038 0.1

1

§

3.038 0.2.

6

§

3.038 0.3.

3

§

3.038 0.4.

5

§

3.039 K.l.

§

3.039 K.2.

1/5 years

§

3.039 K.3.

1/5 years

Category Area:

1

Solid Waste

This category area is proposed because of the potential for
significant impacts relating to ground and surface water contamination
through the migration of leachate and b~cause environmental review is
needed to assist governmental units in adequately assessing resource
recovery alternatives. Additional environmental concerns relate to
methane gas generation, fugitive dust, emissions, odor and noise
problems, transportation issues, aesthetic impacts, toxic air emissions
and land use issues. This category area is extremely controversial.
Minn. Stat. ch. 115A specifically addresses this-issue. The-categories
are- proposed in a format·to coincide with the implementation of th-is
legislation. Specific-categories recommended within this category area
include:
Mandatory EAW - 6 MCAR § 3.038 P.

Solid Waste

1.

Construction of· a mixed municipal solid waste disposal facility
(PCA or
Metropol1tan Counc1i)

2.

Expansion by- 25 percent or more of previous capacity of a mixed
mumc1pal solld waste disposal fac1l1ty for up to 100,000 cub1c
yards of waste f1ll per year. (PCA or Metropol1tan Counc1l}

3.

Construction or expansion of a mixed municipal solid waste
transfer station for 3oo,ooo or more cub1c yards per year.
(PtA or Metropolltan Council)

4.

Construction or expansion of a mixed municipal solid waste
resource recovery facillty for 100 or more tons per day of_
1nput. (PCA or Metropol1tan Council)

Mandatory EIS - 6 MCAR § 3.039 L.

Solid Waste
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2.

3.

4.

munic1pal sol1d waste d1sposal fac1 1ty for 100,000 cublc-yard$
or more of waste fill per year. (PCA or Metropolitan Counc1l)

Exemptions:

None

DISCUSSION:

Under the current rules, the following category is directly

relevant to the solid wast_e category area:

Mandatory EAW:

6 MCAR § 3.024

w.
Construction of a sanitary landfill for an excess o.f lOOsOOO cubic
ya_rds per year of waste fill, or any sanitary landfill loca"ted in an
area characterized by soluble bedrock, where leachates may signifi~antly
change groundwater quality - (PCA).
Exemptions:

None
cat;~gory

The categories proposed pursuant to this
viewed in three distin.ct phases:

P.3.

1.

Transfer facilities

2.

Resource recovery facilities

3.

Di sposa_l faci 1iti es

area may bt:!

The transfer facility category is set forth ~t 6 M.CAR § 3.038
Impacts associated with this type of facility are pri111arily

trans:Portati on issues, noise, odor, ae~theti cs, rodent 11n4 peS:'\:
problems, and land US;e is;sues. These problems are usu(llly t:ontrov~rsial

because the facilities are

typic~ lly

1oc~1;ed in populated areae.

The

cubic yard measure is us_ed becaus_e transfer vehicles are measured in
cubic yards and beca;use existing s~ate so 1 i d W~ste ·regu_l.ati oris uti 1i ze

this measurement.

Yar~s

The threshold of 300,000 cubic

is prqposed

because only very large transfer stations are likely to re:quire envirqn-

mental review.

Oth.er facilities can be adequately regulated through the

permit process. The experience of the PCA
is reasonable as a threshold.

indic(lt~S: JOO~OQO cu~ic·y~rdS

·

The resoyrce recovery facility categqries

MCAR § 3.038 P.4. and 6 MCAR

~

3.039 L.3.

~re ~~t

at~

fprth

Impacts as.sociateg with this

type of -f~cility ~r~ primarily air emiS:S;ions, ash ~ispgsal, r!Ois~, odor,
and tra,nsportation i~sues. A tons per day unit of ITJeas.lJre is lJS~d
becal!se ~ons is the stan,<lard unit of measure for rE!'SQllrce rec;:qvery -~-~d
sru•s/t_on is th~ standard unit of measure with· rel_ati_q~ tQ u_s~ qf s.olid

waste for energy production.

The 100 tons per day

was. used

;.hres.hol~

for the EA_W ~eca1.1se_ these facilities a_re likely tO b~ ~ci~ul~r ~:Jn,its.
Perform~nce an~ construGti()n st(lnda,rgs for mo~l!lar_ unit:s ~re
standardi.~ed,; therefore, prqject spec::ific revi-e:w, on_ a_ d,is.~r-~~iqn(!r,Y

basis is adequate.

One hundred tons. per day

major air emission threshold.

correspon~s

Resource recovery

tq

facilitie~

10~

of the

are likely

to be located in heavily populated areas with air q~ality problem~ an~

are likely to have toxic air emissions.

Therefore, environmental review

at this threshold is reasonable. The 500 tons per day threshold was
used for the EIS because this is approximately the level at which an
incinerator WOl!l d have to m_ee~ new sourc~ perfor111~0,<;:~ stan<t~.r~S.·

Fi ye

hundred tons per day would yield approximately 50 tons per year 0f par-

ticulate emissions.

This <;:orrespon<ts to approximately 50% qf
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t~e

major

source threshold. However, these facilities are likely to be located in
heavily populated areas and are likely to have additional toxic
emissions; therefore, this more restrictive threshold is reasonable.
Disposal facility categories are set forth at 6 MCAR §§ 3.038
P.1., 2., and 5. and 6 MCAR §§ 3.039 L.1., 2. and 4. The variables
built into these categories include:
1.

Whether the facility is new or an expansion

2.

The proximity to sensitive areas

3.

Quantity

For new disposal facilities the issue of siting is of primary
importance. Cost requirements of operation and transportation factors
make small disposal facilities unlikely. The 100,000 cubic yard per
year threshold coincides with state solid waste regulations. There are
approximately 20 facilities in operation with a capacity of over 100,000
cubic yards per year. smaner facilities are likely to be modified and
are not subject to the same regulations as the large facilities.
Environmental review is necessary for all new facil _;ties; however, the
decision on need for an EIS on a case-to-case basis is adequate for the
small facilities. For expansions of existing facilities, siting is less
of an issue; however, the 100,000 cubic yards per year threshold was
utilized for an EIS to maintain consistency with. state solid waste regulations and because of the potential for ground and surface water contamination from that amount of waste. The lesser EAW threshold is used
for expansions that do not exceed 100,000 cubic yards per year and for
very large facilities where the expansion exceeds that amount. A 25
percent cut off is used to allow small increases in capacity to accommodate minor changes in the configuration as may be necessary for final
contour plans.
An all or none threshold was used for facilities in sensitive
areas. These locations carry a high potential for ground and surface
water pollution. PCA experience in dealing with existing facilities
demonstrates that problems are likely and that an EIS is necessary to
adequately assess the potential for problems in these locations.
No exemption categories are proposed because of the significance of potential environmental and land use impacts.
The following graph presents EQB and PCA projections and
records relating to the number of projects subject to environmental
review:
Rule No.

# EAWs/Year
Projected

# Processed

1977 Rules

§

3.024 w.

§

3.038 P.l.

2

§

3.038 P.2.

4

§ 3.038 P.3.

1

§ 3.038 P.4.

1

§ 3.038 P.5.

3

§

# E!Ss/Year
Projected

2

2

3.039 L.l.

1/5 years

§ 3.039 L.2.

3.039 L.3.

1

§ 3.039 L.4.

2

§
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Category Area:

Sewage. Systems

This category area is proposed because of problems associatec:t
with treatment facilities including ground and s.urface water pollution
due to effluent discharges and sludge and ash disposal, and air po11u~
tion from sludge incineration. Problems associated with sewer systems
include erosion during constructiOn and maintenance, eliminati-on or
degradation of wetland habitats and adjacent water resources, and ground
and surface water pollution resulting from seepage from sewer lines.
Additional concerns are generated because of increased potential for
secondary development fostered by the installation of a new syst.~m.
Specific categories recommended within this category area includ~:

Mandatory EAW - 6 MCAR

§ 3.038

Q. Sewage systems.

1.

Construction of a new wastewater treatment facility or s_ewer
system w1th a capac1ty of 30,000 gallons per day or more.

2.

Expansion of an existing wastewater treatment facility or sewer
system by an 1ncrease 1n capac1ty of 50 percent or mor,e over
ex1st1ng capacity or by 50,000 gallons per day or more. (PCA)

Mandatory EIS:

None

Exemptions - 6 MCAR § 3.041 J.

Sewage systems

Construction of a new wastewater treatment facility or sewer system
w1th a capac1ty of less than 3,000 gallons per day or the expans1on
of an ex1st1ng fac1l1ty by less than that amount.
DISCUSSION: The current rules do not contain any EAW or exemption categories directly relevant to the sewage systems category area.
A sewage system may be viewed as consisting of the tre~tment
facility and the sewer system·or conveyance system to that facility.
Sewage systems were formerly a major sourc~ of concern relating to water
pollution; however, much progress has been made in lessening impacts
pursuant to the federal Clean Water Act. For projects receiv-ing federal
funds pursuant to the Clean Water Act, limited environmental :review
takes place. Far facilities not receiving federal funds no federal
environmental review is required., The threshold is proposed to exclude .
small new faci 1i ties and mfnor additions to exi sti·ng sewage -~y-stems.
The threshold for new systems was set at a leii"el approximately equivalent to the required size of a facility to service 300 people. The
thres_hold ·tor expansions was set at a level approximately -equal to ·th_e
expansion of serVices for 500 people. A second threshold for expans.ions
was set for 50% because the base expansion threshold would -potential'ly
exclude sma·n facility expansions for 150 to 500 people. Expans-ions of
that relative magnitude are 1i kely to generate significant 1ocal -imp.acts
such that ·en vi ronmenta 1 review is ,reasonab 1e.
An exemption threshold i"s proposed to exclude v.er.y small facilities designed to treat wastes generated by 30 or fewer per-sons. Th-is
threshold is 10% of the mandatory threshold. The threshold l~v.els ·have
been recommended by the PCP. as reasonabl-e thresholds ·based on the
existing PCP. permit and approval processes.

The following graph presents EQB and PCA projections and
records relating to the number of .projects subj.ect to env:i·.ronment.a:l
review:

# EAWs/Year
Projected

# Processed

Rule No.

1977 Rules

§ 3.038 Q.l.

10

Q.2.

10

§ 3.038
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# 'ElSs/Year
Projected

Category Area:

Residential Development

This category area is proposed because of the potential for
significant impacts on land use, demographic and economic impacts on
local economies, transportation facilities, wildlife habitat and water
quality. Additional concerns are generated because of increased potential for secondary development fostered by increased population and
human activity. Specific categories recommended within this category
area inc.lude:
Mandatory EAW 6 MCAR § 3.038 R.
1.

Construction of a ~ermanent or potentially permanent resident1al development o ;
a.

Fifty or more unattached or 75 or more attached units in a
unsewered area.

b.

One hundred or more unattached or 150 or more attached
un1ts in a third or fourth class city or sewered unincorporated area.

c.

One hundred and fifty or more unattached or 225 or more
attached un1ts 1n a second class c1ty.

d.

Two hundred or more unattached or 300 or more attached
umts 1n a f1rst class c1ty. {local)

a.

The activity involves riparian frontage, or

b.

Five or more acres of the development is within a
shoreland, delineated flood plain, or state or federally
des1gnated w1ld and scen1c r1vers d1str1ct. (local)

Mandatory EIS - 6 MCAR § 3.039 M.
1.

2.

Residential development.

Residential development

Construction of a permanent or potentially permanent residentlal development of:
a.

One hundred or more unattached or 150 or more attached
un1ts in an unsewered area.

b.

Four hundred or more unattached or 600 or more attached·
un1ts 1n a th1rd or fourth class c1ty or sewered unlncorporated area.

c.

Six hundred or more unattached or 900·or more attached
un1ts in a second class city.

d.

Eight hundred or more unattached or 1200 or more attached
umts 1n a flrst class c1ty. (local)

Construction of a permanent or potentially permanent residential development of 40 or more unattached units or of 60-or
more attached un1ts, 1f the local governmental un1t has not
adopted state approved shoreland, flood pla1n, or w1ld and scenlc r1vers land use d1str1ct ord1nances, as appi1cable, and
e1t er:
a.

The activity involves riparian frontage, or
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b.

is _ wH:hiri a
shoreland, dei1neated flood plaio, or.state or. fed~faliY
des1gnated w1ld and scen1c r1vers d1str1ct. (local)

t~n or more acres of .th~ deveioPmeni

Exemptions - 6 MCAR
L

§

3.041 K.

Residential development

Construction of a s~wer¢~ residenti_al _development; no part.of
wh1ch 1s w1thin. a sf1or~laod area; dellneated flood pla1n or
state or federally des1gnated W1ld and scemc r1vers d1stnC:t,
0 :

2.

a.

Less than ten units in an unincorporated area.

b.

Less than 20 unitS in a third or fourth class City.

c.

Less than 40- units in a second clasS city.

d.

LesS than

eo

units in a first class city.

Construction of a single residence or multiple reSidenCe _with
four dwell1ng· un1ts or less and accessory appurtenant struc
tures and ut1 l1t1es.

DISCUSSION:

Under the curent rules, the following categories are

directly relevant to the reSidential development category area:

Mandatory EAW - 6 MCAR § 3.024
t. ConStruction of a new or .additiorial residential develOj:mle·nt that·
includes 100 or more units in an unsewered area or 500 or more units in
a sewered area- {Local);
u. Constructio'n of a residential development consiSting of 50 or more
reSidential units, any part of which is within a shoreland area (as

defined by Minn. Stat.

§

105.485 (1974)) (Local);

Exemptions - 6 MCAR

§

3.026

2. Construction or
four dwelling units
utilities, when not
of two or more such

alteration of a single _or multiple residence with
or less and accessOry appurtenant structures and
in conjunction with the construction or alteratiOn
residences.

Several variables affected the selectio·n ·of thresholds for this
category area:
1.
Degree of the impact is related to the potential increase
in population numbers.
2.

Nature and degree of the impact is related tO the poten-

tial population density.
3.
Severity of the impact iS a function of locatiOn (note especially proximity to water resources).
4.
Economic/demographic impacts are a fui1Cti on of the abi 1i ty
of the local and regional environment and 1oca_1 societal structure to
ada_pt to iricreased huinan population.
·
The diversity of these· variables and differences relatiV_e to _the nature
and location of reside:ntial developments preclude-s sjlecfficitY to- the
degree desired. For faci 1i ties _1 ocated in up 1and areas wher·e water
related impacts are less likely to be major issues, thresholds relating
the number of residential. dwellings to the size of the local community
were used. This measu·re was used because larger cOmmunities are more
1ike ly to be ab 1e to pro vi de soci a 1 and economic services to accommodate
a greater population increase; the'refore, the societal and environmental
disruption per capita increas·e is likely to be lower. Threshold's were
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. set at relatively high levels ( i.e., not likely to be proposed) for the
EIS categories and at moderate levels for the EAW categories to allow
discretion by the RGU in evaluating the merit of all variables.
For facilities located near water resources. the variables
associated with water quality and loss of habitat adjacent to aquatic
ecosystems were assigned added importance. Differential thresholds
related to size of the community were dropped and·thresholds related to
the proximity of the development to the resource and the geographic size
of the development were included. This change in itself would primarily
impact larger cities. However, the DNR has regulatOry authority over
development within shoreland, floodplain, and wild and scenic river
areas. Through this authority, the DNR has set base standards for development in these areas. Local governmental units must adopt local ordinances complying with these base standards. These ordinances must be
approved· by the DNR on a case-by-case basis. Therefore, the threshold
for residential developments was tied to whether or not the local
governmental unit has complied with existing regulations. Those that
have are presumed to have incorporated adequate environmental protection
measures and are, therefore, subject to the same thresholds as developments in upland areas. Those that have not are subject to more
stringent thresholds.
In actual application, developments in shoreland areas are most
likely to be involved. All Minnesota counties have adopted shoreland
ordinances; therefore, all developments in unincorporated areas actually
would have the same measure applied. Approximately 50 of Minnesota•s
approximately 850 cities have adopted shoreland ordinances.
Approximately 150 more cities will have adopted ordinances within the
next biennium. This schedule will cover almost all cities likely to
have proposed developments of sizes exceeding these thresholds.
Communities that feel they may be adversely impacted may develop ordinances ahead of the DNR schedule. Therefore, the use of this measurement for developments near water resources is projected to have
relatively minimal long range impact in relation to the number of projects subject to env1 ronm·enta 1 review.
The actual quantitative thresholds proposed were the subject of
considerable controversy through the pub 1i c meeting process used in preparation of these rules. Although these thresholds do not represent.
consensus, they do represent a negotiated workable threshold. Several
factors must be considered in evaluating the reasonableness of the proposed thresholds:
~.
Under the proposed rules, this category area was the most
frequently petitioned category area. This is an indication of the
controversial nature of these categories and the fact that the current
categories did not properly address actual need for environmental
review.

3.
The current categories did not allow a differential
threshold for attached vs. unattached developments.
3. The current categories relating to shorelands included
projects 11 any part of which 11 was located in the shoreland. The proposed
categories are more relaxed in this measurement and require either
riparian impact or an acreage threshold.
4. The proposed exemption categories remove the potential for
pe_titi ons on sma 11 developments 'based on cons i derat1 ons other than
environmental concerns.
The following graph presents EQB projections and records
relating to the number of projects subject to environmental review:
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# EAWs/Year

# Processed
1977 Rules

Rule No.
§ 3.024 t.

31

§ 3.024 u.

115

Projected

§ 3.038 R.l.a.

2

§ 3.038 R.l.b.

10

§ 3.038 R.l.c.

10

§ 3.038 R.l.d.

2

# tiSs/Year
Projected

10

§ 3.038 R.2.

1/5 years

§ 3.039 M.l.a.

1

§ 3.039 M.l.b.
§ 3.039 M.l.c.

1/5 years

§ 3.039 M.l.d.

1/5 years
2

§ 3.039 M.2.

Reference documents that may be of interest include:
1.

Shoreland Management Classification System fOr Public Waters;
Department of Natural Resources; January 1976.

Category Area:

Recreational Development

This category area is proposed because recreational developments are typically propos·ed adjacent to areas with si gnifi <;ant natura 1
resources. Such development may si gni fi cantly increase humari activity
in sensitive areas. These developments often are very controversial
locally and may have significant impacts on local land use. Specific
categories proposed within this category area include:
Mandatory EAW:

6 MCAR § 3.038 s.

Recreational development.
•·.<

Construction of a seasonal or permanent recreational development,
accessible by vehicle, consisting of 50 or more sites. (local)
Mandatory EIS:

None

_Exemptions:

None

DISCUSSION:

Under the current rules, the following category is

di rect)y re 1evant to the recreati ana 1 dev_el opment category area:
Mandatory EAW - 6 MCAR § 3.024

v. Construction ·of a development cnsisting of 11 Condominium-type 11
campgrounds, mobile home park's, or other semi-permanent residential
and/or recreational facilities. any part of which is within a shoreland
area (as defined by Minn. Stat. § 105.485 (1974) or floodplain (as

defined by the 11 Statewide Standards ·and Criteria for Managemeht of
Floodplain Areas of Minnesota 11 ) exce·eding a total Of ·so u·n·its or, H
located in areas. other than the above. exceeding a total of 100 u·n·its (Local);

Exemptions:

None

The threshold measure as .propo·sed is de·s·igne·d to e_xclude
wilderness camp·s accessable only by foot, canoe or .plane. Th·ese facilitie·s are usually not located in areas where local controversy is li-kely.
The 50 unit threshold was developed through the public meeting process.
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It corresponds to the threshold in the current rules for recreational
developments in sensitive areas. The alternative of a higher threshold
for developments that are not located in shoreland areas, flood plain
areas, and wild and sceni·c river areas was considered but rejected at
the request of- representatives of local governmental unit. This alternative was rejected because of the likelihood of local controversy
regardless of the proximity to water resources. Projects of this nature
may be proposed to facilitate hunting, snowmobiling, hiking, horseback
riding, bike riding, etc. These activities may have significant impacts
on local land use.
The following graph presents EQB projections and records
relating to the number of projects subject to environmental review:

§

Projected

1977 Rules

3.024 v.

§ 3.038

# EAWs/Year

# Processed

Rule No.

# E!Ss/Year

Projected

20

s.

4

Category Area:

Airport Projects

This category area is proposed because of the potential for
significant impacts related to local and regional land use, local econo~
mic and demographic issues, transportation, noise, air quality, and
energy. New facilities and expansion of existing facilities to accommodate noisier aircraft are likely to be very controversial. Specific
categories proposed within this category area include:
Mandatory EAW:

6 MCAR

§

3.038 T.

Airport projects

Construction of a runway extension that would upgrade an existing
a1rport runway to perm1t usage by a1rcraft over 12,500 pounds that
are at least three dec1bels louder than a1rcraft currently us1ng the
runway. (DOT or local)
Mandatory EIS:

6 MCAR

§

3.039 N.

Airport projects

Construction of a paved and lighted airport runway of 5,000 ft.
length or greater. {DDT or local)
Exemptions:

6 MCAR

§

3.041 L.

Airport projects

1.

Runway, taxiway, apron, or loading ramp construction or repair
work 1nclud1ng reconstruct1on, resurfac1ng, mark1ng, groov1ng,
f1iiets and Jet blast fac1i1t1es, except where such act1on w1l I
create env1ronmenta1 1mpacts off a1rport property.

2.

Installation or upgrading of airfield lighting systems,
1nclud1ng beacons and electr1cal d1str1but1on systems.

3.

Constructio.n or expansion of passenger handling or parking
fac1l1t1es 1nclud1ng pedestrian walkway fac1l1ties.

4.

Grading or removal of obstructions and erosion control activities on airport property except where such act1vities will
create env1ronmental 1mpacts ott a1rport property.

DISCUSSION: Under the current rules, the following category is directly
relevant tO the airport projects category area:
Mandatory EAW - 6 MCAR § 3.024
m. Construction of a new airport that is within the key system, pursuant to Minn. Stat. § 360.305, subd. 3 (1974) -(Aeronautics).
Exemptions:

None
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The basic qualitative measure ai>p 1i ed to these categories is
that airports able to accOmirtddate jet aircraft have greatest potential
to create significant environmental impacts. Facilities to 'accommodate
jet aircraft must include a runway of 5;000 length or greater. The
construction of a new facility to accomTTiodate jet air trafffC is proposed as a mandatory EIS threshold.
·
The more likely case is that an existing facility woUld be
expanded from a strictly small aircraft facility to a jet aircraft
facility. Similar concerns coUld arise with runway modifications to
a11 ow use by 1arger jet facilities. Such potential expailsi on -is
addressed.as a mandatory EAW with the need for an EIS discretionary.
The 12,500 pound aircraft weight correspbnds to a minimal weight for jet
aircraft. The three decibei increase corresponds tO a noise increase
1~000 times the prior noise level.
Construction of new facilities for multi-engine, twin engine
and single engine aircraft and expansion of these facilities to less
than jet aircraft capacity is subject to environmental review on a
discretionary basis.
The _proposed EIS category correspOnds to the current EAW
threshold. Minnesota has 18 key system airports._ Key system airports
are airports capable of handling jet aircraft. Minnesota. has 73 intermediate system airports {light to medium sized multi-engine aircraft)
and 50 lariding strip system airports (single and twin engine aircraft).
The exemption categories are proposed to coincide with .the
Federal Aviation Administration's Categorical exclusionS from formal
environmental assessment.
The following graph presents EQB and Department of

Transportation projections and records relating to the number of ·projects subject to environmental review:
# Pro·cessed
1977 Rules

Rule No.
§ 3.024 m.

# EAWs/Year

Projected

# E!Ss/Year

Projected

1

§ 3.038 T.

2

§ 3.039 N.

-

D

Reference do-cuments that may be of fntere·st irlclude:
1. Airport Environmental Handbook; Federal Aviation
Administration; Match. 1980.
Category Area:

Highway Projects

Th_iS categ·ory a·rea 1s -propo·sed becaus·e 'of the pote--ntial for
significant impacts rel_ated to_local and regional land uSe. _local e_conomi c and ·demographic issues~ transportation. noise. air quality, energy.
water quality. erosion-, drainage, water resources,_ habi_tat ·de·_struction,
and construction impacts. New faci 1i ties and the expansion of ·existing
facilities to accommodate increased traffic are likely to be very
c0n'tr-oversia1." sp-ecific ca"tegorles propOsed within thi's Category area
include:
Mandatory EAW - 6 MCAR § 3.038 U.

Highway projects.

1.

Construc-tion of a road on a new location over ·one mile in
length that will funct1on as a collector roadway. (DOT or
1oca 1 )

2.

Cohstruction of additi'onal travel lanes on an existing road for
a -length of one or more_ mi.les. (DOT -local)
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3.

The addition of one or more new interchanges to a completed
l1m1ted access h1ghway. (DOT or local)

Mandatory EIS: 6 MCAR § 3.039

0.

Highway projects.

Construction of a road on a new location which is four or more lanes
1n w1dth and two or more m1les 1n length. {DOl or local)
Exemptions:

6 MCAR

§

3.041 M.

Highway projects.

1.

Highway safety improvement projects.

2.

Installation of traffic control devices, individual noise
barr1ers, bus shelters and bays, load1ng zones, and access and
egress lanes for trans1t and paratrans1t veh1cles.

3.

Modernization of an existing roadway or bridge by resurfacing,
restorat1on, or rehab1l1tat1on wh1ch may 1nvolve the acqu1s1t1on of m1n1mal amounts of r1ght-of-way.

4.

Roadway landscaping, construction of bicycle and pedestrian
lanes, paths, and fac1l1ties w1th1n ex1st1ng r1ght-of-way~

5.

Any stream diversion or channelization,. within the right-of-way
of an ex1st1ng pubi1c roadway, assoc1ated w1th br1dge or
culvert replacement.

6.

Reconstruction or modification of an existing bridge structure
on essent1ally the same al1gnment or locat1on, wh1ch may ·
involve the acqu1s1t1on of m1n1mal amounts of r1ght-of-way.

DISCUSSION: Under the current rules, the following categories are
directly relevant to the highway projects category area:
Mandatory EAW: 6 MCAR

§

3.024

1. Main roadway grading construction of a four-or-more lane, divided
highway with a least partial control of access of ten route miles or
more in length and carrying 10,000 vehicles AOT (Average Daily Traffic)
- (Hwys);
Exemptions:

6 MCAR § 3.026

·s. Repaving or reconstruction of existing highways not involving the
addition of new travel lanes or acquisition of additional right-of-way.
6.
Insta 11 ati on of traffic contra1 devices on existing streets,· roads,
and highways other than installation of multiple fixtures or extended
stretches of highway.
16. Local bus stops and bus shelters or transit signs, which do not
require accessory parking facilities.
Minnesota roadways are commonly classified as either:
1.

Arterial roadways (major through highways)

2. Collector roadways (providing access to arterials from
1oca 1 roadways)
3.

Local roadways (residential and distribution network)

The following chart represents an approximate tabulation of the
mileage of existing roadways:
Arterial: State trunk highways
Collector:

12,100

County State Aid Highways 30,000
Municipal State Aid Streets 1,700
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Local:

County Roads
15,100
Township Roads
53.600
City Streets
12,800
Other (forest roads, etc)

4,200

Although the c·umuH.tive impact of local roadways is grea.test, primary

concern is generated by the construction of arterial and collector roadways because they tend to iliduce Sec·ondary dev·elopnrent in the area a'nd
they accommodate approximately 85% of the. total mi 1eage driven by
motorists. Arterial roadways are commonly four or more lanes in Width.
The E!Scategory at 6 MCAR § 3.039 0. uses this as a qualitative
threshold. A minimum length threshold of two miles is applied to
exclude minor cotine·ctions to existing roadways and ·mi'nor extensions to

adjacent development. This category may also apply to large collector
roadwayS. An additional qualifier in-this category is the fact that

this Category applie-s only to_ roads of this type being constructed o-n
new locations. Upgrading existing roadways is subject only to a ma-ndatory EAW. This distinction is made because siting and land use are
likely to_ be major controversial issues on new developments-whereas
upgrading of facilities is more like to b·e an accomrnodatio!' to servic·e
existing devel opm·ent. NeW fo'ur 1ane highways require acquisition of
approx_imately 50 acres per. mile and are likely to foster secondary development on adjacent lands.
New collector roadway construction would be subject to a mandatory EAW pursuant to 6 MCAR § 3.038 U. 1. A one mile minimum
threshold is applied to exclude. minor connections to -existing roadways
and extens; ons to adjacent ex-isting deVelopment-. Upgrading of exi siting
facilities to accommodate additional travel lanes or ·new interc-hanges
requires a mandatory EAW pursuant to 6 MCAR § 3.038 U. 2. and 3. these
changes in a roadway are likely to induce ·secondary development which
wi 11 generate the potential for ·si gni fi cant envi ronmenta 1 impacts.
Environmental review is most proper at the initial ·stage of -development
of th·e affected area.
The Minnesota Department of Transportion···s trailsporbttion plan
reflects minimal emphasis 'on new cOilstruction or._ expansion -of the
existing syst-em .. Therefo-re, these categories -are not lik·ely· to ~av_e a
significant impact. The exemptiun ·categories ate ,propos·ed to ·coincide
with the Federal Highway Admin·istration's categorica1 exclus:ions from
·envfrohmental assessment.
The following graph presents EQ8 and,Pepartment of
TranspO'r'ta ti on p·rojecti ons and teca'fds re-1 ati rig to the number of .projects Subject tO envi'ronmental reVi'ew:

6 MCAR
6 .MCAR
6 MCAR
6 MCAR
6 MCAR

§
§
§
§
§

# EAWs/year

# -Processed
1977 Rules

Rul·e #
3.024
3.038
3.038
3.038
3.039

1.
U. 1.
U. 2.
U. 3.
0.

Projected

# E!Ss/year
Projected

0

2
4
2

0
1

·Refere-nce documents that Jnay 'be of interest i-nclude:
1.
Transpo·rtati'a:n Plan; 'Mi nnes·ota Depa-rtment -of
TranSpo'rtat-ion; 1978
.
2.
Environmental Impact Ru·les. 23 CFR 771; U.S. 'Department of
Transportation; October 30, 1980
Category Area:

&a rge Fl'eeti ng

Thfs -category area__ i·s :propOsed ·-because_ of -the po·ten-tta:l :for
si-9n.ilicant -e·iwlronme:nta·1 1-mp··ac·ts 're'latei:i to •water ,_qu·alf:ty-~ -sed-im_en't:at:ion :and --ero·si·dil-·,_ ·r·ec:reat:i·on·al ':ltse Of ·-walter :r.-esaures,, colllme·rc:ta-1
tra·nsportat-fon, !habita't dete·rtora·Uon, -a·na ·adJacent lani::l 'Use .• 'No ·si'ngle
·agency i's ·respons'ible for -coordinated p-rogramming of :proposed
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activities, therefore, environmental review is necessary.
categories proposed within this category area include:
Mandatory EAW:

6 MCAR

§

3.038

V.

Specific

Barge fleeting.

Construction of a new or expansion of an existing barge fleeting
faci 11ty. (DOT or Port Authority)
Mandatory EIS:

6 MCAR

§

3.039

P.

Barge fleeting facilities.

Construction of a barge fleeting facility at a new off-channel locatlon that 1nvolves the dredg1ng of 1,000 or mar~ cub1c yards. (DOT
or Port Authority)
Exemptions:

None

DISCUSSION: ·Under the current rules there are no mandatory EAW or
exemption categories directly relevant to the barge fleeting category
area.
Regulation of barge fleeting is not focused with any central
agency. Local government comprehensive plans typically do not address
the problems and needs of a commercial barge navigation system. Primary
problems associated with the environmental impacts center on the effects
of dredging and spoil disposal on water quality and habitat disruption
for wildlife populations.
The threshold used for the EIS category at 6 MCAR § 3.039 P.
centers on off-channel failities at new locations~ These proposals
entail controversial siting and land use issues. A minimum dredge
threshold was set at 1,000 cubic yards to allow minor or temporary
facilities. The 1,000 cubic yard threshold was established as a reasonable cut-off pursuant to the public meeting process.
The EAW category ·at 6 MCAR § 3.038 V. sets forth an all or none
threshold relating to the construction or expaJision of the capacity of
facilities at either on channel or off-channel locations. Dredging for
the purpose of maintaining existing capacity would not be included in
this category. The all or none threshold is reasonable to facilitate
coordination between governmental units involved and to address the
impacts related to disturbance of the habitat and operation of the facility in addition to potential dredging impacts
No exemptions are proposed for this category area because coordination between governmental units is needed, and because adequate site
specific information is usually lacking.
The following graph presents EQB and Department of
Transportation projections and records relating to the number of projects subJect to environmental review:
# Processed

Rule #
6 MCAR
6 MCAR

§
§

# EAWs/year
Projected

1977 Rules
3.038 V.
3.039 P.

# EISs/year

Projected

4
1

Reference documents that may of of interest include:
1.
Barge Fleeting Study:
April 9, 1981.

Final Draft; Metropolitan Council;

2. St. Paul Mississippi River Critical Area Plan (with
revisions); Environmental Quality Board; 1981.
3. Final Implementation Report, GREAT I Study; U.S. Corps of
Engineers, 1980.
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Category Area:

Water Appropriation and

Impoun_dm~o~s

This category q.re4 is propo~e4 because of the potential fp_r
significant impacts r~l a ted to grO!.m~ Y~~ter qt,~aoti ty and .q~lll i ty, d~m
safety, h~bitat alternation, flooding, ~n~ land tJSe issu.es. Spe~ific
cat~gories proposed within this category area include:

Mandatory EAW - 6 MCAR § 3.038

W.

Water _appr.opri ati on and

1mpoundments.
l.

A new appropriation for commercial or industrial p!JrpQses of
surface water or ground water averag1ng 30,090,000
gallons per month, or exceed1ng 2,000,000 gallons in any day
d_ur1ng the per1od pf use; or a new appropr1at1on of e1ther
·ground water pr stwface water for 1rr1gat1on of 540 acres.o_r
more 1n one cont1nuous parcel from one source of water. (I)N~)

~---eltli'e"r

2.

A new or additional permanent impoundment pf water creating a
water surface of 160 or more acres. (DNR}

3;

Construction of a Class II dam.

Mandatory EIS , 6 MCAR

§

3.039

Q.

(DNR)

Water appropriation and impound-

ments.
Construction of a Class I dam.

Exemptions , 6 MCAR

§

3.041 N.

{ONR)
Water imp.oundments.

A new or additional permanent impoundment of water ·creating a water
surface of 'less than ten acres.
DISCUSSION: Under the current rules, the following ca,.tegorie_s are
di rec"tlY- r~ 1evant to th_e w~~er app_ropri ati on and impoundments. category
ar~a:

Mandatory

~AW:

6 MACR § 3.024

p.
A new appropria'!;.ion for COIJITiercial or industrial purpQs_es of ei.ther
surface water or ground water al,(era,ging 30 million -gal19ns p.er month~ or;
exceeding 2 million gallons in any day during the period of use; or a
new appropriation of either ground wat~r or surface w~ter for irrigation
o.f 640 acres or more in one continuous_ parcel_,from o_ne s~urce of water':"'

(DNR);
q.
Any new or aditiona,l impoundment of w_ater creatin9 q w_ater
in excess of 200 acr~~ ~ (DNR);

surfa_c~

Water appropriation may have significant impact upon existing
users of the water and the rights of potential users as well as pqte.nt:ial wat.er. t.able impacts ~hat may alter entire ecosystems. Water
approprtation is regulated by the Department of Natural Resources (DNR)
pursuant to 6 MCA,R § 1.5050, however, for large proj_ects more .:omprehensive environmental review is necessary. The proposed categories a~d
thre~holds are the same as the current rules with one exc~Ption. The
threshold for agri cultura 1 appropriation is rectu.c.e:ct from 6.40 to 540
acres. This was done to clarify the threshold. The original intent was
to cqver c~nter pivo~ irrig~tion system~ cap~~le qf irrig~ting one section (64_0 acres) of land. However, such a system actuallY we:t;s approximately 540 acres. The 540 figure \'!as used in response to requests to
clarify th~ in-:t;.ent of th~ ~ategor,y~ An. acreage IT!e~sure is used for;
agricultural appropriations because this measurement i.$- more CQIJlpatible
with the DNR•s regulatory- system.
Actual .. gallons per month .. and .. gallons per day ... threshold w~re
used as the q!lalitative measure for ind!Jstrial a_n.d co11111ercial
appropriations to balance consideration of short term anct long_ ~rm,
impact.s. Some la.rge us.ers draw at p_eak rat_es for s~ort PE:!ri.ods of- t:ime,
whereas some large users have a constant need. Periods of time shorter
than one day would be unreasonable to measure, whe_reas, periods Qf time
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longer than one month would mark the mid-range effects, the gallon
thresholds used are the same as under the current rules.
The impoundment category at 6 MCAR § 3.038 W.2. utilized a surface area-qualitative measure because this measure is most closely tied
to changes in land use. The volume threshold of acre-feet of water was
considered but rejected as having a less direct correlation with impacts
and as being more difficult to use administratively. This category was
restricted_to permanent impoundments because temporary impoundments frequently do not last long enough to modify the current land use. The
quantitative threshold was reduced from 200 acres as in the current
rules to the proposed 160 acres. This measurement is more consistent
with· conventi ana 1 1and measurement and with other categories proposed
relating to permanent conversion of natural and agricultural lands.
ImpounQments less than ten acres in size were exempted because impacts
resulting from these facilities _are likely to be minor and of a strictly
localized nature. This exemption is likely to apply only to agricultural basins and habitat improvement projects.
Dam construction and safety is regulated by the ONR pur-suant to
6 MCAR § 1.5030. Environmental review is necessary because of the
potential for significant property damage and danger to human safety.
The ONR regulations are based on the comparative impact potential of the
dams. The existing DNR dam classifications were used as thresholds for
the EIS category at 6 MCAR § 3.039 Q. and the EAW category at 6 MCAR §
3.038 W. 3. The current rules have no corresponding categories.
The following graph presents EQB and DNR projections and
records relating to the number of projects.subject to environmental
review:
Rule #
§
§

§
§
§
§

# Processed

# EAWs/year

1977 Rules

Projected

3.024 p.
3.024 q
3.038 w; 1.
3.038 w. 2.
3.038 w. 3.
3.039 Q.

Category Area:

# E!Ss/year

Projected

3

9
1

1
1

0

Marinas

This category area is proposed because of the potential for
significant impacts related to water quality, air quality, noise,
wildlife habitat, aesthetics, and the use of public resources. Specific
categories proposed within this category area includes:
Mandatory EAW - 6 MCAR § 3.038 X.

Marinas.

Construction or cumulative expansion of a marina or harbor project
which results in a total of 20,000 or more sq. ft. of temporary or
permanent water surface area used for docks, dock1ng, or maneuver1ng
of watercraft. (local)
Mandatory EIS - 6 MCAR § 3.039 R.

Marinas.

Construction of a new or expansion of an existing marina, harbor, or
moor1ng proJect on a state or federally designated w1ld and scen1c
nver. (local)
Exemptions - 6 MCAR § 3.041 0.

Marinas.

Construction of private residential docks for use by four or less
boats and utilizing less than 1,500 sq. ft. of water surface area.
DISCUSSION: Under the current rules, the following category is directly
relevant to the marinas category area:
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Mandatory EAW:

6 MCAR § 3.024

s. Any marina and habor project of more than 20,000 square feet of
water surface area- (local};
Exemptions:

None

The qualitative measure of the thresholds applied to the EAW
category at 6 MCAR § 3.038 X. is the area of water surface occupied by

the facility. This measure ·most appropriately reflects the tota-l potentia 1 for impacts from the facility. The quantitative threshold proposed
corresponds to approximately one half acre. Such a facility would
accommodate approximately 80 boats. The proposed category is the same
as the current rules. This threshold has proven to, be reasonable for
defining major facilities.
Marinas may be constructed in wild and scenic river areas,
however, because of the unique character of these a·reas, the areas a,re
generally i-nappropriate for rna ri na-s. Under the current rul e·s, requests
for EISs on' marinas have mostly been confined· to wild and scen-ic river
systems. The proposed category at 6 MCAR § 3.039 R. mandates an EIS for
marina proposals in these unique habi-tats~
The exemption threshold for marinas at 6 MCAR § 3.041 0. is
based On the definition of marina. A 1,500 sq. ft. fac_iH~y would
accommodate approx.imately five boats..._ These· faci-liti·es are-- nnt likely
to be controversi-al and would have minimal impacts.

The following graph presents EQB and DNR projections and
records relating to the number of projects subject to environmen-ta-l
review:

tt Processed
1977 Rules

Rule #
§ 3.024 s.

# EAWs/year
Projected

10

§ 3.038 X.
§ 3.039 R.

Category Area:

# E!Ss/year
Projected

2
1

Stream Diversion

This category area is proposed becaus.e the alteration· of watercourses affects flooding in downstream and adjacent area-s-, wildli-fe
habitat, fisheries resources, water quality, and area land· use. The
tra.ditional analysis of flood- control and drainage projects- usua-lly does
not consider broad and long range environmental implications.
Environmental review wi 11 faci 1i tate a more comp·rehensi ve· ana-lys-is-.
Specific categories proposed within this category area include:
Mandatory EAW - 6 MCAR § 3.038 Y.

Stream· dive.rsion.

The divers-fan or channelization- of a desi'gnated, trout s-tream·. or- a·
natural watercourse w.1th a total watershed of ten or more sq. m1 .,
unle.ss exempted by 6 MCAR § 3-'.041 P. (local)
Mandatory EIS - none
Exemptions - 6. MCAR § 3.041 P.

Stream diversion.

Routine maintenance or repair of a dra-inage· ditch- within the liin-its
of 1 ts or1 g1.nal construct1 on f I ow capac1 ty, performed w1 th10 ·20:
years of construction or maJor repa1r.
DISCUSSION: The current rules contain no EAW or exemption. categories
relating. to the stream diversion category area-.
The qualitative measure applied to the EAW category at 6 MCAR §
3-.038· Y. is- restricted· to trout streams and natural watercourses- because
they have significant habitat, recreational, and resource values.
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Alteration of these watercourses may significantly impact natural
drainage. A ten square mile quantitative threshold is applied to make
the category administratively feasible and because minor diversion of
headwaters watercourses is likely to have minimal flooding and habitat
impacts. A ten square mile drainage area corresponds to approximately
6,400 acres.
Routine maintenance of drainage ditches is exempted from
environmental review pursuant to 6 MCAR § 3.041 P. An average time
requirement for maintenaryce is approximately 15 years.
The following graph presents EQB and DNR projections and
records relating to the number of projects subject to environmental
review:
# Processed

Rule #

# EAWs/year
Projected

1977 Rules

§ 3.038 Y.

Category Area:

# ElSs/year
Projected

1

Wetlands and PrOtected Waters

This category area is proposed because of the potential for
significant impacts related to flood control, erosion control, water
quality, wildlife habitat, recreation, and aesthetics. Impacts
generated by proposals subject to this category area often are long
range and are often manifested at locations removed from the area of
immediate impact. Environmental review facilitates a comprehensive view
of the potential impacts of these project~. Specific categories proposed within this category area include:
Mandatory EAW - 6 MCAR

§ 3.038

E. Wetlands and protected waters.

1.

Actions that will change or diminish the course, current, or
cross section of one acre or more of any protected water or
protected wetland except for those to be drained w1thout a permlt pursuant to M1nn. Stat.§ 105.391, subd. 3. (local)

2.

Actions that will change or diminish the course, current or
cross section of 40 percent or more or f1ve or more acres of a
Type 3 through 8 wetland of 2.5 acres or more, exclud1ng protected wetlands, if any part of the wetland is within a shoreland area, del1neated flood pla1n or a state or federally
des1gnated w1ld and scen1c r1vers d1str1cts. (local)

Mandatory EIS - 6 MCAR § 3.039

s.

Wetlands and protected waters.

Actions that will eliminate a protected water or protected wetland
except for those to be dra1ned w1thout a perm1t pursuant to Mlnn.
Stat.§ 105.391, subd. 3. (local)
Exemptions - none
DISCUSSION: Under the current rules, the following category is
directly relevant to the wetlands and protected waters category area:
Mandatory EAW - 6 MCAR § 3.024
r.
An action that will eliminate or significantly alter a wetland of
Type 3,4, or 5 {as defined in U.S. Department of Interior, Fish and
Wildlife Service, Circular 39, 11 Wet1ands of the U.S., 1956 11 ) of· five or
more acres in the seven-county metropolitan area, or of 50 or more acres
outside the seven-county metropolitan area, either singly or in a
complex of two or more wetlands- (local);
Exemptions - none
An EIS is required for the elimination of a protected water or
protected wetland pursuant to 6 MCAR § 3.039 s. This is reasonable
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r

because the_se resO'uY.Ces h3Ve _been deter·m;ned to b'E! Sighif_;~·an_t p·ub;-mlilt
~a th(;!Depdrtritent of Naturiil _·Resourc~s (DNR) _inven~·ory_pr9'9r_an_l~ _ Th-e .
e_l_ilninat1oh of such resour:ces wOuld hci9e sign_ifi~ant_ l'cical __ a·nd _~eg_ro:n-~.1
im'pacts._ A quantitative threshold of ·one_ acre is ~·et_ tO re·9~;r~ _-an_EA~
at 6 MCAR § 3.038 z. 1. This is reasonable because an aiteratitln Of one
.ac_re is likely to affect the_totai aq'Uatfc_ E!Co~yst·~m •. - rn_ a'ddit_i-or._, ~-
impacts of_ that_ size are ~ikelyto_ f<?ster ~ddi~ici_n~l __ pevel~·tn_JI:e~t }ry t~:e
area. En vi ronmenta 1 revieW . iS re~sonab 1e to reduce_ the _pOsSibility -of
piecemealing the elimination or de'gradation of the

r~sOuf'd;~~

Minn. stat. § Io·s.391 Subd. 3 establiShes tfle DNR -~~waterb~fnk-·1
program. This program sets fOrth a Proces_s_ for compe~satH>~ ~6 _fafnt'e_rs
if they are denied a permit_ to drain wetlands _for_ag~iC:ultuhil pu~pbS~_S.
If_ the DNR does not. have adequate funds to _compensate ttle Jiroposer, the
Wetland may be drained without 1i _permit . . This statutory_ pY.OViSich1 iS
proposed as an exemption from environmental review as well.
The mandatory EAW category at6 MCAR § 3.0313 Z; 2; addh!Ssg

ih~ prOblem of the_destruct}Oii of_ Wetlands adjace,flt_ td lakes,_ iln~ fi'V~fS.
These wetlands serve va)uab~e. fu~ctio~s to the ilquatlc,eco~y~tem_of tHe
l__iikes anri ~ivers and also serve _as reservoirs to rrlini_ini_z¢_fl~(rdl_n~

potential durihg wet periods. ThiS category is r~as·ofiab_l_e DecauS~
env1romTiental impacts from _these activities,frequeritly ar~ ~_at _ a-aa~es·sed

by the applicable regulatory mechanisms.

TheDNR does not h<bie

permit

authority over_ these resources and 1Occ!l ardi nantes typrca 1iy 'dO iiot
~ddress the total resource impact potential.

The following graph presents EQB and DNR proje~tions and.
records relating to the number of pr·aj'ects subject tO eriviranm·ent-a.l
review:
Rule #

# Prqcess~_d

#. EAWs/year

1977 Rules

Projected

§ 3.024 r.
§ 3.038 z. 1.
§ 3.038 z. 2;
§ 3.039 s

CategOry Area:

#. EiSs/year

ProjeCted

25

4
2
0
Agricultur·e a!id Forestry

·p-ot,ent;at

.
ThiS category tfrea iS jfr~p?sed h¢Caus-e ~r th~
f6~
Si'9hificant impacts 'relating to___ water qui3,lity,. S()il. ~·r·os_i_On·_~----and l_·and
~se .. Itsho'uld be_noted that this __ i_S_a -~ifficu1t c_a~·egory _ ar~a, to
address be·c~use ma~y activ_iti~S_ generating these inlpa~tS ~re_'n·Ot s-~bJet:t
~-o _gaver:nment appr'o~a L . Thes:e. rUl_es appl_~ Only to 3cti y; t~ es f6'r. wh_ldl
·go·vfrilment appro_val is req-uired, the_~efOr_e:._ sorii~ a~ti'vitie_s _wi~h_Poteil
ti a 1ly Si'gni fi cant intpacts .wi 11_ ~ot be subject tO envifonffieftta 1 revl ew.
specific categories proposed within this category ar·ea illclude:

Mandatory EAW - 6 MCAR § 3.038 AA.

Agriculture ahd forestry.

1.

Har:·vest;rrg of trmb-er t·or c·o-mmerdal PurP·9'ses on ·publ'h:: lii'ii'd~
Within ·a state p·~rk, hBtorical area,_. Wil:detn·ess_ area-, sciE!'fltlflc a'nd natural _area, wlld and scenrc ·r,v~r·s d1str1ct ·ar,_:cribal area that iioes .. not h_aye an approved pian un'der M1nn. Stat.
§§ 86A.o9 or 1!6G.o/. (DNR)

2.

A c.l ·e;ircutttilg of. 86. or. ·mor'e ·cont;·gua-u·s. ·acre·s O'f fOt'~st.', __ -~:ny
part_ b_f _which is rota_ ted ·wi thfn a s.ho-r·¢1:3J"fd -~·r:-e_a ·an'd_ :wi_th-i.n. i;'OO

feet ·of the 'ord1nary h1gh ·water mark of the hk'e -o-r_ r_1Ver·. __ '{DNI't)

3.

Actio'i'as resultiil_g_ iil t'he ·caTwe.r'siOn of 6'40 o.r ~(ire a;Cres _o'f
forest o'r natural Jy Ve~tetate·d 1a·nd :to a
ffenn·g o"p·en s'J)ate

la'nd us'e.

( 1oca 1 )

-a,

Mandatory EIS - None
Exemptions 6 MCAR § 3.041 Q.

Agriculture and forestry.

1.

Harvesting of timber for maintenance purposes.

2.

Public and private forest management practices, other than
clearcutt1ng or the appl1cat1on of pest1c1des, that involve
less than ZO acres of land.

DISCUSSION: Under the current rules, the following categories are
directly relevant to the agriculture and forestry category area:
Mandatory EAW - 6 MCAR § 3.024
z.
Harvesting of timber within the Boundary Waters Canoe Area Portal
Zone or in a State Park or Historical Area, that is not included in an
annual timber management plan filed with the Council - (DNR);
a 1 Permanent removal of 640 or more contiguous acres of forest cover (DNR);
b 1 Conversion of 40 or more contiguous acres of forest cover to a different land use- (local);
Exemptions - none
Harvesting of timber on publicly owned lands is likely to be
controversial. Most activities of this nature are· subjected to public
review pursuant to the development of a management plan for the area.
Environmental review for timber harvesting on public lands not included
in such plans is proposed pursuant to 6 MCAR § 3.038 AA.l. It is reasonable to require public review over activities that may significantly
alter publicly owned resources.
Clearcutting of timber may be controversial depending on the
location of the clearcut. A mandatory EAW is required at 6 MCAR § 3.038
AA. 2. for large clearcutting activities adjacent to water resources.
Significant erosion and runoff may result from such activities. The 80
acre quantitative threshold and the 100 foot proximity threshold .were
established pursuant to· the public meeting process as being reasonable.
In practice, clearcuts usually do not exceed 20 to 40 acres. It should
be noted that private timber management practices are not subject to
this category if they do not require government approval.
Forest management practices not likely to have significant
impacts are exempted from these rules pursuant to 6 MCAR § 3.041 Q. 1.
and 2. These practices include the harvesting of timber to maintain the
facility and access· to the faC11ity and minor forest management
activities. Clearcutting and application of _pesticides remain subject
to environmental review because these activities may have the potential
for significant impacts. These exemption categories were established as
reasonable pursuant to the public meeting process.
Mandatory categories at 6 MCAR § 3.038 AA. 3. and 4. are proposed to address activities with the potential for significant impacts.
that may not otherwise receive adequate review. In establishing the
qualitative threshold, a distinction was made based upon the length of
. time the impact was likely to last. For activities for which the
resource was "permanently converted"- i.e. the inability to readily
convert the resource back to its original condition - the 80 acre
thresho 1d Was regarded as 1i kely to have the potentia1 for si gni fi cant
impacts. Likely activities pursuant to that category include
residential, commercial and industrial developments.. For activities for
which the resource was substantially changed but, by application of differing management practices, could be restored to essentially it's prior
condition, 640 acres.was regarded as a likely threshold to have the
potential for significant impacts. Activities likely pursuant to this
category include the .drainage and conversion of natural areas to agricultural use or the clearing of forested areas for agricultural
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purposes. It shOuld be noted that-private management pra·ctices if they
do not require government approval are not subject to this ·category.
These categories represent a relaxation of the ·current EAW categorie's.
The following graph presents EQB_and DNR projections _and
records relatirig to the nuinber of projects subject to enviro'nTileiltal
review:

# EAWs/year
Projected

# Processed

1977 Rules

Rule #
~
§
§
§
§
§
§

3.024
3.024
3.024
3.038
3.038
3.038
3.038

z
a 1
b1
AA.l.
AA.2.
AA.3.
AA:4.

Category Area:

# E!Ss/year

Projected

7

0
2

2
0
0
2

Animal Feedlots

This category were is proposed because of the potential for
sigliificant environmental impacts relating to grou-nd and surface water
qua 1 i ty, odors, and 1 oca 1 1 and use issues. This type of activi-ty i's
likely to be controversial if th·e location is in a se·nsiti-ve area or
nea·r re-sidential or recreational ·developments. Specific· categbrie·s p_roposed within this category area include:

Mandatory EAW - 6 MCAR

§

3.038 BB. Animal feedlots.

The construction of an animal feedlot faci'lity with a capacity
of 1,000 animal units ·or more or the expansion of an exlS:-t·in·g fac-ility by 1,000 -animal ·units- ·or mo·re. (-PCA, if i-n ·a shorel-a'n·d, 'delineated flood pla1n, or Karst area, or l·ocal)

Mandatory EIS - none
Exemptions - 6 MCAR § 3.041 R.

Animal feedlots.

The c·onstruction -o·f ·an animal ·feedlot -facility of less than 100 -an·.;mal umts ·or the -expans1on 'o-f an ex1s1tng facl-llty ·by less than 100
an.1mal ·umts no part of wh1ch 1s located \'Otfl'ln -a shore·! and ·ar:ea,
delineated flood -p-la·in, -nr state ·or 'federally 'de-sTgna·ted -wi·ld .-·and
seem c r1 ve·rs -a, stn c·t.
DISCUSSIO'N: The ·current ·rules contain no EAW -or·exemptfon 'Categortes
re_la.ti'ng- to the anima 1 feedlot ca-tegory area.
A-lthough -the ·current rules ·do not ·contain a ·mandator-y -EAW ·ca:-tegbry re 1ati ng to these fac'i 1 ;t;-es, ·several C'i ti -zen ;p-eti·ti ons ·were sub..,rtiftted on animal feedlot 'faci'lities pursuant to -the current -rules.
Fa en i ti-es petitioned ·were o'f a 'sma 11 er ·slze than the propos.ed 'threS:ho 1 d
but the- fac-i-lfties were loca·ted ·in -ar·eas Of soluble :bedrock-. Th'e -:proposed threshold ·'corresponds ··to the 'threshold e·s:tabl'i'-shed in the --Clean
Water ·Ac·t. Fac·inti'es o'f 'th'is si·ze mus-t 'be ev·alua-ted ·-to 'determi-ne H -.a
National Ponu·tarit ·Discharge Elim;-nation -System (-NPDES) .-_permit :;.s
required. The alternative ·of requiring -an -EAW only 'fOr ·faCilfti"es
located 'wfthin a ·shoreland ·area, ·delineated flood pla·in ·area or·area
-wi'th ·So 1Ubl e ·bedroCk ·was ·considered ·but rejected -·on the ·:basi'.s :·of ·1 oca 1
governmen-t commen'ts i i1di c·ati ng tha:-t ac'ti vi ti-es 'Of -this sc-ale a're ve'fy
con·troversfal and should be· noticed 'to the -public-.
The _.exemption category ·i-s proposed because .projects ·,of thi-s
size are not likely to ·result in -significant impac·ts. Projec-ts .of ·this
typ:e have :the ·pOtential tO ··generate -petiti-ons -bas·ed more on
"neighborhood disputes" than 'true impacts . . This threshold i-s -a -reasonable level tb -prevent ·-abuse ·-o'f the environmenta-l revi··ew .process 'ifl ;thi·s
manner.
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The following graph presents EQB and PCA projections and
records relating to the number of projects subject to environmental
review:
ft Processed
§ 3.038

# EAWs/year

Projected

1977 Rules

Rule #
BB.

Category Area:

# E!Ss/year

Projected

18
Natural Areas

This category is proposed because natural areas are publicly
owned properties that have been set aside to preserve significant
natural resources for ·future generations. These are sensitive areas of
unique quality which may be significantly impacted by inappropriate
development. Environmental review is necessary for these activities to
allow public involvement in decisions affecting publicly owned
resources. Specific categories proposed within this category area
include:
Mandatory EAW - 6 MCAR

§ 3.038

CC.

Natural areas.

Actions resulting in the permanent physical encroachment on lands
within a national park, state park, w1lderness area, sc1ent1fic and
natural area, or state tra1l corridor when such encroachment is
1ncons1stent w1th the management plan pre ared for the recreational
umts.
or oca
Mandatory EIS - none
Exemptions - none
DISCUSSION: The current rules contain no EAW or exemption categories
relating to the natural areas category area.
Enabling legislation conferring authority for the designation
of these public facilities mandates the preparation of a master management plan for th·e unit. These plans may vary according to the characteristics of the area and purposes for designation. As a result, the
standard of 11 inconsistent with the management plan 11 is proposed: This
is the most reasonable method of addressing the diversity among these
units.
The following graph presents EQB and DNR projections and
records relating to the_ number of projects subject to environmental
review:
Rule #
§ 3.038

# Processed
1977 Rules

# EAWs/year

Projected

cc.

Category Area:

# E!Ss/year
Projected

1

Historic Places

This category area is proposed because there is very little
government authority to protect sites listed on the National Register of
Historic Places. The requirement for environmental review prior to the
destruction of such facilities is needed to provide the public an opportunity to take part in decisions that may significantly affect the preservation of our national hertiage. Historical resources are
protectible natural resources under the Minnesota Environmental Right
Act at Minn. Stat. ch. 1168. Specific categories proposed within this
category area include:
·
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Mandatory EAW - 6 MCAR § 3.038 .DD.

Hhtorical p:laces.

Destrut.ti on of a ~property 'thiit i-s ·l·i s.·te!1 .-on \the 'N:a.Hrina:l ;RegfS.-ter '_of
H-1stor1c -'Place.s . . (permfttlng state 139ency :or Toe-an
Mandatory -EI-S - none

Exemptions --none
DISCUSSION:

The current rules .contain no EAW or ·exempti-on categori-t~:s

rel_ating ,-to the historic p:laces category -area.
To be li,sted on -the National _Regi-ster of 'Hi-stor-ic ~Pilaces., :a
potential ·si·te must:
1.

Meet .estab'l ts.hed _cri,_ter-i a:;

2.

Be approved by a State

3.

Be approv.e_d for ·Hs:t-ing by ·the 'owner; .and

4.

Be accepted by the National Reg-i s·ter-.

rev-iew board;

Approximately ·907_ sltes .in :Mi-nneSota·_ -are_ currently )iS-ted dn _'-t;h~e)Jait-i-onal
Reg:i-ster. Sites so ·Hsted :are re_garded ,to -be-·nation~~l!J,y_;slgffi~fj-c~n·t.
resources. These sites are frequent·ly privately .-pwne_i1 ,an:<i_ -::the(te :may_ be
·1 ittle fi-nancial incentive 'for the owner to .mairitain the site 'i-f ·it 'is
1ocated in a ·high de vel opm~nt ·potent-i a·l area. Pub:li-c :-r:evtew __ may ·.pr_oduce
feasible alternatives to the des-truc-tion o'f the ·faciTHy. The ;dpi:mrtuni ty to re.vi ew these a'l-terna ti ves v·; a envi-ronmenta·l r.evi-ew -is -·reason,..
able because of the lack of other forms of regulation.
The following ·graph .present .EQB ,and .state '·H'i stori<:M

Preservation Office project·ions and records relat-ing to the ·number cif
projects s-ubject 'to envi·r_onmental r_e)l-iew:
# p·ra_cessed
1977 Rules

Rule #
§ 3:038 DD.

# EAWs/year
Pr.o_jected

11 .ElSs/year
:Proj_ected

1

Reference documents that may be of interest include:
1.
Hi-storic 'P--res-ervation for. J~i nnes-ota CollliT!unit·.; e-s-;
Minnesota Hi stori ca 1 Society; January, 1980.
Category -Area:
~his

Standard -·E-xemptions
is proposed pursuant to Minn. Stat. § 1160.04 subd. 2a (a)

a·s an exemption only category area to delineate the scope -of ·environmental review. Comme'nts recei-ved pursuant to the public meeti·ng process
indicate there is public con·fusi on relating to the· ,potentfal _scope •of
environmental review. specific exemptions proposed within this ·category
area -i-riclude::
Exemptions - 6 MCAR § 3.041 A.

Standard exemptions.

1.

·ACt-hi-ti-es for whi-ch ;no 'governmental actfon ts

2.

Activates for whi·c'h .all .governmental 'ac-ti-O'n :has 'be-en

requ-ired~

completed.

3.
4 •.

Activities for whfch. an·d so long as, a public agency 'has
deme·d a requi·red governmen'tal approva-l.
Activities for which a substa.ntial portion ·Of the activity has

·been completed and -an EIS woUld not influence rema-·tn:rng uhplementabon or construcbon.
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5.

DISCUSSION: These exemptions are substantively the same as the general
exemptions found at 6 MCAR § 3.026 A. of the current rules. They are
repeated at this point to facilitate public understanding of the scope
of these rules. These exemptions are a summarization of the statutory
language relating to activities that are subject to environmental
review.
·
Environmental review is effective only if it is done early
enough to guide construction. If the project is already substantially
completed and further information could not mitigate impacts, the basic
purpose of environmental review is defeated.
Alternative review procedures and the model ordinance provisions are designed to substi.tute for the provisions in these rules. If
substitute review procedures have been approved by the EQB, specific
activities covered are no longer subject to these rules.
The explicit statement of these conditions is necessary to
facilitate proper interpretation and imp 1ementati on of these rules.
Category Area:

Utilities

This is proposed as an exemption only category area to exclude
minor activities related to the servicing of existing facilities or proposed projects. This is needed to focus environmental review on the
core proposal and to ensure review occurs at an early stage in the
proposal. The proposed exemption within this category area is:
Exemption 6 MCAR § 3.041

s.

Utilities.

DISCUSSION: Under the current rules, the following category ·was
included to cover this need:
Exemption - 6 MCAR § 3.026
13. Utility extensions as follows: water service mains of 500 feet or
less and one and a half inches diameter or less; sewer lines of 500 feet
or.less and eight inch diameter or less; electrical service lines of 500
feet or less and 240 volts or less; gas service mains of 500 feet or
less and one inch diameter or less; and telephone service lines of 500
feet or less.
The thresholds proposed were established as reasonable pursuant
to the public meeting process. The thresholds established are designed
to exclude minor distribution lines and services lines. Environmental
review should be focused at the initial stages of proposal, as opposed
to the stage of providing basic service to existing development.
Category Area:

Construction Activities

This is proposed as an exemption only category area to exclude
minor construction acivities that do not have the potential for significant impacts. This is needed to focus environmental review on the
core proposal and to prevent potential abuse of the intent of environmental review by 11 nuisance 11 petitions. Specific exemptions proposed within
this category area include;
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Exemptions - 6 MCAR § 3.041 T.

1.

Construction activities.

Construction of accessory appurtenant structures including
-garages, carports, patiOS, Swln1mln9-PQ0Ts, aQT1 cul tura 1

structures, exclud1ng feedlots, or other s1m1lar bu1lduigs not
chang1ng land use or dens1ty.

2.

Accessory signs appurtenant to any commercial, industrial, Or
1nst1tutional fac1l1ty.

3.

Operations, maintenance, or repair work having no substantial
1mpact on ex1st1ng structures, land use or natural resources.

4.

Restoration or reconstruction of a structure provided that the
structure 1 s not of h1 stan ca 1, cul tura I, arch1techtural,
archeological, or recreat1onal value.

5.

Demolition or removal of buildings and related structureS
except where they are of h1stoncal, .archeolog1cal, or archi"tectural significance.

DISCUSSION: Under the current rules, the following categories were
included to cover this need:
Exemptions -6 MCAR § 3.026
LOperation, maintenance, or repair work involving no substantial
change in existing structures, land uses, or water quality.

4.
Restoration or reconstruction of a structure in whole or in part
being increased or expanded by less than 25 percent of its original
size, square footage, or capacity, and aggregating less than 5,000
square feet, provided that such structure has not been designated to be
o·f historical, cultural, archeological, or recreational value by a
pub 1 i c agency.

14.
Construction of accessory appurtenant structures including
garages, carports, patios, swimming pools, fences, barns, or other similar agricultural structures, excluding feedlots; or other similar
buildings not changing land use or density.
15.

Grading or filling of 750 cubic yards or less.

18.
Filling of earth into previously excavated land with materials
compatible with the natural material on the site.

21.
Accessory signs appurtenant to any commercial, industrial, or
institutional facility not regulated by an agency of the State.

The propos·ed categories were estab 1 i shed pursuant to the pub 1 i c
meeting process as being necessary to pr·event delays relating to projects that do not have the potenti-al for significant environm·ental
impacts. These categories are substantially the same a·s tl'le curr·ent
rules, however, the wording has be·en changed to avoid "impact
exemptions."
Category Area:

Land Use

This is proposed as an exemption only categ·ory area to exclUde
minor land use actions that do not have the· potential for Si£!'nifitaht
impacts·. This .is needed because these acti viti es may b·e cdhtroversia 1
in the immediate vacinity and failure to specifically exempt these a'ct-ivities could result in ~'nuisance" petitions. Specific categories proposed within this category area i'nclude:
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Exemptions - 6 MCAR § 3.041 U.

Land Use

1.

Individual land use variances including minor lot line adjustments and s1de yard and setback var1ances, not resuit1ng 1n
the creat10n ·of a new subd1v1ded parcel of land or any change
in land use character or density.

2.

Minor temporary uses of land having negligible or no permanent
effect on the env1ronment.

3. . Maintenance of existing landscaping, native growth, and water
supply reservoirs, exclud1ng the use of pest1c1des.
DISCUSSION: Under the current rules, the following categories were
included to cover this need.

Exemptions:

6 MCAR § 3.026

12. Maintenance of existing landscaping, native growth, and water supply
reservoirs, excluding the use of pesticides.
17. Minor temporary uses of land having neglibible or no permanent
effect on the environment~ including such things as carnivals and sales
of Christmas trees.
19. Individual land use variances including minor lot line adjustments
and side yard and setback variances~ not resulting in the creation of a
new subdivided parcel of land or any change in land use character or
density.
The proposed categories are substantively identical to the
current categories. They were accepted as reasonable in the implementation of the current rules. Minor language revisions were suggested
pursuant to the public meeting process.
CategorY Area: ·Research and Data Collection
This is proposed as an exemption only category area to exclude
minor research activities that do not have the potential for significant
impacts. This is necessary because research activities frequently are
dependent upon unique conditions and thus are subject to short notice
changes. Subjecting these activities to environmental review could
thwart the goa_l of the research. The proposed exemption within this
category area is:
Research and data collection.

Under the current rules, the following category was included to
cover this need:
Exemptions: 6 MCAR § 3.026
20. Basic data collection, training programs, research, experimental
management., and resource evaluation projects which do not result in an
extensive or permanent disturbance to an environmental resource, and do
not constitute a substantial commitment to a further course of action
having potential for significant environmental effects.
The proposed category is identical to the current category.
This category has been accepted as reasonable in the implementation of
the current rules and was regarded as reasonable pursuant to the public
meeting process.
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Category Area:

Financial Transactions

This is proposed as an exemption only category area to exclude
activitieS that are nOt the base of envirbnmental concern. This is
rieeded to focus en Vi rolinienta 1 review on the actua 1 atti vi ty that has the
potential for environmental impact. Specific categories proposed within
this category area include:
Exemptions

~

6 MCAR_ § 3.041 W.

Financial transactions.

1.

Acquisition or disposition of private interests in real
property, 1 ncl ud1 ng 1easehol ds, easements, r1 ght_-of-way, or fee
1 ntereStS.

2.

Purchase Of operating equipment, maintenance equipment, or
uperatl ng supp 11 es.

DISCUSSION: Under the current rules, the following categories were
included to cover this need:
Exemptions:

6 MCAR § 3.026

8. PurchaSe of operating equipment, maintenance equipment, or o_perati ng
supplies.
9. Sales or lease of surplus governmental -property -other than
radioactive material, pestiCides. or buildings.

land~

10. Loan, mor'tgage, guarantee, or i·nsurance transactions -in connec:t-ion
with now or ·existing structures or ·uses as defined in subparagraphs ·6
MCAR § 3.026 C.2., 3. or 4.
11. Borrowing for purposes Other than capital construction or -land
pu-rchase.

These proposed Categories represent minor revisions to the
current categories. These _ rules apply only to :_activfties that impact
the_ environment._ The activfti'es included in thi:s -category -area -do not
have -a physical imp_act on the environment and, therefore, -are -not ·.withi·n
'the scope_ b'f the_ rules .. Comments rece'i-ved ·at public mee:ti·ngs_ ·however.,
demonstrated a desire for express lan.guage exempting these ·transactions.
This was regarded as ·reasonable to 'insure ·proper -interpretation and
i mpl ementiiti on of ·these ru·l es.
Catego'ry Area:

U censes

This is -propo·s-ed aS an exempt:ion only category ,:area --to ,exClude
·ro_utine .projects which are ·.generally· mhfor and hav:e min-ima·l env-i-ronmental iinp·atts. Specific ciite:gori-e·s propOsed ·withi-n ··this_ _cate_gor-y .area
inClude:
Licenses.
1.

2.

DISCUSSION: -un·der ·-the current r-ules,
i ncl u·ded :to cover 'thi:s neea:

~the

followin:g cate_gortes ··were

Exemptions: '6 'MCAR § 3.026

7.
Licensing .:or :permftti'ng "decf-si-o·ns -relating --to -:i'ridhi:du·<ll ·:per-sons or
·atti vi ti'es .'directly connected ·With an ·i ndivi dua 1 •-s ·-household,
livelihood, transportation, r.ecreati-on, health, sa:fety, -and-welfare,
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such as motor vehicle licensing, hunting licenses, professional
licenses, and individual park entrance permits.
These proposed categories represent minor revisions to the
current categories. The additional category was added pursuant to comments made at the public meetings relating to ministerial licensing
related to actual construction • .This type of licensing is usually nondiscretionary and, therefore, not subject to these rules. This category
was added to clarify that point for the reader. This is reasonable to
insure proper interpretation and implementation of the rules.
Category Area:

Governmental Actions

This is proposed as a'n exemption only category area to exclude
certain governmental actions that do not have a direct physical impact
on the environment. Specific categories proposed within this category
area include:
Exemptions - 6 MCAR

§

3. 041 Y": _ __,G,_,oc:v::.er,_,n.:::mc:e:::n::.ta,_l:_::ac::c::.tl:.:.o"n"s"-.

1.

Proposals and enactments of the legislature.

2.

Rules or orders of governmental units.

3.

·Executive orders of the Governor, or their implementatjon by
governmental un1ts.

4.

Judicial orders.

5.

Submissions of proposals to a vote of the people of the State.

DISCUSSION: The current rules identify those categories as exempt pursuant to the definition of actron contained at 6 MCAR § 3.022 B.
The categories included in this category area do not represent
project specific actions. These actions may affect the environmentindirectly (i.e., by appropriating money, providing general authority,
etc.), however, these actions are followed by other government action
that will implement the action and directly affect the environment.
Environmental review is more reasonable at the point of implementation.
Category Area:

Pesticides

.
This category area was deleted from the current rules.
···.the current rules, the following category was included:
Mandatory-tAW:

6 MCAR

§

Under

3.024

y. The application of restricted use pesticides over more than 1,500
contiguous acres- (agriculture);
No EAWs were prepared pursuant to this category. Restricted
use pesticides are regulated by the Department of Agriculture. They may
be applied only by licensed applicators and they are typically applied
on relatively small acreages.
Alternative methods of addressing the need for environmental
reivew in this category area were considered, however, none were deemed
acceptable pursuant to the public meeting process. It was, therefore,
deemed most reasonable to exclude this category area from mandatory
categories and a low environmental review on a discretionary basis.
Reference documents that may be of interest include:
1.
Pesticide Task Force Report to the Minnesota Environmental
Qualtiy Council, .Parts 1 and 2, Environmental Quality Board; June 17, 1976

2. Metabolism of Pesticides, Update II; U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service; 1978
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IntrOduction to Chapte·r 16:

Early NOtice RuleS

Th-e iftt·ent of thiS chapte·r is to TUifill the dir-ed:i'v~ -or th'e -M~hW~S,Ota
Environmental Policy Act at Min'n. Stat. § 1160.04, <~biJ,B: that th'€
board estab 1 ish a procedu:re for-. :early 'noti c:e _to __th_e_bo··ar_d _-~:n-d th~ p·uh1 i c
·of natural resou'rce manag·ement aild ·devel·opme'nt pefmit ·app_l_l~ati'OhS .•l'nd
other impending state actions_ 11avi _ng si gni fi cant__ en vi _rO.-nm'erl_~a 1. eff~:~ts
in order. to facilitate coordination of erlviY.onmental dedsio'n ·makil1g alid
the.time1y revi'ew of age·ncy decisio'ns. To accO~-plishthes'e. obj'eC_ti_ves
the board, .in 1977, established a publication call~d the EQB.Mohito~
which incJud-es the noti_ces _requiredb.r the P'Oli~y _Ac~ in _addJt1·on to
notices Of other environmentally relat"E!d actions of general rnter~st.
Chclpter Si:X~een identifies Which rlotices_are _required_~~ be_PtiDlishE!d_by
the board and governmental units and establish'E:!s the proCedu-re~. ro;rsubmitting notices for publication and ~he p'rocedures to be used b)' tfle
board in preparing_ and di_stributing t~e Moilitor~ . The propoS_ed rules
are substantially the same as those_presently in_eff'ect Which cdn be
found in the current ruleS at 6 fviCAR §§ 3.033-- 3.04'0. Because ther-e is
nominal. change to this chapt~r the p'roposed ruleS_ ·are p-Y.e$e·nted __aS
amendments to the current rules as dem·onstrated b,y the unde_rl inin9 -ahd
del_etion. _ A number of _the_ changes ~ere_ made for. editin_g _purpO_ses;, i_~-e~.
to make this chapter consistent with the numbering System a'rld WoY.dlng of
pY.eviOus chapters. The need and reasonableness Of maki'n9 theSe chiii19es
is generically addressed be 1ow: _Only thos·e changes_ made fo.r _·non~edi ti ng
purpoSes will be specifically addressed in the cOntext of th·e ruleS in
which they occur.
·
The followingchanges are considered as editing Changes clnd oCCUY.
throughout the chapter.
1.

Addition of the word "actv_erse_" to inodify _the t_erin ."en vi roi1ITient~ l
effects". To clarifY. that the environmental _review pY.ocess·, and in
this chapter. the eariy notice system are_ concerned pr_i_mar,llY With
negative impacts, the DNR recommended inserting the word "adverse"
t_o describe "envi roriinental _effects . "~ Describi n9. "effects~' frl_ :this
manner will lessen confusion_ of the_meanin~ of the term a·nct will
direct individua_ls to conc~ntra:te _On the important aspects of -a ·p'rOject vis7a-vis the environmental review pfoocess.

2.

Use of the acronym 11 EQB II in plaCe Of "Counci 1". 11 MEQC H:. and '1i::Qc II:
To lessen confusion in reading the ruleS only One te'hn iS uSed to
refer to the Environmental Quality Board·.

3.

Use of the terms 11 governmental u·nit" or 11 Unit" in place Of ~he terms
11
pub ~ i c agencies" and "agencies": . The_ meani n9 . of the __ new ~_ermS .. _1 S
substantively the same as the old and are_ chail~J'~d _in _ thi_S _chaPter to
make its wording consistent With that of. the pr·evious chapters.

The following rule-by-.rule presentation will identify _Turt·h~_r_changes
proposed for _the early_ notic,e pr~_cedures._ In this ch~p~er_ t~e. rule is
i dentif_ied by b'ei Tig set-off by asteY.i skS. preceding the rlil e. ilnd
following the discussion of the changes prOposed for the rUleo

**

* *

* * * ** * *

*

** *

* ** *

6 MCAR § 3.042 :...=Authority and
A.

** * ** * **** * * ** * * *

pu~pose.

To proVide ·e_arly notice_ of_ i_riip~e·ndirlg_.. a:~t_iOhSwhj._c~ ·may have
s i gni fi cant adverse envi.rO~mental effects. __ th'~ EQH G'Q'~-si"l
shall, pursuant to Minn .. Stat.§ 1160.04, subd.8~,
publi'sh a bulletin With the nam·e of "EQB M0tl_it6r" ",E:QC·Mg'#it'gr"
c·()ntaining all. notices as speci_fied 1n 6 MCAR §_ 3.044~.
Th-e EQB GeYRG_i_l. maj _pr'~Scribe the f~rm a·nd riJa·rlrler-rn:-which the
governmental_ uni .ts a:geR"Gi es submit ·any material for Pub 1i cation
1 n the EQB tQC Monitor, and the EQB Chairperson Gf--tlle- Go"RGil
may withhold publ_i~.3tio·n of tiny matetial, __ rlot subniitted
according to th'e fo·rm or procedures th-e 'EQB GQI:Hlci'l has
prescribed.
-
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B.

These rules are intended to provide a procedure for notice to
the EQB ~and to the public of natural resource management
and GleVelopment permit applications, and impending governmental
and private actions that may have significant adverse environmental effects. The notice through the early notice procedures
is in addition to public notices otherwise required by law or
regulations.

DISCUSSION:

Only editing changes are being proposed for this rule.

************************************
6 MCAR § 3.043

~

Exemptions.

A.

All National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System Permits
granted by the MiAReseta PellutieR GeRt~el ~geRG¥ PCA, under
the authority given ..:i-t- by the Environmental ProtectiOn Agency
ef tl=le 11Ai ted States ef "meri Ga, sha 11 be exempt from these
rules unless otherwise provided by resolution of the EQB
GebiRGil.
--

B.

Where, in the opinion of any governmental unit pblblic ageRGY,
strict observance of 6 MCAR §§ 3.042 - 3.046 J QJJ J 035
would jeopardize the public health, safety, -or welfare, or
would otherwise generally compromise the public interest, the
governmental unit ~ shall comply with these rules as far
as pract1cable. In such cases, the governmental -unit~
shall carry out alternative means of publ1c not1f1cation and
shall communicate the same to the EQB GebiRGil Chairperson.

C.

Any federal permits for which review authority has been delegated to a non-federa 1 governmenta 1 unit publ i G agoRC;)' by the
federal government may be exempted by resolution of the EQB
CebiRGil
-

DISCUSSION:

Only editing type changes are being proposed for this rule.-

*** ************************ *********
6 MCAR § 3.044

~

EQB

~Monitor

publication requirements.

A.

Governmental units PubliG ageAGies are required to publish the
follow1ng 1n the EQB ~Monitor except that this section
constitutes a request and not a requirement with respect to
federal agencies.

1.

NetiGe ef ~eGei13t ef aJ)pliGatieRs er ge"ernmeRt prepesals
fer the AitYre~l resources mar~agemeAt aRd de"elef}mer~t permits 1..:i-£.t.e4
~ When an action has been noticed pursuant to 6 MCAR §
3.044 A. 3. 3 035 n J separate notice of individual permits
requ1red by that action need not be made unless changes in the
action are proposed which will involve new and potentially
significant adverse environmental effects not considered
previously. No decision granting or denying a permit application for which not1ce 1s requ1red to be pubf1shed 1n th1s sectlon shall be effect1ve unt1l 30 days follow1ng publ1cat1on of
t e not1ce.

DISCUSSION: The first sentence in rule A.l. is being proposed for deletion as it is considered unnecessary. In the attempt to keep the rules
as brief as possible unnecessary language has been pared. In the 1
current rules a listing of the permits for which notice was required was
developed from subdivision 5 (a) of the original MEPA. This subdivision
identified selected Minnesota Statutes which established the authority
for permits defined as 11 Permits for natural resources management and
development 11 • Subdivision 5 (a) was repealed as a part of the 1980
amendments to MEPA leaving no statutory definition. Lacking such definition this sentence is being proposed for deletion because it no longer
refers to any specific permits.
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Th~

last sentenc~ a~ded to rule A.1. i~ iQentical tp a requirem~nt fq4n4
in the current rules at 6 MCAR § ~.031 A. The sentence was moved to
this location in order to place all th~ aspects of a r~le in th~ sqm~
section. The rule is needed if the early notice req4irement is to be
effective. If agencies caul d m~ke their permitting: decfsi_on~ 1Ill!T!ediately upon publication, the intent of early notice would be def~ated;
the publication would serve no purpose other thiin to inform the Qpar'd
and the public of an action that has already taken place. By providing
a 30_day waiting period the board and the interested public have an
opportunity to participate in the decision making process of an agen~y
rather than adversarily approaching the agency after the fact.

* * ********* **** ****** **** * * *** * ***

**

a.

Filling of ten or more acres of public waters --Work in
Beds of Public Waters (Minn. Stat. § 105.42). ONR

b.

Dredgin9 of ten or more acres of public waters --Work in the
Beds of Publ1c Waters (M1nn. Stat. § 105.42). ONR

c.

All public hearings conducted pursuant to water resources permit app 1i cations (Minn. Stat. ch. 105). DNR

d.

Permit to mine or lease to prospect for iron. ore,
copper mckel, or other matenals (M1nn. Stat._§§ 93.16,
93.335, 93.351). DNR

e.

Earth removal lease (Minn. Stat. § 92.50).

f.

h.

th~

ONR

(33 USC Section 1341; Minn. Stat.

Special local need registration for pesticides (Minn. Stat.
18A.23; 3 MCAR § 1.0338 B.). MDA

-§

DISCUSSION: All but two of these actions which require publication are
identical to requirements in the current rules. They have been
regrouped and identified as amendments to the rule for the sake pf
clarity and convenience. The existing rule corresponding to the proposed rules are found at 6 MCAR § 3.035 A.1. of the current rules. The
specific sections are as follows:
Proposed Rule

Current Rule

a
b
c
d
e

f

g

X

g

h
n
p

Only proposed rules f. and h. are new. The Pollution Control Agency
requested that publication of the "401 Certifications 11 be required. The
11
401 Certification." is a process whereby federa 1 agencies • permits for
discharge to water and all the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers' permits are
passed thro~gh the PCA for their review &nd approval. It i~ PCA's
intention to use the "401 Certification" process only with sig_n1fic;ant
actions- which involve a major controversy or impac;t. PCA's intent fits
with the purpo_se of the early notice provision tq ~ppris~ the_ bqqr~ qnd
the public of actions-having significant effect~ as set forth qt Minn.
Stat. § 1160.04 subd. 8.
The Minnesota Departme11t of Agriculture requested th~ puQlication of
section h. be required. The current rules at 6 MCAR § 3.0.24 B.l.y.
require the preparation of an EAW for the application of restriGte4 use
pesticides. The proposed rules do not contain such a mandatory
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category. Requiring publication of the action of the MDA to register
certain publication is proposed as a substitute process to allow the
board and the public to become aware of the types of pesticides that may
be used in future applications. The registration of a pesticide is the
earliest step in their use and will provide an opportunity for
interested persons to comment on the appropriateness of using selected
pesticides.
* * *

*

* * ** * **

*

* *

*

*

*

* *

*

*

*

*

**

*

*

* *

*

* *

**

*

-a-.-

Ma"igational gbstfbu;;tioRS •·•itl=liR dlilsignated state or federal
Wild and Scenic River land yse Sistrh:ts

-9-.-

Cemme!'Gial and iAGustFial 'n'Aar"es 1:1seG fer

~

CRaRRelizatioR of one or more miles of designated Class I
or II p~Abl i"c "'ater cgyrses

4r

nny marina aRd Rarbor project gf more tRaR 20,000 sqYare
of "ater syrfase ··area

.e-.-.-

~;;arge

*

transfel"'

f~

AR3' Rew or additlQMl lmpOYRQmeRt of l'ater creatiRg a "'ater
iR excess of 200 acres

~ce

.:h-

Fi 11 i RQ of ten gr mgre acres of pybl i c 111aters

.g...-

Ored.giRg of teR or more aGres of pYblic waters

-h-.-

11 11 public hearings coRd.YGtlild pt.trsyaRt to ···ater resot.trces
permit applications (Minn Stat CR 105 (1974))

-i-r

,a Re''i apprgpriation for GOmmersial or ind.nstrial pblrpoe;e of
either S'lrhce •·•iter ar groYRd. ···ater a"eriilgiRg 30 milligR
gal10RS per mQRtl=l, or 9XGQ9diRg t•.to milliOR QiilllORS iR 1lR;Y diil~'
dYring the periQd gf yse; .Qr a RB" appropriatioR gf either
grgynd "ater er st.trfase water for irrigatieR of 6~0 acres or
mgre iR 9Re G9RtiRY9biS parGel frgm or:1e sonrse gf ··•ater

~ . Ap~liGatieR for the YRdergroYRd storage gf.gas gr liquids

.k-.-

CoYR~/s

-1-.-

CoYRty, state gr federal etYctioRs for sale gf ~1:1blisly 911R8d
timber GR any tract adJacent te public h.laters of tRe State.

-m-.-

CoYRty, stat€! or federal a.YctiGRS for sale of pY91icly GhfRed
timber GR any tract. aR~' part gf 'lhisl=l is HithiR one q1:arter
( 1/4) mile gf aR grgaRi zed ~Ybl is, pri "ate or R9Rprofi t
reGreati9R area Gr Gamp

~

Netice gf all ~u91ic ~erm1t aRd lease sales fgr state permits
aRd leases ta prgs~eGt for ~Rd. miRe iroR ore, Go~per Rickel, gr
otRer minerals as re~uired by MiRA £tat §§ 9J 16, 93 335,
ORO g3 351 (lg74) >RO copper Niokel Rules and Regulati ORS

~

Permits iiiRd leases fgr iroR gre iR ROR
aroos (Minn Stot 93 263)

-p.r

Ne"' 1eases and permits fer Yse of stiilte forest laRds for
summer cabiRs, cammerGial resreatioRal facilities and gra"el

state er federal at.tctigns for sale of pYblicly 911R':!d
timber OR aR:,' tract a.dj aceRt tg a pYbl i c Ri gh"ao'

me~cRaRtiilble

deposit

~

Rgad.s thrgugl=l state fgrest laRds exGeediRg fi"e miles iR

AAci1ity plans fer RB"' gr expaR&iQR of iRd1:1striiill treatmeRt
WOFkS ROt G0'/9F90 }>y ~IPDoa ~eFmits (MinR >tat § 115 07,
subo 1 (1~
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.s....-

.:t-.-

Faci 1 ito' plans_ fsr r=~e"' or e~pir:IE ion of 1 i qyi d. stgrage fijr;i 1 i ty
equol to •• exoeoding 50,000 gollons (Minn >tot § 155 4>,
subd 3 (Z) (1974))
Ne" sr

expems_igr:~

~o.ds

gf solid 11ast.e di&posal S:YStems
or mo•• of solid "'as to por doy (Mi RR

~).G..W.,--suM.--4-A--j

.y...._

han_d.li~9

>tot

lQQ

§

1974))

Ir:~stall1l1:;ior:~ permit appliciltion fgr RE!:''I or expa~s.ior:~ (,)f
incir=~erators

witt:! Gilpilcity equal to or in exces~ of _one toR
per Rour of solid "Oste (MiRR Stat. § llo 07, subd 4,• (1974))
-¥-r.

Installation permit appliGati9R for Re',' gr expaRsion gf aR
emissioR hcilit~· emitti_Rg 100 toRs or more per year gf iR:¥
restricted air GQRtamiRaRt (MiRR Stit § 116 07, S_Yi;)d 4A

(1974))

-w.

.

N9'' gr expaRsion gf a feedlot deEigned for:- 1,090 cattle gr
mgre eGjYivaleRt animal YRits (MiRR Stat · § 116 Q7, sYbd 7
(1974))

..x-.-

Cotn;trYGtioR gf i pYblic YSB airport {MiRR
subd o (1974))

S_tat

§ 360 OlS,

DISCUSSION: The publication requirements in this section are being proposed for deletion for the following reasons: (1) AlthOugh the actiOn
is shown as de 1eted it has been simply regrouped and renumbered for ea-se
in reading and understanding the rule; (2) The action is sufficiently
covered by a mandatory category. Because the purpose of this section is
to provide a system of notifying the board and the public of potentially
significant actions it need not include notices of actions which are
sufficiently noticed elsewhere. Projects for which environmental revieW
will be accomplished via earlier portions of_ the environmental review
process wi 11 receive adequate -nqti ce and the opport'-lni ty fOr the board
and the public to comment is well established; and (3} Following
discussions with the involved agencies it has become apparent that certain of the notices from the curent rules do not raise any interest from
the board or the public. To continue to publish these notices would
serve no purpose other than to increase the time required for implementing the action.
The following list identifies the notice and the basis for no
longer requiring publication using one of the three reasons cited above.
Current Rule

Basis

a.
b.

3

2 (Significant projects

waul~

require preparation of an EAW pursuant to 6 MCAR § 3.038 G. and M.)

c.

2 ·(Significant projeJ:;ts would

require preparation of an EAW pursuant to 6 MCAR § 3,038 Z.)

·

d.

2 {Projects would require p-reparation of an EAW pursuant to 6 MCAR § 3. 038 X. l
e.
2 {Projects would require p-r.epa.r:'ation of an EAW pursuant to 6 MCAR § 3.038

w.

2.)

f.

1 (Notice is requi-red pu.r_suant to

g.

1 (-Notice is re_quired purs_uant to

(a) of the proposed rules. l
(b) O·fthe proposed rules.)

h.

1 .(Noti-c-e -is .re_qu-i r._ed _p_u-r-?uant to

(c) of the proposed rules .• )
i.
2 {.Projects w,o.uld ·reg.ui·r.e :p-r. _ep~:-ration of an EAW pursuant to 6 MCAR § 3.03.8 W. 1.)
·
j.
2 {Significant projects would
require preparati.on of an EAW pursuant to 6 MCAR § 3.038 H, l .• and 2. or
an EIS pursuant to 6 MCAR ~ 3.039 F. 1. and 2.)

k., l •. ,m.

3 and 2 ·(s-ign.ificant ·p.roj.ects -would

require .preparation of an EAW .pursuant to 6 ·MCAR § J,03.8 AA.]
·n..
1 (.N.oMce i·-s -r-e._qu-i-.red ,pur~~:~ant to
(d) of the proposed rules.)
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o.
require preparation of
p.
notice pursuant to {e)
q.
require preparation of
r.
s.
require preparation of
t.
require preparation of
u.

2 (Significant .projects would
an EAW pursuant to 6 MCAR § 3.038 J.)
3 and 1 (Gravel pits would require
of the proposed rules.)
2 (Significant projects would
an EAW pursuant to 6 MCAR § 3.038 CC.)
3

2 (Significant
an EAW pursuant to 6 MCAR §
2 (Significant
an EAW pursuant to 6 MCAR §

projects would
3.038 I. 3.)
projects would
3.038 P.)

3

2 (Projects would require prepara~
tion of an EAW pursuant to 6 MCAR § 3.038 N. I.)
2 (Projects would require prepara~
w.
tion of an EAW pursuant to 6 MCAR § 3.038 BB.)
1 (Notic.e would be required pursuant
x.
to (g) of the proposed rules.)

v.

* ************
2.

~-£

*********** * ** **

**

***

Impending actions proposed by state agencies when the proposed
action may have the potential for significant adverse environmental effects.

DISCUSSION:

Only an editing change is being proposed for this rule.

* ** * ****

*

* ** ** *

*

* * ** * * * *

*

** * *** * * ***

3.

Notice of the availability of a completed EAW pursuant to
6 MCAR § 3.027 D. !.

4.

RGU 1 s decision on the rieed to prepare an EIS pursuant to 6
MCAR § 3.028. A. 4.

5.

Notice of the time, place and date of the EIS scoping meeting
pursuant to 6 MCAR §§ 3.030 c. 1. b. and c. 2. a.

6.

-J......

7.

Amendments to the EIS scoping decision pursuant to 6 MCAR

8.

Availability of draft and final EIS pursuant to 6 MCAR §§
3.031 E. 5. and F. 4.

9.

4r

10.

RGU's adequacy decision of the final EIS pursuant to 6 MCAR §
3.031 G. 7.

11.

Notice of activities undergoing environmental review under
alternat1ve rev1ew processes pursuant to 6 MCAR § 3.034 A. 6.

12.

Adoption of model ordinances pursuant to 6 MCAR §§ 3.035 B. 1.
and 2.

13.

Environmental Analyses prepared under adopted model ordinances
pursuant to 6 MCAR § 3.035 C.

EIS preparation notices and Negati"e OeGlaratign NgtiGes
pursuant to 6 MCAR § 3.030 F.

Notice of draft EIS informational meetings gr Rearings to
be held pursuant to 6 MCAR § 3.031 E. 7. l 0~9' o

DISCUSSION: These rules contain a comprehensive listing of the notices
and actions which are required to be published as a part of the EAW and
EIS process described in· earlier chapters. The purpose of· repeating
th.ese notice requirements in this section is to enable the user of the
rules to quickly determine which notices and actions are required to be
published in the Monitor. The citation contained in the individual
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rule allows quick reference to the portion of the earlier chapters where
the requirement appears.

***

************************** ***** **
14.

~

Notice of the application for a Certificate of Need for a

large energy facility, pursuant to Minn. Stat.
15.

§ 116H.l3.

Notice of other actions that the EQB GQYRGil may specify
by resolution.

~

DISCUSSION:

Only an editing type change is being proposed for these two

rules.

*********** ************************ *
B.

Governmental units PY91iG ageRGies may publish
general 1nterest or information in the EQB -EQGiRGlYc!iRg RQtiGe5 gf GQRSQlic;latec;l state----pQrmit
the latter to Be r;gmmenced at tl::le di rE!Gti QR of

DISCUSSION:

notices of
Monitor.-r
applir;a."i"iORS,
th9 CotHld 1

In addition to the editing type changes being proposed for

this rule, it is being-proposed that publication of notices of con- ·

solidated state permit applications filed pursuant to 6 MCAR § 3.101 et

s_~q_~ be the responsibility of the EQB.
That responsibility is iden-tllrfed in rule C.S. below. This change is proposed because it is the
EQB who is responsible for processing consolidated permit applications
and it is the EQB which is first notified when an applicant desires to
use the consolidated approach.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *· * * * *

C.

The EQB

~is

* "* * *

*

required to publish the following in the EQB

f.QG. Monitor:

1.

Receipt of a valid petitions, p'lrS'Iaf:lt to 6 MCAR § 3 032, and
assignment Of a RGU RospoRsible ngeRGY therefore pursuant to 6

MCAR
~

2.

§§ 3.026

c.-and E.

R•<•ipt of Draft or Final &IS
Decision by the EQB that it will determine the adequacy of a
lTriaTns·ilu-rsu-an~IJMCAirr:DrnT.-r.--~-----~---

--

3.

EQB's adequacy decision of the final EIS pursuant to 6 MCAR §
3.031 G. 7.

4.

Receipt by the EQB_ of an application for a variance pursuant
to 6 MCAR § 3.032 D. 3.

5.

.J....§

4--.-

Notice Of any public hearing held pursuant to MiRR. £tat
§ 3. 033 E. 1.

11@ 04, sub <I 9 ( 1974) 6 MCAR

Receipt by tR.e Co'IRGil gf RQtice of objeGtioRs to a R99ativs
c!echratioR ~· fH<ltitioRers or a public ·iigeRsy, iiRd. ti::IQ t_ime .aRd.
plase at ···Rid1 the ConRGi1 ~~rill rEwie" the mE!tt_er, iRGl~;~dfRg
AatiGe gf pY9liG hearings, if any

DISCUSSION: The changes p.roposed in these rules are made t,0. co.rrespond
to. chang.es being proposed in the EAW/EIS process. This secti·on. cont-ains
a comp-rehensive listin.g of the notices the EQB is required to publis.h i·n
the EQB Monitor pur-suant to the. proposed rule-s and prov.; de-s Ci-tati.O.n-s
to the earli·er rules to allow the reader of the rule qu.ick reference to.
the detailed requirement.

******** ****************************
6•

.&..... The EQB's c·oYRGil's decision to hold !JJUhlic heari'ng-s on a
recommend_ed Ctiti·c-al Area pursuant to Minn .. Stat. § 116G.0'6,

subd. l(c). (1974) (Griti<al 'reas '<t, 197l).
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7.

Notice of application for a Certificate of CgrriQer
Cempatibility Qr Site Compatibility, or a High Voltage
Transmission Line Construction Permit pursuant to Minn. Stat.
116C.51 et seq. ~ Plaot Sitiog 1 ct of l973)

~

§

DISCUSSION: In addition to the editing changes proposed for these
rules, the requirement for notice of applications for a Certificate of
Corridor Compatibility is deleted. This deletion occurs as a result of
changes made to the Power Plant Siting Act at Minn. Stat. § 116.C.57
which eliminated the designation of suitable corridors from the power
plant siting process.
* * * ** * ** * ** ** * * * * ** * ** ** ** * * ** * * * ** *

8.

Receipt of a consolidated permit application pursuant to 6

MCAR

§

3.102 A.

DISCUSSION: Publication of this notice is being proposed to become the
responsibility of the EQB for the reasons stated above. It is not a new
notice only the responsibii.iiy of who provides the notice is being proposed for change.
·
* * * * * * *

***

* * *** * * * **** * ***** ** ** **

**

6 MCAR § 3.045 ~Content of notice. ~ The information to be
included in the notice for natural resources management and development permit applications and other items in 6 MCAR §§ 3.044 A. 1.
and 2. 3 035 A 1 aRd 2 shall be submitted by the governmental
um t ~ _ , . on a form approved by the EQB co.,oci I. Ih1 s
TnfOrmation shall include but not be limited~
A.

~

Identification of applicant, by name and mailing address.

B.

~

C.

The name of the permit applied for, or a description of
the proposed project or other action to be undertaken in suf~.
ficient detail to enable other state agencies to determine
whether they have jurisdiction over the proposed action.

D.

4r

E.

&r

The location of the proposed project, or description of
the area affected by the action by county, minor civil
division, public land survey township number, range number, and
section number.

~

A statement of whether the agency intends to hold public
hearings on the proposed action, along with the time and place
of the hearings, if they are to be held in less than 30 days
from the date of this notice.

The identification of the governmental unit~
publishing the notice, including the manner and place at which
comments on the action can be submitted and additional information can be obtained.

DISCUSSION:

Only editing changes are being proposed for this rule.

* ***** ****** ***** ** ** ***** * * **** *** *
6 MCAR § 3.046

~Statement of compliance.
Each governmental
permit or agency authorizing order subject to the requirements of
tRese RYles 6 MCAR § 3.044 A. 1. issued or granted by a governmental unit pYbTiG ageRGY shall contain a statement by the umt ~
concern1 ng whether~ -ru+e.&. the provisions of 6 MCAR ~-042 ·3.046 have been complied with, and publication dates of the notices,
rr-any, conc~rning that permit or authorization.

DISCUSSION:

*

Only editing changes are being proposed for this rule.

*******

* * ** **** * ********* * *** **
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* ** *

6 MCAR § 3.047 ~ Publication. ""'- The EQB CoYRGil shall publish
the EQB ~nitor whenever it is necessary;-except that material
properTy submitted to the EQB '"""<11 shall not remain unpublished
for more thari .:te.R. .!_l wdrki~days.
DISCUSSION: lrt addition to the editing changes being proposed for this
rule, it is proposed to extend from ten to 13 working days the time
alloted to the EQB to publish properly submitted notices. This additional time is necessary to provide the EQB the flexibility to publish
the Monitor on a biweekly basis. Although in the past it has been

publ1shed weekly, a recent experiment to publish biweekly has been
successful. The biweekly schedule came about as a result of financial
cutbacks imposed by the State Department of Administration in late FYBl.
Additionally the number of notices varies tremendously over ti'me with a
result that on a weekly schedule the Monitor consisted of oi11y a couple
of pages or so. With a biweekly schedule the number of pages will consistently ije between five and ten pages. A biweekly schedule will also
reduce the expense of printing and distributing the Monitor. This factor is important because of the recent decision to ·begin d1stributing
the Monitor for no charge in an attempt to increase the subscription
list. A 13 working day period does not prohibit a weekly publication if
the need arises; however, it does pro vi de the opportunity to pub 1ish on
a biweekly schedule as appropriate.

***

* *

.g..._

**

T~e

*
E:QC

*

*

****

Mor:~itgr

* * ** *** * *** **

st:tall

Ra""

a distinct aJ:rd

'!'itt:\ tl:lg title E:QC MGRitor a!=ld tl:le •t~ords

ptomiReRtly display2~
Aumberee aRd dateS

~

********

pe~ar:~eJ:Jt

mastt:tead

11

State-of Mii'IR&soti"
n11 issues gf the EQC MoRitgr shall be

DISCUSSION: This rule is ·proposed for deletion in the attempt. to eliminate unnecessary language in the rules. _This requirement adds little to·
the rule and practically speaking the EQB will continue the name and
numbering system currently in place.

* ***** ** *********** * **** ****** * **** *

6 MCAR § 3.048
A.

~Cost

and distribution.

When a governmental unit aR ageRcy properly submi.ts material to

the EQB CoYRGil for publication, the EQB GoYRGil shall then be

accountable for the publication of the-5ame in the EQB ~
Morli tor. The EQB CO'ii=ICil sha 11 requi're each governfflenta 1 unit
~which is-fequired to publish material or reQuests the
publication of material in the EQB ~Monitor, including the
EQB CGYRcil itself, to pay its proportionate cost of the EQB
~Monitor unless other funds are provided and are sufficient
to cover the cost of the EQB ~Monitor.
DISCUSSION:

Only editing changes are being proposed for this rule.

* **** * * ** * * *** * * *** * *** ** *** * ** *** * *
_g._...

TR·e CGURGil may o·rgaRize aRd distribute r;;gt:lteRts gf tt:te EQC
MGRi tQr ar;;cord.i R9 tg -sueR c11tegori es iiS ····; 11 pro" i-de ectmomi c
f3Y:b1 i cati OR aRd di"stri bY:ti Gl'l a'tid "'i l1 offer easy acctass tg
iRfurmatio'R by 1lR:Y iRterested ~arty

DISCUSSION: This rule is propOsed fOr deletion becaus-e it -is ·on1y ·adviSory and adds nothing to the noti·ce requirements or ·procedures. The
attempt throughout the rules is to delete unnecessary -language :fo·r· ease
of reading and to save_ on costs. Besides Ken made me do ·it.

* * ************* *** * **** * ******* **** *
B.

-G-... The EQB CguR_ei_l may further provide_ at leas-t one copy to
the Documents Divisi-on for the mailing of -the EQB ~Mo-nitor
to any person, governmenta 1 unit, ageRG,Y • ·or organ'i za·t-; dn if so
requested. The EQB may assess J3ra"i9ed ·tt::~at reasonable costs
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are bgrne by to the requesting party. Ten copies of each issue
of the EQB ~Monitor, however, shall be provided without cost
to the Tegislative reference library and ten copies to the
state law library, and at least one copy to designated EQB ~
depositories.
DISCUSSION: Other than the proposed editing changes, the only proposed change in this rule is to make the costs of distribution disc.retionary to the EQB rather than mandatory. This proposed change is in
line with the decision not to charge for subscriptions to Monitor.

**** *** * ************************ ****
ll-.-

TAo MEQC sRall provide adequato offioo spooo, porsooool, aod
supply necessary equipment for tRe operatiGR of tRe ~QC MGRitor
'l''i tRo'lt cost to tRe ageRci es

DISCUSSION: This rule is proposed
which only adds to the bulk _of the
the EQB to publish the MoTll'tor and
s i bil i ty to pro vi de the fac1 11 ties

for deletion as unnecessary language
rules. It is the responsiblity of
thus to carry out the re.sponand funding necessary.

* * * * * * * * * * * *' * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
§ 3

0~0

fh-.

Geoeral
-141hl-ication duties of tRe EQC MoRitor mily bo tra_Rsferred. to.tRe
-State Register upoR resol'ltioH of- tRe CouRci-1-..-

DISCUSSION: This rule is proposed for deletion because it is advisory
and adds nothing to the substance of the rules. Removal of this rule
does not prohibit the EQB from transferring the publication duties to
another entity.

* ************* *** *************** * ***
* *** ** **** * * *** * * * ** * **** * * * ***** ***
Introduction-to Chapter 17: Assessing the Cost of Preparing
Environmental Impact Statements.
The intent of this chapter is to fulfill the directive of the Minnesota
Environmental Policy Act at Minn. Stat. § 116D.045: that the board
develop procedures to assess the proposer of an action for the reasonable costs of preparing and distributing an environmental impact
statement. To accomPlish this objective the board, in 1977, promulgated
rules identified as the "Chargeback Rules", which established the procedures to be used in assessing EIS preparation costs. The proposed rules
are substantially the same as those presently in effect _which can be
found at 6 MCAR §§ 3.041-3.046. Because the proposed rules involve only
nominal changes to the current rules this chapter is presented_as amendments to· the current ru1 es as demonstrated by the underlining and
deletion. The majority of the proposed changes were made for editing
purposes, i.e., to make this chapter consistent with the numbering
system and wording of previous chapters. The need and reasonableness of
making these changes is· generi ca 1ly addressed bel ow. Only those changes
made for nonediting purposes will be specifically addressed in the context of the'rule in which they occur.
The following changes are considered as editing changes and occur
throughout the chapter.
1.

Use of the acronym "RGU" in place of "Responsible Agency": The new
term has the same meaning as the old and is changed in this chapter
to make its wording consistent with that of previous chapters.

2.

Use of -the acronym "EQB" in place of "Council" and "EQC": To lessen
confusion in reading the rules only one term is used to refer to the
Environmental Quality Board.
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3.

Use of the terms 11 governmental unit"" or 11 Unit" in ·plate ·o-f the terms
"public agencies" and "agencies": The meani·ng of the new ter·ms i's
substantively the same as the old and are changed in this chavter to
make its wording consistent with that of previous chapt~rs.

the followirig rule-by-rule presentation ·will identify further ·cha·nges
proposed for the chargeback procedures. In this chapter the rule is
identified by being set-off by aste·risks preceding the rule and
following the discussion of the changes proposed for th·e ·rule.

* *** ************ ***************** ***
6 MCAR § 3.049 ~Actions requiring an assessment of the EIS prepara"

tion cost-.-When a private person p-roposes to undertake an action, and the flnal
determination has been made that an EIS will be prepared by a
governmental unit publi'c agor::u:y on that actio·n, the pro·pose·r shall
be assessed for the reaso·nable costs ·of preparing and distribUtihg
that EIS in accord with 6 MCAR §§ 3.050 - 3.054 3 042
DISCUSSION:

3 046.

Only editing changes are being proposed for this rule.

* * * *** ***** * ********* ** * ** * * ** ** ****
6 MCAR § 3.050
A.

~

Determining the EIS assessed cost.

Within 30 days after the EIS preparation notice htt.s been iSsu.ed,
fiR1l1 determiR1ltiQR t'11li beeR made t!Ut iiR IdS wi-1·1 be prE!p1lr9d,
the RGU Respoosible 'goRcy shall submit to the EQB Gonooil a

wri tWn agreement signed by the proposer and thel<GU
Respgm;ible ngeRGy. The agreement shall include tfie EIS eSti:..
mated cost, the EIS assessed cost. and a br·ief descript-ion Of
the tasks and the cost of each task to be perfo·rmed by eaCh
party in preparing and distributing the EIS. Those items identified in 6 MCAR §§ 3.051 A. and B. 3 043 '

ood g

may be used

as a guideline in determimng the EIS estimated cost. The ElS
assessed cost shall identify the. proposer 1 s ·costs fdr the
collectiOn and analysis of technical data to be supplied to the
RGU Re£p9R£ible ngeR~ and the costs which will result in a cash
payment by the proposer to the EQB CmmGi 1 if a state -agency is
the RGU· R1u;pgRsible A-geRcy or toa local governmenti;~-1 unit
~when it is the ·RGU RespgRsible _AgeR~.
If an agreement
canno't be reached, the---;:rr;u RespeRsible''-AgeRG;y shall ·so notify
the EQB coYo<il within on-days after the final determination has

beenlilade that an EIS -wi 11 be prepared.
DISCUSSION:

Other than the editing changes the only change proposed for

this rule is to identi-fy the issuance of the EIS preparation :nt:itice as
the star_t Of the 30 day period for ·negotiation of the chargeback
agreement. This change is necessitated by the change in the appeal process of ·EIS preparation decisions. In the -proposed ·ru·les the i-ssuance ·
o'f' the EIS preparation notice is the final administrat·ioh .dec·i-s'ion -as to
when an EIS is to be prepared. In the current rules this decis-ion -by a
state or local agency wa·s appealable to ·the EQB thuS the ·need i-n the
current ru·les to provide for that occurance.

*' * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * '* * * * * '* * *
B-. The EIS asse·ssed cost shall ·nat exceed the ·fo'llowihg -amotfritS
unless the proposer agrees 'to ·an addi:tional amount:
1.

There shall be no assessment for the preparati-On and di-stri:bution of an EIS for an ·action which has a project estimated cost
of one mi11i0h dollars or less.

2-.

.For an action whose project estimated cost is more than one
million dollars but ;-s ten ini-llion dollars ·Or less-. ·theE-IS
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assessed cost shall not exceed .3 percent of the project estimated cost except that the project estimated cost shall not
include the first one ·million dollars of such cost.
3.

For an action whose project estimated cost is more than ten
million dollars but is 50 million dollars or less. the EIS
assessed cost shall not exceed .2 percent of each dollar of
such cost over ten million dollars in addition to the
assessment in (2} ~of this rule.

4.

For an action whose project estimated cost is more than 50
million dollars, the EIS assessed cost shall not exceed .1 percent of each dollar of such cost over 50 million dollars in
addition to the assessment in (~) aRe (3) ~of this rule.

C.

The proposer and the RGU ResPgnsible 11 99RG:Y shall include in. the
EIS assessed cost the~oposer s costs for the collection and
analysis of technical data which the RGU Respgnsible 11 genGy
incorporates into :t;._i;t~LEIS. The amountlncluded shall not exceed
one-third of the EIS assessed cost unless a greater amount is
agreed to by the RGU Responsible AgenG:)I. When practicable, the
proposer shall consult with the RGU Responsible~ before
-incurring such costs.
1

D.

Federal/state EIS. When a joint federal/state EIS is prepared
pursuant to 6 MCAR § 3.037 > 0~5 f q and the EQB Go"Roil
designates a non-federar-agency as the RGU RespOiiSibl e Agency.
only those costs of the state RGU Resp~le 11 gen~ may be
assessed to the proposer. The~U Responsible 11 genGy and the
proposer shall determine the appropriate EIS assessed cost and
shall forward that determination to the EQB boYnGil in accorQ
with these rules.
-

E.

Related actions EIS. When specific actions are included in a
related actions EIS, only the portion of the EIS estimated cost
that is attributable to each specific action may be used in
determining the EIS assessed cost for its proposer. The RGU
RespQREible AgenG:Y and each proposer shall determine the-·
appropriate EIS assessed cost and shall forward that determination to the EQB CouRGi1 in accord with these rules.

DISCUSSION:
rules.

Only editing type changes are being proposed for these

******************************** ****
6 MCAR § 3.051 ~ Determining the EIS estimated cost, the EIS actual
cost and tnep"roject estimated cos'-t.
·A.

In determining the EIS estimated cost or the EIS actual cost,
the following items shall be included:
1.
2.

The cost of the RGU 1 S Responsible 11 genGy 1 s staff time
including direct~ry and fringe benefit costs.
The cost of consultants hired by the RGU
11
genGy.

~onsible

3.

The proposer s costs for the collection and ~nalysis of
technical data expended for the purpose of preparing the
EIS.
1

4.

Other direct costs of the RGU Responsible 11 genGy for the
collection and analysis or-fnformation or data necessary
for the preparing of the EIS. These costs shall be specifically identified.

5.

Indirect costs of the RGU ResJ39Asi9le P.geAGY not to exceed
the RGU 's ResJHmsi91 e ~s.y 1 s normal operating overhead
rate-.~-
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6.

The cost of printing and distributing the draft EIS and

the final E!S.
7.
B.

The cost of any public hearings or public meetings held in
conjunction with the preparation of the final EIS.

The following items shall not be included in determining the
EIS estimated cost or the EIS actual cost:
The cost of collecting and analyzing information a'nd data
incurred before the final determination has been made that
an EIS will be prepared unless the information and data
were obtained for the purpose of being included in the

1.

EIS.

C.

2.

Costs incurred by a private person other than the proPoser
or a governmental unit fHJbl iG agency other than that RGU
Re&fl9Rsibie A9'S'R'G¥, unless the costs a·re incurred at the
direction of the RGU RetpeRSible AgeRcy for the preparation of material ~e included in the EIS.

3.

The capital costs of equipment purchased by the RGU
ReEpQREible AgeRcy or its consultants for the purpose of
establishing a data collection program, unless the proposer agrees to including such costs.

The following items shil11 be fncluded in determining the project estimated cost:
1.

The cUrrent market value of all the land interests, owned
or to be owned by the proposer, which are included in the
boundaries of the action. The boundaries shall be those

defined by the action which is the subject of the EIS preparation notice.
2.

Costs of architectural and engineering studies for 'the
design or construction of the action.

3.

Expenditures necessary to begin the physical construction
or operation of the action.

4.

Construction costs required to implement the action
including the costs of essential_ public service facilities
where such costs are directly attributable to the ·proposed
acti·on.

5.

DISCUSSION:

The cost of permanent fixtures.

Only editing changes are being proposed for this

rule.
~

*****

*** * * * * * ** ** * * * * ** * * * * * * * * * * * *

6 MCAR § 3.052
A.

~Revising

the EIS assessed cost.

If the propos·er substantially alters the scope of ·the action
after the_ final determination has been made that an EIS will
be prepared and the EIS assessed cost has been determined, the
proposer shall illllliediately notify the RGU ReEpQ.REible .O.geRcy

and the EQB GOYRGil.
1.

-

If the change will likely result in--a net ·chan·ge ·of
greater tha-n fiv'e .percent in the EIS ,a·s-·s-e·ss-ed -cos-t, the
pro·p-os-er an'd the 'RGU RE!£lig'RtiblEI A·geR·G;)' ·shall -make 'a ·n·ew
determinatio'n Of the EIS assessed cost. The determination
shall give 'Consi'der·ati'on to costs previously exp·ended or
·;rrev·ocably ·'obTi'gated, additional informati'on ·needed ·-to
complete the EIS
I76

and the adaptation of existing information to the revised
action. The RGU Rospoosible~ shall submit either a
revised agreement or a notice that an agreement cannot be
reached following the procedures of 6 MCAR § 3.050 A.
d.Q42 n except that such agreement or notice shall be
provided to the EQB ~within 20 days after the proposer notifies t~RGU Respor:~sible nger:~cy and the EQB t.QCof the change in the-action. If the changed action
results in a revised project estimated cost of one million
dollars or less, the proposer shall not be liable for
further cash payments to the EQB G9YRGil or to the local
governmental unit~ beyona-what has been expended or
1rrevocably obi1gated by the RGU RespoRsible ngeRG;)' at the
time it was notified by the proposer of the change in the
action.
2.

B.

If the proposer decides not to proceed with the proposed
action, the proposer shall immediately_ notify the RGU
~iblo.'~oocy and the EQB Couocil.
The RGU RespoRsible ngeRGY shall immediately cease expending and
obligating the proposer's funds for the preparation of the
EIS.
a.

If cash payments previously made by the proposer
exceed the RGU's Respor:~sible ngeRGy's expenditures or
irrevocable-cillrfgations at the time of notification,
the proposer may apply to the EQB CeYRGil or to the
1ocal governmental unit ~Tor a refund of the
overpayment. The refund shall be paid as expeditiously as possible.

b.

If cash payments previously made by the proposer are
less than the RGU's RespoRsible nger:~cy's expenditures
or irrevocableODITgations at the time of
notification, the RGU RespeRsible ,ngeRG;Y shall notify
the proposer and tne-EQB CoYRGil within ten days
after it was notifiediD"f the project's withdrawal.
Such costs shall be paid by the proposer within 30
days after the RGU RespoRsible ngeRGY notifies the
proposer and the EQB CoYr:IGil.

If, after the EIS assessed cost has been determined, the RGU
RespoRsible ngeRcy or the proposer uncovers a significantenvironmental problem that could not have been reasonably foreseen when determining the EIS assessed cost, the party making
the discovery shall immediately notify the other party and the
EQB CeYRGil. If the discovery will likely result in a net
Clliange of greater than five percent in the EIS assessed cost,
the proposer and the RGU ResptJRsible ageRC;)' shall make a new
determination of the~ assessed cost. The RGU
RespeRsible AgeRC;)' shall submit either a reviSe'([ agreement or a
notice that an agreement cannot be reached following the procedures of 6 MCAR § 3.050 A. J 042 '
except that such agreement
or notice sha 11 be prov1 ded to the EQB GeYRGil within 20 days ·
after both parties and the EQB (gy~ were notified.

DISCUSSION:

Only editing changes are being proposed for this rule.

********* ** **** ** ********** ***** ****
6 MCAR § 3.053
A.

~

Disagreements regarding the EIS assessed cost.

If the proposer and the RGU Respor:~sible ageRGY disagree about
the information to be incfuded in the EIS or the EIS assessed
cost, the proposer and the RGU RespgRsib1e AgeRG;)' shall each
submit a written statement Fthe EQB CouRc::il identifying the
information each has recommended for-inclusion in the EIS, the
EIS assessed cost, and the project estimated cost wi.thin ten
days after the RGU RespgRsible ng9RGY notifies the EQB CQYRGi1
that an agreeme~coul d not be reached. The statements shall
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inClude a discussiOri of the need to iriclude the information in
the EIS, the identification of the information and data to be
provided by each party, the EIS preparation costs identified iri
6 MCAR §§ 3.051 A' and B. J 04J ' aRd g as they pertain to
the information to b~uded in the EIS~ a brief explanation
of the costs, and a discussion of alternative methodS of preparing the EIS and the costs of those alternatives.
B.

If the proposer and the RGU Re5~HlRSible- ,ngeRGY disagree about
the project estimated coSt,"" the proposer. shall submit in
wri·ting a detailed project estimated cost ih addition to the
requirements of seGtier:~ paragraph A. ~Of tt)js rule. The
RGU R~Eper:~sible AgeRGY may subm1t a written deta1led project
estimated cost in addition to the requirements of ~eGtier:~
paragraph A. ~of this rule. The statements shall be submltted to the EQB CeYr:~sil w1th1n ten days after the RGU
Reif}QREible AQBRcy notifies the EQB ~that an agreement
could riot be reached. The projectestimated cost _shall inclUde
the costs as identified in 6 MCAR § 3.051 C. J 04J C and a
brief explanation of the costs. The estimates shall be Prepared according to the categories in 6 MCAR § 3.051 ~so as
·to allOw a reasonable examination as to their completeness.

C.

If the proposer and the.RGU RespoRsiblo 'goRoy disagree about a
revision of the EIS assessed cost prepared fol~owing the prOcedures in 6 MCAR § 3.052 ~. the proposer and the RGU
RespeRsibl e AgeRs--.fSlliTl use the appl icab1 e procedures
described in 6 MCAR §§ 3.053 A. or B. ~ ,o or g in
resolving their disagreement except that all written statements
shall be provided to the EQB CouRoil within ten days after the
RGU RsspoRsibl& AgeRcy noTifies the EQB Conl'lcil that an
agreement cannot be reached.
-

DISCUSSION:

Only edit1ng changes are being proposed for these rules.

* ********
D.

** * ** * * * * ** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

If the proposer and the RGU RespoRsible _Ag€l'Rcy disagree about
the EIS actual cost as determined by 6 MCAR § 3.054 B.
·
J 049 g , the proposer and the RGU RespoRsible '!'leRoy shall
prepare a written s_tatement of Weir EIS actual cost and an
estimate of the_ other party 1 s EIS actual cost. The it·ems
included in 6 MCAR §§ 3.051 A. and B, l 04l '
~shall be
uSed in preparin9 the EIS actual cost statements. these statements shall be submitted to the EQB CeYRG11 and the oth'er party
within 20 days after the CouRcil"""M acceptec;l the final EIS
M.s been accepted as ·ade·quate by the RGU or the EQB.

DISCUSSION·: In addition to the editing changes proposed for this rule,
_the ·end perfod for _submitting .. actual cost" statements is altered to
reflect changes in the EIS process identified in earlier chapters. The
EQB will no longer act o·n an ffna1 EISs. Rather the preparing agency,
and in sOme cases the EQB, will be making the ffnal EIS adequa-cy
decision:. The end period fo-r submission is appropriately altered to
ref1 ect the p"ropos·ed change.

****************************** ******
E.

The EQB CouR<i 1 at its first meeting held more than 15 days
afterDeing rlotifi"ed of a. ·dfsagr·eement. shall make _ any deter~
mination .requ1_re·d by so-ctfens .p-aragraphs A. -:-_D. of this rule
~.
!he EQB G'OYr:lci"l shall ·con-sfder the i-nfo-rmation pr0V1de·ct
by the __ propos·e·r -and the RGU ·Re·speRsi"bl'e n..g·eRG;Y and maY_ -con·s.i'cte·r
other reason_able info·rm·atlon in m·akin·g its determtna-Uon._ T-his
time liinit sh-all_ be___wa_iv·ed i'f a hearin·g is- held purs·uant to 6
MCAR § 3.053 F. 3 045 F

DISCUSSION:

Only editing ch~rrges are bei'ng proposed for this rule.

*********************** * *** ** * ** ** * *
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F.

If either the proposer or the RGU Respe~sible nge~sy so
requests, the EQB Cgu~sil shalTlnold a.hearing to facilitate it
in making its aetermination. H1e Rear1~9 st:ull fgllg··· tRe
f»'GGEHiures g•1tl i~ed i~ 6 MC"R § J 026 n J

DISCUSSION: Beyond the editing changes proposed for this rule, deletion
of reference to the hearing procedures to be followed is proposed. The
proposed rules do not contain a procedure for hearing. If a hearing is
required on an action it would be required to follow the procedures of
the Office of Administrative Hearings and the provisions of Minn. Stat.
ch. 15.

*****
G.

*******************************

Nothing in sestig~s paragraphs A. -F. of this rule~ shall
prevent the proposer from mak1ng one half of the cash payment .
as recommended by the RGU's RespGRsible ngeRsy's proposed EIS
assessed cost for the purpose of commencing the EIS process.
If the proposer ~r~a.kes the above cash payment, preparation of
the EIS shall immediately begin. If the required cash payment
is altered ·by the EQB's b9'1Rsil's determination, the remaining
cash payments shal~adjusted accordingly.

DISCUSSION:

Only editing changes are being proposed for this rule.

* ******************** **** ****** *****
6 MCAR § 3.054
A.

~

Payment of the EIS assessed cost.

The proposer shall make all cash payments to the EQB bGuRsil or
to the local governmental unit~ according ~the
following schedule:
1.

At least one half of the proposer's cash payment shall be
paid within 30 days after the EIS assessed cost has been
submitted to the EQB Co"RGil pursuant to 6 MCAR § 3.050 A.
J 042
or has been determined by the EQB G9URGil pursuant to 6 MCAR §§ 3.053 E. or F. a G45lr o• f

2.

At least three fourths of the proposer's cash payment
shall be paid within 30 days after the draft EIS has been
submitted to the EQB GGuRsil.

DISCUSSION:

Only editing changes are being proposed for these rules.

* ************************* ***** *****
3.

The final cash payment shall be paid within 30 days after
the C9URGil Ras iGGepted the final EIS has been submitted
to the EQB.

DISCUSSION: The change to this rule relates to procedural changes in
the proposed rule. As previously identified the EQB will no longer make
an adequacy decision on all final EISs. However, RGUs will still be
required to supply a copy of the final EIS to the EQB. Thus the end of
the time period for the final cash payment is proposed to correspond
with a 30 day period after the EQB receives the EIS for its records
rather than the decision date of the current rules.

* ******************************* ****
a.

The proposer may withhold final cash payment of the
EIS assessed cost until the RGU RespgRsible AgeRGY
has submitted a detailed accounting of its EIS actual
cost to the proposer and the EQB Co"RGil. If the
proposer chooses to wait, the-remaining portion of
the EIS assessed cost shall be paid within 30 days
after the EIS actual cost statement has been submitted to the proposer and the EQB CoYRGil.
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:b.

DISCUSSIO~:

*

If the ;p,r:Qpo.se.r t1as ~w~thhel-d rthe f~,na~ ,_c:aSh ~payment
of the .EIS assessed -cost :pend:i.n_§ .resol:uti-on .o-f ,a
disagreement ov:e.r -the ElS actual .c.ost, suc-h :pay.ment
s·Qa]l be made within 30 .days afte.r the EQB G·ouA!Oil
t1.as .dete.r.mi-ned the E:IS actual .cost.
--

Only editing changes are being .proposed

***********
B.

f~r

these rules.

********** ******* * **

** * *

Tile proposer and the RG.U ~espoosible 'geRcy shall submit t.o
_each other and. to thetQB beYRGil a detailed accounti
of the
_actual _c_osts incurred -oy--them in
_and
the
~rs within ten
after the ~~~j'~~~r~!:;,;
EIS
E

!>y

the EQB Couocil .or to
a reTilild of the
as expeditiously as

the proposer
governmental uni
9Yerpayment. The refund shall
possible.

DISCUSSION: In addition to the editing changes proposed f.or this rule,
the actiPn triggering the period for exchange of 11 actual cost" statements is being changed to reflect changes in the EIS procedure. As previously identified the EQB will no longer make an adequacy decision on
all final EISs. Thus the need to identify a new action which begins the
period for exchange of the statements.

****
c.

D.

* * * * * * *·*

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ·* * * * * * *

If the RGU RespeReiQle 1-\geRcy is a state agency, the proposer
shall m~ ~11 cash payments of the EIS assessed cost to the
EQB CQ~RGil which shall deposit such payment~ in the state 1 s
general fund.
If the RGU RespeRsiSle ngeRcy is a local governmental unit
proposer shall make all cash payments of the EIS
assessed cost directly to the local governmental unit~·
The local governmental unit~ shal I not1fy the EQB
GQYRGil, in wr1t1ng, of receipt of each payment withrn-ten days
following its receipt.

~.~e

DISCUSSION:

Only editing changes are being

p~_op.osed

for these rules.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *" * * * * * *
E.

No RGU ReepQRE.iblg flggncy shall commence with the preparation
of an-EIS until at least one half of the proposer 1 s required
cash payment of the EIS assessed cost has been paid.
Net·~i_ tt:lstaRdiRg other secti QR& gf these R~l es, the RespQRSi bl e
'g~ocy shall prepa.o aod filo tllo DroH EIS Nitllio 120 dii¥S of
tl:a$ dat~. of tl:lis. PiiYAl9Rt
This tiJ!I& limitatiQR mi-)l bl!l gxteRded

b;y the. Ce~RGil er:~ly fef! gegd GaYee.
RespQRSible. Ag~Rcy,

~;~:peR

...witteR

req~est

by Ute

DISCUSSION: In addition t.o the editing change the last two sentences of
this rule are proposed for deletion. The 1980 amendments to MEPA
requir~ that an EIS be prepared within 280 days.
To provide flexibili-ty
to the RGU 's the proposed rules do not specify how that 280 days is to
be. divided- as opp,as_ed to the- current rules which required.- a draft EIS to
be pr~pared. withi.n 120 days. Because the time period for preparation of the draft_ EIS is at the- di.scretion of the RGU, there is· no
longer a need. to- specify the period allowed nor to provide a mechanism
to ext.end th.at peri.od.

* * *"* * * *
F.

*~ ****** **** *******

**** ** *** *

Upon re.ceipt or not lee of receipt of the fina-l payment by the
proposer, the EQB Cg~omGi1 shall notify each state- agency hav:ing
a. possi-ble governmental permit interes.t in the action that the
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final payment has been received. Other laws notwithstanding, a
state agency shall not issue any governmental permits for the
construction or operation of an action for which an EIS is prepared until the required cash payments of the EIS assessed cost
for that action or that portion of a related actions EIS have
been paid in full.
DISCUSSION:

Only an editing change is being proposed for this rule.

* * ** * * ** * ** ** * * * * * ** * * * * ** * * ** * * * ** *

G.

>xoept as pro"ioe<l iR 6 MC'R § J 0~6 > all All time periods
included in 6 MCAR §§ 3.050 - 3.054 J 0~2 l:mo may be
extended by the EQB CQYRGi I cha1 rperson -only for good cause
upon written request by the proposer or the RGU
RespQR&ible AgeRGY·

DISCUSSION: Beyond the editing changes proposed for this rule the only
proposed change is the deletion of the reference to the time period in
E. above. which is also being proposed for deletion.
* * ** * * * ** ** * * * * * * ** * * * * * ** * * ** * * * ** *
* * * ** * * ** * * * * ** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

Introduction to Chapter Eighteen:
Energy Facilities

Special Rules for Certain Large

This chapter is added to incorporate special rules for two
classes of large energy facilities, i.e., large electric power
generating plants (LEPGPs) and high voltage transmission lines (HVTLs).
The need for special rules relating to these facilities is basica-lly. due
to the highly complex permitting processes and high degree of public
concern relating to their need and construction. Primary jurisdiction
relating to the environmental review of these facilities is contained in
three separate laws, i.e., The Minnesota Environmental Policy Act (Minn.
Stat. ch. 1160), the Power Plant Siting Act (Minn. Stat. §§ 116C.51 116C.69), and the Energy Act (Minn. Stat. ch. 116H). In addition, many
federal state and local governments may have jurisdiction relating to
construction or siting permits or approvals.
During the public meetings held in 1975 to receive comments on
the current rules, substantial testimony was presented which
demonstrated the need to develop a process that was nonduplicative and
time efficient but that would include maximum public participation.
Pursuant to this testimony, special rules were developed for the
environmental review of LEPGPs and HVTLs and these rules became. part .of
the current environmental review rules. The rules as proposed modify
the current special rules for these facilities. The major modifications
relate to the timing of the EIS and content requirements.
Approval of LEPGPs and HVTLs follows four basic stages:
1. The Certificate of Need process under the authority of
Minn. Stat •. § 116H.13 and implemented via 6 MCAR § EA 500 and 6 MCAR §
2.0601. This process defines the Energy Agency review of an application
by a utility detailing the need for and description of a proposed
facility.

2.
The Siting process under authority of Minn. Stat. §§
116C.51-116C.69 and implemented via 6 MCAR §§ 3.071-3.082. This process
defines ·the En vi ronmenta 1 Qua 1i ty Board authority to se 1ect a genera 1
study area and eventually a specific site or route for a facility for
which the need has been established by the Energy Agency.
3.
The Environmental review process under authority of Minn.
Stat. ch. 116D.and implemented via 6 MCAR §§ 3.021-3.047. This represents the current environmental review process.
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4.
T_he p~rmit_ ~-tq,ge. _At this. stage!~ g_overnm~nta-1 units must
deci_ge wheth_er or not_spe'cihc;: design fe~tures of the p_roposal meet the
regul (l_t_ory:- st(ln.dards \ih_i ch t.hE;' gqvernmenta 1, unit is required to e;nforce.
The primary changes in the proposed rules as ·compared to the
current rules include;
1.
A change in the information required relating to ident ifi cation qf environmental impacts at the Certifi ca_te of need stage;

A cl~rifi_c~t;i.on· in the

2.
conserv~tion

lo&d-mang~eif!ent

a,nd

3.

scqp:~ of di·~·cussion relating to
alternatives; aJJd

Preparation of the EIS at the sitfng stage.

The ru.1es. in this c~~wt;.er were devel<,>ped in consultation with
the Energy- Agency~ the power _Plant Siting division of the -EQB and· a special tasK foice ·of represf;!ntatives_ from utilities and ·c;iti~en groups_, in
addition to the public re_v-iew proCesses for the entire set of proposed
rules.
Introduction to 6

!~CAR

§ 3.0.55 Special rules for LEPGPs.

The term·-· 1arge energy facility is defined at· Minn. Stat~ §
116H.02, subd. 5 and 6 MCAR § EA 501 (f). Two types of large electric
facilities have been se_le_c.ted from th_is list fo.r the establ_ishment of
special rules. re.la..ting 'to__ t.hei_r env:ironm~nta,l review because of the
complexity of permitting_ processes. The processes r.elating to environme!l_tal re_vie~ of LEPGPs and HVTI,._s are_ set· forth in separate rules~ In
the current_ ruJ es ~ th.e review procedur~s were prese_nted .togethel'_' in the·
conte_xt of the sal'fle _ru.le. The_ sep~ri)te rule- format of _the propose·d
rules w~s. ~elected. ber;ause a ~epa ration_ pf the- processes faci-litates a
more_ defi_n_i 1;i v~ present,i;tti on of th_e r1,.1_l es for_ easier pub 1i c
comprehen~ ion.
·
6 MCAR.

~.

3.055

A. Applicability.

DISCUSSION_: Jhis p_a_r&gr:ap!'l. is. pro.v:id~d. .to ou_tline the basic environmental revieW procedure for LEPGPS 'prior to: the presentation of the
substantive. proces,s. Thi~_ par(l_graph n_ot~s a basic change in the
process, i ._e., that n_o~ onl_y_ two e_nvironronta_l d.oc;uments ne:e.d be prepared~
th~ en;.~Hr.onmeri_tal r~po_rt and the. EIS.
In the current rules the EIS is
prepared-~~ the_ siti.ng s_tage_.
·
This paragraph further clarifies that this rule applies only to
LEPGPs. Und~r Minn, St.at. § 116H.l3, all large energy f~ci.lities must
hav_~_ .a cert_ificate. of n·~ed.
Howe.v_er, this rule establi-shes substitute
en vi ro'n!Jlen.tal r.e_vtew re·qui r.eme_nts for those_ 1arge:- ·energy faci·l i_-ti es that
are L.EPGPs_._ 6 MCA.R _§_ 3.0.5() estabUshes .substitute environmenta-l review
requirements fOr _thQ.se; i~_tge_ en~_rgy faci_lit_tes that are HVTLs·~ All
other energy facilities are subj~ct to. the enviro.nmental revi·ew pr·Ocedures set forth .in 6. McAR §§ 3,Q24 - 3.036.
A certificate of need _is req1,d r~d for_ ~lectric power· generating
plants that exceed the large energy facility thre·shold as set forth at
Minn. Stat. § 116H.02, subd. 5 (a): "Any electric power generating
plant or combination of plants at a single site with a combined capacity
of 50~000 kilowatts or more, or any facility of 5~000 ki1owa_tts or more

1$2

which requires oil, natural gas, or natural gas liquids as a fuel and
for which an installation permit has not been applied for by May 19,
1977 pursuant to Minn. Reg.

~PC

3 (a);"

This rule applies to those large energy facilities that also
exceed the LEPGP threshold as set forth at 6

MC~R §

3.072 G:

"electric

power generating equipment and associated facilities designed for or
capable of .operating at a capacity of 50,000 kilowatts or more. 11
The reason LEPGPs have special review procedures is that LEPGPs
tend to be highly controversial and subject to a spectrum· of regulatory
requirements and review procedures. These special rules allow a more
relevant and more direct review for this type of facility. The· requirement for the preparation of an EAW has been eliminated because the certificate of need application accomplishes the major goals of the EAW in
bringing the proposal into a public review procedure.
6 MCAR § 3.055 B.

Environmental report at certificate of need stage.

1.
The MEA shall be f'esponsible for preparation of an environmen.,..
·---tar·r-eporco·ni1l.TI'Gl'-sUDJecrto -thTsrure.- -- -------- ·--- -·- -

2.

The environmental report shall be prepared for inclusion in the
record of certificate of need hearings conducted under Minn.
Stat. § 116H.13. The report and comments thereon shall be
1ncluded 1n the record of the hear1ngs.

3.

The environmental report on the certificate of need application
sa11ncude:
a.

A brief description of the proposed facility;

b.

An identification of reasonable alternative facilities
1ncJud1ng, as appropr1ate, the alternat1ves of d1fferent
sized facilities, facilities using different fuels,- different fac1l1ty types, and comb1nat1ons of aiternat1ves;

c.

A general evaluation, including the availability, estimated rel1ab111ty, and econom1c, employment and envlronmental 1mpacts, of the proposal and alternat1ves; and

d.

A general analysis of the alternatives of no facility,
different levels of capac1ty, and delayed construct1on of
the fac1l1ty. The analys1s shal I 1nclude cons1deration of
conservat1on and load management measures that could be
used to reduce the need for the proposed fac1l1ty.

4.

The environmental report need not be as exhaustive or detailed
as an EIS nor need it consider site differentiating factors.

5.

Upon .co-mpletion of the draft environmental report, the report
shall be circulated as prov1ded in 6 MCAR § 3.031 E. 3. In
add1tion, one copy shall go to each regional development commission 1n the state. At least one copy shall be available for
public review during the hear1ngs conducted under Minn. stat. §
H.

6.

The MEA shall provide notice of the date and locations at which
the draft environmental report shall be available for public
review. Notice shall be provided in the manner used to provide
not1ce of publ1c hear1ngs conducted under M1nn. Stat. § 116H.13
and may be prov1ded 1n the not1ce of the hear1ngs.

7.

Comments on the draft environmental report shall be received
dun ng and e·ntered 1 nto the record of he an ng conducted under
M1nn.

8.

Stat.

l16H.13.

The draft environmental report and any comments received during
the hear1ngs shall const1tute the f1nal env1ronmental report.
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9.

Preparation and review of the report, including
d1str1bUt1on of comments, shall be completed 1n
to enable the Director of the MEA to take f1nal
to M1nn. Stat. § 116H.13 w1th1n the t1me limits
statute.

submission and
suff1c1ent time
act1on pursuant
set by that

11.

The MEA shall not make a final determination of need for the
proJect unt1 l the f1nal env1ronmental report has been
completed.

12.

A supplement to an environmental report may be required pursuant to 6 MCAR § 3.031 I. if a M1nn. Stat. § 116H.13 determination 1s pend1n_g before the MEA:..

DISCUSSION: This paragraph presents the substantive process relating to
·the preparation of environmental documents for the certificate of need
process. Subparagraph one establishes the Energy Agency as the RGU for
the preparation of the environmental report. The Energy Agency is
responsible for the implementation of certificate of need procedures as
set forth in Minn. Stat. § 116H.13 and implemented through 6 MCAR § EA
500 and 6 MCAR § 2.0601. The environmental report is a document summarizing the certificate of need application and reasons supporting the
decision. This document serves as the initial basis for environmental
review relating to the project.
·

Minn. Stat. § ll6H.l3, subd. 4 mandates a public hearing for
certificate of need proceedings. Subparagraph two consolidates the need
hearing with an initial consideration of environmental impacts. The
merging of the review of need and the environmental report helps assure
that the potential impacts of the proposal and alternatives will be considered iil making the ·certificate of need decision. The hearing record,
which is incorporated into further review processes, must reflect such
consideration. This procedure is the same· as under the current rules.
Subparagraph three establishes the content requirements of the
environmental report. It i·s necessary that the report adequately
describe the scope of the facility, including a summary of the need for
the facility as presented in the need applic~tion. This is necessary to
adequately define a base consideration from 'iihich the range of alternatives can be evaluated. Alternatives considered must be identified
and ·contrasted to the proposal. This subparagraph includes examples of
classes o'f alternatives that are necessary to be considered for adequate
comparison as well as the basic parameters of consideration that must be
made. The analysi-s required is consistent with the. factors specified in
the criter·ia for ·asses·sment of need in 6 MCAR § 2.0611. The assessment
of ~lternatives is ·of p·rima·ry importance in the determination of need;
i •. e., once need is established, ·relatively little can be done to alleviate impacts other than minor mitigation measures. A major reduction
in impact is achieved if alternatives can be established which eliminate
the need for the project or to estab 1ish facilities and methods of
addressing ~eed that re·sult in 1ess adverse en vi ronmenta 1 effects. The
environmental report must define the impacts of those alternatives to
enable selection of the method of fulfilling need that is least damaging
to the envi roninent.
Subparagraph four modifies ·the depth to whiCh the analysis of
c;er:tai·n _.altern'ati-ves must be presented. The rule does not mandate forec:asting fo·r "the appl i c·ant 1 s s·e·rvi ce area in the envi'ronmental report.
The limited time available for .completion of the environmental ·report
after submission of a need ·application is not sufficient for an evalu'at.iqn o·f aTte.rhati-ve 'fO:reca·sts. The evaluation "Of a·lternative forecasts is. ·develo.ped duri'ng the -course of the public hearings. The
evaluation ·of the effects of ·alternative facil i t'i"es in the en vi ronmenta l
report will complement detailed information on the applicant 1 s forecasts
in the hearing record.
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Detailed information on alternative sites and alternative facility designs is not always available at the certificate of need stage
due to the sequential nature of the regulatory process for these
facilities. The limited time available for preparation of an environmental report at the certificate of need stage precludes development of
detailed site specific studies.
Subparagraph five establishes the distribution requirements for
the environmental report. The proposed distribution requirements for
the EIS as set forth at 6 MCAR § 3.031 E. 3. are used as the base with
the addi tiOna 1 requirement of one copy to each regi ana 1 development commission (ROC) in the state. There are 13 RDCs in the state. This additional requirement was added because LEPGPs tie into the state grid
system and may affect electric energy need and supply in· areas other
than the immediate area of construction. Submission of the report to
the ROC offices pro vi des region a1 1ocati ons where the co"py is ava i1 ab 1e
without entailing an undue distribution cost. The alternative of
distribution to the EAW distribution list as set forth at 6 MCAR § 3.027
0.1. was considered and rejected. Use of the EAW list would add the
U.S. Corps of Engineers, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service and Minnesota Historical Society while deleting
governmental units with permitting authority. The EIS list was considered more directly relevant to assure that parties with primary
interest receive copies. If these agencies are involved with actual
approval authority, they would be notified pursuant to the EIS list. If
they are interested parties without approval authority they are free to
req~est a copy of the report.
These agencies will be notified pursuant
to the notice requirements of this rule.
A copy is required to be available at the hearing to facilitate
public comment and reference on a timely basis.
Subparagraph six establishes notification requirements. The
notice procedures for the certificate of need hearing are deemed to provid~ adequate notice to interested persons. These notice requirements
are incorporated into this rule to avoid duplication and confusion of
the processes. The notice provisions for the certificate. of need procee~ings are set forth at 6 MCAR § EA 504 (a) and (b). These provisions
state:
"6 MCAR § EA 504 (a) Hearing Date. Within ten days after an application is received by the Agency~ the hearing examiner shall set a
time and place for a public hearing on the application. The hearing
shall commence within eighty days after the receipt of an
application. 11
"6 MCAR § EA 504 (b) Hearing Examiner to Issue Notice. Within ten
days after an application is received by the Agency, the hearing
examiner shall issue a notice of application and hearing. Such
notice shall contain a brief description of the substance of the
application, the name of the hearing examiner, and the time and
place of hearing, and shall be published in the state register. The
notice shall also be published in newspapers of general circulation
throughout the state, and shall be publicized in such other manner
as the director may deem appropriate. Copies of the notice shall be
mailed to appropriate state, federal and local agencies. 11
.
Notice of the application for a certificate of need for any
large energy facility must be printed in the EQB Monitor pursuant to 6
MtAR § 3.044 A. 14.
Subparagraph seven establishes the period of time during which
c9mments on the draft environmental report may be submitted to the
Energy Agency for inclusion into the record of the hearing. Pursuant to
6 ,MCAR § EA 504 (a), the hearing must commence within 80 days of receipt
of an application. The hearing must be noticed within ten days of
receipt of an application as provided at 6 MCAR § EA 504 (b). The date
of. closing of the record is established by the hearing examiner at the
clOse of the hearing.
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-------

---------~--- -~·-'-------

--

Special rules relating to the submission of comments_ are found
at 6 MCAR § EA 514 (c) (1):

Statement by Any- Person. Any person may submit a wrttten
statement, under oath, relevant to the subject matter of the hearing
prior to or at the hearing. In the absence of special
circumstances, any person submitting such a sta_tement shall be sub_ject to cross-examination by any party. If such person is not
available for cross-exam.i nation upon timely request, the written
statement may be stricken from the record, in whale or in pa_rt, or 11
may be given such wei-ght as the hearing examiner deems appropriate.
11

And 6 MCAR § EA 514 (c) (4):
11
After the Close of the Hearing. All statements or information submitted after the close of the hearing during the period in which t;he
record is open shall become a part of the_ record only if St,i_bmitted
under oa.th or by affirmation. Such statements or information shall
be provided to all parties and proof of service shall be filed with
the hearing officer at the time such statements. or info.rmatio_n is
submitted. Upon request of a party, the hearing examiner may reconvene the hearing for the purpose of cross-examination of the statement or information submitted after the close of the hea.rin:g. 11

It should be noted that 6 MCAR § EA 507 establishes additional rights to

persons that formally intervene in the proceedings.
Th_e comment procedures of the certificate of need proceedings
are incorporated into this rule to avoid duplication and confusion of
the processes.
Subparagraph eight provides for the preparation of a final
report. Under th.e current rules a special final report was not prepared
but rather the comments were available for public review. These comments were then considered and, where relevant, addressed in the EIS.
The proposed rule requires consideration of these comments prior to the
decision on need for the facility. This is necessary to make sure 't;he
decision on need gives proper consideration of the comments.
Subparagraph nine establishes a time guide for the preparation
of these documents. Minn. Stat. § 116H.13, subd. 5 requires a decision
on the need for the facility within six months of submission of the
application. Subparagraph nine allows for a f,lexible schedule to
complete the final report; however, it mandates completion by the end of
the six month period. This provision. in essence, requires the
establishment of time deadlines on a project-by-project basis to as.sure
timely compliance. The Energy Agency, as RGU, is r~sponsible for the
establishment of a time effective schedule.
Subparagraph ten estab 1i shes a requirement for pub.l i cation of
notice of availability of the final environmental report in the EQB
Monitor. In addition, copies of the report must be submitted to~ose
persons that received copies of the draft report. Adequate notice is
essential to facilitate timely comment and participation in the preparation of the EIS. Interested persons and parties providing comment on
the draft should have adequate opportunity to evaluate the manner in
which their comments have been addressed.
Subparagraph eleven is needed to assure that decisions relating
to need are made, on the basis of all information available and to help
prevent prejudgement of need. Minn. Stat. § 116H.l3, subd. 5 requires
the decision to be accompanied by a statement of reasons for the
decision. The deci-sion and the statement should be compatible with the
final environmental report.
Subparagraph twelve provides for supplementing the original
report if it is later deemed to be inadequate,. This provision is
lim.ited by the requirement that no decision on ne.ed shall have been
made. This limitation is self apparent because the purpose of the
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environmental report is to assist in making the need determination. If
that determination has already been made, there is no basis for adding
to the report. The proper approach in those cases is to incorporate the
additional information in the EIS at the siting stage or in a supplement
to the EIS.
6 MCAR § 3.055 c.

EIS at certificate of site compatibility stage.

1.

The EQB shall be responsible for preparation of the EIS on a
LEPGP subJect to th1s rule.

2.

The draft of the EIS shall be prepared for inclusion in the
record of the hearings to designate a site for a LEPGP under
M1nn. Stat. § 116C.58. the draft EIS and flnal EIS shall be
1ncluded 1n the record of the hear1ng.

3.

The draft E!S shall conform to 6 MCAR § 3.031 B. It shall contaln a brlef·summary of the env1ronmental report and the cer
tificate of need decision relating to the project, if
ava1lable. Alternat1ves shall 1nclude those s1tes designated
·for publ1c heanngs pursuant to M1nn. Stat. § 116C.57, subd. 1
and rules promulgated thereunder. S1gn1f1cant 1ssues to be
considered 1n the EIS shall be identified by the EQB-in light
of the c1t1zen evaluat1on process establ1shed 1n Minn. Stat. §
116C.59 rather than through a formal scop1ng process.
The EIS need not consider need for the facility· and other
1ssues determ1ned by the MEA nor conta1n deta1\ed data which
are pert1nent to the spec1f1c condit1ons of subsequent
construct1on and operat1ng permits and which may be reasonably
obta1ned only after a spec1f1c s1te is des1gnated.

4.

Upon completion, the draft EIS shall be distributed as provided
1n 6 MCAR § 3.031 E. 3. In add1t1on, one copy shall go to each
regional development commission represent1ng a county in which
a s1te under cons1derat1on 1s located. At least one copy shall
be available for public review during the hearings conducted
under M1nn. Stat. § 116C.58.

5.

The EQB shall provide notice of the date and location at which
the draft Ers shall be available for publ1c review. Such
not1ce shall be prov1ded 1n the manner used to provide notice
of the publ1c hear1ngs conducted under M1nn. Stat. § 116C.58
and may be prov1ded 1n the not1ce of the hear1ngs.

6.

The EQB or a designee shall conduct a meeting to receive comments on the draft EIS. The meeting may but need not be conducted 1n conJunct1on w1th hear1ngs conducted under M1nn. Stat.
§ 116C.5B. Notice of the meeting shall be given at least ten
days before the meet1ng 1n the manner prov1ded above and may be
g1ven w1th the not1ce of hear1ng.

7.

The EQB shall establish a final date for submission of written
comments after the meeting. After that date comments need not
be accepte .

8.

Within 60 days after the
prepare responses to the
revis1ons 1n the draft.
tute the f1nal EIS. The
3.

last day for comments, the EQB shall
comments and shall make necessary
The draft EIS as revised shall consti- ·
f1nal EIS shall conform to 6 MCAR §

1 F.
11

10. Prior to submission of the final EIS into the record of a
hear1ng under M1nn. Stat. § 116C.58, the EQB shall determine
the EIS to be adequate pursuant to 6 MCAR § 3.031 G.
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be

11.

A supplement to an EIS may be required pursuant to 6 MCAR §

12.

The EQB shall make no final decision designating a site until

the f1nal EIS has been found adequate. No governmental unit
having author1ty to grant approvals subsequent to a site
des1gnat1on ·shall grant any f1nal approval for the construction

or operat1on of a tac1l1ty subJect to th1s rule unt1i the f1nal
EIS has been found adequate.

DISCUSSION; This paragraph presents the substantive process relating to
the preparation of environmental documents for the site selection
process. This paragraph represents a significant change from the
current rules. Under the Power Plant Siting rules the site selection
process resulted in a "certificate of site compatibility" which
designated the most feasible site for construction of the LEPGP.
Following this process current rules _required the preparation of an EIS.
This paragraph proposes_ the merging of these two processes,
i.e., preparation of the EIS as a part of the site selection process.
The advantages of· this proposed process include a saving in total preparation time and the ability to identify the most. feasible site on the
basis of the complete environmental data.
Subparagraph one establishes the EQB as the RGU for the preparation of the EIS. The EQB is responsible for the implementation of
siting regulations pursuant to 6 MCAR § 3.071. The alternative of
designating the PCA as RGU was considered but rejected. The PCA was·
responsible for the preparation of the EIS under the current rules,
whereas the EQB was responsible for the site selection process under the
current rules. The alternative of PCA as RGU was rejected because the
EQB has a more central coordinative role whereas the PCA has primarily a
regulatory role. It is anticipated that the EQB and PCA will work
closely together in the preparation of the document.
Minn. Stat. § 116C.58 mandates public hearings for site
designation proceedings. Subparagraph two incorporates the draft and
final EIS into the record of such hearings. The inclusion of. the EIS is
necessary to assure the selection of the site most compatible with
available environmental data. The hearing record must reflect consideration of these documents.
Subparagraph three establishes the content requirements of the
EIS. This rule incorporates the basic EIS reQUirements plus a summary
of the en vi ronmenta 1 ·report and certificate of need ·decision. A1thou_gh
these documents are available for ·review, the incorporati-on of a summary
facilitates public review ·of the documents. If the summary raises
issues that are challenged, the interested party should consult the
complete documents.
Minn. Stat. § l-16C.57, subd. 1, mandat-es a _process for the
designat-ion of Potential sites. The .procedures for designation are set
forth at 6 MCAR § 3.074.

Through this process the utility must propose

a s·ite from the inventory and may ·propose other sites for consideration
at -publi-c meet-ings. As a ·result of -those publ-ic meetings the ·Speci-fic
site alternatives are defined. The -EIS need consi·der only those sites_
designated pursuant ·to tha:t process.

Minn. Stat. § 116C.59 mandates a .public _partici-pation process
rela·ting to the selection of sites. Th-;-s _-proc-ess i:s further deli ned at
6 MCAR § 3;075.

Pursuant to

th~t

rule,

~the

EQB has appointed a "power

plant :si·ting -a-dvisory committee 11 • T-hi:s subparagraph
of -that committee wi-th -the ·need for S'Coping the EIS.
maximizes -the opportunity for public involvement and
time·ly revi·ew ·by e1 iminating -potentially duplic-ative

comb-ines -the ·role
Th-is -comMnati:on
pro vi des ·far more
processes.

Subparagraph three allows -for ·a further -reducti-on in ·the ·potential scope of -the EIS -by -.permi-tting the omission -of ·informat-ion ·relating
to need for the facility and detailed site specifi-c -information if that
information is more relevant to mitigation of the impacts. The infor-
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mation relating to need is most properly considered during the certificate_of need process. If a party wishes to challenge that
determination, the proper appeal is to district court. Detailed site
specific information is most likely of primary relevance to specific
mitigation measures that may be imposed via the permitting process. If
such information is not of value in helping to differentiate between
potential sites, the scope of the EIS should exclude the collection of
that data until after the site has been selected. This will help reduce
costs relating to the collection of data that will not be relevant to
the actual project.
Subparagraph four establishes the distribution requirements for
the draft EIS. These requirements are identical to the distribution
requirements for the environmental report with the exception of a
reduced requirement for the regional development commissions (RDCs).
This requirement is reduced to include only those RDCs representing
counties in which a designated site is located. Th1s reduction is made
because the need determination has been completed and the issues to be
addressed in the EIS are of primarY concern in the region of proposed
construction. Other RDCs may receive copies upon request. The
remaining governmental units on the distribution list are likely to be
interested in the project through all stages.
Subparagraph six establishes notification requirements. The
current notice procedures provided in Minn. Stat. § 116C.58 for the
public hearing process for siting are deemed to provide adequate notice
to interested persons for the proposed joint process. Minn. Stat. §
116C.58 requires at least one public hearing in each county in. which a
site iS being considered. Notice of the hearing must be published in a
legal newspap·er of general circulation in the county where the hearing
will be held and by certified mail to chief executives of all governmental units representing the area in which the site is proposed. This
notice must be issued at least ten days in advance but not more than
45 days in advance pursuant to the statute.
Subparagraph seven allows for the extension of the comment
period for comments relating to the draft EIS. The actual period of
time for the extension will be determined pursuant to the hearing. The
standard of reasonableness relating to the specific project should be
used. Interested parties are responsible for complying with that time
deadline.
Subparagraph eight establishes a maximum time deadline for the EQB to
. complete the final EIS. Sixty days after availability of all comments
is deemed adequate to- verify and research issues raised by the comments
and to incorporate responses to the comments. The basic final EIS content requirements are incorporated into this rule. It should be noted
that this also establishes the flexibility to modify those requirements
pursuant to the seeping decision.
Subparagraph nine establishes the distribution and notice
requirements for the final EIS. At this stage of the proceeding, the
identity of interested parties should be well established and reflected
in the interested person mailing list for the· proposed project.
Incorpor~tion of the distribution requirements for the draft EIS
establishes a requirement to provide the final EIS to these persons.
The EQB. Monitor is used to. provide notice because it is the primary
publ1cat1on for monitoring environmental review for the state.
Subparagraph ten requires a formal adequacy determination by
the EQB. The standards and procedures of the state environmental review
process are incorporated into these special rules. This provides a uniform standard for state EISs and provides an additional opportunity for
interested persons to provide comment for the record relating to the
degree to which their concerns were addressed in the final EIS.
Subparagraph eleven incorporates the state environmental review
procedures relating to the preparation of supplemental EISs. These procedures are deemed adequate to address additional informational needs
that may arise via this process.
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Suhparagraph twelve ;e·stabli'shes _a -prohi'Mti·on -on _final -:governmental acti'ons relating to the proposai -until after the -E'I.S ·ha's :been
found adequate by the EQB. This is ne·cessary to ··help ·p'rev·ent deci:stons
from bei-ng made on the basi's of fals-e -or i'nadequate infOrmation.
6 MCAR § 3.055

D. Cooperative ·Proces·ses.

6 MCAR §§ 3.028 E., 3.032 D. and E., 3:036 and 3.037 shall apply to

energy facilities subj-e·ct to this rule. Vari·a'nce applicatfbhs may
be subm1tted w1thout preparat1on of an EAW.
DISCUSSION: This paragraph is necess-ary becau·s·e_ this rule is a substitute environmental review procedure and, pursuant to paragraph A ·of .thi's
rule, other provisions of the environme-ntal review procedures do not
apply unless specifically stated. Inclusion of this para·graph incorporates provisions related to phased actions, vari·dnce., ·emergency
actions, generic EISs and joint federal/s-tate EISs. Incorp-orati-on ·of
these provisions provides needed flexability to adapt these p·rocedures
to specific projects for most effiCient and effective ·environmental
review.
Introduction to 6 MCAR § 3.056 Special Rules for HVTLs
The term large energy facility is defined at 6 MCAR § EA 501

(f). Two types of large energy facilities have be·en selected froril this
list for the establishment of special rules relating to their environ-_
mental review because of the complexity of permitting p-rocesses and
public controversy related to them. The processes relating to_ environmental review of LEPGPs and HVTLs are set forth in separate rules. In
the current rules the review procedures were presented together in the
context of the same rule. The separate rule format of the proposed
rules was selected because a separation of the pro·cesSes fa·cilitates a
more definitive presentation of the rules for easier public
comprehension.

DISCUSSION: This paragraph is _provided to outline the basic environmental review procedure for HVTLs prior to the presentation Of the substantive process. This paragraph notes a basiC change in the process, i.e.
that now only two environmental documents need be prepared - the
environmental report and the EIS. Under the cu-rrent rules th·e EIS is
prepared at the route designation stage.
This paragraph further clarifies that this rule applies Only to
certain- HVTLs. Under Minn. Stat. § 116H-.13, al1 large energy facilities
must have a c~rtificate of need. However. this rule establishes Substitute environmental review requirements for some of the HVTLS that are
included in the definition of large energy facilities. 6 MCAR § 3.056
establishes substitute environmental review requirements for thoSe large
energy facilities that are HVTls. All other energy facilities are subject to the en vi ronmenta 1 review procedures set foY.th in 6 MCAR §§ 3. 024
- 3.036.

A certificate of need is re·quired for- thOse high voltage
transmission lines that exceed the large energy fa'Cility threshold as
set forth at Minn. Stat. § 116H.02, subd. 5 (b):
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"Any high voltage transmission line with a capacity of 200 kilovolts
or more and with more than 50 miles of its length in Minnesota; or,
any high voltage transmission line with a capacity of 300 kilovolts
or more with more than 25 miles of its 1ength in Minnesota;"
This rule applies to those high voltage transmission lines that
exceed the· HVTL threshold as set forth at 6 MCAR § 3.072 E.:
"a conductor of electric energy and associated facilities designed
for and capable of operation at a nominal voltage of 200 kilovolts
or more."
Minn. Stat. -§ 115C.57 subd. 5 allows an exemption process for
certain HVTL routes. The procedures relating to the implementation of
this exemption process are set forth at 6 MCAR § 3.078. In essence, the
process allows a utility to apply for an exemption and establishes
notice requirements relating to that application and procedures by which
interested parties may submit comments. Based on comments received, the
EQB may exempt that route from the routing selection process. This
exemption is intended to allow an abbreviated process for noncontroversial projects. It should be noted that such exempted projects are
exempt from the provisions of this rule; however, they may still be-subject to the certificate of need proceedings of the Energy Agency and, to
the environmental review procedures set forth at 6 MCAR §§ 3.024 - 3.036
if they are brought into environmental review via a discretionary process as delineated at 6 MCAR § 3.025 C.
The reason HVTLs have special review procedures is that HVTLs
tend to be highly controversial and subject to a speCtrum of regulatory
requirements and review procedures. These special rules allow a more
relevant and more direct review for this type of facility. The requirement for the preparation of an EAW has been eliminated because the certificate of need application accomp_l i shes the major goa 1 s of the EAW in
bringing the proposal into a public review procedure.
6 MCAR § 3.056 B. Environmental Report at Certificate of Need- Stage.
1.

The MEA shall be responsible for preparation of an environmental report on an HVIL subJect to th1s rule.

2.

3.

The environmental report on the certificate of need application
sha 1 include:
a.

A brief description of the proposed facility;

b.

An identification of reasonable alternatives of a different s1zed fac1l1ty, a transm1ss1on l1ne w1th d1fferent
endpo1nts, upgrad1ng existing transmission l1nes, and
addit1onal generat1ng fac1l1ties;

d.

A general analysis of the alternatives of no facility and
delayed construct1on of the facility. The analys1s shall
1nclude cons1derat1on of conservat1on and load management
measures that could be used to reduce the need for the
proposed fac1l1ty.
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f.

The report sh?-11 be reviewed in the manner provided in 6

MCAR §§ 3.055 B. 5. - 12.

DISCUSSION: This paragraph presents the substantive process relating to
the preparation of en vi ronmenta 1 -documents for the certificate of need
process. Subparagraph one.establishes the Energy Agency as the RGU for
the preparation of the environmental report. The Energy Agency is
responsible for the implementation of certificate of need procedures as

set forth in 6 MCAR

§

EA 500 and 6 MCAR

§

2.0601.

The environmental

report is a document summarizing the certificate of need applic~tion_and
reasons supporting the decision. This document serves as the initial
basis for environmental review relating to the project.
Minn. Stat. § 116H.13, subd. 4, mandates a public hearing for
certificate of need proceedings. Subparagraph two consolidates the need
hearing with an initial consideration of environmental impacts. T~e
merging of the review o,f need and the environmental report helps assure
that the potential impacts of the proposal and alternatives will be considered when making the certificate of need decision. The hearing
record., which is incorporated ·into further review processes, must reflect
such consideration·. This procedure is the same as under the current
rules.
Subparagraph three establishes the content requirements of the
environmental report. It is necessary that the report adequately
describe the scope of the faci 1 i ty •. i ncl udi ng a summary of the need for
the facility as presented in the need application. This is necessary to
adequately define a base conSideration from which the range of alternatives can be evaluated. Alternatives considered must be identified
and contrasted to the proposal. This subparagraph includes examples of
classes of alternatives that are necessary to be considered for adequate
comparison as well as the basic parameters of consideratiorl that mu_S_t be
made. The analysis required is consistent with the factors specified in
the criteria for assessment of need in 6 MCAR § 2.0611.
The assessment of alternatives is of primary importance in the
determination of need, i.e. once need is ~stablished, relatively little
can be done to alleviate impacts other than mitigation measures. A
major reduction in impact is achieve d. if alternatives can Qe es-tab 1i shed
which eliminate the need for the project or if facilities~ and methods Of
addressing need that result in less adverse environmental effects areidentified. The environmental report must define the impacts- of those
alternatives to enable selection of the metho·d:of fulfilling need· that
is least damaging to the environment.

Subparagraph 3.e.

modifie~

the depth to which the analysis of

the alternatives must be. presented. The analys-is does not mandate forecas-ting for the applicant's service area. The limited time ava,ilab-le
for completion of the environmental report after submission of a need
application i-s not sufficient for an eva-luation of alternati-ve
forecasts-. The evaluation of alternative forecasts is· dev.elop·ed· during
the course of the public hearings .. The· evaluation of the effects of
alternative facilities in the en vi ronmenta 1 report wi 11 camp 1em'ent
detailed information on the applicant's forecasts in· the hearing record.
Detailed information on routes and route alternatives is not
a.lways av.a.i-lable at; the certificate of need stage due· to the sequentia·l
na.tu.re of the regu.latory: process for these facfHt.ies. The limHed· time
avail ab 1e. for prepar~ti on of an env.i ronmen·tal _report at _the: c·e_rtificate
o.f need stqge precludes development of det~iled site specific s-tudi-es.
Subparagraph 3. f. incorporates the same p·reparati.on,
di s.tri buti on~ noti c~. comment and- review procedures tha.t apply to the
speci'al review pro_Cf2!dures· fQr LEPGPs. The ne'ed: and- reascm·ablenes-s· of
those procedures is analogo~s to the nee·d and reasonableness for the
procedure-s for the special review. o·f HVTLs. Please refer t·o· the
discussion re.lati·ng to 6 MCAR §§. 3..055 B. 5-12' i-n this, ddcume·nt. for an
analysis of need and r.easonab·l eness.
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6 MCAR § 3.056 C. EIS at Route Designation and Construction Permit Stage
1.

The EQB shall be responsible for preparation of an EISon an
HVTL subject to this rule.

3.

The draft shall conform to 6 MCAR § 3.031 B. It shall contain
a br1ef summary of the env1ronmental report and the cert1f1cate
of need dec1s1on reiat1ng to the proJect, 1f appl1cabie.
Alternatives shall include those routes des1gnated for public
hearing pursuant to Minn. Stat. § 116C.57, subd. 2 and rules
promulgated thereunder. S1gn1ficant 1ssues to be considered in
the EIS shall be 1dent1f1ed by the EQB 1n l1ght of the c1t1zen
evaluat1on ~rocess establ1shed pursuant to M1nn. Stat. §
ll6C. 59 rat er than_ through a forma I scop1 ng process. Need for
the fac1lit~ and other issues determined by the MEA need not be
considered 1n the EIS.

4.

Review of draft EIS. The draft EIS shall be reviewed in the
manner prov1ded 1n 6 MCAR §§ 3.055 C.4. - 11.

5.

The EQB shall make no final decision designating a route until
the f1nal Ers has been found adequate. No governmental unit
having authority to grant approvals subsequent to a route
des1gnat1on shall grant any f1nal approval for the construction
or operat1on of a fac1l1ty subJect to th1s rule unt1l the f1nal
EIS has been found adequate.

DISCUSSION: This paragraph presents the substantive process relating to
the preparation of environmental documents for the route designation
process. This paragraph represents a significant change from the
current rules. Under the Power Plant Siting rules the route designation
process resulted in a 11 construction permit 11 which designated the most
feasible route for construction of the HVTL. Following this process the
EIS was prepared.
This paragraph proposes the merging of these two processes.
i.e. preparation of the EIS as a part of the route designation process.
The advantages of this proposed process include a saving in total preparation time and the ability to identify the most feas'ible route on the
basis of the complete environmental data.
Subparagraph one establishes the EQB as the RGU for the preparation of the EIS. The EQB is responsible for route designation pursuant to Minn Stat. § 116C.57. Under the current rules the EQB is also
responsible for the preparation of an EIS on any HVTLs for which the EQB
determines an EIS is necessary. This rule alters this process in that
preparation of an EIS would be mandatory for any HVTL which is subject
to route designation proceedings. This is necessary to assure that
complete environmental data is available to enable selection of the most
feasible route.
Minn. Stat. § 116C.58 mandates public hearings for route
designation proceedings. Subparagraph two incorporates the draft and
final EIS into the record of such hearings. The inclusion of the EIS is
necessary to assure the designation of the route most compatible with
available environmental data. The hearing record must reflect consideration of these documents.
Subparagraph -three establishes the content requirements of the
EIS. Th·is rule incorporates the basic EIS requirements plus a summary
of the environmental report and certificate of need decision. Although
these documents are available for review, the incorporation of a summary
facilitates public review of the documents. If the summary raises
issues that are challenged, the interested party should consult the
complete documents.
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Minn. Stat. § )16C.57 subd. 2 mandates a process for the

designation of potential routes. The procedures for design~tion are set
forth at 6 MCAR § 3.073. Through this process alternative routes are
delineated and revi .ewed by a citizens route eva 1uati on committee. The
a 1ternati ve routes must be identified and noticed prior to the p_ubl i c

hearing process.

The EIS need consider only those routes identified.

Minn. Stat. § 116C.59 mandates· a public participation process
·relating to the designation of routes. This process is furth~r defined
at 6 MCAR § 3.073 and 6 MCAR § 3.075 A.

Pursuant to those rules, the

EQB appoints a citizens route evaluation committee. This subparagraph
combines the role of that committee with the need for seeping the EIS.
This combination maximizes the opportunity for public involvement and
provides for more timely review by eliminating potentially duplicative
processes.
Subparagraph three allows for futher reduction in the potential
scope of the EIS by allowing the omission of information relating to
need for_ the facility. The information relating to need most properly
is considered during the certificate of need process. If a party wishes
to challenge that determination, the proper appeal is_ to district court.

Subparagraph four incorporates the same preparation,
distribution, notice comment and review procedures that apply to the
special review procedures for LEPGPs. The need and reasonableness of
those procedures is analogous to the need and reasonableness. for the
procedures for the special review of HVTLs. Please refer to the
discussion relating to 6 MCAR §§ 3.055 C.4-11 in this document for an
analysis of need and reasonableness.
Subparagraph five establishes a prohibition on final governmental actions relating to the proposal until after the EI_S_ has been found
adequate by the EQB. This is necessary to help prevent Qecisions from
being made on the basis of false or inadequate information or as a
result of undue political influence.
6 MCAR § 3.056

D. Review of HVTLs Requiring No Certificate qf Need.

An EIS for HVTLs subject to Minn. Stat. §§ 116C.51 - 116C.69 but not
subJeCt to M1nn. Stat. § 116R.13 s_hail cons1st of an EIS to be-- p_re-pared as prov1ded 1n paragraph C. of th1s rul.e. fhe a.\ternat.lv,e_ of
no act1on shall be cons1dered.

DISCUSSION: This paragraph is needed· to clarily the proper envi:ronmen-:tal review procedures for facilities that are subject to route. designation procedures but not to certificate of need p.roceeding_s.
Minn. Stat. § 116H.13 applies to large energy faciliUes .. 6'
MCAR § EA 501 (8) states that high voltage transmi.ss.ion lines with a
capacity. of 200 kilovolts or more hav,in.g; more than 10,0_ m-iles 0.f i·ts
1ength in Minnesota are large energy facil i tfe-~ a.nd·,_ therefo,re,,_ are subj_ect to certi-ficate. of need· proceedings_.
Minn. Stat. § 116C.52, subd. 3 defi.nes a hi:gh voltage
transmission 1i'ne as a conductor of electric energy and. ass.oc-i·ated fdci1 iti·es designed- for and capable of oper,ati-on at a- nomi:nal voltage. of
200 kilovolts or more unless exempted by the EQB. Minn. Stat. § 116C.57
mandates route designation procedures for hi·gh- voltage transmi:s-s,i:on,
lines.

Therefore, any h.igh_ voltage transmi-ssion li--nes that a.r:e les_s
than 100 mi:l es 1ong- are SIJbj-ect to route des;i,gna·_t-i:on, ,prqceduor~e:s-,, un-~ies:s
exempted by the EQB, but a:r,e-. no,t subject ~o. cer-ti-fi:ca;te, o:ft' needprocedures. This paragraph. requ;tres_ an EI:S. to be_ prepa.red. for thos~h_i gh vo-1 tage_ trans.mi.ssi on- Hnes_. The relevant procedu.res. fo_r E:lS pneparation are the same as fo.r HYTLs. over 100 miles in. 1-eng,th, Le-. as set
forth in paragraph C.
·
Severa 1 re lev.ant poi-nts should be noted re 1a-ti;ng, to th.i-s
provi·si on:
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1.
An EAW need not be prepared. In the normal process, the
environmental report serves an analogous function. Since no environmental report is prepared in these situations, it.is advisable but not
necessary to prepare an EAW. The public participation process may be
adequate to dispense with the need for an EAW.

2.
The scoping function of the EAW is completed by the use of
the public participation process for the determination of scope.

3. Subparagraph C.3. states the need for the facility and
other issues determined by the MEA need not be addressed in the EIS. In
these cases, since there wer2 no certificate of need proceedings, the
MEA did not make any determinations. Therefore, if there are any issues
that are relevant to the Project that would normally be addressed via
certificate of need proceedings, these issues should receive special
attention in the scoping process to assure they are addressed in the
EIS.

6 MCAR § 3.056 E. Cooperative Processes.
6 MCAR §§ 3.028 E., 3.032 D. and E., 3.036 and 3.037 shall apply to
fac1i1t1es subJect to th1s rule. Var1ance appl1cat1ons may be submltted w1thout preparat1on of an EAW.
DISCUSSION: This paragraph is necessary because this rule is a substitute environmental review procedure and, pursuant to paragraph A of this
rule, other provisions of the environmental review proceQures do not
apply unless specifically stated. Inclusion of this paragraph incorporates provisions related to phased actions, variance, emergency
actions, generic EISs and joint federal/state EISs. Incorporation of
these provisions provides needed flexability to adapt these procedures
to specific projects for the most efficient and effective environmental
review.
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